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ABSTRACT 
 Based on four years of ethnographic and archival research, this dissertation 
examines the pedagogical role of Sufi poetry (ilahi) in a transnational Sufi order, the 
Qadiri Rifa’i Tariqa (QRT). Extensive interviews in the United States, Mauritius, and 
South Africa (2008) are augmented by Skype, email, and telephone discussions 
conducted in Great Britain, France, Bosnia, Mexico, and Canada. Analysis of nearly 
twenty years of audio taped Sufi discourse and performance reveals how Sufi poetry 
enacted in ritual gatherings permeates everyday life. 
 
The study opens with a close examination of a poetic couplet from Yunus Emre (d. 
1320), demonstrating that poetry is not merely a secondary aesthetic aspect of Sufism – 
as has often been argued - but is a critical component in the embodied transmission of 
Sufi knowledge. Chapter One presents Fredrik Barth’s separation of knowledge into three 
dynamic faces - ideas and assertions, media representation, and social distribution – as 
the theoretical basis for analysis of the particular QRT understanding of the role of Sufi 
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poetry. Chapter Two presents the evolution of the QRT from its roots in Turkey into a 
transnational order. It also takes a closer look at the Shaykh’s singing of two ilahis in 
South Africa triggered by local tensions both in and outside the order. The transnational 
character of QRT dislocates this poetic repertoire from its Turkish origins, thereby 
broadening the logocentric scope of previous scholarly analyses. Chapter Three describes 
the formation of the current QRT poetic corpus, drawing from Mikhail Bakhtin’s writings 
on translation, heteroglossia, internally persuasive and authoritative discourse, and 
intertextuality. Chapters Four and Five outline the epistemological, ontological, and 
cosmological assertions of the poetry. They focus on the specific experiential and 
embodied appropriation and production of spiritual enlightenment (marifet) by revealing 
how poetry enters the bodies of QRT members as philosophy, sound, and rhythm in 
conversation and companionship (sohbet) and in ecstatic ritual (zikr). In conclusion, the 
Shaykh is shown to be a poetic corpus – an expressive and creative body of Sufi 
knowledge – responding to particular socio-historical contexts. It is this state of 
knowledge that the murid (disciple), through love, is asked to assimilate (fana’). 
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GLOSSARY 
Notes on transliteration 
I have used the Turkish spelling and orthography of key terminology throughout 
this dissertation. Therefore, c is pronounced as j, ç as ch, ş is sh, and ğ is silent elongating 
the preceding vowel. In addition, ı is pronounced like the “o” in “atom,” ö like the “o” in 
“worship” or the vowel sound in “bird,” and ü like the “u” in the French word “rue.”  
The following terminology follows the practice of the QRT, which is not uniform. 
There are both Turkish and transliterated Arabic words used in their print publications. 
Although this has become gradually more standardized toward using Arabic, there are 
some terms that persist in their modern Turkish pronunciation and orthography, such as 
the very central term, dhikr (Ar.), which persists in the QRT as zikr. On the other hand 
terms such as wajd and wali have been adopted over their Turkish equivalents vecd and 
veli, while the Turkish vücud persists instead of its Arabic equivalent wujūd.  
 
Adab – beautiful manners and etiquette appropriate to occasion, person, and place;  
 
Arif – someone who knows through direct experience of God. 
 
Aşk – desirous and passionate love;  
 
Aşık  - a lover ; also a technical term for a Turkish wandering troubadour who plays the
 saz, a Turkish form of a lute. 
 
alim (pl. ulema) – scholar of the Islamic sciences. 
 
Baqa – a state of being a perpetual or eternal; as a Sufi term, it refers to the enduring state 
 of spiritual annihilation fana‘.  
 
Bayat – the initiation into a Sufi order by taking an oath of allegiance to the Shaykh; the
 word is related to bartering or selling.    
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Batin – inside, interior, inner; the hidden secret or meaning of something or someone;
 allegorical or metaphorical meaning;  
 
Beytül – Ma’mur’u: A heavenly structure in the Seventh Heaven circumambulated by
 70,000 angels per day. Understood as the Kaaba’s equivalent in the heavens, it is
 reported by the Prophet Muhammad that he encountered the Prophet Abraham
 there during his Night Journey and Ascension with the Angel Gabriel. See Sahih
 Bukhari, volume 4, Book 54, Hadith number 429  
 
Dervish – a Sufi aspirant or student; see murid.  
 
Divan (also Diwan) – collection of poetry written by a single poet.  
 
Dost – intimate friend; a common Sufi referent for God as well as for the saints in Islam
 (see wali).   
 
Eren – a Sufi who is spiritually mature and near to God.  
 
Fana’ – a Sufi term that refers to the annihilation or dissolving of the self, the pinnacle of
 which is annihilation into God, fana fulallah; there are several stages prior to this
 beginning with fana ful-shaykh, fana ful-pir, and fana ful-rasul.  
 
Gazel – a lyrical poetic form of 5 to 15 rhyming couplets. For Sufis, this is the
 quintessential form of poetry to express love, longing, separatin, and union with
 God. A second meaning that is particular to Turkish refers to the improvised solo
 singing solo of such poems; a form of which is used in some Turkish sufi zikrs
 although no longer improvised, but rather memorized beforehand. 
 
Gönül – One of the several frequently used words for “heart;” it is of Persian origin. 
 
Hak – Truth; a common Sufi referent to Allah.  
 
Hakikat – the third of the four doors of knowledge in Sufism that refers to Truth.  
 
Hal – a temporary state of spiritual ecstasy.  
 
Hu – literally the pronoun “he” in Arabic; a common Sufi referent to Allah.   
 
Icaza – the official permission to teach. 
 
Ilahi – literally “spiritual,” it is the Turkish word given to the particular genre of poetry
 sung in the zikr of the Sunni tarikats in Turkey. 
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Ilm – knowledge; in Sufi poetic terminology, it is often (although not always) understood
 as the type of knowledge learned traditionally through reading and studying books
 in contrast to experiential and direct knowledge (marifet).  
 
Marifet – the fourth of the four doors of knowledge in Sufism that refers to the
 knowledge of God received by direct experience with the Divine. 
 
Murid – the student or disciple of a Sufi spiritual guide (shaykh, murshid). 
 
Nefes – literally “breath”; the word also refers to a particular genre of poetry associated
 with the Bektashi order of dervishes.  
 
Nefs – soul, self, ego; a Sufi term for the sense of a self separate from the divine;  related
 to its root “breath.” 
 
Rabita – connection, link, bond; the Sufi term for the spiritual practice of connecting the
 murid’s heart with that of the Shaykh.  
 
Şeriat –the first of the four doors of knowledge, which refers specifically to Quranic
 revelatory knowledge. 
 
Silsile – chain; the lineage of shaykhs associated with a Sufi tarikat that customarily
 reaches back to the Prophet Muhammad. 
 
Sırr – secret; in Sufi terminology, the hidden truth within the spiritual aspirant that is
 shared only between God and the aspirant.  
 
Sohbet – spiritual teaching conversation shared between shaykh and murid(s);
 companionship in conversation;  
 
Talqin – inculcation; whereby the constant remembrance of God is put into the heart of
 the murid by the Shaykh’s practice of constant rabita with his murid. 
 
Taqlid – imitation (with the connotation that there is no knowing).  
 
Tarikat – the second of the four doors of knowledge, which refers to the “way,” “path,”
 or “practices” of knowing.    
 
Tekke – gathering place of Sufis and often home to the shaykh; also referred to as dergah
 in Turkey.  
 
Vücud – being; existence; body; in modern Turkish, it refers most commonly to the body
 of a human being. 
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Wajd – ecstasy associated with the selfless love of the Divine.  
 
Wali – protecting friend of God; Sufi saints. 
 
Wakil – trustee; a murid entrusted with the responsibility of organizing a local group of
 murids, including leading zikr. 
 
Zahir – outside; exterior; outer; the outer practices of Islam; literal, surface meaning;  
 
Zikr – remembrance; mentioning; the ritual practice of Sufis performed as an individual
 or group in which the names of God are recited or chanted either silently or out
 loud sometime accompanied by the singing of poetry.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 
The rhythm, music, and sound of Turkish Sufi poetry has been in my body for 
years as it has been for Shaykh Taner Ansari, the Pir of the transnational Qadiri Rifai 
Tariqa (QRT). In the following study, I will examine closely how this Sufi poetry 
permeates the QRT from text to practice. The mode (written, aural, and oral) and context 
of the poetry will be central to understanding how it enters the bodies of QRT members 
as philosophy, sound, and rhythm and re-emerges as knowledge in action. Key to this 
analysis will be Fredrik Barth’s separation of knowledge into three dynamic faces: ideas 
and assertions, media representation, and social distribution, which will allow us to 
observe in detail factors such as individual subjectivity, authority, and love in the process 
of knowledge production in this Sufi order. In this chapter, I will address briefly how I 
arrived at being interested in the role of poetry in Sufi pedagogy, my methodology, an 
introduction to the QRT and poetry in the Sufi tradition, concluding with a “taste” of 
knowledge and love in the QRT experience. 
My first trip to Turkey was in the spring of 1990. It was a politically tumultuous 
year mixed with hope, resentment, peaceful resistance, and arming for a fight. I had spent 
the fall living in Europe excited by the pulling back of the Iron Curtain. I was at the fall 
of the Berlin Wall and spent several weeks in the spring with my grandparents in what is 
now former Yugoslavia amidst what were then clear signs of the Slovenian desire for 
secession, Kosovar migration, and growing discontent among Croatians with Belgrade. It 
was in this political mix that I decided that before I returned to the United States, I would 
see something “completely different.” So I went to Turkey and it was there in the spring 
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of 1990 that I encountered the spiritual candor of Mevlana Jelaluddin Rumi’s (d. 1273) 
poetry for the first time in the city of Konya in Central Anatolia. My visit coincided with 
the fasting month of Ramadan during which time Rumi’s mausoleum (türbe) and its 
courtyard are overflowing with the sound of the ney (reed flute), Mevlana’s poetry, and 
the weeping of pilgrims. I bought a post card as reminder of that extraordinary place, its 
sound, and the one who inspired it. The postcard had on it a painting of Rumi, prayer 
beads in hand, and one of his poems,  
Come, come again, whoever you are, come! Heathen, fire worshipper or 
idolator, come! Come even if you have broken your penitence a hundred 
times, Ours is the portal of hope, come as you are.1 
 
I have pinned it up wherever I have lived or worked thereafter. Today, I would have 
Googled Mevlana immediately, but it took another year and a half until I was in an 
undergraduate world religions seminar to learn about this man and the Sufi tradition he 
practiced.  
Several years later, in 1994, ney and poetry filled the air again when I became a 
murid (student; disciple) of a Turkish Sufi master, Shaykh Taner Ansari, Pir of the Qadiri 
Rifai Tariqa (QRT).2 I had met the shaykh earlier that spring while he was visiting one of 
his students living in the small Arizona town where I was attending college. Within a 
year I relocated to northern California to live near him, his family, and a small 
community of murids. For my “basic training,” I worked alongside the shaykh in the 
                                                
1 I learned much later that this poem reaches back to Abu Sa’id Abu’l Khayr (d. 1049).  
2 Tariqa (T. tarikat) means “path” or “way” and is the Arabic/Ottoman Turkish used to designate 
2 Tariqa (T. tarikat) means “path” or “way” and is the Arabic/Ottoman Turkish used to designate 
different Sufi orders.  
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family-owned pizzeria and it is here that I learned to sing Sufi poetry known as ilahis. 
Ilahi cassettes brought over from Turkey were the soundtrack behind hours of working in 
the pizzeria with the shaykh or driving in the car. These poems would make their way 
into our evening conversations back in his living room, sometimes during meals, and 
even occasionally while we watched science and history programs late at night on 
television. 
Two years later I moved to Tarsus, the shaykh’s hometown in Southeastern 
Turkey, where I studied Sufi music and Turkish for the first year in preparation for a 
second year in Istanbul. By the fall of 1999 I was in Boston beginning my master’s 
degree in Divinity. These years were defined by seeking knowledge and were cultivated 
through love and poetry. So ten years after my first visit to Turkey and in my first year of 
graduate school, the rhyming couplet tucked away in the final pages of my shaykh’s new 
book, The Sun Will Rise in the West (2000) did not surprise me. However it wasn’t for 
another several years that the implications of its placement became more apparent.  
The couplet, which appears in both Turkish and English on an otherwise blank 
page, follows nearly one hundred and thirty pages of English prose explaining the nature 
of God and human beings, Sufi practices, and the socio-spiritual administration of the 
order. While the semantic force of the verse is derived from its English translation, its 
poetic rhythm, meter, and rhyme are both audible and visible in the Turkish.  
OR 
 
Ete kemiğe büründüm 
Yunus diye göründüm 
  
I wrapped myself in bone and flesh  
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and appeared as “Yunus.”3 
 
The verse has an aesthetic appeal to both ear and eye, but of primary interest are 
the epistemological assumptions that underlie the placement of this verse. First, the 
boldface “OR” is English and not part of the couplet. It suggests that the following verse 
can be read as an alternative to the whole book that precedes it. Second, as the verse is 
only one small couplet, the placement also suggests a type of knowledge acquired not 
discursively, but rather experientially. Finally, such an experience of knowledge does not 
transcend the body, but rather assumes one and therefore makes the body a 
priority.Yunus Emre’s solitary verse allows us to examine the embodied aspect of 
vernacular poetry. The couplet is given some explanatory context on the facing page in 
The Sun where the apocryphal story from which it is taken is printed. The Sufi story, 
another vital genre of Sufi pedagogical literature, tells of an encounter between Mevlana 
Jelaluddin Rumi (d.1273) and Yunus Emre (d.1320), the composer of our verse and 
beloved poet of the QRT. Their meeting is not recorded in any collection originating with 
the followers of Mevlana and since Yunus began writing poetry only in the latter part of 
his life and most likely after the other poet’s death any historical rendezvous is most 
unlikely.4 The significance of the story is not in determining the historicity of the poets’ 
meeting, but rather in its transmission among the Sufis in Turkey among whom both 
Yunus and Rumi are universal favorites.  
 
                                                
3 The centered placement, fonts, and boldface are exactly as in the original.   
4 Of course, this analysis does not take into account a spiritual encounter between them as Rumi’s 
poetry was certainly recited during Yunus’ lifetime. On the phenomenon of poetry written 
posthumously see Frishkopf (2003).  
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The story is as follows,  
 
In Turkey, during the thirteenth century, two great Sufi poets lived and 
worked. Mevlana Jelaluddin Rumi was the more prolific of the two, well 
known for his volumes of inspired masterpieces. Yunus Emre wrote 
simpler lyric pieces which were often set to music. One day the two met, 
and Mevlana showed his colleague his latest work. At length, after Yunus 
had studied the copious volume, Mevlana asked him, “Well, what do you 
think?” Yunus thought for a moment and declared, “You said too much.” 
“What should I have said?” asked Mevlana. Yunus replied, “If I were you, 
I would have put it like this, I wrapped myself in bone and flesh and 
appeared as ‘Yunus.’ 
 
The primary distinction between these poets in this story appears to be the sheer 
volume of their work expressed by phrases like “more prolific,” “copious volume,” and 
“you said too much.” Yunus’ relative paucity in volume however seems to be balanced 
by his poetic prowess, which enables him apparently to summarize Mevlana’s 
voluminous work with a single couplet. Both of these “great” and “collegial” poets are 
dearly loved in Turkey, but the tale does obscure some important social and aesthetic 
distinctions. First, the poets did not write in the same language. Yunus wrote in the 
Turkish vernacular and the musical accompaniment is indicative of a particular genre of 
poetry (tekke şiirleri/ilahi) that would later become normative in the ritual zikr practiced 
in the Sunni Sufi orders.5 In contrast, Mevlana wrote his poetry in Persian, the scholarly 
language of his day alongside Arabic. 6 As an instructor in Konya’s medrese (educational 
institution), a position he inherited from his father, he was clearly within the scholarly 
social class (s. ‘alim, pl. ‘ulema). Although Mevlana’s Divan is a notable example of his 
lyric poetry (ghazal) known to be composed spontaneously and written for ritual 
                                                
5 Discussion of these terms will follow.   
6 Turkish words do appear in some of Mevlana’s poetry, however Persian is his primary 
communicative language.  
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performance (sema‘), it is most likely the 25,000 verse didactic Masnavi, Mevlana’s most 
noted work, that the story alludes to here.7According to Ahmet Karamustafa (1999:197) 
Yunus displays a “comfortable competence in all aspects of contemporary elite Sufism” 
and is illustrative of “the emergence of a new Turkish voice in Sufism.” He is even 
thought to have attended one of the many medreses in Seljuk territories characteristic of 
this time and wrote some of his Turkish poetry in Arabic/Persian ‘aruz meter.  
Nonetheless, from other evidence it is clear that Yunus was not a religious scholar 
(‘alim). There has been some debate on the educational background of Yunus Emre. 
Although he demonstrates ‘competence’ in Sufi thought, it should not be assumed that he 
acquired that in medrese. In light of this discussion on poetry, embodiment, and 
knowledge transmission, there may be in fact different ways of learning that provide such 
competence. Yunus’ vernacular poetic mode of acquiring knowledge however still does 
not sustain a “little” and “great” tradition dichotomy nor support a theory grounding 
Anatolian Sufism in pre-Islamic, shamanic traditions against which Karamustafa is 
writing. In fact, Karamustafa draws our attention to a vital link with “Iraqi” Sufism in 
Anatolia in the Wefa’i Order. This “Iraqi” connection signifies a flow of thought and 
practice that would eventually be dominated by ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Gilani and Ahmed al-
Rifai, the eponymous Pirs of the QRT, in Turkey. 8 
Returning to Yunus’ couplet, we must explore in Sufi terms the evocative 
suggestion to embody and experience knowledge. What does one make of the brevity of 
                                                
7 Talat Halman (1981:12) mentions the same story in his discussion of Yunus Emre’s humanism. 
He understands the story to refer to the Mathnawi and highlights the poets esteem for each other.   
8 See Ethel Wolper (2003) for more on Sufi institutions during this time period. 
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Yunus’ poetry? Is it linguistic talent? Or maybe the lack of one? The succinctness of 
Yunus’ verse suggests a type of knowledge other than the discursive knowledge (‘ilm) 
taught in the medrese. He is not trying to teach the reader some “thing” as much as trying 
to expose the reader to an alternative, experiential, intimate, and at the same time Islamic 
mode of knowing; in other words, he is demonstrating marifet (A. ma‘rifa; experiential 
knowledge) to the reader/listener. Sufism has its roots in the early ascetic (zuhd) 
experimenters of the Qur’an, most famously Hasan al-Basri (d.737), Rabi’a al-Adawiyya 
(d.810), Dhu’l Nun al-Misri (d. 859) and al Muhasibi (d. 857), the latter two having been 
credited with the development of the understanding of marifet. For the QRT, marifet is 
the last of a fourfold encounter with knowledge presented below in a couplet from 
another of Yunus Emre’s poems,  
Şeriat tarikat yoldur varana          For those who reach, Shariat is the 
     path of Tariqat;  
Hakikat marifet andan içeru          Haqiqat and Marifet are deeper than 
     that  
  
Mention of these “cultural” distinctions is not to suggest that Mevlana did not 
experience marifet, presumably he did, but rather to draw attention to the fact that 
language (Persian and Turkish), social class (‘alim or not), and poetic form (complex and 
voluminous or simple and succinct), while present in the poetry, are not the central 
concerns for the QRT. What is important is that there is a significant resonance between 
Yunus and Mevlana, namely the connection between the body and knowledge of Allah.9 
                                                
9 Of course, in its English translation, these distinctions are not evident to the reader who is 
unfamiliar with Rumi and Yunus. Another version of the story in Turkish has a wandering Yunus 
visiting Mevlana’s circle of students and a kind of verbal duel takes place between the two master 
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Indeed, judging from the placement of Yunus’ verse, Shaykh Taner’s The Sun Will Rise 
in the West is equated to Mevlana’s “voluminous” work. Mevlana’s more didactic 
Mathnawi (more familiar to QRT members) and Shaykh Taner’s The Sun are saying what 
Yunus Emre’s verse is in fact doing.  
Fatemah Keshavarz’s analysis of Mevlana’s Divan in relation to his Mathnawi is 
helpful to understand this difference in approach to Sufi knowledge. Her examples are 
critical to this understanding requiring me to quote her at length, she (Keshavarz 1998: 
146-47) writes,  
[i]nstead of promoting the view that one has to transcend the human level 
to experience the mystical, Rumi tended to see the mystical as just an 
aspect of the human experience. With characteristic boldness he crossed 
the borderline between the spiritual and the carnal to emphasize that the 
two were indeed one and the same, a view he expressed directly in his 
didactic Masnavi: 
    
   Love whether of this kind or that kind, 
   Shall ultimately guide us to the king. 
 
Contrary to the Masnavi, in the Divan the analytical orientation loses 
ground to the personal and experiential… 
 
If anyone asks: “How do the clouds uncover the moon? Untie the front 
of your robe, knot by knot, say: like this! 
If anyone asks: “How did Jesus raise the dead?” kiss me on the lips, say: 
like this! 
If anyone asks: “What are those killed by love like?” direct him to me, 
say: like this! 
… 
To blind [with envy] the one who says: “How can a human being reach 
God?” give us each a candle of purity, say: like this! 
 
… It is, of course, not uncommon for mystical verse to make use of love 
imagery, but often the tone is vague and vividly erotic details are avoided. 
                                                                                                                                            
composers. Everyone is conversing and composing in Turkish indicating that any linguistic 
barrier or distinction is not a primary concern to later versions of the story.   
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Rumi is aware of this tradition. In his poem, he preserves sensuality 
precisely because he wishes it to be understood in ordinary human terms 
rather than in a vague and generalized fashion. … Through sharpening the 
sensual edge and then giving it a distinct share in the spiritual cosmos, 
Rumi abolishes the imaginary boundary between the two [spiritual and 
carnal] and creates his specific brand of mystical lyricism. 
 
Yunus does not write with the same erotic sensuality as Mevlana, however his 
poetry affirms the intimate continuity of knowing one’s body and Allah.10 Although there 
are many references to Rumi in various social media as his poetry is vastly more 
available in translation than Yunus Emre’s, the QRT does not use Mevlana’s poetry in 
their ritual life.   It is Yunus’ poetry, and the poetry of other Turkish poets like him, that 
are at the center of QRT practice, which reinforces the connection between the body and 
a person’s spiritual transformation. Unarguably Mevlana is a Sufi of great renown with a 
poetic talent considered by many, Muslim and not, unrivalled. He challenged his 
scholarly contemporaries not only theologically with his verses, but also in practice by 
the extraordinary relationship he shared with his Sufi shaykh (master), the itinerant 
Shems of Tabriz. Without Shems, it is not at all clear that Mevlana could have become 
who he in fact did. Experiential knowledge, ma‘rifa, implies “a privileged connection 
between certain human beings and the divine,” however in practice this connection is 
exercised and fortified through one’s close relationship with the shaykh/friend (Renard 
2004:11).11 It is out of this relationship and tradition that Mevlana’s lyric masterpiece, the 
Divani Shems-i Tebriz emerges. 
                                                
10 Such as Cumle Vucudda Bulduk (We found Everything in the Body) and Vucud Sehrine Girmek 
(To Enter the City of the Body). See Appendix. 
11 However, the poetry reveals a qualitatively different relationship between Yunus and his 
shaykh, Tapduk Emre, than that of Mevlana and Shams. 
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It is also this relationship that Shaykh Taner has pointed out to me over the years 
by saying, “Remember, who did Yunus write for?” The emphasis on love transforms 
some of Yunus’ apparently didactic lyrics such as “Without a perfected teacher your 
search for truth is impossible,” into another genre altogether. 12  Therefore in this 
dissertation I will look closely at how the QRT poetry is used in the Sufi quest for 
knowledge fueled by love.  
Methodology 
It is to this personal and experiential orientation toward knowledge that we now 
turn. As mentioned earlier I became a murid of Shaykh Taner in 1994. My belonging to 
the QRT therefore makes me a clear insider not only to the tradition as a whole, but also 
to the relationships it fosters. While I do draw on my own experiences from time to time, 
my fieldwork with the QRT in Mauritius and South Africa organizes much of this study. 
In 2008, I had the opportunity to accompany Shaykh Taner, his wife, and one of his 
women khalifas for a month to Mauritius where the murids had only interacted with 
Shaykh Taner by phone, Skype, or through a relative who lived in London. From this 
island nation just east of Madagascar in the Indian Ocean, we then travelled to South 
Africa; first to two established QRT communities in Durban and Uitenhage, then to Cape 
Town where the seeds of a now burgeoning community were only then germinating. It 
was on this trip that the centrality of the QRT poetic repertoire to the order’s overall 
training was clearly manifested by the numerous practice sessions, elucidating 
conversations, and of course the central Sufi practice of ritual zikr. Following this trip, I 
                                                
12 Bir kamıl murşide varmayınca olmaz 
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established or maintained communications with not only the murids in Mauritius and 
South Africa, but also extended my original contacts to approximately thirty others living 
around the globe. Most of these murids had responded to a survey that I had sent early in 
the study (2009) regarding their relationship to QRT poetry. However, the survey acted 
more as a conversation starter rather than a source of any conclusive evidence. The 
remaining informants were regular participants in the weekly online sohbet led by 
Shaykh Taner or one of his khalifas if he happened to be travelling.  
In order to give some historical perspective to this synchronic investigation of a 
contemporary transnational Sufi order, I tapped into a wellspring of recorded teaching 
conversations (sohbet) reaching as far back as 1993, many of which I had attended. In 
addition to these recordings there were a few earlier Turkish documents originating from 
the order’s geographical roots in Turkey as well as QRT publications (in English) 
produced in the United States from 1994 to the present. These English-language 
publications included not only QRT poetry that spanned centuries, but also translations of 
two seminal works (twelfth century) of the founding Pirs of the order, Abdul Qadir 
Geylani and Ahmed Rifa’I, along with Shaykh Taner’s contemporary explanation of the 
QRT Sufi path. With these materials and conversations, I began to seek a way to describe 
more fully how Yunus’ verse could provide a new perspective on the poetic and 
transformative world of an emerging Sufi. 
Turning to our original verse, we can begin to understand how the QRT poetic 
corpus can be understood as a relationship between both word and body.  
Ete kemiğe büründüm  I wrapped myself in bone and flesh  
Yunus diye göründüm  and appeared as “Yunus.” 
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The couplet does not summarize the content that preceded it (whether understood as 
Mevlana’s or Shaykh Taner’s), but the body does, i.e., it is the true poetic corpus. Yunus 
Emre’s 13th century utterance assumes an intimacy between knowledge and knower that 
is at the root of Sufism.  
From its earliest history to the present day, Sufism, a tradition of Islamic 
knowledge by which local actors have lived for centuries, has taken on the local color of 
the land, language, and music in which it has found itself. For a large number of Sufi 
orders poetry has played a central role in this process as it does in the QRT today. Poetry 
is not only the literary genre of choice for Sufis, but also is a vital pedagogical tool. 
Scholarly interests have focused on Arabic and Persian poetry with the vernacular 
traditions receiving much less attention although this trend is slowly changing 
(Karamustafa 1999; Rinehart 1999; Reese 2001; Frishkopf 2003). In addition, while Sufi 
poetry has received significant attention, there has been no study that examines its 
pervasiveness in the actual life of a Sufi Order or Sufi individuals. Therefore this 
dissertation will be an interdisciplinary examination of Turkish Sufi poetry as it is used in 
a contemporary transnational Sufi order. Here I will document the where and when of 
occurrences of poetry and address some basic questions such as; how do Sufis understand 
their poetry and its broad range of imagery and metaphors? How might translation 
change this understanding? Does singing in a foreign language mystify or demystify the 
spiritual tradition? What kinds of questions does a shaykh or murid address with a poem?  
How does Sufi poetry encounter the disciple’s body and how does that encounter become 
decisive in the practitioner’s social life? 
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Entry into the Qadiri Rifai Tariqa is a process of cosmological, ontological, and 
epistemological reorientation to the world and self for all initiates whether born Muslim 
or not, educated or not. It is often asserted that Sufi poetry is a simplified form of Sufi 
doctrine meant to be easily digested by illiterate masses (Eaton 1974, Schimmel 1975, 
Asani 1988, Graham 1999, Reese 2001). For example, in another poem Yunus Emre 
writes, “The wisdom of the four books [Torah, Psalms, Gospel, Qur’an] is completely 
contained in one elif [اا].” Elif is the first letter of the Arabic alphabet and, written as a 
single, vertical stroke. Symbolic of the unity of Allah, the elif is a simple “form,” 
especially for the one who cannot read, and therefore contemplation of the elif is easier 
than reading volumes of prose text. However, as we will see, understanding the elif 
demands exercises in love and a complete relinquishing of the self. What I propose is that 
poetry communicates Sufi knowledge in a way that requires engagement with a full 
human being including our volitional, emotional, bodily, and social aspects. This is true 
especially when the poetry is set to music in Sufi contexts like ritual zikr and as it 
emerges from the mouth of the shaykh in settings of intimate conversation (sohbet). This 
level of engagement with the individual is invisible when examining this poetry solely as 
text. The fact that Sufi poetry is recited as well as read today despite the literacy and 
education of its listeners demonstrates that there is more to Sufi poetry than simplifying 
complex Sufi teachings for a presumed simpler audience. 
To analyze the implicit and explicit presence of Sufi poetry in the Qadiri Rifai 
Tariqa (QRT), I will adapt a theoretical framework derived from Fredrik Barth’s work on 
knowledge and culture, with an eye toward conveying the particular knowledge poetry 
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communicates rather than the culture it mediates. Barth’s image of culture as 
“knowledge,” that is, a modality of shared understanding that is traceable to, but not 
limited by ethnicity or geography, will be the basis of understanding Sufi practice in the 
multinational and multiethnic QRT. It will bring into relief individual “grounds for 
action” that are otherwise hidden when behavior is reduced to stereotypes or when a 
diversity of voices is reduced to a hegemonic few (Barth 1995:65).  
Barth suggests approaching knowledge as a dynamic of “three faces”; a corpus of 
assertions and ideas about the world, a range of media representation, and a social 
distribution. For Barth (2000:1), what constitutes knowledge is quite broad; i.e., “what a 
person employs to interpret and act on the world. Under this caption I wish to include 
feelings [attitudes] as well as information, embodied skills as well as verbal taxonomies 
and concepts: all the ways of understanding that we use to make up our experienced, 
grasped reality.” Sufi poetry has multiple modes of transmission (accompanied by music 
and bodily movements, in a foreign language, rephrased in English prose, embedded in 
conversation, sung, spoken, read) with the important purpose to meet lived reality as it is 
– “lives full of raw and unexpected events” – with a comportment not always 
conventional according to some Islamic practices and tradition, but nevertheless Islamic 
(Barth 2000:1).13  
While Barth is concerned with how bodies of knowledge are produced “in persons 
and populations,” this dissertation is concerned with how persons become and are bodies 
                                                
13 Amira Mittermaier (2012:250) states that “there is too little Islam – or, rather, too little 
attention to different, coexisting forms of being Muslim” in the anthropology of Islam and it is 
the intention of this study to turn attention toward one of those forms. 
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of knowledge and more specifically how Sufi poetry undergirds the QRT in this process. 
Amira Mittermaier (2012:253) draws on her work examining dreams in a Sufi-like 
community in Cairo in order to state that an anthropological focus on agency has moved 
in only “one-direction – that extending out from the dreamer – but it has little to say 
about the other direction, the being acted upon.” So while using Barth’s three faces of 
knowledge, this study will also examine how Sufi practice engenders an experience of 
knowledge that consists of “being acted upon” in a relationship of loving knowledge – 
the poetic body.  
Barth’s framework will allow me to engage the poetic corpus (written and oral), 
the various media representations (ritual zikr, musical and written publications, taped and 
live spiritual conversations) it undergoes, as well as the transnational social organization 
through which it passes. The assertions and ideas found in the poetic corpus in 
conjunction with QRT disciplinary and ritual practices simultaneously construct and 
deconstruct the world of the murid (disciple). The Sufi novice longs to be with Allah and 
in order to be with Allah, according to the prophetic tradition “die before you die” (mutu 
qabl an tamutu), one must surrender and die to self and one’s own separate individuality. 
This kind of transformation does not happen in an instant, but rather the murid commits 
to a path on which she will experience a dialogic razing and building of a self that both 
dissolves and emerges (i.e., ever-changing) over time. In my research, poetry plays an 
important role in this process.14  
                                                
14 Keshavarz in a different, but similar vein, writes that the Masnavi has a didactic goal and 
therefore describes and interprets, while “the Divan, instead of describing the bewilderment of 
love, becomes a linguistic manifestation of bewilderment…that operates at the limits of 
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Yunus’ paraphrasing of Mevlana is a demonstration of Fredrik Barth’s shift from 
speaking in terms of “culture” to “knowledge.” Barth points out that culture is often used 
to mark difference and has become a “truncated account of what others are thinking and 
doing,” i.e., “[t]he idea of culture as shared devolves into an assertion of its ubiquity in a 
population: the urge to holism induces an image of culture with geographical locus and 
boundaries” (Barth 1995:66). I have already shown that this story is not asserting poetic 
superiority, but rather spiritual modality. The story in which the verse is found elides 
cultural, social, and aesthetic distinctions such as language, class, and even differences in 
ritual practice (zikr and sama’) becoming a sound confirmation of their agreement (their 
choice among choices) on the corporeality of Sufi spirituality. However, their agreement 
does not signify the “urge to holism”that Barth points out. Mevlana and Yunus are not of 
the same “culture” – perhaps a fact difficult to see when analyzed from yet a third 
“culture” (even knowledge system), such as my own, that tends to homogenize distant 
others. Yunus and Mevlana encountered dissenters within their own local communities, 
but found unity with each other by choosing between various possible knowledge 
traditions. 
This example illustrates one of Barth’s broader criticisms; a focus on “culture” 
can blur vital diversity within and across peoples. He (Barth 1995) highlights three 
reasons why the popular use of the concept of culture has become problematic; first, it 
exoticizes and “mutilates” the other’s point of view; second, the emphasis on shared 
                                                                                                                                            
discourse…As a result, the Dīvān expresses the mystery and the paradox in the experience of love 
not through description and explication but by letting the reader share that experience in his/her 
role as the reader of these lyrics (Keshavarz 1998:38-39). 
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culture “depersonalizes” by plucking a behavior, tendency, or act from its context and 
tends to remove agency and innovation; and third, culture has been increasingly used in 
discourses on identity reducing the diversity of voices, limiting options, and creating 
hegemonic representations. The combined effect of these exoticizing, depersonalizing, 
and hegemonizing representations has progressively silenced some aspects of the Sufi 
tradition within the wider Muslim community. Barth further points out that “there are 
also very divergent bodies of knowledge and different ways of knowing within 
populations as well as between them; thus a focus on knowledge articulates culture in a 
form that makes it transitive in the interaction between people, because of its potential 
use to both parties” (Barth 1995:66). Shaykh Taner not only recognizes the transitive 
quality of which Barth speaks, but urges his murids to “come out of the closet” in order to 
demonstrate that Sufism is a “viable option” for Muslims and, keeping his focus on 
knowledge rather than culture, for “human beings.” Barth also urges, in a demonstration 
of anthropological reflexivity, anthropologists to “engage” in an interchange of 
knowledge and judgment with other traditions of knowledge in order to make a veritable 
choice among choices.  
Although mostly ignored as a tradition of knowledge, Sufi poetry has nonetheless 
garnered the attention of some anthropologists in limited ways: as the work of experts, as 
practiced or composed by a group culturally or ethnically described, or as gendered in 
ritual (Qureshi 1995, Abbas 2002, Werbner 2003, Mack 2004). Frances Trix’s (1993) 
discourse analysis of a conversation between her and her murshid that included Bektashi 
nefes poetry probably comes closest to my own intentions in this study; however I will 
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treat a broader spectrum of Sufi adherents and occasions of poetry. The transnational 
character of the QRT will also provide an opportunity to investigate how an apparently 
culturally specific poetic repertoire has been introduced to and utilized by murids who are 
wholly unfamiliar with one of more of the following; the Turkish language, Sufi 
symbolism, and/or Islamic religious practices. What will emerge is that the solidarity of 
the order is not completely culturally or ethnically determined, but rather relies wholly on 
Sufi knowledge for its cohesion.    
I will not discuss the debate on the permissibility of singing lyric poetry in Islam, 
except to remark that countless Muslims do this daily and that poetry performance has 
occupied a distinguished position among Muslims, especially Sufis, since the time of the 
Prophet Muhammad and so can hardly be categorized as anomalous. On the contrary its 
ubiquitous performance is what makes poetry an ideal subject for the anthropologist who 
must study the ordinary, the common, the habitual, and in this case, the “poetical habit” 
of the tongue as it called by the fourteenth century historian Ibn Khaldun (1989:432). He 
elaborates by stating how poetry exists among speakers of every language, how 
rhythmical composition is in the very nature of human beings, how its eloquence is found 
in its ability to conform to a particular situation, and how “everybody understands 
eloquence in his own dialect and has a taste for the beauties of the poetry of his own 
people” (1989:457-459). The last observation is one that reverberates through the 
centuries and across disciplines and makes common linguistic sense.15 Walter Andrews 
(1985:6) for instance writes in his introduction to Ottoman lyric poetry, “that objects of 
                                                
15 There is a sizable corpus of research in Folklore studies on oral poetry and epic. See Baumann 
and Briggs (1990) on poetics and performance in anthropology.  
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art, especially those from which we are separated by time, language, and custom, are not 
truly accessible without the doors and windows provided by the process of scholarly 
inquiry” unless, he suggests, one “Live(s) the life that the poem reflects!” In the end he 
concludes that such living is impractical or impossible. This is true if poetry is 
understood as representational of or simply “reflecting” the life of another time and place, 
however we will see that Sufi poetry is not understood this way and that QRT poetry 
assumes and even demands the reader’s/listener’s active participation.  
 
Understanding Poetry in the Sufi Tradition and the QRT 
The use of poetry as a pedagogical tool is ancient, but it was the Khurasanian Sufi 
Abū Sa‘īd Abu’l Khayr (d. 1049) who was key in making it a central feature of Sufi 
spiritual instruction around which the institution of the Sufi khanaqah (tekke, dergah) 
was formed (Graham 1999:110). It was already customary for Sufis by the eleventh 
century to recite Qur’an verses and litanies of the Divine Names in seated gatherings in 
order to fulfill the Qur’anic injunction to remember and mention God (zikr). Into this 
performance Abū Sa‘īd introduced vernacular Persian poetry in the form of ecstatic, 
didactic, and devotional quatrains set to melodies, sung, and accompanied by bodily 
movements.16 Poetry became not only a ritual component of zikr, but also a vital 
pedagogical tool within the Sufi tradition. The practice of using poetry in this way spread 
from Khurasan to Anatolia under the patronage of the Seljuks and later was carried by 
                                                
16 It was not until the late Middle Period (1200-1550) that Persian (Farsi) became a full-fledged 
Islamic literary language so in the time of Abū Sa‘īd the Persian quatrain was still a vernacular 
literary form in Khurasan. 
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Sufis fleeing westward due to the Mongol invasions (Graham1999:125; Trimingham 
1971:24; Wolper 2003).  It is in this Sufi tradition of composing, singing, and listening to 
poetry that Yunus Emre and the others in the QRT poetic repertoire participate.  
A certain amount of speculation surrounds Sufi poetry with poetic form being 
recognized as only a rough index of occasion and/or method of composition. For 
example, ecstatic ruba’i (quatrain) and devotional gazels tend to be associated with 
spontaneous occasions such as (but not limited to) ritual zikr and encounters with the 
beloved friend as in the aforementioned case of Mevlana Jelaluddin Rumi and Shams-i 
Tabriz. Mathnawi and other didactic verse are presumed to be composed alone (or with a 
dervish scribe) and more deliberately written with a particular lesson or spiritual regimen 
in mind, although didacticism can also appear in gazel and ruba’i forms as well. In fact, 
Graham (1999:104) provides two examples from Abū Sa‘īd of what becomes a 
customary Sufi blend of spiritual intensity and instruction,  
‘O you who are unaware of those who are burnt up, or of being burned 
Love is something that comes of its own; it cannot be taught.’ 
 
And another, 
If you do not come to repent your existence, 
You’ll never approach the circle of Gnostics (‘arif) and drunkards. 
Unless in others’ eyes you become an infidel, 
In the creed of lovers, you’ll never be Muslim. 
 
Using these didactic verses to illustrate Abū Sa‘īd’s “passionate poetic style,” Graham 
(1999:102) goes on to describe the quatrain as “a haiku-like encapsulation of a mystical 
state.” However, I suggest that this is not so much a representation of a fleeting state of 
ecstasy (hal), but rather a radical invitation to a path of passionate knowledge, ecstatic 
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wisdom, or affective discernment enacted in bodily practice that in the end will be unique 
to the listener.  
Among Muslims, reciting the Qur’an (whose proof was at least partially in the 
beauty of its language) and chanting the Names of God as zikr has never ceased, 
suggesting that those who continued Abū Sa‘īd’s tradition understood that poetry would 
complement these practices rather than replace them. Islamic mystical poetry also did not 
begin with Abū Sa‘īd it simply entered standard mystical ritual practice at that time. 
Michael Sells (1996:56-57) writes on early Islamic mystical poetry’s indebtedness to pre-
Islamic poetic tropes, but insightfully observes that 
[t]he Sufis did not borrow the poetic themes of the lost beloved, the 
intoxication of wine, or the ‘perishing’ out of love for the beloved to use 
as a vehicle for expressing ideas and sensibility developed independently 
from the poetry. Rather, the refinement of theme, mood, emotion, and 
diction within the poetry was from very early on in Sufism an integral 
aspect of the mystical sensibility. 
 
The intimate, visceral sensations of love and the suffering that accompanies separation 
from it in everyday life bear witness to the intoxicating and transforming nature of love 
(and the poetry of love). It is in the practice and bodily experience of zikr that the 
congruency of mystical and everyday sensations becomes apparent.  Abū Sa‘īd, aware of 
this, perhaps introduced poetry to direct these sensations toward transformation rather 
than despair.17  
                                                
17 Cemal Kafadar (1992:314-315) observes a move in the opposite direction – from Sufi poetry to 
secular – in contemporary Arabesk music when he writes, “Lines from Yunus Emre, for instance, 
occur in the compositions of Orhan Gencebay, the genre’s [Arabesk] most popular figure and a 
master player of saz…The explanation must surely lie in arabesk’s kinship to Sufi-tinged aşık 
poetry at the level of philosophy and sensibility as well as formal structure. The pathetic 
uprootedness of the human condition and the inescapable sorrow of absence (namely, being in 
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Scholars repeatedly state that Sufis use poetry, especially vernacular poetry, in 
their pedagogy in order to provide access to Sufi knowledge for a large number of 
illiterate Muslims (as mentioned, this is one reason why poetry is sometimes disdained by 
the literate ulema). Graham (1999:105-106), drawing on E.E. Bertels, outlines the 
prevailing thoughts on why Sufis use poetry in their teaching,  
1. To encapsulate difficult Sufi doctrine in verse  
2. To make comprehension of Sufi doctrine easier  
3. To assist in the inculcation of concepts (music/melody being key to this) 
4. To facilitate (or communicate) ecstatic mystical states (hal)   
This list betrays a scholar’s predilection toward words, their meaning, and assigning a 
higher value to the theoretical enterprise that gives rise to Sufi “doctrine” and “concepts.” 
While it is true that poetry provides access to Sufi information, what is offered by the 
poetry is not simply the conveyance of Sufi doctrine, but the stimulation of an impulse 
toward experiential knowledge (marifat). The emphasis that scholars put on illiterate 
multitudes should not distract from the fundamental fact that Sufism is primarily 
something to be done, not read. In Chapter Six I will examine the purported connection 
that is often made in modern polemics between the spread of Sufism to these masses and 
its subsequent “decline,” but here I want to turn to what the QRT says about the role of 
poetry on the Sufi path. 
                                                                                                                                            
gurbet) from the beloved (or Beloved), friend (Friend), or home (Home) permeate aşık poetry and 
the arabesk; from the latter, however, the metaphysical component (except the theme of fate) has 
vanished. The Sufi distinction between esoteric and external, again stripped of its philosophical 
dimension, is a common theme in the arabesk: the beloved is repeatedly asked to ignore such 
external criteria as wealth and prestige in order to appreciate the petitioner’s inner qualities, such 
as the ability to love and to suffer.” 
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In December of 2008, while we were enjoying a short layover on our flight from 
New York to Mauritius and strolling through the Charles de Gaulle airport, Shaykh 
Taner, knowing my interest in poetry, began to list some of the functions, or properties, 
of Sufi poetry. “There are more than I can name,” he said but first among these was that 
poetry presents information in a way that is “pleasing” to the listener. Such a statement 
would find support again in Ibn Khaldun (1989:441) who, in his analysis of the uses of 
poetry and prose, found that the latter is “employed in sermons and prayers and in 
speeches intended to encourage or frighten the masses,” in other words, a form of 
rhetorical persuasion. However, as I shall discuss at greater length later, Sufi poetry 
generally stimulates the pleasing qualities of “love and intoxication.” It thereby becomes 
dialogical and can induce these same qualities in the listener, becoming what Mikhail 
Bakhtin (1989:448) calls “internally persuasive”. Shaykh Taner went on to say that 
poetry, 
2. Motivates or inspires the listener to begin a relationship with the Creator, 
3. Increases love (poetry’s music) 
4. Becomes a spokesperson for the listener, i.e., the listener joins the 
reader/composer  
5. Is a form of present knowledge, 
6. Is accompanied by music, which helps to remember it,  
7. Resonates with everyone, not only Sufis, as a physical, vibrational 
phenomenon. 
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There are striking differences and some similarities between this list and Bertels’. 
Each one begins by recognizing that the poem has some information, material, data, or, in 
Barth’s terminology, assertions that it strives to introduce to the listener. What 
information is presented is not clear except that it is pleasing, inspiring and motivational, 
present, and resonant with everyone even non-Sufis. Shaykh Taner did not mention at all 
that the function of poetry is to simplify or “encapsulate” difficult theoretical doctrine. In 
fact, according to him, the primary difficulty facing any murid on the Sufi path is not 
grasping complex “doctrine,” but rather “doing” it. “Sufism is doing,” is a common 
refrain of his. He does mention preliterate society only briefly stating that storytelling and 
poetry were necessary for them, however his emphasis was not on making it easier, but 
rather on making it accessible and participatory. Poetry is meant to be collective and 
performed.  Neither did he indicate that poetry, as a pedagogical medium, was meant 
solely for illiterate people.  
Poetry as a form of “present knowledge” approaches what the poet scholar 
Carolyn Forché has called “poetry of witness.” She has urged critics to “get away from 
poetry being ‘representational’” and to instead accentuate the incorporation of the 
listener/reader. Poetry thus becomes something profoundly present, rather than a glimpse 
at another’s experience that commands imitation. Fatemah Keshavarz in a similar vein 
advocates moving away from analyzing all poetry as representational and she suggests 
that one read Mevlana’s Divan as a “literary enactment of love rather than a portrayal of 
it.” Such analytical shifts help to understand other elements of Shaykh Taner’s list such 
as when the poet becomes “a spokesman for the listener,” which is a reiteration of his 
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understanding of “present knowledge.” After he shared with me this list, Shaykh Taner 
began singing the following verses by Yunus Emre, 
Beni benden sorma bende değilim,   Don’t ask me, I am not with me.  
bir ben vardır bende benden içeru  There is an I in me deeper than me.  
 
Numerous murids cite this ilahi as one of their most loved and frequently sung of all the 
ilahis in the QRT repertoire.18 Shaykh Taner sings from midway in the poem and his 
voice assumes that of the poet directing the listener (me) toward a deeper spiritual 
subjectivity, “Don’t ask me, I am not with me.” The couplet blurs the distinction between 
the voice of the reciter/singer, poet, and Allah and bewilders the listener with the 
simultaneous presence of singularity and relationship, interiority and exteriority, and 
finally the question, “who is this ‘I’?”  
The rhyme scheme of the whole poem is a typical ghazal aa, ba, ca, da. The 
repeated rhyme (a) is the phrase “deeper than” (–den -dan içeru) which includes such 
comparisons as: “your path is deeper than this path (erkan),” “haqiqat and marifat deeper 
than that [shariat and tariqat],” “Solomon deeper than Solomon,” “this sect (mezhep) 
deeper than religion (din), and “a servant deeper than the Sultan.” Shaykh Taner’s one 
couplet keys the familiar listener to each of these comparisons drawing her to look 
beyond the surface and shift her question toward the one who knows, i.e. the “I in me 
deeper than me.” The knowledge of this knower is not to be confused with theoretical 
tasawwuf (i.e., Bertels’ Sufi doctrine) as one among the formal religious sciences (‘ilm) 
that also includes Qur’an, Hadith, tafsir,and fiqh; rather it is supposed to be infinitely 
                                                
18 During one of the “ilahi practice sessions” in Cape Town, South Africa, this ilahi, which begins 
“I love you more deeply than my life,” was the first to be requested. See appendix for the full 
poem. 
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broader, intimately closer, and comprising all things. The poem’s goal is to interrogate 
ordinary perceptions of separateness stemming from ignorance and kindle an experience 
of mystical unity.  
Another similarity in both lists is the definitive role that music and melody play in 
Sufi poetry, yet toward slightly different ends. For Bertels’ music assists in the 
inculcation of concepts, again his emphasis is on abstract ideas. For Shaykh Taner music 
assists in remembering the poem (not the ideas in it) –and in increasing love. Fatemeh 
Keshavarz (1998:9) holds a comparable view of Rumi’s poetry, 
…[Mevlana’s] poetry should be seen in the active (and interactive) 
performing posture that it has long displayed. In this posture, the poetry is 
an active part of the experience, the incomprehensible rendered 
comprehensible through poetic transformation. In this respect, poetry with 
all its elements, is not the key to a mystical truth, it is the mystical truth in 
the guise of a linguistic message. The effect of this new approach is to 
foreground the poetry and not the ‘hidden message.’ When the poems are 
thrown into sharp relief, it is easy to see that they are complex fictive 
games that the readers need to play to the full, joining the whirling dance, 
to realize what they entail.  
 
Again we hear an echo of Andrews’ statement “Live the life the poem reflects!”     
This attention to music and melody, i.e., the poetry’s “active performing posture,” 
highlights the underlying assumption of nearly all the elements on Shaykh Taner’s list 
namely, that the poetry is to be heard and performed. This fact becomes even more 
pronounced when the shaykh draws attention to the vibrational quality of the poetry. He 
points out the resonance that occurs between the poem and the listeners, both Sufi and 
non-Sufi. The resonance he speaks of is not a metaphorical one in which the listener’s 
own ideas and those in the poem are found to be congruent, but rather a literal resonance 
of sound, cadence, and rhythm that is simultaneously a physical and intellectual 
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phenomenon in the body. The centrality of the body in the QRT spiritual teaching 
challenges the parameters of Fredrik Barth’s first face of knowledge by calling into 
question what exactly constitutes the “corpus of assertions about the world” (See Asad 
1993; Mahmood 2005) This corpus is not simply the collection of conceptual ideas and 
assertions about the world nor the requisite embodied Sufi skill sets (zikr, tafakkur, 
sohbet) that may assist in inculcating belief, but rather it is “deeper than that”: it is the 
body itself. 
It is true that Yunus and other poets wrote for a largely illiterate and formally 
uneducated audience. In fact, illiteracy is not necessarily limited to the audience. There is 
a tradition, drawing on the illiteracy of the Prophet Muhammad, in which shaykhs who 
are not “learned” in the formal Islamic sciences are in fact recognized as founts of 
wisdom. However, in view of these circumstances, the poets have little question as to the 
capability of their audience to enter the path and having a chance at intimate knowledge 
of Allah. Despite the fact they had no direct access to written knowledge and therefore 
may have been more bound pragmatically to the institution of discipleship than their 
literate counterparts who could read rather than follow and imitate, the institution of 
discipleship was shared by literate and illiterate persons alike. Turkish Sufi ilahi poetry, 
the origins of which will be clarified in the next section, was shared, sung, performed, 
and embodied within Sufi orders that were socially integrative creating vertical 
connections within Ottoman Turkish society. 
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Clarification of the Ilahi 
Abū Sa‘īd stands at the beginning of a long tradition of using poetry in Sufi ritual 
zikr and pedagogy. By the time this tradition reaches Shaykh Taner, the available poetic 
repertoire has become as rich and vast as the names by which it is called - tekke şiirleri, 
tariqat şiirleri, and ilahi. Shaykh Taner almost exclusively uses the term ilahi (ىھهلاا) for 
the poetry that he recites and sings in sohbet and zikr. The word shares with the name of 
Allah (الله) the Arabic triliteral root of hamza, lam, ha (ھهلاا) meaning to deify (Wehr 1994) 
or to adore (Penrice 1994). Although the shaykh will make reference to particular poetic 
forms such as the gazel (a short, lyrical poetic form of five to fifteen rhyming couplets) or 
occasionally the nefes (a quintessential Bektashi poetic form), it is by the word ilahi that 
QRT murids recognize their poetry. This “quasi-genre” with linguistic roots in adoration 
and divinity distinguishes the QRT poetry as unmistakably religious and spiritual. It is 
not defined by any one poetic form, although the gazel is the most popular. However 
other forms of folk poetry and a variety of meters are found, from Turkish syllabic meter 
to ‘aruz quantitative meters derived from the Arabic/Persian poetic tradition, and 
sometimes even both.  
Abū Sa‘īd is also noted for the organization of dervish life in the khanaqah (P.), 
the building where the head shaykh often lived but also where the Sufi tariqats gathered 
and performed zikr, spiritual retreats, so on. In Turkey, this place is called the tekke and 
therefore the poetry (Ar./T. şiir) associated with it is called tekke şiirleri. This genre of 
poetry contains many of the oldest surviving examples of instructional, confessional, 
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didactic, and/or devotional Turkish literature in Anatolia (Hickman 1992:203). William 
Hickman (1992:204) writes,   
At its best, tekke poetry is a powerful emotional expression of the soul’s 
yearning for reunion with God and an exuberant, lyrical celebration of joy 
at the soul’s release from the oppressive confines of the physical world. 
Sometimes the poems seem to spring directly from meditation. Some take 
as metrical, generative models the rhythmic recitation of holy names, as in 
zikir [dhikr]. Koranic phrases, symbolic references to events in the life of 
the Prophet Muhammad, and quotations or paraphrases of the words of 
well known earlier Sufi masters also form an important part of the 
expressive content of the poetry.  
 
While Hickman’s term centers on the place (tekke) where these poems were most 
likely written and performed, Walter Feldman focuses on the institution, the Sufi order 
(tarikat, Ar. tariqa) itself, with the term tarikat şiirleri. He also notes that although the 
“mystical-religious voice” (Andrews 1985) is found within the broader Ottoman poetical 
and “secular” tradition, “tarikat poetry was the proper locus for the full and uninhibited 
expression of that voice” (Feldman 1993:246). It is from these categorizations that center 
on tekke and tarikat practices that the term ilahi takes on its present meaning. Based on 
repertoires of pre-fifteenth-century Turkish Sufi poetry, Feldman (1993:246) shows that 
the literary genre of ilâhî is closely related to its liturgical function. For example, 
Bektaşîs - who are considered an Anatolian Sufi order (along with the Mevlevis) - refer 
to Yunus Emre’s poems as nefes in their ritual ayin-i cem ceremony. On the other hand, 
Sunni tarikats associated with Arab Iraqi Sufism arrived later and practiced ritual zikr; 
the same poems by Yunus Emre are called ilâhî in their repertoires. The QRT, emerging 
from the latter, also uses the term ilâhî for all of the poetry associated with its zikr. 
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While the ilâhî genre flourished from the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries, 
becoming “remarkably stable” in the sixteenth, it also expanded geographically from 
Anatolia to the Balkans (Feldman 1993:245). Characteristic of this stability was, 
according to Feldman (1993:245), “a progressive limitation of language and literary 
expression and a corresponding growth of formulaic expression.” This “stock imagery” 
was even recognized in Arabic religious poetry centuries earlier with certain tropes and 
ideas already considered “hackneyed through usage” bringing it to near meaninglessness 
for literary critics (Ibn Khaldun 1989:449). Modern scholars such as E.J.W. Gibb, a 
specialist of Ottoman literature, had no patience for such works of which he included 
those of Yunus Emre (Gibb 1958). Acknowledging that there are indeed lesser and 
greater poets, this kind of assessment can only be derived from analyzing poetry on a 
strictly linguistic level and within a larger metanarrative of Sufi decline associated with 
the institutionalization of Sufism – a topic that will be taken up in Chapter Six when 
looking more closely at poetry in ritual zikr.  It does not give credit to the actual 
experience of hearing and performing poetry for Sufi practioners/participants. 
In addition to the ambiguity associated with the genre of ilâhî described above, 
the term is further complicated by its referring to both a literary and a musical genre. 
Only a fraction of the original accompanying music has survived, but it is generally 
understood that ilâhîs were sung to pre-composed melodies, not improvised. Outside of 
Yunus Emre there are few existing examples of ilâhîs written by dervishes, rather 
“[l]ooking over the records for musical settings for ilâhî texts one very significant pattern 
emerges: those ilâhîs chosen for musical composition were almost always written by 
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halifes of an established Sufi silsile (initiatic chain)” (Feldman 1993:251). In fact the 
QRT sings two of Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari’s ilâhîs in its zikr, which can be understood 
as a continuation of Feldman’s sheik-halife-poet tradition.19 In the end, I will use the term 
ilâhî for all of the poetry that the QRT uses regardless of style (gazel, nefes, deyiş, etc.), 
as it is the generic term used by the QRT for their poetic repertoire as well as within the 
larger Sunni tarikat tradition for poetry used in ritual zikr.   
Unlike the QRT, Feldman does not fit the poetry of Yunus Emre in the genre of 
ilâhî. Instead, he writes; “[a]lthough the poems of Yunus Emre and his imitators 
continued to be used in the zikr (as well as in the Bektaşî and Alevî âyîn-i cem) 
throughout the Ottoman period, the ilâhî as such is basically a product of this later era 
[sixteenth century]” (Feldman 1993:244). According to Feldman there is very little 
evidence documenting any type of zikr performance in Anatolia during the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. The ilahi tradition associated with tarikats does not seem to predate 
the mid-sixteenth century while the use of ilâhîs as the poetic basis for the musical zikr is 
only well documented at the start of the seventeenth century (Feldman 1993:245). This 
movement toward the identifiable ilâhî of Ottoman times can be traced in Muhyiddin 
Ansari’s Evrad-ı Kadiriyye Evrad-ı Rufaiyye namely by poets such as Haci Bayram Veli 
(d. 1429), his disciple Eşrefoğlu Rumî (d. 1469), and Muhyiddin Uftade (d. 1580) who 
has a poem in the present repertoire of the QRT. Clearly, before tarikat organizations 
existed in Anatolia, Yunus’ poems were widely sung throughout Turkey. This time 
period also predates the Persian Safavids (1501-1736) whose rise to spiritual/political 
                                                
19 Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari (d. 1978) was Shaykh Taner’s Sufi teacher in Turkey. He was also a 
composer of ilahis. His role in the QRT will be elaborated in Chapter Two.  
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power accentuated Shi’i-Sunni divisions in Sufi and Ottoman circles; therefore those later 
tensions are absent in Yunus’ poetry.20 Yunus did not speak from a clearly identifiable 
tarikat position, he does not seem to presume his audience has adopted one either, and he 
does not speak from the institutional role of a murşid (no sacerdotal authority being 
presented). The living Sufi tradition embodied by the QRT does refer to Yunus’ poetry as 
ilahi; therefore for the remainder of this study, I will follow their practice. Outside of 
Yunus, the remaining poetry in the QRT repertoire does fit into the later ilahi category as 
described by Feldman.  
With these clarifications in mind, the rest of this study will use “ilahi” to refer to 
the poems in the QRT current repertoire. The task at hand is to observe the ilahis’ role in 
the overall pedagogy of this transnational Sufi order. In order to perform this task, I will 
examine the QRT understanding of knowledge in conversation with Barth’s three-fold 
model to help understand the dynamic character of knowledge’s constituent parts, which 
according to Barth are assertions, media, and social distribution. Looking at knowledge in 
this way maintains a dynamism in knowledge that is often reduced to simple packages of 
information (Barth’s “assertions” alone), while also revealing an important embodied 
aspect of knowledge that moves from individual agent to society as a whole. In the 
following chapter, I will outline the history and growth of this transnational QRT in more 
detail in addition to examining one poetic event in South Africa that exemplifies and 
conceptually solidifies the embodied connection between poetry, love and knowledge in 
the QRT. 
                                                
20 The Safavids have their origin in the Safaviya Sufi order founded in the early 14th century and 
progressively shifted from a Sunni to Shi’i focus. 
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Chapter Two: Love, Knowledge, and the Qadiri Rifa’i Tariqa  
I learned of the Qadiri Rifai Tariqa (QRT) in a small town a mile high in the 
Central Highlands of Arizona amidst the Ponderosa pine and chaparral. One of its 
murids, a coffee-loving Arizona native and voluminous reader, was a frequent visitor to 
the café bookshop where I worked. The bookstore looked out onto the town square which 
had once served as Arizona’s territorial capital in the mid-nineteeth century. Opposite the 
bookstore stood Whiskey Row, a notorious red-light district until the 1950’s, now 
transformed into a popular destination for a growing retired population and outdoor and 
adventure education enthusiasts. At this time, I associated Sufism with ecstatic ritual 
forms, deviant social behavior, and charismatic authority, so this was neither where I had 
expected to find a Sufi, nor was this woman what I had imagined one to be like. With 
time I learned how Sufis can be outwardly conventional and beautifully subtle in their 
actions and words. She spoke often and fondly about her Sufi shaykh who lived in 
California. This woman was the first Sufi I had ever met (at least that I was aware of), 
indeed she was to be the first among many Sufi women who would become friends, 
rendering the common translation of “brotherhood” for “tariqa” clearly inaccurate and 
unsuitable (Chih 2007).21 The QRT currently has a membership that demonstrates no 
clear majority of men or women with both serving as khalifas (deputies).  
In his history of Islamic societies, Ira Lapidus distinguishes between two 
“constellations” of religious ideas within Sufism. The first is comprised of both the 
scholar and spiritual master who “cultivate religious knowledge [Qur’an, hadith, and the 
                                                
21 The word “ikhwan,” can be translated as “brotherhood” as in the modern Muslim Brotherhood 
(al-Ikhwan al-Muslimun) or the tenth century Ikhwan al-Safa, a group of philosophers.   
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law], ethical discipline, and spiritual insight, and are commonly integrated with the 
‘ulama’ [plural of ‘alim] (Lapidus 1988:207). Lapidus calls the second constellation 
“shrine-Sufism,” which is characterized by the veneration of Sufi saints and their 
descendants, either spiritual and/or physical, and therefore is “a religion of magical 
acquisition of divine powers rather than of ethical or emotional self-cultivation” (Lapidus 
1988:208). Although Lapidus indicates that these categories are by no means hard and 
fast, disciplinary foci have provided them with more conceptual integrity than is perhaps 
evidenced by Sufis themselves. I would argue that scholars of religion, having a 
predisposition to the written word and intellectual scholarship have often gravitated to 
Lapidus’ first type of Sufism. Anthropologists on the other hand are drawn to the 
customary, in other words, the “masses” having a predilection toward ritual performance, 
veneration, and ecstatic practices, and gravitate toward Lapidus’ second category. Each 
has generated an impressive corpus of scholarship, but often the two never meet.22  
Since most tariqas, including the QRT, do not fit squarely into either one of these 
categories, an interdisciplinary approach is necessary; one that will, as Barth urges, 
engage in an interchange of knowledge and judgment and explore the blend of spiritual 
intensity, instruction, and passionate knowledge that characterizes the QRT. In light of 
                                                
22 See Lindholm (2001) for an historical analysis of this divide and ongoing amelioration in 
anthropology.  Derin Terzioglu (2002:140) addresses a similar gap but her focus is on that 
between historians and scholars of religion. She writes in her work on Sufi poet Niyazi Misri, 
“Ahistorical, essentialist approaches are even more prevalent in the secondary literature on 
Sufism. Historians might study the social, political, and economic dimensions of the Sufi orders, 
but rarely examine the ideas expressed in Sufi writings. The philologists and scholars of religion 
who do study Sufi texts, on the other hand, tend to eschew historical contextualization and 
privilege explicating these texts in their own terms that is phenomenologically.” She goes on to 
cite Carl Ernst (1992), Vincent Cornell (1998) as bridging these disciplinary gaps. See also Ernst 
and Lawrence (2002).  
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the multiplicity of contemporary tarikat activity, John Voll (2007) has called for a re-
evaluation of our basic analytical assumptions underlying the study of Sufism including 
our basic understanding of tariqas. Voll (2007:282-283) points to the fact that contrary to 
how Sufi orders have been portrayed as backward, not the least by Muslims in the name 
of reform and modernization (one example being the secularizing legacy of Ataturk), 
they “appear to be remarkably effective modern and post-modern forms of societal 
organization and religious experience” whose participants number in the millions 
worldwide, as compared to the only thousands of militant Islamists. The QRT is a 
modern/Postmodern example of this. What follows is a short introduction to the QRT 
whose members, including the shaykh, are not considered part of the ulama, but who 
nevertheless have a high regard for knowledge, ethical discipline and insight. 
Simultaneously they honor and love their spiritual lineage (silsile), individual figures 
with whom some devotees spiritually communicate. In addition, QRT members visit 
sacred shrines, use amulets, heal with prayer, and enjoy ecstatic responses to Allah. 
 
QRT from the Ottoman Empire to the Republic of Turkey 
The order’s famous early Sufi eponyms, Abdul Qadir Geylani (1078-1166) and 
Ahmed Rifai (1118-1181), lived in Baghdad and the lower marshlands of Basra and 
Wasit respectively; and their orders, the Qadiriyya and Rifaiyya, are two of the oldest 
Sufi orders in existence. They are described on the QRT website and in the Murid 
Manual as “cousins” and there are several ilahis (a form of panegyric poem called a 
kaside) in the QRT repertoire dedicated to them and sung during ritual zikr. There are 
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miracles attributed to each Pir (for the QRT, “Pir” refers to both the founding shaykhs 
and the contemporary head shaykh of the order) and while these miracles are important to 
their biographies/hagiographies, they are not essential to their teachings. The history of 
the combined Qadiri Rifai Tariqa begins in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries in Turkey when Muhammad Ansari, a Rifai shaykh from Baghdad, came to the 
city of Erzincan in Eastern Turkey to study with the Qadiri Shaykh Abdullah Hashimi. 
The latter, known to have had at least an encounter with Kemal Ataturk, eventually sent 
Shaykh Ansari to Istanbul with the directive to establish a joint Qadiri-Rifai Tariqa 
there.23 The Ayni Ali Baba Tekke had been associated with its eponymous dervish since 
the fifteenth century; however its association with the Rifaiyya seems to go back only 
several generations.  It was to this tekke in Kasımpaşa that Shaykh Muhammad Ansari 
came and established the Qadiri Rifai in 1907; however there are few details about his 
time there.24  
Shaykh Muhammad Ansari’s son, Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari (born in Erzincan; 
1897-1978), inherited the organization of the tekke from his father; because he is Shaykh 
Taner Ansari’s shaykh, he is the most familiar to the current QRT membership. He was a 
descendent of the Prophet Muhammad (seyyid), which according to Shaykh Taner, is the 
genetic connection that partially accounts for Shaykh Muhyiddin’s “capacity for 
compassion and mercy…patience and willingness to help…and [his] immense love for 
                                                
23 There is a photograph of Abdullah Hashimi sitting before a group that includes Kemal Ataturk.  
24 Raymond Lifchez (1992) mentions a plaque dedicating the building as a Kadiri-Rufai tekke in 
1907. This differs from the 1915 date that is mentioned on the QRT website History of the Order.  
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Allah.”25 Shaykh Muhyiddin served as an officer in the Turkish military after which he 
took on the full time management of the tariqa. He was also a musician who both 
collected and composed many ilahis several of which are sung by the QRT today.26 The 
order expanded geographically despite Ataturk’s 1925 closing of Sufi tekkes and all their 
institutional activities. Although travelling to other lands is customary for Sufis (for 
example, Shaykh Muhammad above), due to the uncertainty of the future of Sufi tariqats 
in Turkey, Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari deliberately raised and sent khalifas (deputies) to 
Bosnia where there was significant familiarity with Turkish culture and to Germany 
where there were significant Turkish communities. However the QRT maintains no 
interaction with any of these shaykhs or communities today.27  
Shaykh Muhyiddin is remembered to have suffered from and endured diabetes 
and other illnesses and is known for “many” miracles. Shaykh Taner has frequently 
mentioned his shaykh’s predilection for sleeping in hot ovens, but the website and Murid 
Manual refer to a social miracle that I have included below,   
One year during Laylatul Qadr,28 the Shaykh led the customary prayer for 
a hundred thousand people right in the middle of Istanbul. Sufism was 
banned in Turkey at that time, but the police could not prevent his leading 
the public prayer because of the spiritual power bestowed upon him. 
Ataturk closed all of the dergahs but his. On the contrary, Ataturk himself 
came and helped to repair his dergah. 
                                                
25From http://www.qadiri-rifai.org/english/qrso/pirs/bio_muhiyiddin.htm (last accessed January 
30, 2014). This capacity, according to Shaykh Taner, is not automatically manifested – it is a 
capacity that needs some level of cultivation.  
26 Iki kere gavs oldu (background zikr of Allah Hayy Ya Qayyum) and Hizmetini edemedim 
(background zikr of Hu, Hu, Hu) 
27 The Bosnians affiliated with the QRT today were previously affiliated solely with the Rifaiyya 
and have no known acquaintance with the QRT connected with Shaykh Muhyiddin’s khalifa.   
28 Laylatul Qadr is the “Night of Power” mentioned in the Qur’an as “better than a thousand 
months” and generally believed to be the anniversary of the first revelations of the Qur’an. It is 
usually celebrated on one of the odd-numbered nights in the last week of Ramadan.   
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Although there is no corroborating evidence for this story, its mention of Ataturk is 
interesting in that it makes Ataturk’s relationship with the Sufi orders (tarikat), or at least 
with the QRT, ambiguous. Yet, this miracle is another example of subtlety, not in 
behavior this time, but in observation. A miracle need not be spectacular for members of 
the QRT. Miracles are observed, not from the perspective of an autonomous agent 
defying the laws of a world of objects, but from within a framework of relationship with 
Allah and therefore all of creation (see Gilsenan 1973). Shaykh Taner frequently reminds 
his murids that although he is no longer in the body, Shaykh Muhyiddin is still running 
the tariqa. His presence in the tariqa is manifested through some of the changes that have 
been made according to his “orders” (‘amr), making him more current, postmodern, and 
progressive thinking than some of the QRT’s living members and critics.  
Shaykh Taner Ansari (b. 1941) is the current Pir of the order and was raised in 
Tarsus, Turkey where he was exposed to Sufism inasmuch as it was profoundly present 
in the everyday life around him. He became a murid of Muhyiddin Ansari in 1970 at the 
Ayni Ali Baba Tekke. Shaykh Taner explains that because he was leaving for the United 
States, his initiation (bay’a) was unusual and performed at their first meeting. Shaykh 
Muhyiddin customarily would tell prospective murids to return in three months in order 
to test their sincerity and commitment. Shaykh Taner left for university in Kalamazoo, 
Michigan but had been assured by Shaykh Muhyiddin that they would meet again. In 
Michigan, Shaykh Taner helped start the first Muslim Student Association (MSA) and 
organize other Muslims in the area for prayer, Eid celebrations, and so on. During this 
time he communicated by letter with his shaykh until 1977 when he returned to Turkey to 
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fulfill his military service.   
Shaykh Taner, not yet washed from travelling, decided not to visit Shaykh 
Muhyiddin while in Istanbul, but rather continued straight on to Tarsus. Shortly 
afterwards on January 9, 1978, Muhyiddin Ansari died. Prior to his death, according to 
Shaykh Taner, no one accepted the head post and therefore Shaykh Muhyiddin left the 
running of the tekke collectively to his khalifas with two directions; “run the dergah as if 
I am there” and “don’t fight among each other.” Shaykh Taner learned this from 
Nureddin Ozal who was the çaycı (tea server) at the Ayni Ali Baba Tekke and Shaykh 
Muhyiddin Ansari’s rehber, an assistant to the shaykh who prepares prospective murids 
for becoming part of the tariqa and gives their assignments. Just before his death, Shaykh 
Muhyiddin told Nureddin Ozal to raise Shaykh Taner as a brother.   
Nureddin Ozal travelled to Tarsus soon after Shaykh Muhyiddin’s death and 
began teaching Shaykh Taner about rabita (spiritual heart connection) so that he could 
maintain a living relationship with Muhyiddin Ansari. To help him with this practice, 
Nureddin enlisted several local Naqshibandi shaykhs - Haci Hamza (1872-1952), Sabri 
Hoca (1917-1983), and Ali Baba (1896-1996) – whose wise insights and sometimes wild 
adventures are introduced frequently into QRT conversations by the phrase “My Naqshi 
shaykh told me…” The practice of rabita is strong among Naqshibandi Sufis and 
according to Shaykh Taner it took him seven years to learn it.29 These shaykhs shared in 
a subtlety of presence that is a common characteristic of Sufi shaykhs who often blend 
into their surroundings, walk the streets in plain clothes and hold ordinary jobs. For 
                                                
29 See Hamid Algar (1992) for more information on its practice among the Khalidi Naqshbandis 
in Ottoman Turkey. 
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example, Sabri Hoca was a ciğer kebapçı (liver kebab maker) in the center of Tarsus 
where Shaykh Taner would often visit him.30 Ali Baba on the other hand was another 
type of shaykh/dervish. The stories told of him indicate that he wandered to Istanbul, 
Niğde and back to Tarsus repeatedly at the slightest hint from his shaykh, Haci Hamza. In 
his travels he was recognized as a dervish by strangers and honored as a shaykh by 
prisoners with whom he was locked up several times.31     
 Nureddin continued for years to be a constant “brother” and teacher to Shaykh 
Taner and became the shaykh of the woman who would soon become Shaykh Taner’s 
wife. It was at this time (1980s) that Muhyiddin Ansari gave Shaykh Taner the icaza 
(permission) to teach thereby making him a shaykh of the QRT. This of course happened 
spiritually through rabita and was confirmed by Nureddin Ozal. In addition to the icaza, 
Shaykh Muhyiddin informed Shaykh Taner that he was not to teach in Turkey where he 
would need to carry out the old ways, but rather he was to return to the United States. So, 
in 1986 Shaykh Taner and his new wife returned to Michigan with the bare essentials of 
establishing a new branch of the QRT; a Turkish/English Qur’an, a photocopy dated 
Kasımpaşa 20/Haziran/1967 (June 20) consisting of a zikr script and seven short lessons 
(veciz dersleri), a book of Muhyiddin Ansari’s collected ilahis, and Shaykh Taner’s 
connection (rabita to silsila) and permission (icaza) to teach.32 
                                                
30 Being a liver kebab maker is not completely disconnected to Sufism. The burning of the ciğer 
(and  ciğer kebabı) is a familiar image in Sufi poetry. See Yunus Emre’s poem at end of chapter.  
31 Ali Baba’s crime was simply that he looked like a dervish in a time when outward aspects of 
Sufism were illegal and that prohibition was publicly enforced.   
32 The icaza assumes the connection to the silsila (lineage of Pirs). This connection is central to 
Shaykh Taner’s teaching and will be discussed more fully in Chapter Five. The whole title is 
Evrad-i Kadiriyye Evrad-i Rufaiyye Hz. Muhyiddin Ensari’nin Virdi ve Ilahiler-Kasideler (1983) 
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Before crossing the Atlantic, let me return for a moment to the Ayni Ali Baba 
Tekke in Kasimpaşa Istanbul, where Shaykh Muhammad Ansari had established the joint 
QRT in 1907.  There we find embedded in the architecture an example of “the old ways” 
that were, according to Shaykh Muhyiddin’s spiritual communication with Shaykh Taner, 
necessary to shed. When Shaykh Taner took bay’a in 1970, the simple three-story 
residence for the shaykh and his family,    
imposed an order on the many people who passed through the building’s 
spaces each day, and it facilitated the complex social programs assigned to 
them. The warren created by multiple entries, passages, and stairs was 
both practical and socially purposeful, consonant with the mores that 
governed this small but representative portion of nineteenth-century tekke 
life. Residents, visitors, and the many more who attended tekke functions, 
both believers and the simply curious – members of all these groups were 
channeled by prescribed routes that maintained the family’s privacy and 
the distinction between males and females. (Lifchez 1992:99-100) 
 
In the Turkish political climate of the 1980s when Turks were working very hard at 
dividing themselves along religious, secular, left, right, tarikat, modern, and/or Ottoman 
lines, a new location for the QRT had to be not only disconnected from Turkish (not Sufi) 
“mores,” but also from all these forms of identity politics. A new location did not 
provide, as Cemal Kafadar (1992:313) presumed, “fresh conquests for the ever-
colonizing Turkish dervishes,” but rather it provided a neutralized political space where 
such pervasive local divisions and rivalries would not interfere with the essential aspects 
of tariqa found in Shaykh Taner’s possession: i.e., the Qur’an, the short lessons and zikr 
                                                                                                                                            
The Litanies of the Qadiriyya and Rifaiyya and the Honorable Muhyiddin Ansari’s Litany and 
Devotional Lyric Poetry - Praise poetry. (s. vird; pl. evrad - daily recitation of portions of Qur’an) 
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script, the book of ilahis, and his connection and permission to teach.33  
For a closer look at these essentials, I will unpack Shaykh Taner’s suitcase. The 
Qur’an is the foundation of all the other essentials, zikr is the practice, and the ilahis, as 
Shaykh Taner says, are the “philosophy.” What are the “short lessons”? These go back to 
the bewildered listener and Yunus Emre’s poem, “There is an I in me deeper than me.” 
Each of Shaykh Muhyiddin’s seven teachings is about the human relationship with Allah, 
and each one coincides with one of the seven layers of nafs (ego; notion of a separated 
self), which are summarized as follows:  
Veils of Darkness (hicabi zulmani) 
First lesson (birinci ders) à  Commanding Nafs  (Nefsi Emmare) 
Second lesson (ikinci ders)  à  Blaming Nafs   (Nefsi Levvame) 
Third lesson (üçüncü ders)  à  Inspired Nafs   (Nefsi Mülheme) 
Fourth lesson (dörtüncü ders) à Tranquil Nafs   (Nefsi Mutma’inne)  
 
Veils of Light (hicabi nurani) 
Fifth lesson (beşinci ders) à Satisfied Nafs   (Nefsi Razıye) 
Sixth lesson (altıncı ders) à Satisfying Nafs  (Nefsi Marzıye) 
 
Veil of Ascent (Mirac perdesi) 
Seventh lesson (yedinci ders) à  Pure Nafs  (Nefsi safiye) 
 
Shaykh Muhyiddin wrote that these seven veils are between the slave (kul) and Allah and 
that anyone can pass through them if they follow the methods of tariqa (tarikat) and the 
guidance of one’s shaykh. These lessons also introduce the four doors (kapı) of 
knowledge – şeriat, tarikat, hakikat, and marifet – that were briefly mentioned in Yunus 
Emre’s poem earlier. The text is very concise (veciz) listing the four doors and a brief 
                                                
33 Political space is never “neutral” and Michigan had a significant Muslim community among 
whom Sufism was one option.  However, whereas in the United States these Muslim options 
could coexist without being required to make public displays, apologetic statements, etc., in 
Turkey tarikats were on constant and competitive display with other and broader political options 
– secular, communist, etc.     
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description; Şeri’at is what the Prophet Muhammad said (kavli; Ar. qawl), tarikat are his 
actions (fiili), hakikat is his secret (sırr), and marifet is his state (hal). Although the 
Shaykh discusses many other aspects of the Sufi path in his conversations with his 
murids, the nearly twenty years of audio-taped sohbets show that understanding the 
relationship between an increasingly purified nafs and embodied knowledge (i.e. word to 
state, or şeriat to marifet), is central to QRT teaching. 
 
QRT in the United States 
Shaykh Taner’s students in the United States were initially American Muslims 
and South Asian Muslim immigrants in Michigan. However the key person in the 
organization of the QRT in the United States was a visual artist who had been an 
important figure in the American Baha’i community during the sixties and seventies. 
Husayn Neuzil (d. 2001) had become over some years increasingly interested in Sufism 
and had travelled extensively in the Near and Middle East visiting different shaykhs, 
tekkes, khanaqahs, and zawiyas (North Africa). During his time in Istanbul, he had met 
Shaykh Nureddin Ozal and attended a Qadiri-Rifai zikr at the Ayni Ali Baba Tekke. 
Following this visit Neuzil asked if there was a Qadiri-Rifai shaykh in the United States 
and he was directed to Shaykh Taner in Michigan. This was in the early 1990s and within 
a year Shaykh Taner and his family moved to Napa, California, after having made several 
visits to a small group of prospective murids that Neuzil had been gathering in the San 
Francisco Bay area.  
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This group of murids was different than the one in Michigan. The individuals 
were from a variety of backgrounds including secular and religious Jews, a variety of 
Christians, and religious seekers who had for some time been trying a variety of Eastern 
or New Age spirituality. They invited the Shaykh to live permanently in California and it 
was after this move that the QRT incorporated officially as the Islamic Sufi Order of the 
Qadiri Rifai Tariqa. Regular zikr schedules were established on Friday evenings rotating 
among the cities of Napa, Fairfax, Santa Cruz, and Berkeley. In due course, the Berkeley 
zikr was regularly held on Wednesday evenings in the home of one of Shaykh Taner’s 
khalifas and eventually was led by him. Friday zikrs were held at the semahane (sema’ 
house) at the Fairfax mosque owned by an Iranian imam of the Ovaysi Sufi community 
and the Santa Cruz murids hosted a zikr once a month in a home or at the martial arts 
studio where one murid taught penchak silat, an Indonesian Muslim martial art. Within a 
short while the shaykh opened a pizzeria in American Canyon near Napa, in the back of 
which was room for a small dergah.34 This room eventually became the main location for 
QRT ritual zikr on Fridays, drawing visitors from all over the San Francisco Bay area and 
beyond. In a short time visitors included Muslims, both American and immigrants, from 
as far as Sacramento and Los Angeles in California to even further afield in the United 
States, including occasional students who were still living in Michigan. There were also a 
growing number of murids in Arizona, New Mexico, and Oregon who would also 
                                                
34 Shaykh Taner did not use the term tekke for the Sufi gathering place, but preferred this one. 
The book mentioned above with Shaykh Muhyiddin’s collection of evrad, ilahi, and kaside also 
contains several short sohbets in which he also uses the word dergah for the Sufi gathering place 
when he discusses manners in the dergah (dergah adabı). A fuller description of this dergah will 
follow in later chapters.  
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occasionally come to visit. During these years (1994-2000) Shaykh Taner was a regular 
presenter at the Sufi Symposium that was run by the International Association of Sufism 
based in San Rafael, CA. It was during this time in the mid-90s that I met Shaykh Taner 
in Arizona and eventually moved to California. 
Marcia Hermansen (2000) has written about American Sufi movements in this 
time period and includes the QRT in her survey. She describes the order as a “hybrid,” 
meaning that it combines elements of traditional Islamic practice with adaptations to its 
American context (precisely what Shaykh Muhyiddin spiritually communicated to 
Shaykh Taner). This is in contradistinction to two perennial types of Sufi movements that 
she distinguishes; the first, “Gnostic perennialism,” focuses on intellectual discernment 
and shari’a practice, the second type is “Sufi-inspired” meaning it borrows practices and 
teachings from several other religions as well seeing them all coming from the same 
source. Hermansen emphasizes the QRT’s orientation toward “mainstream” society as 
“world accommodating” as opposed to world-affirming or world-rejecting. This 
description however would have been just as applicable to Shaykh Muhyiddin’s QRT in 
Istanbul as well as to the Naqshbandiyya, the order of Shaykh Taner’s beloved “Naqshi 
shaykhs,” in Tarsus. Once more, Shaykh Taner’s spiritual directive was to teach Sufism 
without having to follow the old ways. We will see as we go on what is then considered 
essentially Sufi and what is considered incidental, or in other words, temporary and 
passing “old ways.”    
Hermansen writes that the QRT mailing list was about 400 at the time of her 
study, and while the current email list is larger, it is not vastly larger. She makes note that 
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zikr circles and public lectures are among the QRT’s activities as they are for a number of 
other Sufi orders, however what stands out in her description is the “intensive personal 
instruction of murids,” a characteristic that she only attributes to the QRT (2000: 168). 
This kind of personal instruction helps explain the lower numbers found in the QRT as 
compared to some of the other orders. Finally Hermansen makes a brief reference to the 
QRT’s “burgeoning cyber community” drawing attention to what has subsequently been 
a large factor in the current transnational dimensions of the QRT. While QRT numbers 
are not large, its members live geographically across the globe (2000:168).35 Next I will 
briefly explore the process of QRT transnational growth.  
 
Becoming Transnational 
Current research uses “transnational” to describe certain emergent global 
manifestations of Islam and Sufism. Yet already, in his volume on the expansion of Islam 
in the Middle Periods (950-1500), the historian Marshall Hodgson (1974:Vol. II: 220) has 
written that Sufism was “a mainstay of the international social order,” demonstrating that 
Sufism has had a long history of crossing cultural and ethnic lines. These terms are by no 
means self-explanatory especially the latter, which can refer to demographic movements 
of Muslim people for economic or political reasons, to diaspora transnational religious 
institutions tied to homeland, ethnicity, and language (Metcalf 1996, 2001; Werbner 
2003; Spellman 2004), and to what John Bowen (2004) calls “field(s) of Islamic 
reference and debate” in which Muslims in Europe and North America reflect on how 
                                                
35 In 2006 the Berkeley Khalifa was invited to Australia to head a growing number of murids who 
had been weekly participants in his Cyber Tariqa. (See also Carl W. Ernst 2005). 
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Islam is “to become wholly ‘here’ and yet preserve a tradition of orientation toward 
Islamic institutions located ‘over there’ (Grillo 2001).” The QRT, while it has some roots 
in Turkey, is transnational less in the modalities mentioned above than in what Csordas 
(2009:1-2) describes as “transnational transcendence” in his book of the same name, 
The phrase “transnational transcendence” in our title is intended to point 
to the existence of modalities of religious intersubjectivity that are both 
experientially compelling and transcend cultural borders and boundaries 
(while in some instances forging new ones). These two senses of 
transcendence converge, we would argue, insofar as traversing boundaries 
is an aspiration to the universal and insofar as the intersubjective reality 
forged among adherents is an aspiration to the sacred. These modalities of 
intersubjectivity are explicitly religious, but precisely because they are 
immersed in the political and economic, social and cultural, institutional 
and ideological they partake of and contribute to an emergent global social 
imaginary that may amount to the reenchantment of the world.36  
 
Being part of the larger conversation about Sufi Islam’s role in the contemporary world 
(i.e., Bowen’s “field of Islamic reference and debate”) is increasingly important to the 
QRT, as we will observe shortly, while maintaining “ties” to an “over there” is not. For 
Shaykh Taner, taking part in this conversation means local and dialogical embodiment of 
Sufism as experiential knowledge, which involves transcending cultural, ethnic, national, 
and even epistemological norms.      
The QRT began its public print outreach with a newsletter, The Call of the Divine, 
in which one of Shaykh Taner’s recent talks (sohbet) was printed along with 
                                                
36 Following these various configurations of Sufi transnational networks is the group Sufism and 
Transnational Spirituality (SATS), which is a research initiative located at Aarhus University in 
Denmark that has been conducting research with an international team of scholars on a limited 
group of transnational Sufi organizations currently active in Europe.    
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announcements, photographs, and any activities involving the QRT community.37 The 
paper version was sent to the QRT mailing list with one copy finding its way to a box in 
South Africa where it was found by a prospective murid, prompting him to search the 
internet where he then found the QRT website. The QRT has had an internet web 
presence since the late nineties with the material drawn primarily from Shaykh Taner’s 
early talks on basic Sufi topics and QRT history.38 The newcomer to the QRT website 
homepage is greeted by a verse from the Quran and three images – an Ottoman, black 
and white line drawing of whirling dervishes, a photograph of QRT zikr in the Ayni Ali 
Baba Tekke in Istanbul, and a headshot of Shaykh Taner – that together provide a visual 
representation of the group’s longevity and practice. Front and center is a poem attributed 
to Mevlana that invites the viewer to its community of inclusivity; and in the sidebar is a 
poem by Yunus Emre entitled “It starts with your love,” an invitation to drink the wine of 
love and partake in love’s burning as the Messenger Muhammad does.39 The site then 
offers the QRT “understanding on the issues and knowledge inherent to a spiritual path 
from a Sufi perspective [in] four sections” for the viewer; Qadiri Rifai Sufi Order, a 
history of the order with short biographies of the more recent shaykhs (Shaykhs 
Muhammad and Muhyiddin Ansari) along with those of the Pirs, Abdul Qadir Geylani 
and Ahmed Rifai, The Path of Sufism (general information common to Sufi orders 
                                                
37 The Call of the Divine went from a print to an electronic version delivered by email. With the 
advent of social media such as Facebook, publication of the newsletter in any form has been 
sporadic.  
38 See www.qadiri-rifai.org/index.htm   
39 The poem is the same one printed on the postcard that I bought on my first trip to Mevlana’s 
mausoleum in Konya in 1990, “Come, come whoever you are, wanderer, worshipper, lover of 
leaving. Ours is not a caravan of despair. Come even if you have broken your vows a thousand 
times. Come, come yet again.” See Chapter One.     
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around the world), Guidance to the Path (basic practices), and The Virtual Dergah 
(calendar, contact information, and online bookstore) The online bookstore offers another 
form of outreach that makes available QRT books published by their own publishing 
company, Ansari Publications, on not only explicitly Sufi topics but also alternative 
healing and sustainable living, a development that emerged from the Shaykh’s and his 
murids’ broader interests in the environment and health since the 1990s. .     
The QRT began to grow transnationally in the later nineties, at first rather slowly 
through word of mouth and then through their website. For example, an Australian murid 
began Sufi gatherings in London after spending several years in Napa with the 
community and then moving to the UK. An American khalifa, whose wife is Mexican, 
resides in Mexico City where he has a small QRT center (he also functions as the online 
point person for all of Spanish speaking Central and South America), while another 
American Khalifa has relocated to Australia after a fair number of murids had begun to 
gather there through attending his “cybertariqa,” an early form of weekly online chat. As 
the internet became more accessible globally, inquiries came in from South Africa 
(Durban), Bosnia, Tanzania, Philippines, and Canada. From the London group, through 
friends and family, the order jumped to South Africa (Uitenhage this time) and Mauritius. 
While more conventional means such as telephone and email are used, murids who live 
abroad rely heavily on Facebook, Twitter, and other social media along with such as 
applications such as Facetime, MSN or Yahoo Messenger, Skype, and other video chat 
providers to maintain frequent contact with the Shaykh providing a vital component in 
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QRT expansion and cohesiveness. 40 The internet has proven to be most useful not in 
gaining numbers, which Shaykh Taner often says he does not want, but rather in its 
ability to facilitate the “intensive personal instruction” noted by Hermansen by providing 
one-on-one and face-to-face communication between the shaykh and murids no matter 
where they are. Shaykh Taner, along with his family and nearly fifteen murids, moved to 
rural upstate New York in 2003 to a piece of land inherited by one of Shaykh Taner’s 
khalifas who was part of the small group that invited him to California in 1992. It is here 
– “the Farm” – that murids from all over the world come to visit the shaykh today. Set on 
a hill in the woods, there is a maqam (spiritual/physical location) of the Prophet Daniel 
(T. Danyal Peygamber) whose spiritual presence has been a fixture in Tarsus and, 
according to Shaykh Taner, has now come here. They are currently building a full-
fledged Sufi center on this site with residences, zikr/prayer space, kitchens that can 
accommodate large numbers, and so on. Already there are gardens, greenhouses, a barn 
with chickens, sheep, and goats. The property is modest and contains an old farmhouse 
and two small modular homes.41 Drawing on their pizzeria experience, when Shaykh 
Taner first arrived in New York, he and his wife bought and opened a deli (that also 
served pizza) to be the family business. The other members of the community found 
comparable jobs to the ones they had in California as teachers, mechanics, nurses, state 
employees, and in local retail. Shaykh Taner continues to help many murids find the 
education and work that suits them.   
Murids from South Africa, Egypt, and Europe try to visit this little town in upstate 
                                                
40 I have even witnessed jinn exorcisms performed over Skype.  
41 The Farm was recently renovated using ecological (passive solar, geothermal) design.   
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New York. However, for many of the overseas murids a trip to the United States is still a 
financial impossibility, so the Shaykh travels to them when there are enough people 
gathered there and they collectively can buy a ticket for him and his wife. The cultural 
makeup of the QRT murids is a colorful one. The community in Mauritius is ethnically 
Indian while in the South African cities of Durban, Uitenhage, and Cape Town, the 
murids are a mixture of Indian, Malay, and some European background. The Bosnian 
murids share historical ties with Turkey and therefore are more familiar with the QRT’s 
Turkish roots, however they also maintain their own Slavic distinctions. There is an 
ethnically mixed group of murids in the UK, including native British and a variety of 
representatives from Britain’s colonial past; a small community in Sydney, Australia; and 
single adherents from Burma, the Philippines and other parts of Europe (Germany, 
France, Italy), Mexico, and South America. In locations with a community of murids, 
there is a khalifa (Shaykh’s representative) or wakil (Shaykh’s trustee) who can lead 
ritual zikr and a variety of social projects. For the single adherents or very small groups, 
electronic communication with the wider QRT is the only form of contact.   
The Qadiri Rifai Tariqa’s transnational growth in the last two decades has also 
brought the question of social organization directly to the forefront of its teaching. One 
afternoon in Mauritius the shaykh asked his khalifa, “What am I doing going around the 
world?” The Khalifa, who had only met his shaykh for the first time in person the day 
before, remained silent. Although not an unusual response from a murid, this khalifa was 
hanging on every word the shaykh said in part because he was clearly in loving awe of 
him, but also because he understood English only with difficulty especially when it was 
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spoken with a Turkish accent. The silence was not long and by the time the khalifa had 
realized that the words he had heard were in fact a question, the shaykh had started his 
reply, “I am organizing.” Aware that most likely QRT centers will become autonomous 
from each other soon after he dies, he went on to say that he has been “ordered to 
establish this tariqa for 150 years.” This directive, part of which is to establish the 
Ansariyya suborder, was received through the QRT silsila (spiritual lineage).42 The future 
vision of the QRT is rooted in a chain of guidance that is bodily past and spiritually 
present, thereby introducing rabita, or heart communication, not only as spiritual 
practice, but as an organizational principle operating both in the present and in the future. 
Over the years Shaykh Taner has maintained communications with Shaykh Muhyiddin’s 
wife and daughter and has visited the Ayni Ali Baba Tekke several times. Nevertheless, 
controversy over QRT organization has arisen with some of the khalifas in Turkey. In the 
wake of Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari not leaving a single successor, it was unclear who 
held, or more importantly, who could bestow the management (tasarruf) of the whole 
QRT. Shaykh Nureddin Ozal took on many of the duties of the head shaykh and, being as 
respected as he was among Shaykh Muhyiddin’s khalifas, was able to run the dergah 
successfully. Although it is unclear who, if anyone, had the authority to pass on the 
management of the QRT, according to Shaykh Taner, Shaykh Nureddin Ozal gave him 
the tasarruf.  
                                                
42 Dividing into a suborder is a commonplace practice among Sufi orders. These maintain the 
name of the prominent order (Qadir, Rifa’i, Naqshbandi, etc.) while also taking on the name of a 
more recent charismatic Shaykh or a particular concept or practice. The QRT- Ansariyya is 
named for the Ansari shaykhs (Muhammad and Muhyiddin) specifically through Shaykh Taner 
Ansari.  
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Shaykh Taner does not desire for his murids the uncomfortable degree of 
confusion surrounding the leadership of the QRT that followed Muhyiddin Ansari’s and 
Nureddin Ozal’s death. Therefore, he is preparing for the future of the QRT Ansariyya by 
establishing clear lines of authority and teaching his murids how to understand that 
authority. Organizational challenges, while clearly tiresome and at times even saddening 
for Shaykh Taner, afford him more opportunities to embody QRT poetry. For example, 
one afternoon after finding an online denunciation of his position as Pir of the QRT, he 
sat on the sofa and responded contemplatively with a verse by Yunus Emre in which the 
poet sings, ‘Against the one who hits you, be armless. Against the one who swears at you 
be tongueless.” The ilahi from which this verse is taken also recognizes how anger and 
offense (darılmak; kakmak) stand in a dervish’s way and thereby potentially that of the 
tarikat as a whole. 43 The ilahi’s refrain, “sen derviş olamazsın/You cannot be a dervish,” 
                                                
43 See Mehmet Fuad Köprülü (2006:334). In one of Köprülü’s extensive footnotes, he offers 
several examples of Yunus’ verses that he sees in harmony with the Gospels, such as, “Kim bize 
taşatar ise güller nisar olsun ana/If someone throws stones at us, let us shower him with roses. 
Urmaklığa kasdedenin düşen öpem ayağını/If someone wants to strike me, let me fall down and 
kiss his feet.” The verse spoken by Shaykh Taner is also included in Köprülü’s footnote in order 
to highlight the Sufis’ self-awareness that Sufi morality is difficult to embody: 
 
Döğene elsiz gerek, söğene dilsiz gerek/Derviş gönülsüz gerek, sen derviş olamazsın/ 
To one who strikes you, you should [need to] be handless; to one who curses you, you 
should [need to] be tongueless./The dervish should [needs to] be heartless (not take 
offense?), you cannot be a dervish. 
 
Köprülü includes the whole poem, which I include here using  his translation. 
 
The dervish should have wounds in his breast; his eyes should be full of tears; 
He should be as gentle as a lamb – you cannot be a dervish. 
 
Muhammad never took offense, yet you still do. 
As long as you take offense, you cannot be a dervish. 
 
Dervish Yunus: you too get angry at whatever you see. 
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recalls another QRT ilahi by Pir Sultan Abdal (d. 1550) that questions (or dares) the 
murid’s capability to live the life of a Sufi. Pir Sultan writes the following provocative 
lines,  
Güzel aşık çevrimizi   Beautiful lover, you cannot 
Çekemezsin demedim mi  Suffer our troubles, didn’t I say so?  
… 
Canî basi hak yoluna   You can’t put your head and heart in  
Koyamazsîn demedim mi  the path of Haqq, didn’t I say so? 
… 
On iki imam fenahîmîz  The place we end is 12 Imams 
Uyamazsîn demedim mi  You can’t follow them, didn’t I say 
     so? 
… 
Demedim mi demedim mi  Didn’t I say so? Didn’t I say so?  
Öleceksin demedim mi  Didn’t I say you are going to die? 
 
These lines echo a story that Shaykh Taner told in Mauritius. He began telling the 
story after there was a lull in the sohbet during which he had begun to sing the refrain of 
one of his favorite ilahis that he learned in Bosnia, Bugün bize Pir geldi (Today the Pir 
came to us), 
Eyvallah Şahım Eyvallah Yes my ruler Yes 
Hak La Ilaha Illallah             The Truth, there is no God but Allah                
This refrain is the subtle evidence of a poetic organizational principle that runs through 
the heart and is characterized by surrender and love to a living line of teachers. The story 
that Shaykh Taner tells is of the Forty (Kirkler), a group of a rank of saints (wali; abdal) 
                                                                                                                                            
As long as you get angry, you cannot be a dervish. 
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who protect the world. The story begins with a potential dervish who longs to be with the 
Forty. He follows them to the top of a minaret assuring them that he is sincere in his 
desire to be among them. The Forty look at him and ask, “Do you want to be one of us? 
Okay.” Then, one by one they begin to jump off the minaret.  
Although the assertions of love, self-sacrifice, and faith found in and 
communicated by Sufi poetry are available publically, they are mainly distributed within 
the Sufi social organization that is founded on initiation (bayat) and methods of 
inculcation (talqin) and heart connection (rabita) that are limited to those in the order. 
Michael Frishkopf (2003:86) says, “Sufis position themselves within a vast, well-
connected spiritual-social network, tightly bound by love, and connecting active agents 
both living and dead.” Entry into the Qadiri Rifai Tariqa is a process of cosmological, 
ontological, and epistemological reorientation for all initiates whether born Muslim or 
not. Part of this reorientation process is becoming familiar with that “well connected 
spiritual-social network,” specifically the silsila (spiritual lineage) and with its active role 
in the structural and ritual changes over time in the tariqa.44 Shaykh Taner emphasizes 
this living (or “present”) character of the QRT with comments such as “this is not a rerun, 
it’s live” drawing attention to the active (as opposed to solely commemorative) silsila 
recognized by the QRT.  The shaykh is here referring to a Sufi cosmology in which there 
                                                
44 Jack Goody writes with respect to this topic in his Foreword to Fredrik Barth’s Cosmologies in 
the Making: A Generative Approach to Cultural variation in inner New Guinea (Barth 1987:xi), 
“Since knowledge is held largely in the minds of men, rather than being stored in a book or a 
computer, the older are inevitably at once the most experienced, and the most privileged 
communicators, as well as the most likely to die, taking their knowledge with them to the world 
of the ancestors. The dead must therefore know more than the living; the forefathers are also the 
forebearers, the carriers of ‘tradition’. And it is in the cult of the ancestors that the dead reveal 
some of their superior, more comprehensive, knowledge.”  
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exists an energetic continuous connection directly through the heart to his shaykh, the 
pirs, and ultimately Allah. His comment alludes to the Sufi distinctions between inner 
(batin) and outer (zahir) knowledge paralleled by other binaries such as marifa and ‘ilm, 
state (hāl) and doctrine (qāl), and experience (tahqiq) and imitation (taqlid). As a Sufi 
order, the QRT is focused on the first of each of these binaries although not to the 
exclusion of the second. When Shaykh Taner says, “I don’t taqlid (imitate) anything,” it 
is always in response to those who demand outward conformity (even in thoughts) to the 
exclusion of inner contemplation and the freedom to do so. These binaries form the two 
wings that the soul needs to fly, an image used twice in the QRT ilahi repertoire, and 
parallel a tension between religious modalities of sincerity and ritual that will be further 
elaborated in the context of the QRT zikr in Chapter Six.45 So how does the silsila and the 
primary relationship between the individual murid and the shaykh work to hold a local 
community together?   
The relationship between shaykh and murid, which pivots on the “intensive 
personalized instruction” characteristic of the QRT, is initiated at bayat (A. bai‘a) when 
the murid commits to walk the Sufi path with the shaykh. Bayat is a voluntary taking of 
the shaykh’s hand and swearing allegiance to him as a teacher and thereby the whole 
silsila. It denotes a “selling oneself to” the shaykh, “literally the buying of the soul of the 
adept or disciple by the saint” (Malik 1998:188). There are several ilahis that sing of this 
experience,  
                                                
45 In Hakka Aşık olanlar and Haktan inen şerbeti: these wings are the inner (batin) and outer 
(zahir) knowledge. Shaykh Taner mentions flying with two wings, i.e., ilm-i zahiri and ilm-i 
batini Sohbet 9.11.10 
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Aşkin pazarinda canlar satarlar In the bazaar of love, they are selling 
     lives [hearts]. 
Satarım canımı alan bulunmaz I sell my life [heart], but can’t find a 
     buyer 
[from Bu akil fikiryle] 
 
 
Fazlîdan bir kul geldi                          There came a servant from Fazli 
Bedestende sattîlar                              They sold him in the market place 
Fazlîdan bir kul geldi                          There came a servant from Fazli 
Bedestende sattîlar                              They sold him in the market place    
 
[Refrain] Eyvallah Şahîm Eyvallah… 
 
Sattîlar bedestende                              They sold him in the market place   
Ses gelir gülistanda                             And a voice comes from the rose 
     garden 
Sattîlar bedestende                              They sold him in the market place   
Ses gelir gülistanda                       And a voice comes from the rose 
     garden 
                                                                          [from Bugun bize Pir geldi] 
 
For every QRT initiate, born-Muslim or convert, entry into the Qadiri-Rifai Sufi 
order requires a reorientation to the world. This reorientation involves unfamiliar 
authority structures, behaviors, and practices. Some murids come from shari’a-focused 
Muslim communities and refer pejoratively to their past as “Wahhabi,” “Tablighi” or 
“fundamentalist,” while some others were brought up in another religious tradition 
altogether or none at all. As a voluntary organization (a point the Shaykh often mentions) 
continuously bringing in new members from many different ethnic, national, racial and 
cultural backgrounds, the QRT must negotiate quite large differentials in knowledge of 
both Islam and Sufism among its murids. The shaykh must repeatedly articulate the goals 
of Sufism and the actions necessary to realize them, but he must also do so in language 
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the various murids can grasp.46 Non-Sufi Muslims come to the shaykh with a variety of 
behaviors and ideas about his role ranging from overt saint veneration (to which they are 
redirected toward Allah) to a cautionary and suspicious wariness of the institution itself 
and of the shaykh as its representative. Muslim converts are also of various types. Some 
have become Muslim as a result of entering a Sufi tariqa while others have converted 
within a larger non-Sufi Muslim community only to discover Sufism later. In the QRT all 
of these backgrounds not only come face-to-face with the revelatory text of the Qur’an 
but also with their shared subordination to their shaykh. In order for the order to endure 
as a transnational community of murids, the organization must be supported by a broad 
and deep network of relationships. The relationship between shaykh and murid is vital to 
the social organization of the QRT not only vertically (shaykh/murid), but also 
horizontally (murid to murid).  
Harking back to the control of anger and offense mentioned by Yunus and echoed 
by Pir Sultan Abdal, the murid agrees to a deep cleansing of the ego (nafs) through an 
increasing self-loss in obedience to the shaykh with some level of awareness of the 
debilitating and antagonistic behaviors that can arise from self-centeredness. Although 
this is a willing relationship, the intensity of the relationship that ensues between shaykh 
and murid is new for all initiates and can be difficult at times to navigate, as it requires an 
honesty not always comfortable for the murid. Initiated in love for the shaykh and a 
desire to be close to Allah, the relationship becomes the ground for discovering one’s 
fears (and one’s habitual responses to such fears) and attachments (to people, places, 
                                                
46 An example of Barth’s (1987:46) “stepwise articulation of a vision.” 
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ideas, etc.). As a result, the biggest stumbling block for those new to Sufism is not the 
poetry, ritual, and superogatory practices, but the relationship with the shaykh.47   
Each murid experiences herself as the primary focus of the Shaykh’s attention. 
His personalized instruction demands a healthy, but sometimes painful and destructive, 
manipulation of the disciple’s nafs.  All of Shaykh Taner’s students receive instruction 
and inspiration from him directly and all can also refer to the ilahis that contain many 
examples directly concerning the roles, orientations, and attitudes proper to shaykh, pir, 
and disciple. The following select verses from the QRT ilahi repertoire are not only 
prescriptive illustrations of these dispositions; for the murid, they are motivations toward 
the surrendered, obedient, loving state itself: 
 
Çıkılmaz benlikle ulu dergahe (2x) You cannot reach that high  
     headquarters of love with your 
     selfishness 
… 
Enel Hak uğruna çekilir dare (2x) For the sake of “I am the Truth” you 
can be put to hanging 
Mansurun sabrini çak da gel dervis You have to understand the patience 
of Mansur and then become dervish 
Fenerin mumunu yak da gel dervis You have to light your lamp’s candle 
and then become dervish 
 
Teslim ol mürsidine mevtalar gibi (2x) Surrender to your murshid like dead 
     people 
Her seye göz yum geç amalar gibi Close your eyes to everything like 
     the blind  
 
And,  
 
Ben pirimden ayrîlmam                       I will not separate from my pir 
                                                
47 Fariduddin Attar’s classic poem, The Conference of the Birds (Mantiq al-Tayr) is a good 
example of the relationship between murid and shaykh (the birds and the Hoopoe) being at once 
personal and corporate in a kind of Sufi poetics of transformation.     
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Bin yîl geçse aradan                          Even if a thousand years pass in the 
     interim 
[Refrain] Eyvallah Şahîm Eyvallah… 
     
Pir Sultan sings again,  
 
Demedim mi demedim mi  Didn’t I say so? Didn’t I say so?  
Öleceksin demedim mi  Didn’t I say you are going to die? 
Ben ettikçe sana pendi  As I tried to trap you, 
Sen eyledin bana fendi  You tricked me 
 
Or Kul Yusuf, 
Şu benim divane gönlüm          That crazy heart of mine 
Yine hubtan huba düştü             Again it fell from love to love 
Mah cemalin şulesinden             From the light (flame) of the moon’s 
     beauty 
Dalgalanıp göle düştü                 it lost its balance and fell into the 
lake  
 
Ah ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Ah my Shaykh what shall I say?  
Ya ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Oh my Shaykh what shall I say? 
Yaraliyam nere gidem                I am wounded, where can I go  
Ya halim kime arz edem                    To whom should I petition  my poor 
condition 
And Muhyiddin Ansari,  
Hizmetini edemedim    I couldn’t do your service 
Himmetini alamadîm   I couldn’t get your blessing 
Ask oduna yanamadîm   I couldn’t burn in the fire of love 
Yandîr seyhim kül olayîm illallah Hu Oh my shaykh, let me be ashes, 
     illallah Hu 
Aşk oduna ben yanayîm illallah Hu Let me burn in the fire of Love illallah 
     Hu 
 
This love and authority experienced in the personal relationship between the shaykh and 
murid provides an absolutely central and vertical integrity to the social organization of 
the QRT, however it also undergirds a horizontal integrity among members of the 
organization to the degree that the ego is tamed in the primary relationship. The QRT 
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poetry informs and supports the Sufi order in both dimensions. In the next section, I will 
illustrate these relationships by examining an incident that I witnessed in South Africa. 
 
A Taste of Knowledge, Poetry, and the QRT 
This last section will provide a taste of the intersection of knowledge, love, and 
poetry in the QRT. Following a morning of fishing in South Africa, several of the local 
murids voiced intra-tariqa as well as broader social concerns to the Shaykh. They spoke 
of tensions with coworkers and local ‘ulema about the practice of Sufism in general and 
Shaykh Taner in particular. They also mentioned disagreements among members of the 
local QRT regarding authority roles and structure in the shaykh’s absence. Some 
expressed inner contradictions between what the path requires them to do (daily personal 
zikr, communication with the shaykh, etc.) and what they were in fact doing. The Shaykh 
addressed these issues with two poems, one at the beginning of lunch, and one at the end 
of it. I will examine these poems with regard to their role in navigating the above-
mentioned tensions and structuring local authority, as well as the theory of knowledge 
that Shaykh Taner offered in response to these issues in his recitation of the two poems.  
Fredrik Barth (2002:3) writes,      
…my thesis is that these three faces of knowledge appear together 
precisely in the particulars of action in every event of the application of 
knowledge, in every transaction in knowledge, in every performance. 
Their mutual determination takes place at those specific moments when a 
particular item of substantive knowledge is cast in a particular 
communicative medium and applied in an action by an actor positioned in 
a particular social organization: their systematic interdependence arises by 
virtue of the constraints in realization that these three aspects impose on 
each other in the context of every particular application. Specific micro-
circumstances will thus determine how the mutual influences between the 
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faces of knowledge are affected, and to the extent that we can identify 
repetitive, persistent effects of mutual constraint and influence in these 
particular realizations of knowledge, we have identified processes of 
mutual determination between the three named aspects of knowledge.  
 
The event, or micro-circumstance, is the lunch and the concerns that frame it. It 
demonstrates how substantive Sufi assertions are cast in a particular communicative 
medium (poetry) by an actor (the shaykh) who is positioned as an authority in a particular 
social organization (head of QRT) in response to a local conflict. In fact the whole day 
can be seen as organized by these two poems, from the topics and circumstances that led 
up to the lunch recitation on to those that followed and led into the evening sohbet. By 
opening the lunch with a poem that begins with ilm (knowledge) and ends with gönül 
(heart), the shaykh strikes a poetic and integral connection between the two. He uses the 
meal itself to ground that knowledge in the body and concludes it by singing the second 
poem, completing the shift from ilm (conventional discursive knowledge) to marifet 
(experiential knowledge) with rhythm and melody. The question to be answered is why 
Shaykh Taner focuses on a poem about knowledge when faced with a variety of 
organizational challenges.  
Before transcribing the poems, a bit more context is required. On the drive to a 
prime fishing spot, we saw several groups of four or five or more Xhosa boys covered in 
white paint carrying a pail and walking across the open spaces. They were initiates in the 
local religion moving from boyhood into manhood and living as a small group for several 
weeks away from their families. I watched one group walking and laughing in the 
quintessential liminal state - neither boys, nor men - they were “betwixt and between, 
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neither here nor there” (Turner 1969). I had asked several questions to the murids 
regarding what I saw and, during the discussion that followed about how Xhosa traditions 
have changed to include safer circumcision practices and accommodations to school 
schedules and responsibilities in order to perform these rites, we found ourselves lost. 
Not terribly lost, but lost nonetheless. The shaykh, humorously expressing his 
disappointment with his hosts’ uncertainty, took a moment, chose a direction and the 
caravan rolled on, arriving shortly thereafter at the intended river. In that time I reflected 
on the state of the Xhosa boys/men and that of the murid and wondered how similar they 
may actually be.        
Once settled at the river, which meant setting two folding chairs with an umbrella, 
getting out the cooler, fishing poles, bait, and of course, the cameras, the conversation 
began. As this was the first morning in Uitenhage, I was still very much treated as a 
guest. The shaykh sat down in one of the chairs while most of the murids maintained a 
little distance not knowing exactly what to do outside of the living room where they most 
comfortably interacted with Shaykh Taner over the last several years and most recently 
had spent the previous afternoon and evening in sohbet (spiritual conversation) with him. 
Several men gathered around the fishing tackle box while one baited the line. Another 
group of murids stood at a distance, not interested in fishing, they came simply to spend 
time with the shaykh. He directed me to sit down and we began to talk. The topic was 
about language, group thinking, and allowing room for multiple angles in any 
conversation. I was feeling uncomfortable because the other murids were still standing at 
a distance watching us talk against the heavy wind that was blowing down the river and 
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carrying our voices away from their ears. I thought that they should be here with us, 
listening. One of them should be in this chair. In a moment, perhaps sensing my 
distraction, the shaykh directed me to go over to the murids and share with them our 
conversation.  
My mediocre recapitulation along with most of the sohbet that occurred on the 
riverbank that day was swept down the river corridor by the wind that roared past the 
microphone on the video camera and whipped at our clothes. Holding onto my hat, I 
explained to the murids that our conversation began with the shaykh talking about his 
choice to use Arabic Sufi terminology in the his book Grand Masters of Sufism, a 
translation of the QRT’s Pirs’ texts. I went on to point out that he used “technical terms,” 
for instance even the word “Allah” instead of “God,” not only to be precise about 
meaning (although that is important), but also to draw people into a framework of 
understanding without relinquishing the creative angle or perspective that different 
languages offer. Doing this allows the development of a tolerance for multiple angles on 
any issue. The shaykh called us over to him and continued, “Allah is infinite being. In 
order to understand Allah better you need to have an open mind. You need to have many 
angles [because]…Allah is beyond your angle.”  
For the shaykh the entire discussion is clearly about Allah; the use of language, 
where my emphasis lay, was simply an illustrative exercise of open-mindedness. 
Maintaining his focus on open-mindedness he launched into an explanation of “group 
psychology” and the limits that group thinking can impose on the brain. He finished with 
making a Quranic reference (49:13) that states that different nations and tribes were 
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created in order to know each other (lita‘aarafuu).  This verse also has males and females 
as a parallel construction to nations and tribes, all of which were created different to 
know each other. The shaykh has used this verse in this way elsewhere to emphasize the 
mutuality in the relationship between men and women, but in this instance his focus is 
only on nations and tribes. 48 
The process of knowing “each other” in this verse, for Shaykh Taner, is clearly 
associated with knowing Allah; it is a collective endeavor. Being part of group, be it a 
family unit, tribe, or religion, is a social reality; but the limitations of “group thinking” 
that accompany this reality involve choices with social and spiritual consequences. This 
conversation has clear echoes of Barth’s concern that “culture” has developed into a 
reduction of behavior to stereotypes and a diversity of voices to a hegemonic few, i.e., 
group thinking. “Group think” is not simply a phenomenon that can be pointed out 
exterior to the tariqa, Shaykh Taner is aware that it can settle into the Sufi tariqa itself.       
  The murids began to articulate some recent interactions with and criticisms by 
local ‘alims (Tablighi Jamaat), Naqshbandi Sufis, and Muslim co-workers. One murid 
explained how she is questioned about why the QRT does not require its women to cover 
their hair and why the men and women perform zikr together. She worries about bringing 
shame on Shaykh Taner and shies away from responding to these questions and forthright 
criticisms. Fishing pole in hand, the shaykh listened to these concerns for some time and 
responded with a smile, “It’s time to come out of the closet and show that there is another 
viable option of being Muslim,” i.e., to embody another choice. With this statement, 
                                                
48 The verse can also be read as nations and tribes were created from male and female. 
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Shaykh Taner demonstrates his willingness to traverse not only cultural and religious 
boundaries, but also epistemological ones. He urges his students to enter the “field of 
Islamic reference and debate” by locally embodying Sufism. Little more was said at this 
time, everyone laughed, and the group dispersed along the riverbank returning to the task 
of catching fish.  
However, the shaykh maintained his focus on the lesson and when we returned to 
the house, the river and conversation behind us for the most part, Shaykh Taner recited 
the following poem by Yunus Emre as we were waiting for lunch to be served,  
İlim ilim bilmektir ilim kendin bilmektir 
Sen kendini bilmezsin ya nice okumaktır 
 
Okumaktan ma’nî ne kişi Hakk’ı bilmektir 
Çün okudun bilmezsin ha bir kuru emektir 
 
Okudum bildim deme çok tâat kıldım deme 
Eri Hak bilmez isen abes yere yelmektir 
 
Dört kitabın ma’nîsi tamamdır bir elifte 
Sen elif dersin hoca ma’nîsi ne demektir 
 
Yunus Emre der hoca gerekse var bin hacca 
Hepisinden iyice bir gönüle girmektir  
                                  (Gölpınarlı 1971:264) 49 
 
My translation follows,  
 
Knowledge is to know what knowledge is. Knowledge is to know 
yourself. 50 
                                                
49 From Professor Ritter’s mecmua and dated to the 14th century. Translations in English include 
those by Talat S. Halman,Taner Baybars, and Süha Faiz. It is also available in French translated 
by Gérard Pfister. 
50 The first line is a reference to the popular Hadith of the prophet “Whoever knows himself, 
Knows his Lord,” in Arabic, “man `arafa nafsahu faqad `arafa rabbahu,” and in the Turkish, 
“Nefsini bilen, Rabbini bilir.” Although a weak hadith confirmed through kashf, it does have 
hermeneutical support in the Qur’an as in ayat 59:19 “And be not ye as those who forgot Allah, 
therefore He caused them to forget their souls (anfusahum)”. 
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If you do not know yourself, oh, how much there is to study! 
 
What is the meaning of this studying? That a person knows Truth (Allah)51  
Because if you do not know what you have studied, it is just meaningless 
labor. 
 
Don’t say “I studied it, I know.” Don’t say “I worshipped much.” 
If you do not know that man52 is Truth, then it is all running about without 
purpose. 
 
The meaning of the four Books is complete in one elif.53 
Teacher, you teach about elif, what does it mean? 
 
Yunus Emre says, if necessary teacher, perform Hajj 1000 times 
But better than these is to enter one heart. 
 
The Shaykh then turned to me and said, “This is a very good poem. It explains all 
of Sufism.” As mentioned before, the poem begins with ‘ilm (knowledge) and ends with 
gönül (heart). Theoretically, ilm is discursive, acquired knowledge usually associated 
with studying from books and is generally contrasted in Sufism with an experiential, 
intimate, and direct knowing of Allah called marifet that implies as mentioned earlier “a 
privileged connection between certain human beings and the divine” (Renard 2004:11). 
However, are books and body or intellect and experience always competing 
epistemologies? I would suggest that the distinction being made in the poem and by 
Shaykh Taner who is using the poem in a very particular circumstance in twenty-first 
                                                
51 Also one of the ninety-nine names, or attributes (sifat) of Allah that are ritually chanted (dhikr) 
by QRT murids.  
52 Er is generally translated as man, brave man, or soldier. Gölpınarlı (1971:476) has included the 
word in his sözlük and includes two entries; the first is the conventional, asker (soldier), erkek 
(young man), yiğit (brave young man); the second entry has the definition “Gerçeğe ulaşanlar,” 
or “those who approach or arrive at Truth,” which would be the translation most likely preferred 
by Shaykh Taner.   
53 The four books are the Torah, Psalms, Gospels, and Qur’an and elif is the first letter of the 
Arabic/Ottoman alphabet, that resembles a single, vertical stroke, اا .  
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century South Africa is more nuanced than this. Yunus clarifies ilm. He broadens it and 
deepens it. He grounds it again in the body and self as an interaction with revelation. 
Indeed, ilm for Shaykh Taner is not limited to “Islamic” knowledge, but rather, following 
his understanding that Allah is Alim, or the Knower, then ilm is about knowing Allah 
everywhere and in everything.  
Before I begin my own analysis of these poems, let me refer to the way other 
scholars have interpreted them. İlim İlim Bilmektir has been used to illustrate the tension 
in Sufism between a religion of legal dogma and religion of love and its human parallel 
of scholar and lover (Schimmel 1975, 2001; Köprülü 2006; Gölpınarlı 1965; Halman 
1991). In addition, a focus on the love mysticism found in Yunus Emre has also led 
scholars to imagine him as “a thorough-going mystic,” which means that he composed 
poetry by “divine impulse” alone “indifferent to the outside world, and his milieu.”54 
While the tensions are real and to a certain extent indicate differences in epistemology, 
these dichotomies (along with the conclusion that they exclude each other) are too 
simplistic when applied to actual on-the-ground contexts as we will see shortly. This kind 
                                                
54 Mehmet Fuad Köprülü (2006:306-307, 330) also writes, “Necib Asim attributes the ghazal 
‘Müsülmânlar gönül şehri açilmaz key alamet var…Muslims: the city of the heart will not 
open’….which I very much doubt belonged to Yunus Emre, to the confused time at the end of the 
Seljuk period and tries to establish an artificial relationship between the works of this dervish, 
who was indifferent to the outside world, and his milieu. The poetic inspiration of the Sufis, 
however, is dependent only on their own inner nature and conscious universe and is remote from 
any concern with time and place. The unity that is perceptible amidst the endless variety of 
phenomena in the universe and the existence that is concentrated in self-consciousness are the 
only stock-in-trade of a true Sufi….On the whole, the Sufis are not pleased with this world and 
are opposed to it. But this displeasure does not result from good times, bad times, or times of 
public disorder, or from any such material reasons. Instead, it arises simply from the desire to 
attain immediately the ‘original abode’ ‘maskan-i asli, i.e. God’.” (italics mine) 
Of course, Gibb’s reasoning for the “divine impulse” in Yunus’ poetry has to do with Yunus’ 
“defective…rugged” poetry (i.e., folk poetry).  
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dichotomy between the exterior world and the interior one is also a symptom of a 
particular Protestant intellectual tradition that strictly differentiates modalities of sincerity 
from those of ritual (Seligman, et al. 2008). The dynamic between text and practice in 
contemporary Sufi tariqas will not provide access to the historical reality of Yunus Emre 
and other early Sufis, however it may provide some insight into how to close the 
conceptual gap that is read into their poetry. 55   
Schimmel (2001:139-141) includes a reference to İlim ilim bilmektir, among other 
poems belonging to Yunus and several South Indian Sufi poets, in her discussion on the 
relationship between illiteracy, direct knowledge from God (‘ilm ladunni; Qur’an 18:65), 
and the first letter of the Arabic alphabet, the elif. Her observation centers on the fact that 
largely illiterate masses did not have access to Islamic/Sufi scholarship and literature and 
therefore Yunus’ suggestion to regard the letter elif, i.e., a simple, vertical stroke (اا ) and 
symbol of Allah’s oneness, made divine knowledge accessible to them. The masses “too 
could reach perfection even though they had not studied theological works and were 
barely aware of more than the basic duties of a Muslim” (2001:141).56 However, the 
letter elif, اا , according to Yunus is commensurate with the four holy books understood as 
                                                
55 The dialectic between text and practice is not altogether lost on Köprülü although he never 
emphasized it. He (2006:309) writes “While Yunus Emre’s style is weak and insipid in some of 
his poems where he defends the principles of an orthodox pietistic asceticism, he comes across as 
a forceful, sincere, and distinctive individual in those passages that instill a very broad and 
humane Sufi morality. It is also quite obvious from this that Sufism is not, according to this early 
Turkish Sufi, a lifeless thing composed of terminology and a code of rules. Instead, just as with 
Abu Sa‘id Ibn Abi ’l-Khayr and Mawlana, it is something living and to be lived, a spiritual need, 
a divine impulse.” 
56 Qur’an 18:65 reads, “Then found they one of Our slaves, unto whom We had given mercy from 
Us, and had taught him knowledge from Our presence” (Pickthall translation). Schimmel points 
to the fact that the women “who were even less educated” were given access to Islamic 
knowledge.   
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the Torah (tevrat), Psalms (zebur), Gospel (injil), and Qur’an, which are all sources of 
wisdom and religious norms. The contemplation of elif, although accessible to everyone, 
is in this poem also commensurate with knowing oneself, knowing that man is Truth, and 
entering a heart. These actions do not preclude practice, but are the goals of practice – 
even those prescribed by the scriptures. In addition, of course in the Sufi context, 
practices such as zikr and sitting with the shaykh in sohbet (companionship and 
conversation) are included, both of which require similar levels of commitment and 
rigor.57 
Yunus’ emphasis on knowing oneself (or on entering one heart) in order to know 
God is less in opposition to books, doctrines, and law, and more in relation to 
methodology. Köprülü (2006:318) does not cite İlim İlim Bilmektir specifically, but 
rather chooses a similar poem of Yunus that illustrates the connection between love, the 
heart, and knowledge perhaps more directly,   
 
İlm okumak bilmektir hem kendüyü bilmektir 
Çünkü kendin bilmezsen bir hayvândan betersin 
 
Yûnus işbu sözleri âşık’a di âşık’a 
Gir gönüle yararsa birkaç dahi katarsın. 
 
Knowledge is knowing how to read, and also knowing one’s self. 
Because if you don’t know yourself, you are worse than an animal.  
  
Yunus: utter these words to lovers, to lovers.  
                                                
57 The dichotomy between lover and scholar can too easily be equated with illiterate masses 
(Schimmel 2001), popular masses (Köprülü) and the scholar veiling the centrality of Sufi path 
and practice in the socially vertical reach of Sufi orders. Closely related are similar tensions 
between doctrine (qāl) and state (hāl) and inner, esoteric (batin) knowledge and outer, exoteric 
(zahir) knowledge. 
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Enter the heart. If it suits, you will add even more.58 
   
It is clearer in these few lines that methodology – i.e., how one studies or reads, along 
with self-reflection – is integral to success of the Sufi. Köprülü, like Schimmel, 
acknowledges the importance of love and a spiritual guide in the tradition (although both 
display reticence about the shaykh especially in contemporary practice) and both note the 
the portrayal of the Prophet Muhammad as the perfect example of the living resolution of 
all these tensions. However Köprülü finds the Sufi poets unrelenting in their criticism of 
the exoteric scholars and their epistemological methodologies (2006:350).59 Why? 
Talat S. Halman is helpful in with this question because although there is little 
evidence that the divine impulse that animated Emre, the mystic, was unconcerned with 
historical reality, the idea can persist in analyses of his and other Sufi poetry.60 Halman 
                                                
58 The translation is by Leiser and Dankoff and they include a question mark after “even more” 
indicating that they are not sure of the translation of the last line.  
59 …Ikilikten geçemedin, hali kal’den seçemedin; Hak’tan yana uçamadin fakihlik oldu sana fak. 
You have not gone beyond duality. You have not distinguished spiritual state (hal) from doctrine 
(qal). You have not flown toward Divine Truth. Legalism has become a trap for you.” Again on 
p. 346, note 36, “According to Yunus Emre, in order “to go beyond duality and to distinguish qal 
{book-learning} from hal {mystical ecstasy},” the only way is love.” Didactic in ‘aruz meter; 
lyric in syllabic meter; “Yunus Emre, who was quite unconcerned with art or artistry and 
composed his poems simply by divine impulse, quite naturally conformed to the natural and 
national cadence that was stored in his conscience.” (2006:307). 
60 At the time of Yunus Emre, the tumultuous changeover from strict Seljuk rule to smaller 
beyliks was institutionally visible in the marked decrease in building of madrasas, symbolic of 
corrupt Seljuk rule, and a comparatively rapid increase of dervish lodges. Using a poem of 
Emre’s as her example, Ethel Wolper (2003) examines the role of dervish lodges in religious and 
cultural transformation in medieval Anatolia.  She explains the hierarchy of urban space in 
medieval Anatolia and shows how dervish lodges mediated religious, political, and spiritual 
authority. Focusing on the cities of Tokat, Amasya, and Sivas at the precise time of the 
composition of Ilim ilim bilmektir, Wolper provides an architectural perspective on urban Sufi 
spatial and spiritual networks and what she calls the “visual authority” that these lodges 
commanded during a time of continuous political, economic, and social tumult.  Ira Lapidus 
(1992:27) writes, “In the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries a new wave of upheavals, 
associated with the Saljuq and Mongol invasions, also favored the diffusion of Sufism as a basis 
for local community organization. In damaged, threatened, and leaderless societies the newly 
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(1997:158) uses an historical awareness and distinguishes three categories in which the 
relationship between poetry and society manifests itself in the Turkish experience – as 
continuity and cohesion (centripetal), as commentary and criticism (centrifugal), and as 
an impetus to change (centrifugal). His examples of Sufi poetry, including Yunus’ İlim 
ilim bilmektir, overwhelmingly figure into the last two, critique and change, and his 
vocabulary sounds strikingly familiar when he writes that “poetry has served both as a 
cohesive force and as a factor of social innovation [centripetal/centrifugal]….It embodies 
the conflict between the real and the ideal [indicative and subjunctive]…It converts, 
controverts, and subverts.”61   
Elsewhere Halman’s (1991:7, 9, 13, 16, 18) references to İlim ilim bilmektir are 
carefully chosen to demonstrate Yunus Emre’s theological humanism (i.e. modernity) 
and hence the aforementioned dichotomies.62 From this poem, Halman points out Yunus’ 
disdain for book learning since it has no “humanistic relevance” and that Yunus 
“believed in man’s Godliness” offering the hope of transcending one’s self [If you don’t 
                                                                                                                                            
consolidating tarīqas were adapted to fill the social and religious needs of masses of 
Muslims….The formation of holy lineages played a similar role in the organization of Muslim 
communities.”  
61 The above quotation about cohesion, criticism and change is included here in full, “The 
premises of this article are that, in the Turkish experience, poetry has served both as a cohesive 
force and as a factor of social innovation. Having kept the vernacular alive, it has helped to 
preserve ethnic, cultural, and theological identity. Often functioning as a mythmaker (in a broad 
anthropological sense) it has come to perpetuate, as well as criticize, the patterns of communal 
life and values. Poetry both affirms and dislocates faith, political power, and ideology. It 
communicates prevalent concepts and also may undermine them. It serves the ends of propaganda 
and protest. It embodies the conflict between real and ideal, and usually offers the contrast 
between the crass aspects and the best potential of life. It converts, controverts, and subverts.” 
Sufi poetry in the QRT also functions in continuity as will be explored later.  
62 Theological humanism being the turning inward toward the self for understanding God. 
Halman emphasizes the following lines (using his translation) in ilim ilim bilmektir, “True science 
is self-knowledge” and “If you don’t identify Man as God, All your learning is of no use at all.”  
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identify Man as God/All your learning is of no use at all]. He points out that Yunus has 
no use “for the trappings of organized religion” based on, among others, Yunus’ couplet 
“A single visit into the heart is/better than a hundred pilgrimages.” This line, for Halman, 
also demonstrates the supremacy of love over religious rules. He uses for further 
emphasis very similar poems, such as the one above referenced by Köprülü, and another 
urging the listener to seek God in the heart as “He is neither in the Holy Land nor in 
Mecca” (1991:4). Cemal Kafadar (1992:317) has recognized that, “[i]nsofar as tasavvuf 
involved the advocacy of tolerance and love against ritualistic rigidity and orthodox 
exclusivity, it was reinterpreted as an early Turkish humanism that obscurantists and 
exploiters had corrupted. Yunus Emre and Mevlana Celaleddin Rumi, for instance, were 
universally appreciated, though their adherence to the şeriat was differently evaluated by 
various parties.” The scholars mentioned here clearly downplay the legal (şeriat) aspect 
of religion. That said, what is also missing from Halman’s helpful historical analysis is 
any equally developed sense of the role of the shaykh in “all of this studying,” as it is 
bound up with authority and institution, even Sufi institution. Only Schimmel among 
these scholars actually seems mildly comfortable with the charismatic figure of the 
shaykh pointing to an intellectual tradition uncomfortable with charismatic authority, 
especially the immediate and personally compelling authority of a shaykh.63   
                                                
63 Köprülü’s and Halman’s analyses are bound up with the sociopolitical climate of twentieth 
century Turkey distancing its relationship with an Ottoman legacy of Islam and searching for the 
pure Turk. Yunus Emre, who lived just prior to the establishment of this Ottoman legacy, 
provided just the prolific and popular artist for the twentieth century political construction of a 
modern identity.  
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As Barth points out knowledge will be discerned in some action and or event, i.e., 
at the juncture of assertions, media, and its social distribution. As mentioned earlier, Gibb 
(1958:168) describes Yunus as a “thorough-going mystic.” He also calls him “single-
minded,” “frank and outspoken,” and someone who “says what he means.” These 
descriptions also are befitting to Shaykh Taner himself. I returned to the lunch table in 
South Africa filled with beautiful and aromatic dishes. As I began filling my plate, 
eagerly picking up two patties of meat with a serving fork, the khalifa said softly in my 
ear, “they’re liver.” My hand hesitated hovering over the dish. “Oh,” I whispered, clearly 
disappointed and quickly tried to return them to the dish without being noticed. Shaykh 
Taner looked at me, also clearly disappointed, and said frankly “Eat it. What’s wrong 
with it? You are thinking, ‘Oh, it is liver’ and so it is stopping you from tasting Allah. 
Every hangup is a barrier to Allah.”  
This interaction occurred only moments after Shaykh Taner recited İlim ilim 
bilmektir, the echo of “better than these is to enter one heart” still hanging in the air. The 
poem, chosen and spoken by the shaykh in this moment, is the hermeneutical key to that 
morning’s riverside conversation about embodying QRT Sufi Islam alongside other 
Islamic options, as well as to the embodied epistemology advocated at the lunch table.    
Yunus sings, “Knowledge is to know yourself.” What does it mean to know yourself? For 
the shaykh, this question is approached in a scientific way with questions, theories, 
experiments and data derived from the body, which according to him is “the laboratory” 
through which the murid knows Allah. He said, “We exist by accident and then take our 
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bodies for granted. We need to teach, see, experience Allah in everything.” The body and 
the self are therefore the materials with which to experiment with (and experience) Allah. 
I finished my meal having mixed each bite of liver generously with rice, and 
when everyone was finished, Shaykh Taner began tapping a rhythm on the table.Soon he 
began to sing a poem by Mehmed Muhyīddīn Üftāde (1490-1580), called “The Lovers of 
Allah” (Hakka Aşık Olanlar). Children and adults gathered from all corners of the house 
and patio. They were smiling and excited to hear the shaykh singing and laughing, 
Hakka aşîk olanlar               Would those in love with Allah  
Zikrullahtan kaçar mî?        run away from remembrance   
    (or mentioning) of Allah? 
Arif olan cevherin               Would the arif  
Boş yere saçar mî?     scatter his jewels in vain? 
 
Gelsin marifet alan         Come, whoever wants marifet 
Yoktur sözümde yalan       there is no lie in my words 
Emmareye kul olan            The servant of the commanding nafs, 
Hayrî şerri seçer mî?          can he differentiate right from wrong? 
 
Gerçek bu söz yarenler       Friends, these words are true;  
Gördüm dimez görenler      those who see, don’t say, “I see!” 
Keramete erenler                    The perfected ones who perform miracles,       
Gizli sîrrî açar mî?          would they reveal the secret? 
 
Sen bir kovuk selvisin          You are a hollow cypress,  
Her an şöyle durursun every moment you remain like that 
Sen bir palaz yavrusun           You are just a little chick  
Kuş kanatsîz uçar mî?          Would the bird fly without wings? 
 
Üftâde yanîp tüter,   Burning, longing, Uftade (the Fallen) 
bülbüller gibi öter   sings like the nightingales 
Dervişlere taş atan,   The one who throws stones at the dervishes, 
iman ile göçer mî?  would they die with faith?64  
   
                                                
64 My translation. 
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Familiar with the ilahi, everyone accompanied the shaykh by chanting deeply the 
background zikr of La ilaha illallah, the signature zikr of Uftade’s Celvetiyye Sufi order. 
By singing this poem at this time, Shaykh Taner makes explicit that the ‘ilm that Yunus 
sings of is the intimate marifet, the fourth door of knowledge, to which each QRT murid 
aspires. Uftade’s name means the Fallen and he strongly emphasized the law in his 
teachings although not by imitation (taqlid).65 We know Uftade largely through his 
dervish, Hudayi (d. 1628), who kept a diary in Arabic, the Wākı‘āt, in which he described 
in intimate detail his spiritual training with Uftade. This first-person account chronicles 
the confusion, tears, need for explication and confirmation typical of the novice Sufi 
(Terzioglu 2002:145). More of a spiritual master than a mystical poet, Uftade emphasized 
the unveiling of the soul’s faults and the examination of conscience as more worthy than 
visions of the Throne or other marvels (Ballanfat 2005:24). However, his poem is in a 
strange tension with Yunus if we look closely Uftade’s perception of him as presented by 
Koprulu (2006:277-278, 296), 
For example, there is a curious report in {Hüda’i’s} Waqi‘at Uftada that 
shows what great importance Yunus Emre had among the Sufis of the 
                                                
65 Shaykh Taner’s spiritual upbringing has some significant parallels with Uftade who also lost 
his shaykh before he “reached unveiling.” Uftade’s shaykh was Hızır Dede (d. 1507) of the 
Bayramiyye tarikat established in the mid-15th century. Hızır Dede died only eight years after 
Uftade became his disciple when Uftade was eighteen. Uftade had not finished his suluk and is 
therefore considered by later biographers to have been of the uwaysi type, initiated by a hidden 
master “Again, we must bear in mind what Uftade tells us himself about his spiritual education, 
when he states that he did not reach unveiling until after his master’s death and was guided 
interiorly by Ibn ‘Arabi, Rumi…This direct teaching is also a fundamental element of the 
Celvetiyye, and confers on it a particular identity. It is that [direct teaching from Prophet and 
others] which leads Mustafa Bahadiroglu, with good reason, to assert the original character of the 
Celvetiyye, and re-open the whole question of the affiliation to the Bayramiyye, which rests on 
well-attested historical foundations, but which, from a spiritual point of view, neglects the interior 
nature of Uftade’s initiation, and overlooks the specificity of his teaching” (Ballanfat 2005:48- 
49). 
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tenth/sixteenth century. Supposedly, Jalal al-Din Rumi confirmed the high 
rank {of spirituality} that he had reached by saying, ‘Whatever levels of 
spirituality I advanced to, this Turkman elder, Yunus, preceded me.’ This 
legend cannot, of course, be accepted from a historical point of view, but it 
is nevertheless quite significant. On the other hand, according to this 
source, the ascetic and devout man Shaikh Uftada, while influenced by Ibn 
al-‘Arabi, was generally hostile to Yunus’s broad-minded and free-
thinking views… 
…Thus, concerning the following utterance of Yunus Emre: “Paradise – 
what they call Paradise – A few slaves, a few houris / Let him give it to 
the one who wants it, I need You, You.” Afdal al-Muta’akhkhirin (the best 
of the later ones [Sufis]), Amthal al-Muta’addibin (the epitome of the well 
cultured ones) Shaikh Uftada was not pleased and said, “It is not proper! 
And many a mufti has deemed foolish Sufis, who recite this utterance in 
order to express their scorn of Paradise, to be (guilty of) kufr (unbelief).” 
 
Yunus does not recommend not studying nor does he direct the listener to stay 
away from Hajj. He is making sure the dialogical middle path does not become 
ambivalent or lost in the heteroglossic chaos of social meaning and embodiment. The 
Sufi path, whose goal is ‘ilm ladunni, according to Schimmel, (marifet according to 
Shaykh Taner) requires a spiritual guide (pir, shaykh) and the love relationship that 
ensues; a relationship that is fraught with love (of shaykh) and loss (of ego) (Schimmel 
2001:141).  Perhaps it is the heart, the shaykh’s heart, which Yunus suggests the listener 
to enter at the end of his poem.  
In this chapter, I have introduced the transnational Qadiri Rifai Tariqa (QRT), an 
American-based Sufi order rooted in a Turkish Sufi tradition, and their poetry, which I 
suggest forms the foundation of their path, teaching, and presence in a global context. In 
the brief history of the order, a process of deliberate and patient change emerges 
grounded on knowledge rather than cultural tradition. Although obscurity characterizes 
the shaykhs and dervishes of past generations, a few recent personalities as well as the 
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founding Pirs continue to animate the QRT transnational presence. The apparent purpose 
of folk poetry, in its simplicity and ruggedness, is said to be to convey to an illiterate, or 
non-scholarly, mass of people complex philosophical and theological truths otherwise 
understood by educated scholars. However, the current Pir of the QRT, Shaykh Taner 
Ansari accentuates the embodiment of love and knowledge that the murid obtains by 
listening, singing, and becoming the poetry. This was illustrated in his recitation of 
Yunus Emre’s poem that begins with ilm (knowledge) and ends with gönül (heart). 
Shaykh Taner is not an alim, he does not read Arabic, nor has he read much 
tafasir, fiqh, etc. He has not even read much Sufi literature. However, he has always 
known the Turkish Sufi poets. By using Fredrik Barth’s model of knowledge as an 
interaction between substantial assertions, media representation, and social distribution, 
the ubiquitous presence of Sufi poetry in the QRT becomes more pronounced. Generally 
treated as a shared cultural tradition we have seen that there are significant differences in 
the assertions made in poetry (Uftade and Yunus), but also in the language, meter, and 
style between Yunus and Mevlana Jelaluddin Rumi - each of these offering veritable 
choices based on “knowledge” in Barth’s full sense of the word.  
 In his study on Uftade, Ballanfat (2005:38) writes, “knowledge does not refer to 
formal sciences, for knowledge is actually intelligible, whereas exoteric sciences are 
nothing but moulds and wrappings.” The following dissertation addresses the production 
of Islamic (Sufi) knowledge not by looking at religious authority and intellectuals, but 
from a vernacular approach grounded in Sufi poetry and alternative modes of authority 
and knowledge. In the following chapter, I will demonstrate how the QRT poetic corpus 
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has come to be as it is today and introduce some of its basic assertions about the world 
and reality as they appear in the written text. In later chapters we will see how context, 
orality, and authority can shift the understanding of these assertions. 
.
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Chapter Three: The Making of a Poetic Corpus 
Ete kemiğe büründüm  I wrapped myself in bone and flesh  
Yunus diye göründüm  and appeared as “Yunus.” 
 
“The communicative medium that embodies such visions and knowledge is thus one that 
depends for its force on the combination of the heightened experience induced by secrecy 
and danger, the vividness of imagery of the selected natural symbols, and the complexity 
of their harmonization through multiple revealed analogies and ritual associations. What 
is constructed as a corpus of knowledge by these means creates a characteristic way of 
knowing that might be described in externalist language as poetic—a visual symphony 
that represents the ancestrally granted mystery of growth as something that covertly 
permeates nature and creates mankind’s daily food.” (Barth 2002:5) 
 
Barth waxes “poetic” himself in this explanation of knowledge and while he 
touches on the poetic quality of it, he does not break out of the customary 
representational understanding of it. The poetry lies in the dynamism itself. We saw in 
chapters one and two how the subtle placement of one verse of poetry in a book or of a 
whole poem at a lunch table can fill it with epistemological potential. Now we will begin 
to explore how this occurs.  
In this chapter I will first describe the formation of the current poetic corpus along 
with some key points on translation; then I will look at the key texts with which the 
corpus and the murids are presently in conversation. In light of the repertoire’s formation, 
translation, and intertextuality, I will outline in the next chapter what Shaykh Taner has 
called the “meat” or “philosophy” held within the poetry itself. The following chapters 
will proceed to follow Yunus’ verse toward its kinetic and embodied ends as the poetry 
appears in conversation and ritual.  In effect, the next two chapters will regard Barth’s 
first aspect of knowledge, the epistemological, ontological, and cosmological assertions 
that Yunus’ verse (quoted in chapter one and at the beginning of this chapter) and the 
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broader poetic corpus convey, to which the murid must constantly reorient herself as she 
walks the Sufi path. 
To begin this discussion, I will quote once again Csordas’ (2009) notion of 
transnational transcendence. He (2009:1-2) writes that “modalities of religious 
intersubjectivity” exist “insofar as traversing boundaries is an aspiration to the universal 
and insofar as the intersubjective reality forged among adherents is an aspiration to the 
sacred.” These qualities describe the transnational character and mode of expansion of 
the QRT. The transnational circulation of the QRT poetic corpus outside of the migration 
patterns of Turks themselves complicates some of the logocentric assumptions underlying 
vernacular poetry. The QRT introduces an interesting case in which a basic unfamiliarity 
with vernacular Turkish has not hindered the teaching and spread of Sufism through the 
use of Turkish poetry.  
Today the QRT poetic corpus is disseminated to parts of the world where listeners 
and performers are literate, yet have no connection to Turkish culture and language, 
Anatolian imagery, and sometimes even Sufi metaphor. However this linguistic 
dissonance does not seem to be the driving concern of murids; instead they perceive a 
broader conceptual difference between east and west. For example, one young murid in 
Mauritius listened to Shaykh Taner (speaking in English) for a long time one afternoon. 
When asked, “What do you think?,” the murid observed that some QRT teachings may be 
applicable to the West but, he continued matter-of-factly, “it is not the West here.” The 
shaykh smiled and simply pointed out, “Sufism began in the East and went West; it 
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should not have a problem in the reverse.” To this response everyone chuckled and 
nodded their heads in agreement.  
This statement raises two points. First, Shaykh Taner refuses to engage the highly 
politicized and in fact arbitrary division of the world into East and West. He does so by 
transcending the cultural distinctions and hierarchies commonly associated with these 
notions by focusing instead on the universal relevance of tariqa (the way). In a similar 
vein, yet with another twist in perspective, Shaykh Taner adds “we didn’t make these 
changes on our own” and explains that the changes in practice that have occurred in the 
QRT such as zikr length, musical instruments used therein, and the role of women are a 
result of following the orders of his shaykh and the founding Pirs themselves, all of 
whom are no longer in their earlier historical bodies. In line with the QRT understanding 
of the “live” character of the silsile, the shaykh attributes the guidance of the tariqa to the 
Pirs and his shaykh, Muhyiddin Ansari. In other words, for Shaykh Taner the deceased 
12th and 20th century Pirs are present not in order to maintain ossified traditions of a 
particular past or place, but rather to steer the tariqa into its modern (for Shaykh Taner, 
“scientific”) – and in fact postmodern – manifestation. Directed to leave Turkey and its 
“old ways,” Shaykh Taner’s plan is simple: replant the tarikat transnationally by keeping 
the focus on Allah and controlling the nafs (sense of separated self) with knowledge and 
love.  
As previously mentioned, Shaykh Taner came to the United States with the 
essentials of starting a Sufi Order: a Qur’an, some basic lessons and a zikr script, a 
collection of ilahis, and his connection (rabita to silsila) and permission (icaza) to teach 
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Sufism. His initial audience in Michigan was Muslim and literate and in effect “of the 
East.” However their familiarity with the Muslim holy book and even the practice of zikr 
which is practiced by many Muslims by simply repeating the kalimat al-tawhid (la ilaha 
illallah) and Allah’s names, did not guarantee their familiarity or comfort with Turkish 
ilahis, their symbolism and meaning, or the shaykh/murid relationship implicit in the life 
of tariqa. After moving to California where most of his listeners were literate non-
Muslims, he found in them a willingness to learn. This audience, which has expanded 
into a transnational one, did not have the “cultural” literacy of Turkish, Anatolian, or for 
many, even Sufi tradition, imagery, metaphor, or symbolism. Their volition to learn and 
experience Allah was key. Despite his cultural dislocation, Shaykh Taner approached 
Sufism as a theory of knowledge applicable anywhere and to anyone who chose it. 
Therefore, I shift my approach here from analyzing an overarching collection of symbols 
and traditions that are named “culture,” be it Muslim, Turkish, or other, to regarding 
Shaykh Taner’s modes of transmitting knowledge upon his arrival to the United States. 
 
QRT Poetic Repertoire: Redaction and Translation 
Sufi poetry is often enjoyed in collections by single authors such as Ibn Farid, 
Hafez, or Bulle Shah; by language such as Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Turkish or Swahili; or 
by geographical location (Halman 1991, Terzioglu 2002, Köprülü 2006; Gölpınarlı 1971; 
Smith 1993; Ballanfat 2005, Andrews 1985). In addition, there are numerous 
biographical and analytical works dedicated to Sufi poets. However few scholars have 
treated specific tariqa collections or have regarded these collections within their actual 
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Sufi contexts. Poetry collections of active Sufi orders, like the QRT, are organized by 
usage and practice.66 The current QRT corpus has been culled over the last century from 
poets who span eight centuries; from pre-Ottoman Anatolia (13th-14th centuries) through 
the formation and expansion of the Ottoman Empire (14th-20th centuries) to the founding 
of the Republic of Turkey and beyond (1925- present). Given the diachronic perspective 
of the collection, the QRT poetic corpus provides rough documentation of the circulation 
of linguistic forms over time and space and holds within it evidence of travel, migration, 
and a lively exchange of ideas. The thirty plus ilahis that are used by the QRT 
demonstrate a rich polyglossia that contains key Islamic and Sufi terminology in Arabic, 
Persian, and Turkish (Ottoman Turkish). In addition, using a term coined by Mikhail 
Bakhtin (1981), they exhibit an equally rich “heteroglossia” of perspective and 
authorship. After demonstrating how the QRT poetic corpus has come into its most recent 
and current incarnation, I will examine the role of translation in the larger life of the 
transnational QRT. 
 
Redaction 
Many QRT murids from North America and around the world have read Sufi 
poetry prior to entering the order. This poetry has been mostly English translations of the 
Persian Hafez and Jelaluddin Rumi, whom we met in Chapter One. Some murids have 
                                                
66 In A.J. Arberry’s introduction to his translated selection of Rumi’s Divan he writes, “Now in 
the Chester Beatty manuscript of Rumi’s Divan, the poems have been arranged group by group 
according to metre; then, within each group, alphabetically by rhyme. Moreover, the opening 
couplet of each separate poem has been inscribed in red ink, to facilitate speedy identification. 
The resulting impression is of a gigantic hymnbook; …to help the cantor to choose speedily the 
poem appropriate in rhythm to the particular phase of the dance.” (1968:3) 
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even written their own mystical poetry. However, these are the minority and they 
certainly do not boast of it; by their own admission this poetry is primarily self-reflective 
with some social criticism and urging to love in a chaotic world. The poetic repertoire 
that is shared by all QRT members is found in the QRT Murid Manual distributed to each 
member following initiation into the order. A small number of ilahis are introduced by 
the shaykh during his talks, such as Ilim ilim bilmektir, which we encountered in chapter 
two.67 The overall repertoire of ilahi poetry in Turkish Sunni tarikats has been decreasing 
since the eighteenth century, and the QRT is no exception (Feldman 1993). As a 
twentieth-century tarikat, the active QRT repertoire has never approached the several 
thousand memorized by zakir-başıs (specialists in singing ilahi for ritual zikr) in previous 
centuries.  It does not even approach the several hundred memorized in Istanbul only 
three decades ago as Muhyiddin Ansari’s collection reflects (Feldman 1993:254).68 The 
current collection of QRT ilahis contains fewer than forty poems, although Shaykh 
Taner, who is functionally the zakir-başı, does know many more.     
Shaykh Taner designated the arrangement of a Murid Manual written in English 
as one of the first projects of the newly incorporated QRT in 1992, and it was carried out 
                                                
67 The murid manual is a genre of Sufi text dating back to the twelfth century when Sufi tariqas 
were beginning to institutionalize. Examples include Jawami Adab al-Sufiyya (A Collection of 
Sufi Rules of Conduct) by Abu Abdal Rahman al-Sulami (d. 1021); by al-Qashani’s (d. 
fourteenth century) Misbaah al-hidaya wa Miftaah al-Kifaaya (The Lamp of Right Guidance and 
the Key to What is Sufficient); Maneri’s Fawaid al-Muridin and Irshadat al-Talibin; Al Jawhar 
Al Farid Fi Adab as Sufi Wa Al Murid by Radiaddin Muhammad of Damascus (d.1529).   
68 At the time of Feldman’s research, he suggests that among all Sunni tarikats, the corpus of 
ilahis is fewer than two thousand poems down from a scandalously small number memorized by 
one zâkir-başı in the eighteenth century who only knew three thousand. By the 1970s and 1980’s 
the zâkirs only had several hundred committed to memory and today for the QRT it is much less 
for a variety of reasons including lack of common language, occasions for listening and so on.   
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by new murids under the shaykh’s direction.69 The first edition assumes a largely non-
Muslim readership and contains both the shari’a and tariqa perspectives on the basics of 
Islamic belief and practice including explanations of the five pillars of Islam along with 
how-to sections on taking wudu (ablutions) and performing salat (ritual prayer), 
accompanied by transliterated and translated Arabic text of the salat prayers.70 The main 
content of the manual, however, is drawn from transcriptions of talks given by Shaykh 
Taner and the translation of Shaykh Muhyiddin’s Short Lessons.71 These topics include 
basic Sufi concepts and practices such as the nafs (ego; sense of separate self; desire-
nature) and its levels, the three levels of marifet (ilm-, ayn-, haqq- al yaqin), zahir (outer) 
and batin (inner), fana (annihilation or “dissolving”) and baqa (subsistence), personal 
and congregational zikr practices, including the names of the Qadiri-Rifa’i silsile 
(lineage), and general adab (etiquette/behavior).  
The Manual states that it “is being written for those who are setting forth on the 
path of tasawwuf (Sufism),” and relates a story about an encounter between Shihab al-
Din Abu Hafs ‘Umar al-Suhrawardi (1145-1234), his uncle Abu al-Najib al-Suhrawardi 
(1097-1168) both well-known authors of murid manuals and Shaykh Abdul Qadir 
                                                
69 The QRT manual is available only in English. Shaykh Taner’s own “murid manual” was a 
small pamphlet in Turkish that contained less explanation than the one he commissioned and 
focused on the translated and transliterated text of particular prayers, virds, personal zikr 
practices, etc.  
70 There is a chapter on salat in al-Kashani’s Misbahu al-Hidayat, however it provides for 
superogatory prayers (sunnah, nafl) along with suggestions for tilawat, adhkar, etc. with the 
assumption that the basics are already known.   
71 Pek Muhterem Efendi Babamiz ve Mubarek Seyhimiz Muhittin Ensari Hazretlerinin Veciz 
Dersleri, Our Very Honored Master, Father, and Blessed Shaykh, The Holy Muhyiddin Ansari’s 
Short Lessons. Additionally Shaykh Taner had a small khalifa manual that included the 
transliterated text of the Arabic Qadiri and Rifa’i evrad along with details about the daily zikr 
prescribed for murids, bayat (initiation), and so on. 
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Geylani (1077-1166).72 The story is an iconic one in which Abu al-Najib, worrying about 
his nephew spending too much time and effort memorizing Islamic texts (specifically 
‘ilm al-Kalam, Islamic theology) takes him to visit Abdul Qadir Geylani. The Shaykh 
passes his hand over the heart of Abu Hafs thereby wiping away the entirety of his 
memorized knowledge (note that Geylani did not “erase” across Abu Hafs’ head), only to 
have the disciple’s breast immediately filled with divine knowledge. The story 
foreshadows the murid’s reorientation to the heart and knowledge, both lost and gained, 
that is to come on the Sufi path. 
A significant difference between the older manuals and the QRT Murid Manual is 
that the latter also serves as the primary source of poetry for many QRT students. 
Although Abu Sa’id Abu’l Khayr (d. 1049) is attributed with initiating the tradition of 
using poetry to teach Sufism, I am not aware of any manual dating from that time or later 
that includes the poetry actually used in its Sufi gatherings. There are a few remaining 
copies of the first QRT Murid Manual that was produced as needed on a home printer and 
delivered as an unbound collection with the date in the footer. In fact, the only copy that I 
know in existence is my own first murid manual dated 4/22/94, and very little remains of 
it. As I learned the basics of ablution, prayer, and personal zikr, these pages were 
recycled with every move. What did endure from this 1994 manual were the ilahis used 
in congregational zikr and the originals remain in my ilahi collection to this day. 
                                                
72 The ‘Awarif al-Ma’arif  (the Gifts of Deep Knowledge) is by Shihab al-Din Abu Hafs ‘Umar 
al-Suhrawardi and the Kitab Adab al-Muridin by Shaykh Abu al-Najib al-Suhrawardi. There are 
three prominent Sufis with the name Suhrawardi who all lived in the 12th century and their works 
sometimes can be confused.  The Sufi Shihab al-din Yahya al-Suhrawardi (1154-1191), the 
Maqtul or The Executed, is the founder of the well known Illuminationist school (Hikmat al-
Ishraq) and not part of this discussion. 
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 In 1996, the QRT’s newly incorporated Ansari Publications published a 
professionally spiral-bound edition (at Kinkos) of the manual that did not include the 
complete text of the ilahis, which are only mentioned by title in the chapter Qadiri Rifai 
Zikr Script with the name of Allah to be chanted with them. When asked why the ilahis 
were not printed, the khalifa informed me that including the full text of the ilahis added 
approximately thirty pages to the manual which then became cost prohibitive. The 
manual included full-text ilahis again several years later when it became technologically 
possible to save and distribute it on a compact disk (there was also an ilahi teaching CD 
with Shaykh Taner singing). The Manual has been in step with technology to its present 
state as a PDF document, which is sent directly to the new murid by the khalifa or 
accessed privately in Dropbox from anywhere in the world.  
The order of ilahis is arranged alphabetically demonstrating no particular 
development of thought or primacy of one over another. It is in the performance of ritual 
zikr that the repertoire’s organization emerges. The 2003 Murid Manual, which does 
include a full text of ilahis, does show slight variation in ilahi placement and selection in 
the zikr script. This edition contains twenty-six, full-text ilahis, twenty of which are listed 
in the zikr script, while two ilahis that appear in the zikr script are not listed in the full-
text collection.73 The most significant change is the addition of Ya Wadud Ya Salam as 
                                                
73 Ilahis not in zikr script, but in ilahi text are: Ahee Mu Wah Dee Bee Dhikeree Rabee by 
Muhammad ibn al Habib, Aman çeşme Canim çeşme, Çünkü Bekadan Gelmişem, Gelin ey Aşıklar 
gelin, Neslül Mustafa errufai and Sordum Sarı Çiçeğe. Those in zikr script, but not in ilahi text: 
Dertli Dolap (“Sorrowful Waterfall”) and Dağlar ile (With the Mountains).  
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the signature zikr chant of the QRT.74 By 2008 a Mauritian student living in London had 
begun working with Shaykh Taner on a new edition of ilahis in which the total rose to 
twenty-nine, and by 2012 that had risen to thirty-four. Notably those ilahis that were 
rarely sung in zikr are not included while others have been added. The 2012 list of ilahis 
that follows shows a close affinity to the zikr as it is currently being performed. It is 
unclear if the next edition of the Murid Manual will contain a combined list of ilahis or 
simply the 2012 list. The bold type in the list below is to identify quickly those in each 
list that are not included on the other.  
Ilahi List from 1994 (1996) and 2003 Murid Manuals 2012 Ilahi List  
 
Abdül Kadirül Geylani     Abdul Qadirul Geylani 
Ahee Mu Wah Dee Bee Dhikeree Rabee 
Allah Emrin Tutalîm      Allah Emrin Tutalîm 
Aman Cesme, Canım Cesme 
Aşkin ile başlar      Aşkin ile başlar 
Bu Akîl Fikriyle       Bu Akîl Fikriyle 
        Bügün bize Pir geldi 
       Bütün evren semah döner 
Can Yine Bülbül Oldu     Can yine bülbül oldu 
Cani Dilden Fani      Cani Dilden Fani 
Çıkılmaz Benlikle      Çıkılmaz Benlikle 
Dağlar ile taşlar ile75      Dağlar ile taşlar ile   
Derdin ne be hey aşık 
Dertli Dolap76 
                                                
74 Details of these variations and changes will be addressed in Chapter Six.Ya Wadud is 
mentioned in a description of the Kadiri Rose in H. Wilberforce Clark’s translation of the al-
Kashani’s Persian Misbahu al-Hidayat (which Clark attributes only as a translation of 
Suhrawardi’s ‘Awarif al-Maarif). It is written that “Shaikh Isma’ilu-r-Rumi, successor to ‘Abdu-
l-Kadir, adopted this rose as emblematic of the seven names of God uttered during the zikr…” 
and is followed by a chart listing the Names of God (La ilaha illa-l-lah, Allah, Hu, Hay, Wahid, 
‘Aziz, and Wadud), their “signification” or translation (no god but God, Allah, He, the Living 
One, the One, The Dear One, and The Loving), color of each name’s light (Wadud has none), and 
the number of times the name must be repeated. (Clark 1891:159)  
75 This ilahi is mentioned in 2003 Murid Manual Zikr script but is not included in its ilahi list. 
Dağlar ile taşlar ile increasingly has been sung in zikr since the mid 2000s. 
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       Envarul Huseyni   
Gelin Ey Aşıklar Gelin 
        Gelin Gidelim 
        Geylan’dan yürüdü 
Güzel Aşik Çevrimizi      Güzel Aşik Çevrimizi 
Hakka Aşîk Olanlar       Hakka Aşîk Olanlar 
Hakkin Habibin Sevgili Dost’u     Hakkin Habibin Sevgili Dost’u 
Haktan Inen Sherbeti      Haktan Inen Serbeti 
Hizmetini Edemedim      Hizmetini Edemedim 
Hor Bakma Sen Toprağa 
Iki Kere Gavs Oldu      Iki Kere Gavs Oldu 
        Medet Senden Medet 
       Mevlam nurdan yaratmiş77 
       Mualla Gavsi Subhani 
Mülki Bekadan gelmişem78     Mülki Bekadan gelmişem 
Neslül Mustafa Rifai      Neslül Mustafa Rifai 
Selati Kemaliye      Selati Kemaliye 
Seni Ben Severim      Seni Ben Severim 
Seyreyleyip       Seyreyleyip 
Sîrnî Ala        Sîrnî Ala 
Sordum Sarı Çiçeğe 
        Şu benim divane gönlüm 
Sultanul Evliya      Sultanul Evliya 
Yüzün Nuru Hüdadır      Yüzün Nuru Hüdadır  
       
A closer look at change 
In 1997 when I lived in Tarsus and was studying Sufi music on the violin, I found 
a stained and yellowed photocopy of twenty poems in a dusty cabinet in Shaykh Taner’s 
house where I practiced, and I recognized them as QRT zikr ilahis. The photocopy was 
on ISO A4 size paper, standard for Turkey, and held together by a rusted staple. The page 
numbers ranged from 136 to 201 making it clear that they had been taken from a larger 
book of collected ilahis. Although they didn’t have musical notation, a number of the 
                                                                                                                                            
76 This ilahi is mentioned in 2003 Murid Manual Zikr script but is not included in its ilahi list. 
Dağlar ile taşlar ile increasingly has been sung in zikr since the mid 2000s. 
77 This ilahi is also referred to as Hak la ilaha illallah. 
78 This ilahi was referred to as Çünkü bekadan gelmişem until recently. 
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poems did indicate which makam (saba, suzünak) or rhythm (usul; durak, cihangir) was 
suited to them. The photocopy was unclassifiable as a whole by makam (musical scale) as 
was the rest of my music, so I placed it into the back pocket of my music folder. Several 
years later, back in the United States, I rediscovered the photocopy and when visiting 
Shaykh Taner one afternoon asked about its origin. Without a word, he walked out of the 
room and returned shortly with a briefcase and proceeded to pull out a book entitled, 
Evrad-i Kadiriyye Evrad-i Rufaiyye Hz. Muhyiddin Ensari’nin Virdi ve Ilahiler-Kasideler 
(henceforth referred to as Evrad, the singular of which is Vird, a specific litany of Qur’an 
verses).79 The book was published in 1983, several years following Shaykh Muhyiddin 
Ansari’s death in 1978, and has become an important ilahi resource for Shaykh Taner. 
The Evrad contains ilahis attributed to well-known Sufi poets including Yunus Emre (d. 
1320), Seyyed Nesimi (d. 1418), Eşrefoğlu Rumi (d.1469), Pir Sultan Abdal (d. 1550), 
Mehmed Muhyiddin Üftade (d. 1580), Nizamoğlu (d. 1601), Niyazi Misri (d.1694), Kul 
Galib (1757-1799), Shaykh Abdurrahman Sami Niyazi (1876-1935), Hüdayi (20th 
century), and Muhyiddin Ansari (d. 1978) himself. These poets represent a variety of 
tariqas; the Bektashiyya/Alevi (Pir Sultan Abdal), Hurufiyya (Nesimi), Halvetiyye/Uşaki 
(Nizamoğlu), Celvetiyye (Üftade), Mevleviyye (Shaykh Galib), Qadiri (Eşrefoğlu Rumi, 
Niyazi Misri), and Qadiri Rifai (Muhyiddin Ansari). 80  This assemblage of tariqas 
                                                
79 “The Qadiri and Rifa’i Litanies and the Honorable Muhyiddin Ansari’s Litany and Devotional 
Lyric Poetry - Praise poetry.” The briefcase holds important documents and books on Sufism 
such as Abdul Qadir Geylani’s Sirr alAsrar and Ahmed Rifa’i’s Burhan, which are mostly in 
Turkish. The briefcase is a precautionary measure so that it can be grabbed quickly in cases of 
emergency.   
80 I’ve included Pir Sultan Abdal who is an Alevi under the Bektashiyya. The first is not a Sufi 
order while the latter is understood to contribute to Alevi identity. Yunus Emre’s poems have 
been used extensively by the Bektashiyya also, although his having been a Bektashi has not been 
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illustrates how Turkish Sufi orders historically have not been restricted to poems of their 
own lineage. Feldman (1992:189) explains that Sufi orders developed musical liturgies 
that were essentially homogeneous and quotes scholar and Sufi Sadettin Nüzhet Ergun 
(1943:124) directly,  
A musician attached to the Mevlevi tarikat would compose a piece for a 
verse [sic] Halveti poet, a Sa’di could hear a Celveti work, a Bayrami 
could hear a Kadiri’s ilahi with its own tune in the tekke to which he 
belonged. Fundamentally the works, because they were created with an 
eye for the type of ceremony, were distinguished not according to tarikat 
but only according to the type of zikir. There was no tradition that “this 
ilahi is sung in the Rufai tekkes; it is not sung in the Kadiri tekkes. 
 
The Naqshbandi Sufi order is neither represented in Ergun’s observations nor in the QRT 
ilahi repertoire, due to their practice of silent congregational zikr. 
The photocopy in my possession offered a glimpse at which ilahis had been 
important to Shaykh Taner in the past. The photocopy was made prior to Shaykh Taner 
acquiring his own copy of the Evrad and contains eleven out of twenty-one ilahis 
referenced in Shaykh Muhyiddin’s 1967 zikr script. Notes in both pen and pencil indicate 
that it was clearly used for zikr purposes. For example, in the margins of the ilahi Aşkın 
ile başlar is written the refrain (nekarat), Hu Allah la ilaha illallah, which is chanted by 
all murids in the current QRT congregational zikr. Another ilahi has the number two - (2) 
- written after every verse to indicate that it is sung twice. Finally the ilahi Dağlar ile 
Taşlar ile has the note “Durak” penciled next to it, marking a genre of poem that is 
recited by a single person (in this instance, Shaykh Taner), for the purpose of reflection 
                                                                                                                                            
determined conclusively. He is also believed by some to have been Qadiri. See Gölpınarlı (1971) 
and Karamustafa (1999).  
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during the zikr.81 Three pages of the eleven-page photocopy contained ilahis that are not 
mentioned in the 1967 zikr script at all. Most likely these ilahis were used close to 
Muhyiddin Ansari’s death (1978) and the publication of the Evrad (1983), which was a 
full sixteen years after the 1967 zikr script was typed. 
The most significant change between Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari’s 1967 zikr script 
and the one in the first QRT Murid Manual is the removal of the congregational reading 
of the Qadiri and Rifa’i evrad and the famous praise poem of the Prophet Muhammad, 
the Kaside’i Bürde, both of which are found in the Evrad.82 While no single poem can be 
said to take the Kaside’s place in Muslim piety, the Prophet Muhammad is far from 
absent in the QRT poetic corpus; there are no less than eight ilahis that mention him by 
name and fifteen if references to him as the rasulullah and habib are counted.83 Both their 
length and the fact that the Kaside and evrads are in Arabic may have contributed to the 
                                                
81 Durak is a distinctively tekke musical form. One example is the miraciye by Osman Dede 
(1652-1730); its liturgical role was to be chanted after the kelime-i tevhit zikri and before the 
circular standing zikir and is a period of total silence and meditation. “[T]he durak is a speech by 
one of the saints.  It is musically precomposed. It is sung by one person. It causes one to meditate 
upon the immediate perception of the Ultimate Truth (hak el-yakin). It opens the heart…” said by 
Seyh Ibrahim Fahreddin Efendi of the Cerrahis (Feldman 1992:195) “The situation is lamentable 
[few durak notations or performances] because the durak (along with the naat) represented the 
most highly developed form within Turkish Sufi music from the Sunni tarikats” (Feldman 1992: 
195). Also see Hammerlund 2001:89.  
82 The Kaside’i Bürde is a panegyric poem written in Egypt by Shadhiliyya Sufi, al-Busiri (1211-
1294), also known as the “The Poem of the Mantle.” [Mevlâya salli ve sellim dâimen ebeden; âla 
habibike hayrûl halkî küllihim…]The zikr begins by praising the Prophet with the Selati Kemaliye 
and proceeds with a series of other praises of the Prophet (salawat) that are sung repetitively 
before the main body of zikr. These details will be discussed in a later chapter on the ritual zikr. 
The Kaside’i Bürde is spelled differently in the two documents. It is the Kaside-i Bürüt in the 
Evrad; 
83 The poem, Hakkin Habibini Sevgili Dostu, containing the word habibi is undoubtedly about the 
Prophet Muhammad. The poem is written by Yunus Emre to Veysel Karani, a Yemeni who 
travelled to see the Prophet (Hakkin Habibi, Allah’s Beloved) but only met him spiritually, 
eventually giving rise to an order of Sufis know as the Oveysi, who generally have a shaykh in 
spiritual form rather than physical. 
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fact that they have not yet been successfully incorporated into QRT congregational zikr. 
Some murids and all the khalifas have said that they do recite the two evrad in their 
personal zikr, and Shaykh Taner, in his most recent travels, has begun to lead the murids 
in the recitation of the evrad to open congregational zikr.  
The ilahi section of the Murid Manual has shown from its earliest version that it 
can stand alone. Currently, the 2012 QRT collection is being prepared as a “book” that 
can be used to learn, practice, and prepare for zikr, but there is no musical notation, no 
zikr script, and no mention of which name of Allah is chanted alongside it. It seems to 
presume a living tradition, such as an organized zikr or a recording of one, with which it 
will be used. At this point, however, its final form is unclear.  
We will return to these details of zikr script in Chapter Four, what is important to 
note here is how the ilahis have become an integral part of the Murid Manual and have 
shown a certain degree of fluidity. Seventeen of the thirty-two ilahis in the 2012 QRT 
ilahi list are from those found on Shaykh Taner’s photocopy and 1967 zikr script, i.e., 
from the Turkish QRT in Istanbul. From where do the remaining ones come? And, how 
are over a hundred pages of potential ilahis reduced to the thirty or so that are found in 
the present QRT repertoire? Redaction is a political act; inclusion and exclusion of 
certain texts is a way to emphasize, obscure, or ignore particular subjects, metaphors, and 
imagery. However, the choice of ilahis as seen so far is easily traceable and the redaction 
process in the QRT appears to be less driven by religio-political ideology than it is by 
familiarity, resonance, and the logistics of organizing a new and transnational branch of a 
Sufi order in which the congregation is unfamiliar with the texts and practices of Sufism. 
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The eight ilahis found in the 1967 zikr script that are not included in the current QRT zikr 
do not show any significant philosophical or religious divergence from those that are 
used. Seven are in Turkish, two are panegyrics of the Pir Ahmed Rifai including one in 
Arabic, one is a panegyric of the pir Abdul Qadir Geylani, and the rest address 
conventional sufi themes of burning (yanmak) and crazy hearts (divane gönül) that appear 
in other ilahis currently used by the QRT. The one ilahi which may draw some attention 
contains a mention of the twelve Imams who are generally associated with Shi’a Islam, 
however they are commonly mentioned among Turkish and Ottoman Sunni Sufis as well. 
In an ilahi practice session Shaykh Taner explains his view on the Shi’a and Sunni split, 
after singing Yuzun Nuru Hudadir in which Ali’s name is mentioned,   
What is the importance of this for our tariqa is we, all Sufis, have to believe in 
twelve imams, anybody not believing in twelve imams cannot be Sufi. Okay, does 
it make you Shi’a. For us there is no Shia or Sunni, there is Allah and the Prophet. 
We show that we respect the khalifas, no Abu Bakr out like the Shias, not for us, 
anybody who helped the Prophet he is [puts his hand on his head] he is on our 
head. We are not political. Shi’a and Sunni at that time was a political party. Shi’a 
means party. Hz. Ali said this is my party…the election is over. They are still 
fighting about it. So don’t fight.  
 
There does not appear to be any theological divergence implied in this omission, as Ali is 
mentioned in several ilahis and the list of saints from whom permission is asked before 
and during both personal and congregational zikr includes Ali, his sons Hasan and 
Huseyn, and the 12 imams. 
Shaykh Taner, when asked about how he selected ilahis for the Murid Manual, 
said that he simply chose the ones he knew well. He further pointed out that he did not 
grow up hearing ilahis in zikr, but rather learned them in school as tasavvuf edebiyati 
(Sufi literature), a regular component of the Turkish curriculum. Cemal Kafadar 
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(1992:313-314) writing about the variable political climate characterizing mid-twentieth 
century Turkey in which the popularity of tarikat Sufism fell and rose, ebbed and flowed, 
offers the following;  
Sufism has always been much more than the sum of the fortunes of 
various orders [tarikat]…it continues to run as a deep current in modern, 
including secular, Turkish life…everyday use of idioms and expressions 
deriving from Sufism points to another type of legacy, one that is hard to 
measure and interpret yet impossible to ignore. 
 
Poetry is a large part of this legacy. The late 70s and early 80s saw a general relaxation of 
government enforcement of the restrictions put on Sufi tarikat activity in Turkey and 
coincides with the period in which Shaykh Taner was learning how to lead zikr and sing 
ilahis at the Ayni Ali Baba Tekke in Istanbul with Shaykh Nureddin.  He also practiced in 
Tarsus and other cities in Turkey where Shaykh Nureddin and the tekke ilahici (ilahi 
singer or zakir-başı) would hold zikrs, although it is not clear how public these were.  
As mentioned above, Shaykh Taner understands that the QRT poetry 
communicates the philosophy of the order, but it does not appear that this philosophy is 
one constructed with carefully selected poems. In fact, what emerges from examining the 
changes in repertoire since the 1960s is not an attempt to include or exclude certain 
poetical themes (or assertions), but rather a record of the active and potential repertoire at 
particular historical moments. One example is an Arabic poem by the Moroccan 
Shadhili-Darqawi Shaykh Muhammad Ibn al-Habib (d. 1972) called “I am ecstatic in the 
zikr of my Lord.” 84 This poem was included in the original QRT Murid Manual on the 
recommendation of Husayn Neuzil (d. 2001), the murid who invited Shaykh Taner to 
                                                
84 Shaykh Muhammad ibn al-Habib (1876-1972) has a Diwan of qasaid entitled, Diwan Bughyat 
al Muridin al Sa’irin wa tuhfat al-Salikin al-‘Arifin.  
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California in 1992. He had learned the ilahi on his travels in North Africa and requested 
that it be included in the QRT zikr and therefore the list of ilahis. In the mid-1990s 
Husayn Neuzil, suffering from the severe degenerative effects of Parkinson’s disease, 
was cared for by Shaykh Taner, his family, and other murids in the shaykh’s home. This 
poem was sung occasionally at zikr even though Shaykh Husayn was not well enough to 
attend. At the time of this writing, this Shadhili-Darqawi poem had not been performed in 
a QRT zikr for nearly fifteen years and is no longer included in the manual, although 
there is nothing in this poem that would be contrary to QRT teaching. Like the flight of 
the nightingale (bülbül), the QRT poetic repertoire documents the peregrinations of a 
murid/shaykh who, searching for Allah, travelled extensively and landed briefly in the 
QRT, but inevitably moved on.  
New ilahis can be added in other ways. Outside of the one just mentioned, new 
poems have generally been in Turkish, although they are not always introduced by 
Shaykh Taner, but can come through other murids. The QRT’s Bosnian murids belonged 
to the Rifa’iyya order prior to meeting Shaykh Taner, who they found through the QRT 
website. Although they do have ilahis in Bosnian, many are in Turkish, evidence of their 
shared history with the Ottoman Turks. When Shaykh Taner visited Sarajevo in the mid-
2000s, he was pleased to learn several more ilahis about Ahmed Rifa’i such as Envarul 
Huseyni and Bügün bize pir geldi, and another about Ali called Medet Senden Medet 
Sultanım Ali, which a Bosnian murid took the time to inform me is technically a nefes.85 
                                                
85 The murid did not explain what made it a nefes exactly. As mentioned in chapter one, the 
distinction between a nefes and an ilahi can be simply its liturgical setting in a Sunni tarikat zikr 
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Since then, these ilahis have slowly made their way into the QRT zikr and are now 
included in the latest ilahi collection. These examples at first glance may seem to suggest 
that it is simply language that determines the addition or subtraction of a poem, however 
there are Turkish ilahis that have fallen into current disuse (Sordum sarı Çiçiğe, Hor 
Bakma sen Toprağa), while several Arabic panegyric poems of the Pirs (Sirna Ala, Abdul 
Qadir Geylani) have endured. These latter poems are very familiar to Shaykh Taner, 
which helps maintain their position in zikr. Although some American Sufi groups do sing 
English translations of Turkish, Persian, and Arabic poetry in their ritual and public 
performances, at the time of this writing the QRT does not do so. In fact, Shaykh Taner 
has attempted to sing ilahis in English in some “practice sessions,” however, he has never 
been pleased with the rhythmic dissonance that occurs between Turkish music and the 
English language. This may be an indication of the purely musical aesthetic and bodily 
effect of the recitation that supersedes meaning.   
Muhyiddin’s Evradı remains a resource for Shaykh Taner who is aware of many 
more ilahis than those he has suggested for inclusion in the Murid Manual or has 
performed in zikr. Some of these appear outside of the zikr altogether as we have seen 
with Ilim ilim bilmektir and we will see again when examining poetry in sohbet. As I 
have mentioned, the still fluctuating and remarkably small repertoire is partially a product 
of organizing a new branch of the QRT from scratch and negotiating a broad range of 
linguistic and socio-historical factors among a constituency that has transformed over its 
                                                                                                                                            
or Bektashi ayni-cem. The murid could have been indicating that this ilahi/poem is associated 
with the Bektashi.  
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short time from initially American and non-Muslim murids to an increasingly 
transnational, multi-lingual, and native Muslim membership. 
 
Translation 
English is the second language of Shaykh Taner and his wife and increasingly so 
for the whole order as it expands transnationally. Currently there are murids who speak 
Afrikaans, Creole, Bosnian, Indonesian, Spanish, French, Italian, and German. Only a 
handful of murids speak Turkish, Persian, or Arabic as a first language with another 
handful having learned one of them (predominantly Arabic for purposes of reading the 
Qur’an, but also several Turkish for purposes of understanding ilahis) as a second 
language. With this polyglossia in mind, the QRT murid’s full embodiment of Sufi 
knowledge then takes place in an atmosphere of heteroglossia and dialogism. Feldman 
(1993:261), using the example of Halveti Sufi Niyazi Misri, asserts that the Sufi 
terminology and imagery that “impregnates” Sufi liturgical poetry (poetry used in zikr), 
would have been familiar to its listeners thereby making it comprehensible to a wide 
audience. For the QRT murids this level of familiarity occurs only after a long process of 
familiarization through ritual exposure to the ilahis and time spent talking with the 
shaykh.  
As I have shown, the QRT ilahi collection is in a state of subtle and continuous 
change that is also evident in translation. QRT ilahis resound in a polyglossia of Arabic, 
Persian, and Turkish words. However a Bakhtinian heteroglossia is more than simply the 
presence of multiple languages; it is a product of context where the blending of 
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worldviews is manifested in language that is socially stratified, showing "characteristic 
group behavior, professional jargons, generic languages, languages of generations and 
age groups, tendentious languages, languages of the authorities, of various circles and of 
passing fashions" (Bakhtin 1981:262-263). Although Bakhtin sees heteroglossia as 
characteristic of the novel, it is also evident in Sufi poetry and especially in collections of 
Sufi poetry. Straightforward examples include Rumi’s use of local Turkish phrases within 
his Persian poetry or some of Niyazi Misri’s poetry that reads like colloquial speech 
(Feldman 1993). Political expansion, war and invasion, chosen and forced migration, and 
curiosity carried Sufi vocabulary across Central Asian, Middle and Near Eastern 
topographies, while new layers of meaning due to liturgical, organizational, and 
theological developments accrued to these words. The linguistic richness of this poetry is 
a product of both synchronic and diachronic processes that have captured diverse socio-
political realities held in language that Bakhtin saw as critical to the dialogical 
appropriation of knowledge - a process that is never resolved, but always changing. In 
addition, these poems are poetic utterances in the Bakhtinian understanding where the 
word is encountered by the listener and to which a response is expected. The question 
becomes how is the rich heteroglossia that is found in the QRT poetic repertoire - and 
illustrated by Uftade’s comment on Yunus in Chapter Two, not to mention the 
differences in register between the poetry of Mevlana and Yunus mentioned in Chapter 
One – reconciled with the act of translation for a transnational tarikat?  
The challenges associated with translation do not only arise for non-Turkish 
speaking murids. Atatürk’s language reforms brought a two-fold linguistic challenge to 
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native Turkish speakers as well. First, in 1928, the Turkish government changed the 
Perso-Arabic script to the Latin alphabet. Secondly in 1932, the government formed the 
Türk Dil Kurumu (TDK: Turkish Language Association) to distance the country further 
from its Ottoman past and closer to its secular future by a thorough excising of not only 
Arabic and Persian vocabulary, which comprised the bulk of foreign words, but also 
French and Greek from the Turkish language. Literacy rates were in fact low in Turkey in 
the early part of the twentieth century (±25%), meaning Ottoman texts even then were 
not widely accessible, so that changing the script would not have made a serious impact 
on their accessibility for an illiterate public. However, the combination of language 
reform and literacy initiatives in effect cut off younger generations of new readers and 
writers from centuries of Ottoman literature. The removing of Arabic and Persian words 
from daily speech has been a slower process, but has been supported by the same 
education reforms that steadily increased literacy in the “new” Turkish language over the 
course of the twentieth century.86 
There is evidence in Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari’s Evrad (1983) that translation 
and comprehension issues were an ever present reality of twentieth century Turkish 
Sufism. The Evrad begins with a transcription of one of Shaykh Muhyiddin’s talks 
(sohbet) about the proper behavior expected in the Sufi lodge (dergah adabı üzerine bir 
                                                
86 Literacy among women ages 15-24 went from 68.25% in 1975 to 96.57 in 2009 with women 
overall (over 15 years old) went from 45.10% in 1975 to 85.35 in 2009. For men in the same 
years, literacy rose from 90.75% to 99.02% for those aged 15-24 and from 77.5% to 96.38% for 
those over the age of 15. Overall literacy rate rose from 61.63% in 1975 to 90.82% in 2009.  
Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics 
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sohbet). In this sohbet, he uses a short verse traditionally found near the entrances of 
Ottoman Turkish hamams to illustrate the purpose of Sufi zikr,   
 Siretin na pak ise, hayır umma çık kimameden 
 önce tahriri kalp eyle sonra tahriri beden 
 
 If your heart is not clean, do not hope for prosperity,  
leave the forbidden  
 First clean the heart, and later the body. 
 
Shaykh Muhyiddin translates certain words for his Turkish speaking listeners/readers, 
“the meaning here: siret: heart, na pak: not clean, kimame: haram, tahrir: to clean 
oneself.”87 This verse is commonly found in a more secular form that reads “tıynetin na 
pak ise, hayır umma sen germabeden,” which translates simply into “If your character is 
not clean, then do not wish good from the hot bath,” an example of “the hard to measure 
and interpret, yet impossible to ignore” legacy of Sufism in secular Turkey mentioned by 
Kafadar.88  
Outside of the Turkish murids who almost entirely reside in Turkey, Shaykh 
Taner and his wife are the only native Turkish speakers in any given QRT setting and 
therefore exert significant interpretive authority over the translation of the QRT poetic 
repertoire. However, the shaykh has always been open and upfront about his limited 
                                                
87 The Turkish text in the Evrad reads “buradaki mânâ; siret: gönül, na pak: temiz olmayan, 
kimame: haramdir, tahrirde: temizlanmedir”; He translates kimame as haram (Ar. kimame means 
muzzle, yoke, chain, oppression, shackle, or a headlock in wrestling).  
88 Another poem that Muhyiddin uses in the same talk demonstrates the penetration of Sufi 
thought in Turkish Muslim society. The following is the final verse of an anonymous (lâ edri) 
poem traditionally placed on the kible-facing walls of guestrooms in Ottoman-period homes,  
Gafil olma kıl namazı   Don’t be careless, perform your prayer 
Çün saadet tacıdır   Because happiness is its crown 
Sen namazı şöyle bilki   If you understand prayer like this  
Mü’minin mi’racıdır   It is the believer’s ascent [to Allah] 
The ascent, mi’rac, being the spiritual model for the Sufi’s path to Allah.  
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knowledge of Arabic and, as the product of twentieth century Turkish language reform, 
the periodic challenges that even Ottoman Turkish can pose for him.89 His determination 
to understand often has had him turning to Sir James W. Redhouse’s A Turkish and 
English Lexicon [1890] in order to look up words that are not immediately familiar. 
However, Shaykh Taner has increasingly become more familiar with Arabic vocabulary 
through his continuous reading of the Qur’an and collaboration with Arabic-speaking 
murids translating it. Although he urges every student to read the Qur’an in her native 
language, he nurtures a polyglot dynamic in the tariqa with his simultaneous exhortation 
to learn Arabic Sufi terminology. He reinforces this in his own publications including his 
translations of Abdul Qadir Geylani’s Sirr al-Asrar and Ahmed Rifai’s Al Burhan al-
Mu’ayyad published together under the title Grand Masters of Sufism.90 For example, the 
following passage opens a chapter on the conditions of zikr in Geylani’s Sirr al-Asrar 
(Ansari 2008:52),  
The person who is making zikr (remembrance [of Allah]) must take 
complete ablution [ghusl, ablution of the body]. He must state the 
sentences of the zikr emphatically. He must raise his voice. The nurs 
(lights) of this kind of zikr make a place in the heart of the zakirs, the 
people who make zikr, and their hearts find everlasting life with that nur. 
 
What does and does not count for Sufi terminology is very clear in this passage. 
The Sufi terms are zikr and nur; they each appear first in Arabic followed by an English 
translation in parentheses while all subsequent occurrences in the paragraph and chapter 
                                                
89 Shaykh Taner held zikr regularly in the early 1990s in the San Francisco Bay area at the Fairfax 
Mosque where he and the local Iranian imam would jointly lead the sohbet. The imam was the 
‘alim as Shaykh Taner, the ‘arif, often pointed out, particularly when clarification of Arabic and 
Persian terms was necessary.  
90 Shaykh Taner’s English translation is of the Turkish translations of the original Arabic texts.  
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occur only in Arabic. “Ghusl” on the other hand is an example of a term that is of general 
Islamic interest but not Sufi importance indicated by the fact that the English, “complete 
ablution,” is in the main text followed in parentheses by the Arabic and a brief 
explanation. This particular example also draws attention to distinctions that have already 
been encountered in Sufi poetry namely those between the heart (inner, batin), associated 
with zikr and nur in the last sentence, and the law (outer, zahir) associated here with 
ritual purity and the body, which are clearly in the domain of shari’a. Scholars have seen 
these as opposing dualities whereas in this passage they are better understood if regarded 
along a Sufi continuum of sharia, tariqa, haqiqa, and marifet, the latter of which occupy 
the main portion of the book. This method of translation has become progressively 
systematized as QRT publications have increased over the years, however its beginning is 
rooted in the earliest printed translations of QRT poetry in which words such as marifa, 
nafs, wali, Allah, Haqq, and zikr were never rendered into English.  
The historical and social processes that the ilahis have come to document 
linguistically provide for a hermeneutical quest for meaning that is at once daunting and 
intriguing. The following verse offers both an example and implicit poetic theory of 
translation,   
Ibrahim’em Cebrail’e   I am Abraham, I no longer  
Hiç ihtiyacim kalmadı   have a need for Gabriel. 
Muhammed’em Dost’a gidem  I am Muhammad, I go to Dost 
Ben tercümanı neylerem?  What would I do with a translator?  
      (from Mülki bekadan gelmişem) 
 
The verse is attributed to Yunus Emre with Arabic, Turkish, and Persian reverberating in 
the listener’s ear producing a sonic and literary effect replete with emergent meaning that 
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is at once past and present. Its key notes create what Michael Sells calls “aural 
intertextuality” (Sells 2000). The first couplet’s reference to Abraham and Gabriel  
invokes both Qur’anic (21:68-70) and extra-Quranic sources regarding the event of 
Nimrod throwing Abraham into a great fire to punish him for destroying, or as some 
traditions state, for not worshipping pagan idols. Gabriel visits Abraham in the fire and 
asks if he needs help to which he responds that if Allah knows that he is there, then there 
is no need for anything more; Allah will do with Abraham as He sees fit. Yunus 
transcends (traverses) the subjective boundaries between poet/reader/reciter/listener and 
the subjects of the poems themselves by judiciously using the pronoun “I” to summon the 
listener into an intersubjective identity with Abraham and thereby into the friendship that 
he, known as the intimate friend (al-khalil), shares with Allah (Q 4:125).91 In effect, the 
intersubjective versatility of Yunus’ use of “I” extends the reality of his experience to the 
realm of possibility for his listeners. This intimacy requires no mediator, even one as 
sublime as the angel Gabriel, only willing surrender.  
In the second couplet Yunus continues in the immediate closeness with Allah, but 
this time as Muhammad using the Persian word “dost” for intimate friend. The event is 
Muhammad’s Night Journey (Isra) and Ascension (mir‘aj) into the presence of Allah, a 
closeness that again even Gabriel could not approach (Qur’an 53:13-18, 17:1; Hadith). 
The verse ends with a rhetorical question that demonstrates the ridiculousness of even the 
suggestion on the part of the listener that there would remain any need for a translator 
                                                
91 Bakhtin’s addressivity.  
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when such intimacy and closeness exists.92 A similar sentiment is expressed by one South 
African murid, a poet himself, when he said, “the proper translations are for the people 
who don’t know what we [Sufis] know. As Sufis, we are not focused on the direct 
translations, but interact differently with the ilahis.” Yunus’ couplets engage the listener’s 
body in space and time (Bakhtin’s chronotope) both past and present, presuming a level 
of participation that renders the poem an event of dialogic rather than monologic 
proportions. The relationship between translation and intimate knowledge of the Friend 
illustrated in this verse is critical to understanding how poetry, as Sufi philosophy, is 
encountered by the QRT. Reliant both on key words and the body, the non-Turkish 
speaking murid listener hears Ibrahim – Cebrail – Muhammad – and Dost. The Turkish 
words serve as rhythmic interludes between key terminology. In order to understand the 
blurred subjectivity and intimacy with the Friend, the murid is required to transform, over 
time, into Abraham or Muhammad. This process, fana’, will be discussed in more detail 
in Chapters Five and Six.       
Translation, like redaction, has a political dimension that has an ambiguous 
relationship with authority especially in the genre of poetry, which frequently has been 
used by Sufis as a socially and religiously transformational (subversive) medium. While 
the shaykh carries the authority in delivering and translating/interpreting a poem for the 
murids, his authority is only one factor in a much broader epistemic process. To 
understand this process, I will use Mikhail Bakhtin’s distinction between internally 
persuasive and authoritative discourse. In his Discourse in the Novel, Bakhtin contrasts 
                                                
92 There is no subjunctive “as if,” in this poem, only indicative certainty.  
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the literary genres of poetry and novel to demonstrate these different epistemic processes. 
Poetry, for Bakhtin (1981:273), is a privileged genre characterized by monologism, a 
“hermetic and self-sufficient whole, one whose elements constitute a closed system 
presuming nothing beyond themselves, no other utterances.” In addition, with regard to 
poetry, Bakhtin says that it is the very rhythmic quality that characterizes poetry that 
reinforces its monologic nature (1981:298). Furthermore, according to Bakhtin, poetry is 
subject to loose connections between signifier and signified, to its social meaning being 
erased, and to its words being “autotelic,” meaning that they refer only to themselves and 
no one else’s “word.” The last observation especially renders poetry un-dialogic; 
dialogism of course being critical to Bakhtin’s entire epistemology. However, the QRT 
poetic repertoire (like Sufi poetry in many languages and settings) is instructional 
(another characteristic that Bakhtin does not associate strongly with poetry) in a way that 
is unquestionably dialogic, as it contains poetic utterances that demand response, 
engagement, and personalized assimilation by the listener.   
Bakhtin (1981:342) describes the authoritative word as demanding “that we 
acknowledge it, that we make it our own; it binds us, quite independent of any power it 
might have to persuade us internally…it is prior discourse…can be profaned…akin to 
taboo.” The connections to religion and religious ideas are clear in this definition – not 
the least by Bakhtin’s use of the word “bind,” the English translation of the Latin root of 
religion, religare – but also by his use of “profane” and “taboo.” Alternatively, he 
describes the internally persuasive word as often "denied all privilege, backed up by no 
authority at all, and is frequently not even acknowledged in society." Furthermore it "is 
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affirmed through assimilation [and] tightly interwoven with ‘one’s own word.’ In the 
everyday rounds of our consciousness, the internally persuasive word is half-ours and 
half-someone else's…It is not finite, it is open…" (Bakhtin 1981:342, 345-346). 
Although Bakhtin spends a good deal of time differentiating the genres of poetry and 
novel, his observations about dialogism, authoritative and internally persuasive discourse, 
are applicable to QRT Sufi practices that include poetry. Letting go of the conventional 
notion that learning is solely a transfer of assertions from the teacher (and/or the official 
text) to the student, Sufi learning with poetry is an encounter in which something happens 
to a person and is constantly emerging.93      
The Sufi path is a form of what would be in Bakhtin’s terminology a type of 
“ideological becoming” a transformative process in which the murid assimilates another’s 
discourse (1981:342). He writes that “[b]oth the authority of discourse and its internal 
persuasiveness may be united in a single word – one that is simultaneously authoritative 
and internally persuasive – despite the profound differences between these two categories 
of alien discourse. But such unity is rarely a given…the struggle and dialogic 
interrelationship of these categories of ideological discourse are what usually determine 
the history of an individual ideological consciousness.” Bakhtin’s mention of “struggle” 
with other internally persuasive discourses not only can be applied to the Sufi struggle 
(jihad) against the nafs, but is in itself a characteristic of listening and engaging the 
                                                
93 Drawing on Bakhtin, this notion is also being used by secular educators as well (Matusov & 
von Duyke 2010) 
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linguistic and even musical dissonance that the murids often experience in Sufi 
gatherings.94  
Translation in action 
This process is illustrated by the ways in which murids encounter the ilahis in 
their Turkish form during zikr, in English on the QRT website, and in both Turkish and 
English during sohbet and in the Murid Manual. Shaykh Taner and his wife translated the 
ilahis initially in collaboration with Shaykh Kabir Helminski of The Threshold Society, a 
Mevlevi order that shares the QRT’s Turkish Sufi tradition, including a love for the 
poetry of Yunus Emre. These translations periodically have been corrected by Shaykh 
Taner and his wife making it worthwhile here to examine the ilahi “practice session” as a 
locus of translation and authority. 
Practice sessions often spontaneously occur when the Shaykh is visiting QRT 
communities around the globe. They are at times borderline zikrs, but it is the informal 
quality of these sessions that defines them. The enjoyment is akin to a musical “session” 
at which there can be a wide range of mastery of material and instrument. They have a 
more relaxed atmosphere in which stories, teaching, and laughter are found together 
                                                
94  “This process – experimenting by turning persuasive discourse into speaking persons – 
becomes especially important in those cases where a struggle against such images has already 
begun, where someone is striving to liberate himself from the influence of such an image and its 
discourse by means of objectification, or is striving to expose the limitations of both image and 
discourse. The importance of struggling with another’s discourse, its influence in the history of an 
individual’s coming to ideological consciousness, is enormous. One’s own discourse and one’s 
own voice, although born of another or dynamically stimulated by another, will sooner or later 
begin to liberate themselves from the authority of the other’s discourse…A conversation with an 
internally persuasive word that one has begun to resist may continue, but it takes on another 
character: it is questioned, it is put in a new situation in order to expose its weak sides, to get a 
feel for its boundaries, to experience it physically as an object…” (Bakhtin 1981:348). 
[Centripetal and centrifugal forces (Bakhtin 1981:272)] 
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nurturing closeness among murids and with the shaykh. Shaykh Taner sits down with his 
local murids to review the ilahis in several ways; first, by going through the ilahi list by 
murid request and his own suggestion. One example of a small and intimate session is 
when Shaykh Taner visited Mauritius for the first time. It happened one very humid 
afternoon between two sessions of sohbet each lasting many hours. Shaykh Taner, 
dressed in only slacks and an undershirt, took a small frame drum in hand and relaxed 
with his khalifas, an uncle and nephew, in front of the computer. They scrolled through 
the electronic document, a work in progress, and sang through the ilahis one by one with 
Shaykh Taner demonstrating the rhythms (usul) that accompany each one during zikr. 
This was an opportunity for the khalifas to learn the ilahis properly before their shaykh 
left, but the time spent together singing ilahis was also fostering and strengthening the 
relationship between master and disciples.  
A second type of practice session follows the zikr script. Several of these sessions 
have been videotaped and audiotaped for murids to reference later. There is a certain 
level of ambiguity in this kind of practice session; it is neither zikr, nor sohbet, but both.95 
The following analysis of one of these sessions demonstrates an interplay between 
authority and assimilation and what Shaykh Taner calls “present knowledge,” i.e., the 
intersubjective versatility afforded by the QRT poetic repertoire.  
This practice session ran well over an hour and was videotaped in 2007 in 
Uitenhage, South Africa. The attendant group of murids is larger than some others that I 
have seen at a practice session, but it is an example of a community still growing in 
                                                
95 Frances Trix (1993) mentions a similar ambiguity of occasion at the kitchen table singing nefes 
as a time of intimate muhabbet. 
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familiarity and closeness with Shaykh Taner, his teaching style, and the ilahis 
themselves. The shaykh is sitting in a chair in the corner of a fairly bare, long room that 
had been renovated since his previous visit to accommodate the growing number of 
murids attending the weekly zikrs. He is dressed in a conventional sweater and pants, 
customary for him unless it is a zikr evening at which time he simply puts a QRT cloak 
over his regular clothes. Everyone else in the room is dressed in their street clothes as 
well. The shaykh settles into the chair, puts on his reading glasses and opens the Murid 
Manual to the chapter containing the zikr script and then to that of the ilahi text. After 
taking a moment to examine these pages, he says, “Who translated this?” Pen in hand, 
Shaykh Taner immediately begins making corrections directly into the text in what 
becomes a public performance of translation.    
Over the course of the session the shaykh makes only minor corrections in the 
translation such as changing “drum player” to “wine giver” (tablim), sands to lands (T. 
iller), son to father (Ar. abu), and power to strength (T. derman).96 Eventually, he 
remarks, “no wonder they told me to correct this. [pause] The mistakes are all ours.” He 
takes this time also to explain certain references to people, places, and events in the 
                                                
96 Redhouse (1996 [1890]:1232) clearly has لبط tabl as drum. It appears that the shaykh changed 
“drum player” to “wine giver” on the spot because of the broader context of the verse:  
Hamrin vahdetten içirdin tablim ey  You made me drink your wine from unity, O my 
      drum player 
Ruhumu peymane kildin akibet  In the end, You made my soul a wineglass. 
 
In this instance, it appears that “drummer” is probably more likely, than “wine giver,” as far as 
direct translation goes. However “drum player” is not frequently encountered in the ilahis, which 
may have led Shaykh Taner to translate it as the latter or indicate that he has heard it differently 
elsewhere suggesting that it could be the case that the word tablım is simply incorrect 
Saqi (ىقاس) is generally the term used for wine-giver and can refer to the spiritual teacher, but 
most commonly to Allah, the Giver. See note below for explanation of son to father.  
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poems such as Yusuf and Canaan (Bu akil fikriyle), the lovers Ferhat and Shirin (Can 
yine bülbül), and a miracle story of Pir Ahmed Rifai.97 These explanations are examples 
of how Shaykh Taner approaches Sufi poetry as an event of present knowledge 
approaching Bakhtin’s understanding of knowledge as dialogical. These translation 
events do not rely on words alone, nor are they transformed simply by context, but the 
translation emerges from the Shaykh’s own assimilation of the words and reciting them 
back to his audience.     
 Following the order of ilahis in the zikr script and not the alphabetical ilahi list, 
Shaykh Taner begins with the Selati Kemaliye, a litany of blessings to the Prophet 
Muhammad in Arabic. “Let’s sing it together now. The voice is low,” and most people in 
the room join him in singing its entirety. Immediately following this the shaykh sings 
portions of five ilahis with the murids chanting “la ilaha illallah” in the background. He 
interrupts only once to read a translation directly from the Murid Manual. The result is 
that the practice session begins to resemble a true zikr.98 Over the top of his glasses the 
shaykh watches one murid in particular who has increased the tempo considerably by this 
time and is breathing very heavily. Stopping everyone with “illallah,” the cue used in an 
actual zikr to end a chant, the shaykh addresses this murid, who is the wakil (trustee) in 
the shaykh’s absence, “Don’t get too excited, you have to keep the rhythm….You cannot 
let go because you are leading the zikr. Everyone can let go except you.”  
                                                
97 Everyone chants “Allah Hayy Ya Qayyum” (alternatively “Allah Allah Hayy” can be chanted) 
while Shaykh Taner sings Iki kere gavs oldu and demonstrates the head movement to the right 
and left. After finishing he says, “What it means, he became qutb the perfect one twice,…[reads 
text] …son of Ureyca, not son of Ureyca, father Abu, father of Ureyca (Lame one) who is a lame 
or hunchback girl who Shaykh Rifai healed. 
98 Aşkin ile başlar, Yuzun Nuru Hudadir, Seyreyleyip, Abdul Qadir Geylani, Bu akil fikriyle 
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The shaykh is managing semi-ecstatic states while instructing the murids not only 
in how to sing the ilahis, but also in what they mean. The wakil negotiates his role both as 
a murid in the presence of his shaykh as well as the local leader of his QRT community.  
Shaykh Taner turns to the translation of Bu akıl fikriyle, the last ilahi that he sung. He 
focuses on three verses of the six-verse ilahi and at first appears to be simply reading 
from the Murid Manual again. He reads, “In the bazaar of love, they sell hearts. I sell my 
heart but can’t find a buyer” at which point he looks up from the text, out over his glasses 
again, at his murids.99 The room is full of potential buyers and the shaykh has stepped 
into the persona of the poet, in this case Yunus, and is speaking directly to the murids. In 
this instance we see the convergence of Barth’s assertion, medium, and social 
distribution. The poem written on the page is made present, the words are embodied, and 
the world of the poem realized. He waits for a response, searches the room for one buyer. 
Not yet, nothing. The murids’ initiation is a promise to buy, but clearly not the full sale.  
Turning his eyes back to the text, the shaykh continues with a verse further down 
in the ilahi. The shaykh now breaks away from the direct translation. Instead he looks up 
and speaks as his assimilated poetic persona, “For forty years they can’t go to Canaan 
even though they found Yusuf….” The original is “My Joseph is lost in Canaan. My 
Joseph is found and Canaan cannot be found, Yusufum kayboldu Kenan ilindeYusufum 
bulundu Kenan bulunmaz.” Shaykh Taner is not explaining the reference to Yusuf and 
Canaan, the meaning of which is slightly different in the actual ilahi, but rather he is 
narrating to his murids their very own state. In other words, the Sufi journey is a long one 
                                                
99 Aşkin pazarinda canlar satarlar; Satarim canimi alan bulunmaz.  
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even with the guidance and protection of the shaykh (Yusuf). The moment is reminiscent 
of a scene in the classic Sufi poem The Conference of the Birds (Mantiq al-Tayr) when 
the poet/narrator Fariduddin Attar (d.1221; 1998:39) turns to the reader/listener from 
within the story of Shaykh San’an, who has just agreed to look after a herd of pigs that 
belong to his Christian beloved, and remarks,  
In the nature of each of us there are a hundred pigs. O you [the readers], 
who are non-entities, you are thinking only of the danger that the shaikh 
was in! The danger is to be found in each one of us, and it raises its head 
from the moment we start out on the path of self-knowledge.  
 
You can almost hear Shaykh Taner, “You are only thinking of Yusuf and Canaan! Yusuf 
is here. I’m talking to you!” Shaykh Taner did not deliver his translation slowly or with a 
pause for reflection, instead he followed immediately with a translation of the last line of 
the poem, “…The one who dies is the animal, Yunuses don’t die.”100 This also is an 
extemporaneous translation as it differs from what is in the Murid Manual, which reads 
“The one who dies is an animal, people like Yunus don’t die.” However, the shaykh 
cannot say “like,” there is no “as if” in this moment, he is Yunus. Yunus is in the room 
with the murids offering them “present knowledge,” that is dialogically accessible. The 
dialogic nature of language in this event is manifested in the person of the shaykh with 
the poem, the poet, and their shared audience. The poem is at once past and vitally 
present. The video shows Shaykh Taner looking over his glasses at everyone in the room. 
He smiles bittersweetly and pauses very briefly after the declaration that Yunus does not 
                                                
100 Ölen hayvan imiş Yunusler ölmez. 
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die. Still no response, not yet, and moves on to the next ilahi.101 The poem is embodied 
by the shaykh, yet invisible as such for most in the room and, for the moment, remains 
simply a text.102  
The next microcircumstance within this larger translation event demonstrates the 
murids’ unfamiliarity with certain Sufi stories and imagery. It occurs after the shaykh has 
finished singing another ilahi, Can yine bülbül oldu, in its entirety while the murids chant 
“Allah Hayy Ya Qayyum.”103 Like the last example, Shaykh Taner does not translate the 
whole ilahi and although he does begin with the first line, he focuses on two distinct 
parts. The following is the transcript of the videorecording,  
What it means, ‘my heart [can: life] became a nightingale again’ - this is 
Niyazi Misri a Sufi – ‘forget the black and white’, what does he mean 
‘black and white’? [Short pause] The book [Shaykh Taner laughs]. You 
know Ferhat and Shirin? Love stories in Sufi stories - Leyla and Majnun? 
Use these as similes and references - [briefly tells story of Ferhat and 
Shirin]. The simile or metaphor here is that the mountain is the nafs, you 
are chiseling away at the nafs. You have heard of Leyla and Majnun? [no 
one has and shaykh cringes] You know of Shakespeare [murids say, 
“Yes!” emphatically and the shaykh tells the story of Majnun and the 
camel]104 This is like you…I bring you so far and then you go back to 
…nafs, it is all nafs. They tell you these stories to tell you about the nafs 
and fighting against the nafs.  
 
                                                
101 He sings Sîrnî âla next. There is no translation of this Arabic ilahi in the Murid Manual and 
offers a translation of the first line, “What it means is that the secret of the High is your face.” 
102 If not captured on video, this moment would have disappeared unless it embeds itself in the 
memory of one of the murids to reappear later in a moment of remembrance and insight. 
103 The shaykh instructs the murids that alternatively they can chant Hayy Hayy Hayy Hayy with 
this ilahi.  
104 Majnun is madly in love with Leyla and calls for her incessantly. He finds a camel nursing her 
baby and decides to take her to find Leyla. At night, when he fell asleep on her back, she took 
him back to where they had begun. This happened several times until he noticed she was 
returning to her baby. The story is included in Shaykh Taner’s collection of Sufi stories called 
What about my wood!, a title that also refers to the nafs that continuously holds the dervish back.   
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In this example, the Shaykh is far from “I am Abraham…. I am Muhammad.” No longer 
is he the poet speaking with intimate immediacy, but clearly has become the required 
translator (tercüman) for his audience. In the excerpt, we see him introducing an 
unknown Turkish poet, Niyazi Misri, to his South African murids who are primarily of 
Malay and Indian ethnicity. The shaykh begins to “define” the metaphors (Ar. mecaz) 
starting with “forget the black and white” (Geç akçe ile karadan), clearly for him a 
“book.” The phrase hearkens back to the story in the Murid Manual of Abu Hafs 
Suhrwardi and Abdul Qadir Geylani in which the latter wipes away all of the former’s 
book knowledge. Shaykh Taner laughs at the irony of his reading the poem from the 
Murid Manual, i.e. a book, rendering the poem itself now a form in black and white.105  
Another index of growing distance from the text, and therefore a more 
authoritative reading of it, is the shaykh using the terms “simile” and “metaphor” in order 
to explain the Sufi love stories. The murids are neither familiar with the Persian story of 
Ferhat and Shirin nor with the Arab legend of Leyla and Majnun. The latter are also 
famous lovers who appear often in Sufi poetry although surprisingly no reference to them 
is found in the QRT ilahi collection. Their being mentioned here is another example of 
complex intertextuality that informs the shaykh’s understanding and pedagogy. Shaykh 
Taner however does not speak about love, but instead focuses on fighting against the 
nafs, i.e. that which interferes with love. Why? By their silence thus far, the murids have 
shown themselves to be with their nafs and not the Beloved, so why explain love? The 
Murid Manual includes a simple gloss on this ilahi’s hero Ferhat at the bottom of the 
                                                
105 “Black and white” is a common phrase used in Turkish ilahis. The phrase also appears in 
Bugün bize Pir geldi.   
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page, “Ferhat was a legendary lover who cut through a mountain to be with his beloved 
Shirin.” Shaykh Taner focuses on what one needs to do in order to become a lover like 
Ferhat, i.e., follow Niyazi Misri into the poem and sing “I became Ferhat this day, I cut 
through the mountain of Being to reach my Shirin.” Cut through the nafs. The story that 
Shaykh Taner relates about Majnun (The Mad One) and the camel is also not about love, 
but about not being held back from one’s goal by the nafs.  
Seni Ben Severim is a favorite ilahi among the murids. It was enthusiastically 
chosen as the first ilahi to be sung in another practice session in Cape Town (2008). 
According to interviews, it is frequently sung by the murids in their cars, houses, and 
everyday life. It is also the ilahi from which Shaykh Taner sung when explaining poetry 
to me in the Charles de Gaulle airport. In this practice session, he says,  
Let’s translate. First let’s translate this. First of all let’s translate this, seni 
ben severim candan iceru [video goes black and skips ahead to beni 
benden sorma bende degilem, bir ben vardir bende benden iceru 1:29:00] 
okay, I am not me, there is a me deeper than me. Kesildi takatim. I lost my 
power, there is no...I lost my strength let’s say, I lost my power…this 
needs to be translated again…there is no strength in my knees. What kind 
of…a sect is this that is deeper than religion…The eyes of Yunus are 
closed, cannot open… – Yunus is writing this. There is a servant at your 
door deeper in the sultan himself. Got it? The servant [pause] is deep 
[pause] in the sultan. 
 
The shaykh does not do or say more than this to elucidate the meaning of this ilahi. He 
has returned to a method that allows for the meaning to emerge from the dialogism that 
occurs between the poem and the murid. His pauses cue the murids to phrases and places 
in the text where engagement and reflection is necessary. While the shaykh has full 
authority in this setting, he embodies that authority within a framework described by 
control of his nafs, not control of the murid’s learning. Therefore from his self-awareness 
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(authentic subjectivity?), he can try to draw the murids toward his understanding, but 
cannot give it to them. The session is closer to an internally persuasive event than an 
authoritative one and reveals the dialogic nature of Sufi knowing. At the end of the 
practice session the shaykh encourages the murids simply to “learn the ilahis.”106 
 
Intertextuality 
Bakhtin’s description of dialogism as exemplified in the novel is partially 
achieved by contrasting the novel with poetry, which he portrays as monologic in voice, 
authoritative in tone, and centrifugal in its force, i.e., maintaining a social status quo. Sufi 
poetry, especially vernacular poetry, challenges Bakhtin’s ideal type of poem by its 
anticipation of the reader/listener’s participation in it. The fact that poetry can be dialogic 
also transforms previous arguments of “influence” so that temporal precedence does not 
exclude another text from dialogue, nor privilege one over the other: all works are in 
dialogue and transformed by that dialogue.  
We have seen how the active corpus of QRT ilahis came into its current (but 
constantly changing) form; the next step is to understand that for Sufis, no poem stands 
solitary. A poem arrives as the product of intertextual and dialogical relationships and 
continues to transform through these ongoing relationships. When recited, the poem is 
                                                
106 The shaykh ends the practice session by demonstrating several new chants including one with 
tongue on roof of mouth (Allah Allah Allah) that is close to a grunting sound. I’ve observed and 
participated in a similar practice in the outskirts of Paris with a community of Turkish women 
who belong to a Turkish based Sufi order. He also sings Envarul Huseyni and Şu benim divane 
gönlüm, which are not in the Murid Manual he is using. These ilahis in addition to another he 
demonstrates, Derdin ne be hey aşîk, begin appearing in zikrs within a year of this practice 
session and into the working ilahi list/book begun by a murid a year or so later.  
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heard against a background of numerous other poems and texts. The following is an 
overview of the core texts that are essential to QRT teaching. Although poetry is the 
focus of this entire project, there should be no mistake that the Qur’an is the central text 
for the QRT.107 Shaykh Taner spent nearly a five-year period reading and discussing the 
entirety of the Qur’an at the weekly online Saturday sohbet and it is by far his most 
referenced text. He is currently in the process of translating the Qur’an from a Sufi 
perspective, which for Shaykh Taner means the understanding emerges from a practice of 
radical self-awareness (knowing one’s nafs) and surrender of a self-oriented (nafs-
oriented) will.108 Yunus and the QRT sing that all the wisdom of the four books is in the 
elif, nevertheless in practice QRT murids read the Qur’an repeatedly. Shaykh Taner not 
only encourages his murids to read the Qur’an in their native languages in order to grasp 
its meaning, but requires the murids to read the Torah, Psalms (plus the Prophets and 
Writings) and the Gospel including the apocryphal books of the Bible and non-canonical 
Gospels.  
The ahadith (sing. hadith; traditions and sayings of the Prophet Muhammad) play 
a more limited role as far as documented references. The Sahih al-Bukhari is on the QRT 
murid required reading list and Shaykh Taner along with a number of murids have always 
owned a full collection. Today, the searchable, online collections by al-Bukhari, Muslim, 
al-Muwatta and others are readily available in English/Arabic. For the QRT, the Hadith 
                                                
107 Shaykh Taner is little concerned and not daunted by Muslim debates about the Qur’an being 
poetry itself. In fact, in his airport exposition of poetry, he related his understanding that there 
used to be poetry competitions (common in oral cultures, i.e., verbal duels) in Mecca and said that 
“the Qur’an came in a poetic form to win the competition.”    
108 This process of translation will be the focus of another study, i.e. vernacular Qur’anic 
exegesis.  
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Qudsi, (i.e., sacred hadith directly from Allah to the Prophet Muhammad although not 
designated for the Qur’an), are the most frequently cited. However the QRT website also 
contains several others, for example, the following related by Abu Huraira in the Sahih 
al-Bukhari on Holding Fast to the Qur’an and the Sunnah,   
The Prophet said, "Call on me in regard to anything I have not mentioned 
to you. People before you were only destroyed by their excessive 
questioning and their differences regarding their prophets. So when I 
forbid you something, then avoid it; and when I enjoin something on you, 
then carry it out to the extent of your ability.109  
 
The QRT understands the Prophet Muhammad as the living Qur’an, in other words, he is 
the embodiment of Allah’s knowledge in the Qur'an. He is the synthesis of Ilm-al-Yaqin, 
knowledge through communication (certain knowledge), Ayn-al-Yaqin, knowledge 
through experience (certain sight), and Haqq-al-Yaqin, knowledge through direct 
communion with Allah (certain truth, reality).110 Furthermore, for the QRT, he is not only 
an exemplar for direct communion with Allah, but within a framework of a living silsila, 
he is also spiritually accessible on any question.  
After the Qur’an and Hadith, the two most referenced texts are two 12th century 
texts, Sirr’ul Asrar and Al-Burhan ul-Mu’ayyad, by the founding Pirs of the order, Abdul 
Qadir Geylani and Ahmed Rifa’i respectively. The Sirr’ul Asrar, or The Secret of Secrets, 
translated by Tosun Bayrak (1992) was on the QRT required reading list until Shaykh 
                                                
109 Book 92. The most common English translation of this hadith is “Leave me as I leave you for 
the people who were before you were ruined because of their questions….” The hadith is an 
injunction not to ask questions, yet the QRT’s translation (unknown source) implies that one can 
ask questions spiritually to the Prophet Muhammad from anytime and place.   
110  I often explain this certainty in terms of William Jame’s “noetic quality” of religious 
experience rather than ossified notions of absolutes. 
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Taner published his own translation (from a Turkish translation of the Arabic original) 
that includes both texts together entitled Grand Masters of Sufism (2008). In addition, 
four other books of Pir Abdul Qadir Geylani are on the required reading list.111 All 
murids also read Shaykh Taner Ansari’s introduction to Sufism, The Sun Will Rise in the 
West (2000).112 Shaykh Taner’s sohbets have not been formally collected into a published 
volume although some do appear in the QRT newsletter the Call of the Divine. Most 
sohbets are however available as audio files for listening including the Saturday online 
sohbets, which are transcribed immediately following their presentation and uploaded to 
a file accessible to all murids. Outside of these the entextualization of Shaykh Taner’s 
interactions with his murids has begun as they record their stories of travelling with the 
shaykh and visiting with or being visited by him.113  
Aside from the required texts and returning to poetry, most members have at least 
some exposure to Sufi poetry other than the QRT poetic corpus. This poetry has some 
overlap among murids especially in the form of English translations, but poetry is also 
enjoyed in some of the murids’ native languages from Urdu Qawwali and Na’t to Rumi 
in the original Persian/Farsi. The following will address some of these broader sources of 
                                                
111 The Beauty of the Righteous and Ranks of the Elite, The Sublime Revelation, Revelations of the 
Unseen, and Utterances all published by Al-Baz Publishers and translated by Muhtar Holland.  
112 The Sun parallels Abdul Qadir Geylani’s Sirrul Asrar in many ways; in fact, The Sun  is a 
good example of Shaykh Taner’s assimilation of the Sirr, a demonstration of his own “ideological 
becoming” through dialogism. In The Sun are post–Geylani Sufi notions including most notably 
those associated with Ibn al-Arabi such as insan-i kamil, and practices like the spiritual 
administration that was only full developed following the lives of Geylani and Rifa’i since they 
are at the beginning of institutionalized Sufism.  
113 Some of these are included in a collection of Sufi stories called What About My Wood 
published by Ansari Publications, which includes foundational sufi stories (Hasan alBasri, Rabi’a, 
Hallaj), Shaykh Taner’s stories of Muhyiddin Ansari and the Naqsbandi shaykhs with whom he 
studied in Tarsus, and several of his own murids stories.   
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Sufi poetry.  
Shaykh Taner draws heavily on his memory of Sufi poetry, which is indicated at 
times by him reciting only a portion or single verse (sometimes a refrain) of a poem. He 
will mention in sohbet that Ahmed Yesevi or Pir Sultan Abdal sung about “that.” As 
previously mentioned, his two main textual sources of ilahis are the Evrad (the collection 
of Muhyiddin Ansari’s poems and those he collected before his death) and a published 
collection of Yunus Emre’s poetry (Arif no date). In addition, one of the first books 
published by Ansari Publications was a book of poems and sayings by Shaykh Taner 
called Between the Loved and the Beloved (1994). These consist of aphorisms such as 
“Because of the noise of your emotions, you cannot hear the cry of Justice,” or “In order 
to follow the Path of the Heart, you have to walk through the terrain of the nafs.” Among 
the collection are also poems in the style of several ilahis in the QRT collection. One 
such example has a dervish talking to a pen with which he is writing love poetry,  
Oh, Pen,  
Do you ever get drunk 
Writing all these love poems for Allah?  
 
Oh, Dervish, 
Who wouldn’t get drunk 
Hearing the utterances of love 
Between the Loved and the Beloved 
 
O, Pen,  
I am grateful to you 
For being the tool to manifest my love.  
 
Oh, Dervish, 
How lucky I am 
That I am both the Loved and the Beloved, 
Not the tool. 
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The shaykh exercises the same transparency in perspective that he uses in his sohbet and 
that we saw in the ilahi practice session. This transparency exercises the limits of the 
reader’s existential reality attempting to close, or evoke the closing of, the perceived gap 
between lover and Beloved. These poems and sayings were composed in English, many 
of which emerged from discussions in sohbet. The Shaykh has also composed ilahis in 
Turkish that, to date, he has not shared with anyone besides his wife.  
 As I have noted, in Mauritius and South Africa most of the murids are of South 
Asian or Southeast Asian descent, generally a mix of Malay and Indian. They are familiar 
with the poetic legacies that their forebears brought to these new places including Urdu 
na’at of the Prophet Muhammad and Abdul Qadir Geylani and numerous qawwali, 
another form of Sufi devotional poetry set to music similar to the Turkish ilahi tradition. 
The QRT khalifa in Durban grew up with this form of devotional poetry in his home 
because his father, who hosted a locally famous radio show that featured qawwali music 
and Muslim topics until his death in 2012, composed numerous qawwali lyrics including 
several made famous by the Pakistani musician and singer Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. The 
khalifa also shared with me that his father, who was not an initiated Sufi, would 
contemplate the teaching of Shaykh Taner as he wrote his lyrics in the last years of his 
life.  
 In this chapter we saw how the current repertoire of QRT ilahis was formed, 
explored a theory of translation that attempts to maintain the poetry’s heteroglossia while 
simultaneously trusting in immediate and dialogical understanding, and listed some texts 
and outside sources that may be in conversation with the QRT poetry for some murids. 
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The formation of the QRT poetic corpus has been a process of redaction and translation 
that has spanned continents as well as centuries. The notion of transcendence that 
accompanies the transnational character of the QRT also penetrates these processes. 
Following the bulbul from Turkey to the United States to South Africa and Mauritius, we 
have seen its songs (ilahis), albeit a truncated repertoire, sung across the globe with 
Shaykh Taner’s assurance that “Sufism began in the East and went West; it should not 
have a problem in the reverse.” Yunus Emre’s poem demonstrated again that the 
intersection of listener and poem is an intersubjective experience of translation that can 
evoke the mystical experience of knowing the wholly Other (or Self, as it may be). 
Finally, familiarity with Sufi poetry in a murid’s native language contributes to the 
intertextual milieu in which the QRT repertoire is itself dialogically appropriated in a 
mixture of authoritative and internally persuasive poetic discourse. In the following 
chapter, I will outline what Shaykh Taner has called the “meat” or “philosophy” held 
within this poetry itself.  
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Chapter Four: The Corpus of Assertions or “Meat” of the QRT ilahi Repertoire 
Thus far we have seen how the current repertoire of ilahis has come to be. We 
have also explored the shifting meanings of the ilahi repertoire through a theory of 
“translation” that simultaneously maintains a certain level of heteroglossia and trusts in 
an immediate and dialogical understanding of a poem. Finally, we offered a quick outline 
of the other texts that may be in conversation with the poems for QRT murids. Briefly 
returning to Shaykh Taner as he finishes the ilahi practice in Uitenhage, we hear him 
conclude the session nostalgically by offering the following effulgent disclosure:  
I love zikr, those were good times, like we were drunk, we just sing…This 
is it, we sing our philosophy and where we stand, our love for Allah, the 
Prophet, Ehli Beyt, our Pirs and other tariqas.114 
 
To begin my discussion, let me return to another incident that I have already 
mentioned.  After offering his list of the properties of poetry in the Paris airport and 
singing about the “I in me deeper than me,” Shaykh Taner Ansari continued his 
explanation of Sufi poetry; “The important thing in the poetry is that it has to have meat 
in it. Substance. There has to be philosophy.” The shaykh’s use of substance (“meat”) 
aligns with his firm commitment to embodying the Sufi path, rather than simply talking 
about it. Again for him, the difficulties encountered on the Sufi path are associated with 
doing what it teaches, rather than in systematizing or theorizing its many components. 
The “philosophy” of which he speaks coincides with Barth’s first face of knowledge, i.e., 
corpus of assertions. However, I will maintain the ambiguity that surrounds the 
constitution of this “corpus” by not disregarding the literal corpus of the body itself. 
                                                
114 Ehli Beyt is the “family” of the Prophet Muhammad, including Ali and the Twelve Imams.  
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In the following section I will take an inventory of the recurrent vocabulary in the 
QRT poetic corpus. This may at first appear somewhat “mechanical,” but in the end this a 
“vital initial task” in the determination of meaning, not only in terms of philology but 
also in the sonic and repetitive quality of this vocabulary (Andrews 1985:7). In the poetry 
there are cosmological, ontological, and epistemological assertions that will answer 
questions about the components of the universe, the reason for its existence, what can be 
said to exist and how it is all related to each other and finally, asks whether it possible to 
know these things and, if so, how? Although there are many Sufi books dedicated to 
these questions, they are rarely mentioned by Shaykh Taner whose pointed references to 
the Qur’an and Hadith illustrate his reliance on his Pirs as many of these references are 
those found in Abdul Qadir Geylani’s Secret of Secrets and Ahmed Rifa’i’s al-Burhan ul-
Mu’ayyad. Shaykh Taner has an ample, although not voluminous, number of Islamic and 
Sufi texts (‘ilm al-yaqin) in addition to numerous scientific ones that he studies due to his 
unbounded interest in experimenting (‘ayn al-yaqin) with the Qur’an in the real world.  
However it is the teaching of his Pirs that he uses in order to arrive at certain Truth (haqq 
al-yaqin).  
Barth points out that the three faces of knowledge – assertions, media, and social 
distribution – are interdependent and arise “by virtue of the constraints in realization that 
these three aspects impose on each other in the context of every particular application,” 
suggesting that any simple definition, or as in this case translation, is only a portion of 
any poem’s or word’s overall meaning (Barth 2002:3). Although the dialogical encounter 
between murid and poetic corpus is a dynamic process of knowledge production, we must 
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begin with some understanding of the vocabulary itself. We saw in the last chapter how 
the QRT poetry does not exclude, but rather profoundly and expansively includes the 
listener. The Sufi novice/experimenter is on a dialogical path that razes and builds a self, 
an intersubjective self, who is emergent and expansive to some degree in relation to her 
level of social engagement. The following accounting of the vocabulary in the QRT 
poetic corpus functions as a preliminary tool for understanding the constellations of 
terminology that routinely enter the ears of the murids in tandem with a broader dynamic 
of media and social distribution.  
In the following, I will use Walter Andrews’ study of Ottoman lyric poetry as a 
preliminary organizational framework. Andrews does not focus on religious or mystical 
poetry however he finds the “mystical-religious voice” very strong in the broader 
tradition of Ottoman lyric. He writes,  
… the mixture of religion, mysticism, this-worldliness, otherworldliness, 
spirituality, and sensuality that marks the poetry is also a characteristic of 
life in Ottoman society. One might replace the word “poet” with the term 
“Ottoman subject” and “poetry” with “Ottoman life” (or, more 
particularly, “Ottoman urban life”) and still have a meaningful and 
accurate statement. The life of a mystical adept may reflect mostly 
religious values, while the life of a libertine may seem solely this-worldly, 
but the general character of members of the society will, like the poetry, 
reflect an interplay of religious and profane values in which the 
interpretation of actions will vary from moment to moment. In such a 
context it would, perhaps, be better to concentrate less, for example, on the 
religiousness or profaneness of social or poetic acts and to look for the 
principles that integrate these seemingly contradictory motivations and 
make the actions meaningful. (Andrews 1985:65) 
 
Andrews’ statistical analysis of the words used in Ottoman lyric poetry shows that 
a mere five percent of the vocabulary accounts for almost one-third of the words in these 
poems and a little over a quarter of the vocabulary increases that percentage dramatically 
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to seventy percent of all words chosen by Ottoman poets, demonstrating that with only a 
small vocabulary someone could understand a significant portion of the poetry (Andrews 
1985:38-39). These percentages are significant for the QRT whose poetry is primarily 
Turkish, but whose members do not speak the language. With this level of frequency 
certain words do become at least sonically familiar, if not semantically. His analysis is 
derived from divans of Ottoman poets writing between the fifteenth and eighteenth 
centuries, the same time in which Turkish Sunni tarikats were organized and ilahi poetry 
flourished (Feldman 1993).115  
The QRT repertoire is a different data set and, like Andrews’, is not a large 
enough one to carry any statistical authority per se. In fact, Yunus Emre, the most 
represented poet in the QRT poetic corpus, lived only during the infancy and early 
formation of the Ottoman dynasty, which would not establish an empire until a hundred 
years after his death. Yet, after looking at Andrews’ first level categorizations, the QRT 
poetic corpus can be entirely inventoried and categorized with only a few minor 
additions. Andrews’ categories are listed below followed by the percentage of words in 
Andrews’ categories that are found in the QRT poetic corpus:   
Person (human body) (38) 
Love (lover/beloved) (40) 
Cosmos (fate) (33.3) 
Suffering (31) 
Garden/nature (41) 
Authority (56) 
World (33.3) 
                                                
115 The primary vocabulary list is taken from the divans of Figanî (d. 1532) and Yahya (d. 1582) 
and then compared with random samples of poetry by Ahmet Paşa (d. 1496), Zatî (1471 -1546 
C.E.), Hayalî (d. 1557 C.E.) and Nedim (d. 1730 C.E.) to demonstrate a continuity of word use 
over time.  
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Time (43) 
Wine gathering/Entertainment (38) 
Mysticism (47) 
Islam (100) 
   (Andrews 1985:41-42) 
Except for the category of suffering, at least one-third of the vocabulary in each of 
Andrews’ categories is found in the QRT repertoire. The lower diversity of terms in the 
QRT corpus is due to the fact that their poetic corpus is significantly smaller than the 
collection of divans from which Andrews draws. However, the percentages demonstrate 
again the specialized vocabulary that is shared by Sufi and Ottoman poetry. There are 
sixty-nine subcategories that provide more detail to Andrews’ first-level headings and the 
QRT corpus contains some terminology in ninety percent of them. The seven out of 
sixty-nine subcategories that are not represented in the QRT corpus are, with their main 
category in parentheses: hair (person), rival (love), wind (garden/nature), other authority 
(authority), weapons (world), symbols (mysticism), and separation (mysticism).     
The following will not explain each word found in the QRT poetic repertoire, but 
will focus on key constellations of terminology in each category that are critical to 
understanding the QRT’s epistemological, ontological, and cosmological assertions. I 
will use Andrews’ categorizations to help order the vocabulary of the QRT repertoire 
with some slight modifications. However, I will not separate the categories of Suffering 
and Love or those of Cosmos, World, Nature, and Time thereby drawing attention to the 
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intimate closeness and seamlessness of these categories in the lived experience of the 
QRT members.116  
The Meat: 
Person (Human Body) 
The QRT poems inform and catalyze a reorientation both to the body and of the 
body. In fact, if the body parts mentioned in the QRT corpus were assembled, the result 
would be a nearly complete human being. It also is important to become familiar with the 
poetic vocabulary of the body in order to explore more thoroughly the roots of Yunus 
Emre’s poetic response to Rumi that opened up this study, “I wrapped myself in bone and 
flesh and appeared as Yunus.” The words associated with the body in the QRT poetic 
repertoire are as follows (starred words in each of the following lists are found only in the 
QRT poetry and not in Andrews’ list): 
vücud (body)   göz (eye)  dide (eye)   
didar (eye)   ten (skin)  baş (head)   
yüz (face)   *dil (tongue)  dudak (lips)   
göz yaşı (tear)   *kulak (ear)  gönül (heart)  
dil (heart)   kalb (heart)  yürek (heart)   
ciğer (liver)   el (hand)  ayak (foot)   
aza (limbs, bones)  diz (knees)  ad (name)  
can (life/soul)   ruh (spirit)   *nafs (ego)   
 
Although starred above, Andrews’ list does contain the words for ear (guş) and tongue 
(zeban), however they are not the ones found in the QRT corpus. In addition, only one of 
                                                
116 Andrews requires his categorization in order to make his argument for his “this-worldly” and 
“other-worldly” spheres of secular Ottoman life. However, in his discussion of the mystical-
religious voice, he also finds that these categorical distinctions do begin to collapse when he 
writes, “This chapter (The Mystical-Religious voice) represents the first step in providing an 
understanding of a context in which the distinctions between the religious and the profane, the 
mystical and the sensual, the experiential and the aesthetic become less important than the way in 
which all these work together to create meaning.” 
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eleven subcategories of Person is not represented in QRT repertoire. Hair (saç, mu) and 
relatives such as locks of hair (zülf, kakul), curls (ham, çin), and ringlets (halka) are 
generally used to describe the beloved, but are completely absent from the QRT ilahis. 
All ten remaining subcategories – face, eye, head, body, facial features, hand, heart, foot, 
spirit, and other – are present.  
Out of the ilahi repertoire emerges a bodily sensorium constituted of eyes, ears, 
skin, and tongue that see, hear, touch, taste and speak. The nose, clearly absent in its 
physical form, is present by way of its perception. In three different ilahis, the olfactory 
sense is stimulated by the familiar scent of vineyards, musk and sweet basil, and the rose. 
The first occurrence is an evocative invitation to approach the extraordinary fragrance 
(koku) that surrounds the friends of God (eren, dost),117  
Erenler bağından koku al koku  
Smell the fragrance of the vineyards of the friends of God. 
 
  
In the second example, having experienced the fragrance of the Friend, the poet/listener 
can perceive nothing else. Even the redolence of two familiar and loved scents cannot 
compare with that of the beloved friend, 
Ben Dost kokusun almışam,   I have smelled the scent of the 
     Beloved Friend, 
miski reyhanı neylerem?  what would I do with musk and 
     sweet basil? 
 
                                                
117 In Çıkılmaz Benlikle the line reads “Erenler bağından koku al koku” translated as “Smell the 
fragrance of the vineyards of those who have attained.” The second example is from Mülki 
Bekadan Gelmişem in which the line reads, “Ben Dost kokusun almışam, miski reyhanı 
neylerem?” or “I have smelled the scent of the Dost (Beloved Friend) what would I do with musk 
and sweet basil?” There is another reference to smell (koku) in the ilahi Seyreyleyip in which the 
fragrance of Muhammad is likened to that of the rose of Paradise. 
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At first glance, the couplet can suggest an other-worldly focus that rejects the objects of 
this world. However, having seen these poems recited in multiple contexts, I suggest that 
it instead is about penetrating matter, rather than rejecting it; where the scent of Dost 
suggests a level of depth perception, not categorical thinking (eg., the liver at the lunch 
table). In other words, the scent of musk and sweet basil to the poet can only be called 
dost, nothing else (I saw liver and tasted liver, then rejected it, but the shaykh urged me to 
see Allah and taste Allah). Finally, the last example describes the Prophet Muhammad 
whose scent is likened to the quintessential Sufi fragrance of the rose,  
Kokularî benzer cennet gülüne Allah Allah 
His fragrance resembles the rose of paradise Allah Allah! 
 
The nature of the world only appears derivative, but in the Sufi reality the world becomes 
the touchstone and entrance to its sacred source, and through the senses, it participates in 
the body. So if the QRT poetic vocabulary forms a body, what do the ilahis tell us about 
this body?  
Two words are used for body, ten and vücud, in QRT poetry. Ten, a Persian word 
also used for “skin,” is found in two ilahis, the first of which is,  
Mümin olan tenlere cansîn ya Rasulullah   
For those believing bodies you are life, O Rasulullah 
 
And the second,  
Canan bizim canımızdır       The Beloved is our life (soul, heart). 
Teni bizim tenimizdir             His body (skin, complexion, flesh) is our 
    body (skin, …)  
 
The first suggests that bodies have a capacity for belief (faith, choice, assent), which 
when exercised in the affirmative allows the Prophet Muhammad to become the bodies’ 
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living animator. In the second couplet, the Beloved is Allah and is understood as “life” 
itself. Rather than being contradictory, these poems demonstrate not ambiguity, but rather 
a broader cosmology in which both of these verses are true. Ten in the second verse 
however is used to make an even more radical assertion; the body of the Beloved is 
somehow that of the ones who adore. This is a twentieth century poem and the poet is 
careful to maintain a corporate focus by singing of “our body” rather than “my body” 
keeping the suggestion of identity simultaneously multiple and united. The 
interpenetration of, or relationship with, Allah and the body must be noted.     
Contributing to this understanding of the relationship between the divine and the 
murid is the Arabic term for body or “being”, vücud. This word occurs in only two poems 
both of which are rarely heard, yet they are foundational for Shaykh Taner’s teachings on 
the connection between the body and Allah. The first grounds the listener in his own 
corporeality and sings of Job who patiently thanks Allah as worms eat his body. In this 
poem the body’s capacity for feeling its temporary fleshiness and its agonizing pain are 
palpable,  
Vücudunu kurt yiyen  The one whose body was eaten by worms 
Kurt yedikce sükreden As he was eaten, he gave thanks 
 
There is no mistaking that the word vücud means body in the poem above, however it 
does have other meanings that can render other ilahis ambiguous. Below is the Redhouse 
Turkish and English Lexicon definition of vücud,  
1. A finding a thing by any one of the senses; a finding a thing to be (so or so) 3. 
[sic] A being, existing; existence. 4. T. The substance of a thing; the body of a 
man, etc. (Redhouse 1996 [1890]:2129) 
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The first definition is critical to understanding the second occurrence of vücud in the 
poem, Cümle Vücudda Bulduk by Yunus Emre. Shaykh Taner has shared this poem with 
me on many occasions over the years. It was brought to his attention by one of his 
students although it is unknown to most of the QRT murids. As has been his method for 
years, Shaykh Taner is committed to distributing Sufi teachings in “scientific language.” 
What this has meant for him is to demystify Sufi concepts and ground them in the human 
body that, as mentioned in Chapter Two, he understands as the laboratory for knowing 
Allah. I include the whole poem because it has ontological, cosmological, and 
epistemological dimensions with which we are concerned,    
Ma’ni  evine daldik vücud seyrini kıldık  
We dipped into the house of meaning, and took a trip through the body 
Iki cihan seyrini cümle vücudda bulduk 
A trip of the two worlds, everything we found in the body.  
 
Bu çizginen gökleri tahtes - sera yerleri 
These spinning skies, underground lands  
Yetmiş bin hicapları cümle vücudda bulduk  
Seventy thousand veils, everything we found in the body.  
 
Yedi yer yedi göğü dağları denizleri 
Seven earths, seven skies, mountains, oceans,  
Uçmak ile tamuyu cümle vücudda bulduk 
Heaven and Hell, everything we found in the body. 
 
Gece ile gündüz gökte yedi yıldızı 
Night and day, seven stars in the sky 
Levhte yazılı sözü cümle vücudda bulduk 
The written words on the Tablet, everything we found in the body. 
 
Musi ağdığı Tur’u yoksa Beytül – Ma’mur’u118 
                                                
118 Beytül – Ma’mur’u: Multi-level (7) palace seen by the Prophet Muhammad on his Night 
Journey and Ascension with the Angel Gabriel. See Sahih Bukhari, volume 4, Book 54, Hadith 
number 429. 
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Mount Sinai where Moses ascended and the heavenly place where angels 
pray 
Israfil çalan suru cümle vücudda bulduk 
The horn that Israfil blows, everything we found in the body  
 
Tevrat ile Incil’i Furkan ile Zebur’u 
Torah and Gospel, the Criterion (Qur’an) and Psalms,  
Bunlardaki beyanı cümle vücudda bulduk 
The explanation of all of these, everything we found in the body. 
 
Yunus’un sözleri hak cümlemiz dedik saddak 
Yunus’ words are truth, everything we said is true 
Nerd’istersen orda Hak cümle vücudda bulduk 
Wherever you wish, there is Truth, everything we found in the body. 
Talat Halman (1981:190) translates this poem in a volume dedicated to Yunus. Following 
the Arabic meaning of “being,” he does not mention the body at all. Below is Halman’s 
translation of the first verse, 
We have dashed into Truth in its mansion,  
Viewing all beings in adoration,  
The visions and spectacles of both worlds – 
We have found these in all of Creation. 
 
 Vücud is rendered “all beings” in the first distich and as “Creation” in the one repeated at 
the end of each couplet. However, when Shaykh Taner first showed me this poem in his 
collection of Yunus Emre poetry (the page was marked with a shopping receipt), he did 
not hesitate a moment to say that the poem is about the human body, which is the 
vernacular Turkish meaning of the word. Andrews also categorizes vücud under the 
heading of Person (human body) and translates it as such. The notion that Allah can be 
found in one’s body for Shaykh Taner is not metaphorical. He has demonstrated his 
particular understanding innumerable times in conversations with his murids where he 
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urges them to “know Allah in the body.”119 This is a reiteration of the kind of perception 
that is found throughout his pedagogy and grounded in the QRT poetry. The poem does 
not simply tell about finding Allah in the body, but in a Sufi’s ears, the words launch an 
exploration that engages the body in experimentation with itself. Yunus refers to the four 
books again in this poem, but rather than the elif, where he located their collective 
knowledge previously, this time it is found in the body itself. This is one poem in 
conversation with another, or rather, one poet continuing a prior conversation in a 
veritable example of entextualized dialogism.     
To begin our exploration of the whole, fleshy body that will one day die, but 
today is the murid’s access to Allah, I’ll begin with the head. The head (baş) is mentioned 
in four ilahis, one of which suggests that any difficulty in committing to the Sufi path is 
partially found in the head, which in another poem is necessary “to give” to the path. 
They are as follows,     
Canî başi hak yoluna, Koyamazsîn demedim mi? 
You cannot put your head and life on the path of Truth, didn’t I say so?  
… 
Demedim mi? Demedim mi?, Öleceksin demedim mi 
Didn’t I say so? Didn’t I say so? Didn’t I say you are going to die?120  
 
In this example, Pir Sultan Abdal sings to the dervish struggling with obstacles 
found on the path of self-reflection with an echoing refrain of “didn’t I say so?” that 
persists to the end of the ilahi. What does it mean to put one’s head on the path? Why is it 
difficult? This is better illustrated by the second ilahi,  
                                                
119 From sohbet on 9.11.10 
120 From Güzel aşık, see Appendix for full poem. 
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Şol seni seven kişi verir yoluna başı 
That one who loves you gives his head to your path.121  
 
The “you” in this couplet is the Prophet Muhammad and it is clearly love for him that 
fuels a murid’s willingness to surrender his head to the path (yol). Now, why must the 
head be given (up)? The following ilahi associates the head with akıl (mind) and fikir 
(thought, opinion) both of which must go before the Master (Allah; Protecting Friend) 
can be found.   
Bu akîl fikriyle mevlam bulunmaz  
With this mind and reasoned thinking my protecting Friend cannot be found. 
Bu ne yaradîr ki zahmî urulmaz   
What kind of wound is this, which cannot become diseased.122 
  
Yürü zahit yürü var git yoluna   
Oh fundamentalist, go onto your road 
Bunda başlar gider canlar sorulmaz  
In this, the heads move (roll, go) and nobody is asked about it.123 
 
At first glance, the poem seems to support what Schimmel calls the predilection in 
vernacular Sufi poetry toward the “anti-intellectual.” But is Yunus simply pitting the 
metaphorical heart over the head in this poem? Does he mean any thinking or all 
thinking? He begins to clarify his meaning by using the word zahit in the next verse. This 
word has been translated by Andrews as “ascetic” and Redhouse even includes “sofi” 
(sufi) among its definitions because of the renunciation and self-abnegation it denotes. 
However, in the QRT translation and in Sufi poetry generally, the zahit is the 
                                                
121 From Aşkın ile başlar, see Appendix for full poem. 
122 There is an interesting play with the three languages in this one line with regard to disease and 
wounding, 
T. urulmak: to be struck, wounded, hurt, attacked by a disease, enomored, sacked, killed,  
P. zakhm: a blow with a weapon; a stroke on an instrument; a bruise or wound 
A. zahmet: any kind of difficulty or trouble, fatigue, distress; a disease; a pain, pang. 
123 From Bu akıl fikriyle, see Appendix for full poem. 
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“fundamentalist,” the one opposed to those whose heads roll, i.e., the Sufis. This poem 
has been sung for centuries during zikr in which heads literally move back and forth and 
swing side-to-side and most certainly refers to this performance and the enjoyment that 
Sufis have in their remembrance of Allah. “In this” there is no place for the limitations or 
constraints (that both ascetic and fundamentalists follow) of reasoned thinking. To 
understand the poem in the context of QRT teaching, I will turn to one of Shaykh Taner’s 
Saturday online sohbets. 
On 16 Dec 2005, Shaykh Taner read the following verse from the Qur’an (69:3), 
“What will convey unto you the reality [hāqaqtu]?” There are echoes of the previous 
ilahis in his response to this Quranic question. First, the aural keynote is “Hak,” the word 
for “reality” and “truth” and the most frequently used name of Allah in the QRT poetic 
repertoire. The shaykh that morning said,  
Perspective is limited. Surrender is very important. Again, I am going to 
emphasize that the scientific function of surrender is that unless you 
surrender, how can you perceive? Because you will always be using your 
head and assuming, presuming and trying to put Allah in a mold that you 
want and create in your head, instead of just perceiving just what it is. 
Wide and open mind. Break the molds. Free yourself from all these forms 
and presumptions. This is how the brain works. It must have a point of 
relativity and then we begin classifying so we can have a picture. 
Categorize…[but] open new categories, be open minded, don’t even try, 
let Allah do it for you, let Allah write. 
 
The shaykh is clearly not foregoing reason or thinking, but rather connects it to surrender 
(islam), i.e., giving up or letting go as indicated by the first two examples of baş. But 
rather than a conventional religious end, surrender has led to a more radical one, i.e., 
experimentations with mind. In doing this he claims to have found not only the mind’s 
conceptual limitations, but also the way to free it from them. According to the poem and 
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Shaykh Taner, the fundamentalist or the ascetic (and even often the struggling murid as 
Pir Sultan has sung) holds on to her head with its figuring and reasoned opinions all of 
which prevent the clear perception of Reality or the Friend. These reasoned thoughts are 
the “calcified” or “ossified” meanings that become attached even to certain words in Sufi 
poetry, becoming an obstacle to their dialogical potential. In the above poem, the practice 
of zikr, the singing of the poem, in fact, the physicality of “rolling heads,” liberate “this” 
mind into an open one that can find the Friend. The zahit need not be somewhere out 
there either (although he/she can be, and the poets will not shy away from saying so), but 
she can be one’s own self struggling to surrender her “hangups” that stand in the way of 
perceiving the Protecting Friend. In the poem, the physical head is vital to the opening of 
the mind (akıl). 
The final mention of the head in the QRT ilahi repertoire is in a completely 
different tone and has to do with transformation. It is Yunus’ retrospective on where he 
started and where he has come as a dervish/murid. He writes,  
Kuru iken yaş olduk, ayak iken baş olduk  
We were dry, but we moistened, we were feet and became heads.124 
 
Somewhat obscure, Yunus illustrates how he along with other murids went from being a 
foot (ayak), which Shaykh Taner understands as “follower,” (murid) to becoming a head 
(baş), or shaykh.125 Using this transformation to segue to other parts of the body, I will 
turn to the feet (ayak), which are mentioned in only one other place. In the poem above, 
Yunus moves from low (feet) to high (head) presumably with respect to his degree of 
                                                
124  From Haktan inen şerbeti, see Appendix for full poem. 
125 Baş is used in Turkish also to indicate the “head” of a military regiment, organization, 
business, etc.  
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intimate knowledge of Allah. In order to maintain this intimacy, one requires a certain 
level of self-diminishment, therefore in the second poem, Yunus reverses the imagery and 
brings his head from high to low in loving humility,  
Dervis Yunus eydur, bende varayım Dervish Yunus says “Let me get there, too. 
Ol mubarek hub cemalin göreyim Let me see that blessed loving beauty, 
Ayağin tozuna yüzler süreyim  May I rub my face onto the dust of his feet 
 Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani In the lands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
Yunus’ appeal to Veysel Karani, the friend of Allah’s beloved Prophet Muhammad, is 
through humble and adoring effacement before a model of intimate connection and 
relationship with the Prophet.   
 From the feet we move back up the body. Niyazi Misri writes of the body’s limbs 
becoming a tongue, one of the quintessential organs of zikr. Since all creation makes zikr 
according to its capacity, the limbs would be expected to remember Allah in their actions,  
Gönül ol behre daldî   My heart dove into that sea 
Dilim tutuldu kaldî   My tongue was tied, couldn’t say anything 
Girdim arun zikrine   I got into His zikr  
Azalarîm dil oldu   All my limbs (senses) became a tongue 
 
In another example, a tree loses its limbs and leaves to the carpenter’s saw and is then 
fashioned into a water-wheel. It spends its days lamenting its separation from the 
Protecting Friend (mevla) by the sound of the water that it continuously draws up and 
pours out with its newly fashioned “limbs”, 
Benim adım dertli dolap   My name is the wounded water-wheel 
Suyum akar yalap yalap   My water flows…lap, lap. 
Böyle emreylemiş çalap  Sounding like this, it proclaims…  
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles 
… 
Dülgerler beni yondu    Carpenters smoothed and leveled me 
Her azam yerine kondu   Every one of my limbs just sat there.  
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Bu iniltim Haktan geldi   This moaning of mine comes from Truth   
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles 
Other parts of the body are found only here and there in the QRT repertoire, for 
example knees buckle (lose their strength) in awareness of “a me deeper than me” and the 
liver, like the heart, is wounded by love. However hands appear in several poems. They 
belong to the Beloved Friend who offers the wine of unity (Mülki bekadan, Bütün evren), 
to Moses who grasps his miraculous staff, to the Prophet Muhammad who offers his hand 
from inside the Kabe to his descendent (seyyid) Ahmed Rifa’i, and finally to Muhyiddin 
Ansari who opens his hands in supplication and prayer. Shaykh Taner has often referred 
to hands in his sohbet and usually recites the following verse from the Qur’an, “the hand 
of Allah is over their hands” (Quran 48:10).126   
 Returning to the head, let’s look more closely at its features. The face (yüz), or 
countenance, is mentioned in five ilahis. We saw already that Yunus is willing to wipe 
his face on the dust of Veysel Karani’s feet, but in the following Yunus’ desire is to see 
the Face of Allah,127 
Yunus söyler sözünü    Yunus sings his words 
Hakk’a baglar özünü    He connects his essence to 
      Truth (Allah) 
                                                
126 “Their” refers to those who have pledged their allegiance to the Prophet Muhammad. 
127 The turning of the face in the Qur’an can be toward Allah, in which case it shares in Allah’s 
light, or away from Allah, in which case the face becomes dark. In prayer the supplicant is 
seeking the Face of Allah (6:52), which is the only reality that endures (28:88). One of Shaykh 
Taner’s oft-repeated Qur’anic verses is also one that mentions the face, “Wherever you may turn, 
there is the Face of Allah. Indeed Allah is all Encompassing (wasi‘un), all-Knowing (‘alim)” 
(2:115). So what is the Face of Allah? This verse (in its Arabic transliteration followed by its 
equivalent in Turkish) is placed at the beginning of one of the poems found in Shaykh Taner’s 
collection of Yunus Emre poetry. The phrase “the face of Allah (Allah’ın yüzü)” is followed by a 
parenthetical gloss that reads “‘ilm,i kudreti,” i.e., knowledge and power. The Quranic verse itself 
uses the name of Allah, ‘Alim, the all-Knowing, to describe the quality of the Face. When “face” 
is mentioned in the ilahis it is in relation to these Quranic verses. 
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Görmek ister yüzünü    He wants to see His face 
Allah Allah, Kerim Allah, Rahim Allah, Allah Allah, rich Allah, 
      merciful Allah, 
aman Allah, diyelim ya Hu.   Oh Allah, let’s say “O  
      Hu.”128 
 
In another ilahi, the Prophet Muhammad’s face glows with Allah’s light (nur),  
 Yüzün nuru hüdadır Ya Muhammad    
The light of your face is the Guide (Allah) O Muhammad 
 
In a similar fashion, radiance describes the face (simai) and forehead (pişani) of QRT Pir 
Abdul Qadir Geylani.  
Muhyiddin Ansari also mentions a face, but this is a dark face. In his ilahi, “I 
could not do your service” (Hizmetini edemedim) there is a sense of deep humility and 
utter dependence on the blessings of his shaykh and his silsila (Abdul Qadir Geylani and 
Ahmed Rifa’i) and Pirs from other orders (Haji Bektash, Mevlana Rumi, Naksbandi, and 
others) in order to remain in Allah’s service. He writes,  
Yüzüm kare kalbim kare  My face is dark, my heart is dark 
Böyle hizmet ettim sana  This is how I served you 
Eyle şefaat sen bana   Please intercede for me 
Yandîr seyhim kül olayîm illallah Hu  At your side my shaykh, may I  
     become ashes, except for Allah, Hu! 
Ask oduna ben yanayîm illallah Hu  May I burn in the fire of love, except 
     for Allah, Hu! 
 
 The ilahis contain other features of the face with the eyes (T. göz, P. dide, P. 
didar) most represented. The eyes can weep tears for hard times suffered such as the loss 
                                                
128 The word “Hu” is translated into English as “He,” referring to God. It is an important syllable 
in zikr, emphasized by movement in addition to quicker and louder repetitions. When the QRT 
has translated the word (they often leave it in the original Arabic), it is as “thou” or “you”; first to 
communicate the intimacy (expectant as it may be) that it connotes with God and secondly to 
distance the listener from the maleness of the word. See Trix (1993:9-11) on hu and its meaning 
with regard to Bektashi nefes poetry and master-student relations.   
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of a beloved son (Şu benim, Dağlar ile). They can weep blood (hun, kan) as they do in 
three other QRT ilahis. The eyes weep from pain and grief found on the Sufi path (Gelin 
gidelim, Güzel aşık), perhaps as an example the “Dark side,” the name that one of Shaykh 
Taner’s khalifas uses for the purification process that the dervish endures and perhaps 
that aspect of the path to which Pir Sultan earlier said the dervish could not put his head. 
The inevitability of suffering on the path is grounded in the murid’s body and 
consciousness, as when Yunus, whose eyes are caked shut with bloody tears, has no 
option but to look inside and catch a “glimpse” of the “me deeper than me” (Seni ben). 
The eyes are a double-edged sword of sorts as they are able to see Allah everywhere (Can 
yine) and at other times are required to be shut like the blind to everything outside 
(Çikilmaz benlikle). Yunus, drawing on the Qur’an writes,  
Musa’yî didar olmuşam  I am the eye of Moses 
Ben len teranî neylerem  What would I do with “You cannot 
     see me”?129 
 
Yunus has no patience for those who use phrases from the Qur’an, such as “You cannot 
see Me (len teranî; Q 7:143),” as an impediment to one’s search for Allah.130 He 
magnifies the inquisitive and persistently exploratory character of the prophet Moses. He 
maintains a balance of Quranic wisdom, theological reasoning, and religious experience 
by being the eye (didar) of Moses who became unconscious, not at the direct sight of 
                                                
129 From Mulki Bekadan, see Appendix for full poem.  
130 Qur’an 7:143, “And when Moses came to Our appointed tryst and his Lord had spoken unto 
him, he said: My Lord! Show me (Thy Self) that I may gaze upon Thee. He said: Thou wilt not 
see Me, but gaze upon the mountain! If it stand still in its place, then thou wilt see Me. And when 
his Lord revealed (His) glory to the mountain He sent it crashing down. And Moses fell down 
senseless. And when he woke he said: Glory unto Thee! I turn unto Thee repentant, and I am the 
first of (true) believers.” 
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Allah, but at one remove, i.e. at the sight of the crumbling mountain to whom Allah 
appeared in full glory.  
 The poetic face in the QRT repertoire has lips, ears, and a tongue as well. The lips 
are those of the Prophet Muhammad who with sincere heart mention and remember Allah 
(Seyreyleyip). The ear, like its companion the eye, can sense Allah everywhere and 
finally the tongue is responsible for mentioning and remembering Allah (Allah emrin, 
Can yine, Dağlar ile). It is the organ with which the Sufi first calls on Allah and sings his 
praises and names. In addition, it is through the tongue that the rest of the body’s senses 
and limbs are enlivened and animated in their praise of Allah (Can yine).   
Central to the body is the heart (Ar. kalb, T. gönül, T. yürek, P. dil) without which 
there is no life, no blood, and no rhythm. Shaykh Taner mentions in his list of the 
functions of poetry that the physical vibration associated with sung poetry is addressed to 
the heart, not the brain. What this means for Shaykh Taner is that Sufi poetry does not 
necessarily carry information to be stored, what he sees to be largely the job of the brain 
(also body), but rather it is a live encounter in the heart (the locus of the spiritual intellect, 
or akl, i.e., the power or capacity of ultimate knowing).131 This encounter, the heart-to-
heart communication between poet and listener, according to Shaykh Taner, produces 
light and people are attracted to this light.132 
It has already been shown that the heart (along with the face) can be dark 
(Hizmetini), but the heart also has the capacity to be sincere (hulusi) and make zikr 
                                                
131 This is different than the colloquial understanding of akil encountered in the earlier poem 
where it referred to reasoned thinking.  
132 See light attraction and moth symbolism later in this chapter.  
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(Seyreylip). It can be dirty and wiped clean after which it can experience joy and be freed 
from anxiety (Gelin Allah). The heart can sing, become crazy, and fall from love to love. 
It can be open, dive into the sea, and be troubled and even ruined. While Allah’s Names 
are on the tongue, His love resides in the heart (Allah emrin). It is an organ into which 
one can enter and to do so is better than a thousand pilgrimages (Ilim ilim). It is also 
where connection to the Pirs is made (Sultanul Evliya). Finally, according to Pir Sultan 
Abdal, the heart cannot be described (vasf edemem gönül seni), it only can describe itself 
(vasfi lisan seninledir). 
Andrews has “name” (ad) listed in his category of Person (human being), so I 
have included it here. The Arabic word for name, “’ism,” is found in the Quran and for 
the QRT as for most Sufis, is associated with the ‘asma ul-Husna, the beautiful Names of 
Allah that are chanted during zikr.133 In the QRT ilahi repertoire ‘ism appears only once 
in reference to the ritual chanting of the ‘ism-i Celal (the Name of Power, i.e., Allah).134 
The remaining five occurrences of “name” all use the Turkish “ad” with three of these 
referring to the Name of Allah (Allah adî), which is beautiful (güzel), great (Ar. ulu; or 
high) and always on the tongues of the those who serve Him. Another occurrence is more 
cosmological in nature as it is in reference to Muhammad whose name was created from 
Light (nur) by the divine Protecting Friend (mevlam nurdan yaratmîş, Adînî 
Muhammedin). The last instance we have encountered in meeting the limbless 
                                                
133 The phrase “most beautiful names” occurs in the following chapters in the Qur’an and is 
always associated with Allah, Suratul A‘raf 7: 180; Suratul Isra 17:110; Sura Ta Ha 20: 8; Suratul 
Hashr 59:22-24;  
134 In Chapter Six the names will be discussed more thoroughly as they are chanted as the 
background rhythm of the ilahis during ritual zikr. ‘Ism-i Celal also refers to a specific type of 
zikr that focuses on the Name Allah.  
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waterwheel who introduces herself as part of her lament, “My name is the suffering, 
grief-stricken waterwheel” (Benim adım dertli dolap).  
Shaykh Taner derives his understanding of the names of Allah not only by 
studying Abdul Qadir Geylani’s Secret of Secrets, but also by doing what the Pir instructs 
in that text,   
Again, He grants that all beautiful names belong to Him; call Him with them. All 
of these ayats (verses of the Qur’an) point to one thing. The thing to do is to work 
with the divine names, which means knowledge about the inner world. What is 
attained, in terms of knowledge, is the result of working with the tawhid (unity) 
names. (Ansari 2008:25; italics mine) 
 
Shaykh Taner has experimented with the divine names in zikr, prayer, healing, and self-
transformation and writes in his own words “All creation consists of Allah’s own 
substance. The basic matter of all things is contained within His singular reality. Sufis 
call this spiritual/material substance the Ninety-Nine Names…” (Ansari 2000:3).135  
The word can is the most frequently used word in the whole QRT repertoire, 
occurring in fifteen ilahis. The multivalent Persian word has meanings ranging from 
“soul” to “life” and from “beloved” to “heart” and it is translated as variously throughout 
the QRT repertoire. Although “heart” is the most frequent translation of the word, when 
asked in a personal conversation, Shaykh Taner expressed his disagreement with its 
frequency, attributing it to early and quick translations. Andrews translates the word as 
“soul” and “life,” which are in most circumstances interchangeable. Shaykh Taner also 
prefers these translations for can. 
                                                
135 For Aristotle “substance” is an essence that is not in a subject, while an accident is an essence 
that subsists in a subject (see Wisnovsky 2003:236 on Avicenna and dhat).  
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A Turkish term of endearment, canım, “my dear,” is used in only one rarely sung 
ilahi. We have seen the word can several times already as the soul, such as in Niyazi 
Misri’s ilahi in which it becomes the nightingale.136 The “soul” is temporary (Cani dilden 
fani) and will not be spared one fateful day (Şu benim; this could be Day of Judgement, 
however the next line suggests a changing from state to state so that something more 
transformative may be likely). It has the potential to share in the quality of the eternal 
(abad) as long as it is in zikr (Gelin Allah). One way to understand this sharing of  life 
eternal rests in another poem (Bütün evren) in which the shaykh sings ”Canan bizim 
canımızdır” or “the Beloved is our life,” where Allah is the eternal reality that enlivens 
individual souls (also Medet senden). The difficulty in sharing this quality however is 
pointed out by Pir Sultan Abdal who, as he did with the head, reminds the dervish that 
she will not be able to put her can on the path of Truth. What might he mean? Far more 
than being able to live by shari‘a or to practice the dervish ways, or to be part of a 
dervish community. It means what the remaining eight ilahis containing the word can 
either suggest or say in very clear terms, that the love for Allah is more important than 
one’s own life (Seni Ben Severim). Can is meant to be sacrificed (kurban, feda; Askîn ile, 
Mülki bekadan, Yüzün nuru) or sold (Bu akıl). The murid’s life is like the moth drawn 
toward and annihilated in the flame (Şeyhimin illeri, Medet senden medet).  
 Akin to can is the term ruh, or spirit. This word is mentioned only twice in the 
ilahis, but is central to the QRT understanding of the human body. In one ilahi, the ruh is 
                                                
136 This ilahi contains two other words for heart, gönül and dil, the latter which also carries a dual 
meaning of tongue and heart, so that can is best understood as soul. However, “My heart became 
a nightingale again,” would not be entirely wrong. The dual meaning for dil is an interesting one, 
especially since the distinction between the heart and the tongue in zikr is so important.   
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transformed into a receptive and empty wineglass that can be filled with the wine from 
unity (Cani dilden). The second ilahi in which ruh is mentioned is an Arabic ilahi  
(Envarul Huseyni) that has never been translated for the murids and refers to the two 
crown souls of Hassan and Huseyn, the grandsons of the Prophet Muhammad.137 Shaykh 
Taner discusses ruh in his chapter on the human being in The Sun Will Rise in the West. 
He recapitulates Abdul Qadir Geylani’s introduction to the Sirr al-Asrar by mapping the 
metaphysical descent of the Holy Spirit (ruh ul-Quddus) from the divine world (alem-i 
lahut) to the embodied world (alem-i mulk). The descent results in varying “frequencies” 
of ruh that becomes denser and denser until it appears as the corporeal body. In addition 
to drawing on the Pir, Shaykh Taner does not hesitate to draw on other spiritual traditions 
such as the embodied sefiroth of the Jewish kabbalah and the yogic systems of chi 
anatomy.138 The QRT Sufi is guided in a relationship with the corporeal body, understood 
as a function of ruh, back to Allah, not away. To make this return one last part of the 
human being is necessary to understand – the nafs, the subject of Eşrefoğlu Rumi’s 
repetitive poem we encountered earlier.  
The main subject of Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari’s “Short Lessons” that Shaykh 
Taner brought with him to the United States was not on the different levels of ruh, but 
rather on the different levels of nafs (T. nefs), i.e. the human being’s desirous nature, ego, 
or self. The seven lessons were introduced very briefly in Chapter One with each lesson 
corresponding to a particular level of nafs moving from the most opaque, the 
Commanding Nafs (nefsi emmare), to that of the most transparent, the Pure Nafs (nefsi 
                                                
137 Ruhu tajibayni baynal Hazrateyni 
138 This is not an uncommon practice in Sufism, see Kugle and Ernst (2012) 
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safiye). Shaykh Taner’s (2000:17) preferred translation for nafs is “ego” and in The Sun 
he describes it as “the sense of self as an individual apart from the whole,” the source of 
the pain of separation. Schimmel (1975:112) describes nafs as “the cause of blameworthy 
actions, sins, and base qualities.” Wherein is the hope for the QRT Sufi? Among the traits 
of nafs are malleability, change, and transformation. Shaykh Taner also understands the 
nafs to be to some degree a “product of culture,” one demonstration of its malleability 
(Sohbet 11 February 1994). There are many verbs associated with and that describe the 
murid’s relationship with nafs, such as fighting, combating, getting control, taming, 
purifying, cleansing, but for the most part, it is struggle (jihad). The word nafs itself 
occurs only once in the ilahis although it can be argued that the ilahis are aimed at its 
very transformation.  
The one ilahi in which nafs is mentioned (Mulki bekadan gelmişem) is composed 
by Yunus and it is clearly suggestive of the tension between himself and his nafs, 
Dervis Yunus maşuğuna, Vuslat bulunca mest (yok) olur  
Dervish Yunus is in love, he becomes drunk when he finds union 
 
Ben nefsimi vurdum taşa, Söhreti sanî neylerem  
I strike my nafs down on the rock, what would I do with fame and honor? 
     
The nafs occurs in Uftade’s ilahi however only by mentioning its most base and opaque 
quality – command. The Commanding nafs of pure self-interest (nefs-i emmareye; Ar. 
ammara)139 is listed in Shaykh Muhyiddin’s lessons and Uftade asks,  
Emmareye kul olan, hayrî serri seçer mî? 
                                                
139 The term is derived from Surah Yusuf (Qur’an 12:53), “I do not exculpate myself. Lo! the 
(human) soul enjoineth unto evil, save that whereon my Lord hath mercy. Lo! my Lord is 
Forgiving, Merciful.” The QRT would render nafs in this verse as “self.” 
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Can the one who is servant to the command (of nafs)  
choose right from wrong? 
 
The nafs is an obstacle for all Muslims, not only Sufis. What the poet suggests however is 
that taming, fighting, controlling the nafs is a specialty of the Sufis. Furthermore, if one 
does not have self-interest and ego-desire in control, or worse cannot even recognize 
them, how can that person distinguish right from wrong? Again the emphasis is on 
correct perception which is here shown to be obstructed by an uncontrolled nafs.    
There are several idiomatic expressions that refer to the nafs in other ilahis. We 
have seen already that Shaykh Taner understands that the nafs is symbolized by the 
mountain through which Ferhat must cut to reach his beloved Shirin. Another example is 
when Yunus uses the metaphor of an unbroken horse,  
Beri gel barîşalîm, yâr isen bilişelim Come near, let’s make peace, if you are 
     a beloved friend, let’s get together 
Atîmîz eğerlendi astîk Elhâmdülillah Our horse has been saddled and trained, all 
     praise to God 
 
In this verse, saddling the horse means to break, tame, and train the nafs after which 
peace and friendship are viable possibilities. Whether one can ever completely tame the 
nafs does remain a question as Shaykh Taner’s wife cautioned in an online sohbet several 
years ago, “Remember, a horse does not always listen to its rider.”140 In another ilahi, an 
allusion to the nafs occurs using its favorite referent – itself or “I.” The opening verse of 
this anonymous poem uses the Turkish “benlikle” a form of the pronoun “I” (ben) in 
Turkish, to drive home its point,  
                                                
140 Shaykh Taner’s wife is also a Shaykh, or rather, a shaykha. She is always with him when he is 
teaching and in recent years she increasingly has been offering teachings herself especially during 
the online sohbets.  
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Cikilmaz benlikle ulu dergahe141 
You cannot reach the high place of the Sufis with self-centeredness. 
 
Finally, Shaykh Taner includes several references to nafs in his first book of poetry. Nafs 
is the source of fear, which arises when the “ego” realizes it is not in power. It is treated 
not as one’s subjectivity, but rather like an appendage, a veritable part of the body. 
Always fond of simplicity and clarity, Shaykh Taner includes in his poetry an equation 
that he uses frequently in his sohbet as well,  
Allah = you - nafs 
 
The clear delineation between “you” and “nafs” again is vital to the Sufi’s goal to be in 
relationship with Allah. Shaykh Taner has stated in a number of sohbet that it is his job as 
a shaykh to bring his murids to the fourth layer, or tranquil, nafs (nafs-i-mutmaina).142 
Cosmos/Garden, Nature/World/Time143 
felek (sphere)   gök (sky)    gerdan (sphere) 
sema (sky)   mah (moon)   kamer (moon) 
bedr (moon)   şems (sun)   nur (divine light) 
envar (lights)   şem‘(candle)   gül (rose) 
har (thorn)   gonca (bud)   gülşen (rosegarden) 
bağ (garden)   gülzar (roseplot)  cennet (paradise) 
gülistan (rosegarden)  bülbül (nightingale)  *kanat (wing) 
su (water)   bahr (sea)   derya (sea) 
seyl (flood)   *umman (ocean)  çeşme (fountain) 
bahar (spring)   cihan (world)   ‘alem (world) 
dunya (world)   yer (earth)   halk (people) 
insan (person)   taş (stone)   *toprak (soil) 
*turab (soil)   Misr (Egypt)   Kaf (Mountains) 
*dağ (mountains)   il (country)   hayat (life) 
kefen (shroud)   ölüm (death)   mal (possession) 
bazaar (market)  *bedesten (covered market) cevher (jewel) 
                                                
141 The QRT translates dergah as “headquarters of love and knowledge.” 
142 This term is also derived from a Quranic verse, Surat al-Fajr 89:27, “O soul at peace.” 
143 Starred terms are those that are found only in the QRT ilahis and not in Andrews’ list. 
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libas (clothing)  kapu (door)   meydan (square) 
menzil (waystation)  ev (house)   derun (inside) 
kara (black)   ak/ag (white)   gün (day) 
dem (moment)   zaman (time)   seher (üawn) 
yıl (year)   akibet (fate)   *bostan (veg. garden) 
kaşane (mansion)  *pervane (moth)  *deniz (sea) 
*yavru (chick)   *selvi (cypress)  *güneş (sun)  
 
In addition to reorientating QRT murids to their bodies, the ilahis also reorient 
them to the world and universe. Their poetry not only assumes and conveys cosmological 
assertions; it places the murid inside them. The sonic interplay between Persian, Turkish, 
and Arabic words showcases a poetic heteroglossia (along with its semantic 
multivalences) that has the paradoxical goal of drawing the listener into a singular and 
seamless reality. What does this poetic world look like and how is it encountered?  
The QRT derives its cosmological view from the Qur’an and the hadith of the 
Prophet Muhammad, while the poetry is an attempt to draw the listeners into that reality 
experientially through recitation and ritual. In the most basic terms, the Qur’an holds that 
there is a world both seen (Ar. dunyā) and unseen (Ar. ghayb) created by Allah, who is 
the Creator (Ar. khāliq, khallāq), the formless cause of all creation. Dunya is temporary 
and illusory (Q 13:26; 40:39; 3:185) requiring it to be passed through with caution and 
guidance of which the Qur’an is the primary source. There is also a world to come, the 
Hereafter (Ar. ākhirah), however it is also translated as the “everlasting abode” (Q 40:39; 
87:17) and the “greater in excellence” (Q 17:21) of the two and not to be exchanged for 
the illusory world (Q 2:86).144 The latter translations are more in line with QRT Sufi 
                                                
144 And vice versa, Q 4:74 urges those who have sold the life of this world for the Hereafter to 
fight, in the way of Allah, for the oppressed women, children, and feeble among men.  
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teaching in that the “everlasting abode” draws attention to the eternal quality (therefore 
immediately accessible), as opposed to suggesting some later date bound by time.  
However, the QRT’s working understanding of these texts is situated within a 
broad and varied intellectual, interpretive, and experiential, i.e. dialogical, tradition of 
Sufism derived from Abdul Qadir Geylani, as we have seen. In his preface to The Secret 
of Secrets, Geylani uses a hadith qudsi to begin outlining his cosmology. The hadith is 
one frequently used by Sufis and reads “I was a secret treasure; I loved to be known, and 
that is why I created the universe/people.”145 Geylani connects this hadith with Allah’s 
stated purpose for the creation of humankind (and jinn), which is “to worship Me 
(Allah)” (Q 51:56; Ansari 2008:10). He understands worship (ibada) to mean “to possess 
knowledge about My essence (dhat)” since one cannot worship Him, according to 
Geylani, without knowing him. Shaykh Taner uses these same references in The Sun will 
Rise in the West, however in his current translation of the Qur’an he renders the word 
ibada neither as worship, nor as knowledge, but rather as “adore.” I suggest that this 
connection between love (adoration) and knowledge is a reiteration of Yunus’ poetic 
counterpoint between ilm and gönül in the lunch table ilahi, Ilim Ilim bilmektir, which 
was restated and reinforced in terms of experiential knowledge (marifet) when the shaykh 
ended the lunch session with Hakka aşık olanlar. The following outlines the basic poetic 
understanding of khalq as creation in the QRT.  
Creation is everything from the seven heavens and the vastness of the universe to 
the subtleties of the inner workings of a quark and the spiritual world of angels. For the 
                                                
145 The Arabic word is khalq here and it can mean both “creation” and “people.” 
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QRT this vast expanse is traversable and the temporal divide is collapsible. Alem is the 
most immense and translated as world/universe and often found in the plural (alemler). 
As a derivative of the same Arabic root as ‘ilm (knowledge), it is found in the Qur’an, the 
QRT’s main Sufi texts, and its poetry. The word appears three times in the poetic corpus; 
twice it is associated with the Prophet Muhammad who is ruler of the worlds (alemler) 
and sent as a mercy to them (Q 21:107), while the third encourages their contemplation.   
To the eye and ear, the English plural “worlds” in the poetry distinguishes it from 
the singular “world,” which denotes the temporary and illusory dunya. In these 
translations and oral renderings, “worlds” is manifestly more expansive and spacious than 
the singular and unmodulated superficiality of “world.” Yunus Emre looks on dunya and 
sees it as a set trap (Gelin ey asiklar gelin). The Prophet did not seek its materiality 
(dunya malı; Mevlam nurdan yaratmış) and Jesus was not distracted by the world but 
rather instead looked to the expansive skies in contemplation (Mulki bekadan gelmişem). 
As part of its temporary quality, dunya is also the place of death (sordum sarı, aman 
çeşme, bu akıl, butun evren). The Prophet Adam inclined toward it from Paradise and is 
now literally buried in its earth (toprak) as are the bodies of both prophets and sinners 
alike (Hor bakma sen toprağa). In nearly every mention of death however, it appears to 
be an illusion,  
Ölen hayvan imiş dervisler ölmez 
The one who dies is an animal, dervishes can’t die. 
 
And,  
 
Ölüm ölür biz ölmeyiz            
Death dies; we don’t die. 
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Rather than another human expression of escaping death, the poetry emerges from 
another perspective on death. The poem, which arises from a dervish practice of 
contemplation of the world and worlds, discloses a change in perception, not attitude. 
With this new sight, the death has no currency, but rather is the product of wrong 
perception.   
Another example of the earth claiming the dead is in a poem where a dervish who 
is searching for the Prophet Muhammad just misses him at every turn. The dervish asks 
the water spring (çeşme) who send him to the mosque, who sends him to the market 
(bazaar), and finally he asks the earth (toprak) in the cemetery if it has seen “Muhammad 
the Light” to which, making the final claim on the Prophet, it responds, 
Simdiye kadar sizin idi   Up until now he was yours, 
Simdi ise bizim oldu    From now on he is ours. 
 
This line is evocative. In the Murid Manual, it prompts an example of the entextualization 
of a dialogical encounter between the shaykh and the ilahi poetry. The verse is followed 
by an asterisk that leads the reader to a “commentary from Shaykh Taner” that reads 
“That’s what you think.” The commentary (unusual for the ilahi text) arose either in 
group sohbet or in private sohbet with the preparer of the ilahi text, nevertheless its 
inclusion here displays an active dialogical encounter. The Shaykh’s understanding may 
be different than the poet’s intended meaning. It may even be different from the his 
understanding of the poem now; but in either case it sets an example for the murid of a 
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dialogical engagement with the poetry – an internally persuasive encounter – in contrast 
to a thoroughly authoritative reception of the text.146  
The poetry presents a world/universe (dunya, alem, cihan) that is making 
continuous zikr of Allah in movement and sound to the QRT murids. For example,  
Bütün evren semah döner The entire universe turns in sema.   
Aşkına güneşler yanar         Suns burn to Your love. 
 
And,  
Dağlar ile taşlar ile               With the mountains and stones 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni         My Lord let me call on You    
Seherlerde kuşlar ile               With the birds at dawn 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni         Lord let me call on You  
 
Sahralarda âhû ile                 In the deserts with the gazelle 
Su dibinde mâhu ile               At the bottom of the sea with fish 
 
The murids encounter the dual structure of dunyā / ākhirah in the ilahis through a 
Turkish/Persian pair of words iki cihan, or the two worlds. Iki is the Turkish word for the 
number two and cihan is a Persian word that can mean the world, universe, or all earthly 
possessions, pleasures, honors, and aspirations, however they appear together in the 
Redhouse dictionary as “the present and future life.” Similar to the English rendering of 
                                                
146 Receptivity to these entextualized commentaries can vary. They are slightly more prevalent in 
the collection of stories, What about My Wood. For example, in conversation with a murid 
leading open Sufi poetry readings and reflection in Oxford, England, a non-Sufi visitor expressed 
his discontent with the presence of Shaykh Taner’s commentary on a story of Leyla and Majnun. 
The murid who led the reflective reading shared with me that she had Skyped with the shaykh 
before the evening event concerning a poem by Rumi. Although the shaykh asked her what her 
interpretation was, she said that she only was concerned with with what the shaykh thought of it. 
These two reactions illustrate the two extremes of relationship with the shaykh – the first (an 
uninitiated outsider) is completely reliant on himself for meaning, while the second (a murid of 
the shaykh) has completely accepted an “authoritative” (and singular) reading. The relationship 
with the shaykh lies somewhere in between the two examples. Like the poetry, it is to be a 
dialogical encounter through which meaning /experience is catalyzed within a moment.    
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“world” as either plural or singular in order to denote the shallowness or expansiveness of 
the term, cihan when found singularly (without the iki) is temporary (fani; Mulki bekadan 
gelmişem). We first encountered the phrase iki cihan in Yunus’ poem We found 
everything in the body (Cümle Vücud bulduk) in which it appears that one can explore the 
iki cihan in the body, i.e., “house of meaning,” altering the ordinary understanding of the 
temporal (and spatial) limitations of the two worlds.147  
Iki cihan is also encountered in two other poems frequently sung in the QRT zikr, 
both of which share the subject of the Prophet Muhammad who is tightly woven into the 
QRT cosmological fabric. The poet Fehmi begins Seyreyleyip with, “I burned as I 
watched the beauty of the moon,” from which emerges a poem absorbed in adoration of 
the Prophet Muhammad. The first reference to iki cihan sings of Muhammad as the 
intercessor (şefaatkani) of the two worlds generally understood as the Prophet speaking 
on behalf of the Muslim community on the Last Day.148 However, the intimate closeness 
that Fehmi depicts with his use of bodily and sensory vocabulary (i.e., the Prophet’s scent 
resembles the rose of paradise) betrays a more immediate experience of the Prophet who, 
as intercessor, is “moving between” the two worlds. This immediacy is strengthened with 
the second mention of the two worlds when Fehmi writes with experiential certainty that 
                                                
147 Another example of a temporal collapse of the two worlds is in the poem Dağlar ile Taşlar ile 
in which murids join the Prophets – Jesus, Moses, Job and Jacob – along with the loving servants 
of Allah in remembrance of Allah. 
148 Her iki cihanın şefa‘at kani; kani is an Arabic construction meaning all things existent. See 
Redhouse 1996:1520. “ننءاك That exists, existent; that is, was, or will be.” تتانءاك beings, 
existences; all existent beings; all things, the universe; all creation… تتانءاك دیيس (The Lord of all 
created existences) A title of Muhammed. 
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“I came to know he is the master of the two worlds; Allah’s beloved and last prophet; He 
is the sun and moon of the earth and sky.”149  
In yet another poem by Yunus Emre, Aşkın ile aşıklar, the vocabulary matrix is 
not dissimilar to that of Fehmi’s burning-Muhammad-sun-moon-intercession-two worlds. 
For Yunus though there is no moon, only “the sun of the two worlds” who is the 
rasulullah, as Muhammad is called throughout the ilahi. The use of the Arabic rasul, or 
messenger, implies a passing between and emphasizes again Muhammad’s role as 
traveler/intercessor (şefaat) between the two worlds demonstrating their spatio-temporal 
proximity and accessibility. The matrix of love, burning, etc. is marked by italics below,  
 
Aşkîn ile aşîklar yansîn ya Rasulullah       With your love let the lovers burn,   
      O Messenger of God 
Içip aşkîn şarabîn kansîn ya Rasulullah          May they drink the wine of love and be 
      satisfied, O Messenger of God 
Hu Allah, La ilaha illallah, la ilaha illallah He Allah, There is no god, but Allah (4x) 
La ilaha illallah, la ilaha illallah (Refrain)                      
 
Şol seni sevenlere kîl şefaat onlara        For those who love you, intercede for them 
Mümin olan tenlere cansîn ya Rasulullah    For those believing skins you are life/soul, 
      O Messenger of God 
(Refrain) 
 
Şol seni seven kişi verir yoluna başî    That one who loves you gives up his head 
for you 
Iki cihan güneşi sensin ya Rasulullah      The sun of the two worlds is you, O 
Messenger of God 
(Refrain) 
 
Şol seni sevdi sübhan aleme kîldî sultan   The Exalted One loved you, made you king 
      of the world 
Canîm yoluna kurban olsun ya Rasulullah   May my life be sacrificed for you, O 
Messenger of God 
                                                
149 bildim odur iki cihan serveri; Allah’ın habibi son peygamberi; o’dur yerin göğün şemsi 
kameri 
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(Refrain) 
 
Aşîk oldum dil dare mailem ol gülzare       I am in love with the Thief of Hearts and 
      infatuated with the rose bud;  
Seni sevmiyen nare yansîn ya Rasulullah   Those who do not love you, may they burn 
      in the fire, O Messenger of God 
(Refrain) 
 
Derviş Yunus’un canî ilmi şefaat kanî      In the life of Dervish Yunus is 
knowledge of intercession;  
Alemlerin sultanî sensin ya Rasulullah  The ruler of the worlds is you, O Messenger 
of God 
(Refrain) 
 
One murid who wanted to like this ilahi found that she could not because of the verse in 
in which those who do not love Allah are wished to burn in the fire (nar). It is not 
surprising that nar is derived from the same root as nur (light), a philological relationship 
that is not lost on Sufi poets. In fact, in another QRT ilahi, Niyazi Misri burns with the 
fire of love, i.e. nari aşk. The murid’s response demonstrates the sensitivity to a harsh 
public discourse where shari’a-focused Muslims appear to be quick to condemn 
unbelievers. It also demonstrates the developmental understanding of a murid in the 
QRT. When the term “unbeliever” is encountered in Sufi poetry, the murid is generally 
inclined to examine herself rather than face outward. Where is the unbeliever in me? 
Much less than a curse, this verse is a call to wake up. If there is unbelief, then the poet 
sings - may they come to know this burning, the burning associated with the fire of love! 
When Yunus calls for the rasulullah to intercede for the lovers, he is not referring to the 
future, but rather calls for it presently as he follows the supplication with, “you are the 
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soul of those believing skins [emphasis mine]?”150 In the last verse, Yunus affirms the 
experience of intercession by claiming it with the word ‘ilm (knowledge) suggesting 
again breaking down any hard fast notion/perception of a boundary between before and 
after.151 
We have already seen that the visible sun (T. guneş, Ar. şemş) burns to divine 
love (Butun evren), but the remaining references to the sun, such as the one in the above 
poem, all refer to the Prophet Muhammad. In addition to being the “sun of the two 
worlds,” he is the “the rising sun at dawn” and “the sun and moon of earth and sky” 
(selati kemaliye, seyreyleyip). Shaykh Taner has used the sun to refer to knowledge 
completely within this framework that supports the cosmological/ontological status of the 
Prophet Muhammad as the sun.152 Yunus uses the Turkish güneş (Askin ile) for sun while 
Fehmi uses the Arabic şems, but the moon (P. mah, Ar. kamer, Ar. bedr) too can be 
radiant and as such it is also associated with the Prophet Muhammad. Its beauty is 
dizzying and burns its onlookers and their hearts (Seyreyleyip, Şu benim, Selati kemaliye). 
Remembering that the Sufis are urged to contemplate the signs of Allah in the world 
around them, I want to emphasize here that the sun and moon are encountered in 
                                                
150 I am translating ten as “skin” because there are other words Yunus had available to him that he 
could have used for “individual” or “person.” The fact that ten does mean all these things is an 
offering of its multivalent possibilities to the listener by Yunus – an example of discourse over 
time.  
151 See Ansari (2000:40-41) for an intertextual connection with the poetry. “For those who wish 
to plunge deeper into a state of oneness with the essence of Allah, Muhammad’s (a.s.) 
designation as Habibullah, Allah’s beloved, is key. This appellation indicates his uniquely 
intimate relationship with the Creator, a flowering of the divine essence within the heart of man.” 
152 From Sohbet 27 Jan 2005: Sun is knowledge. Remember your shaykh’s name. What is your 
shaykh’s name. Tan – er. رراا ككاطط , tan-er, soldier of the sun. from Redhouse: ككاطط : T. dan. 1. the 
dawn: dan atmak or dan agramak – for the dawn to begin to appear;ىىریيكاطط dan yeri: the place of 
daybreak on the eastern horizon. Tanrı (God) ىىركاطط is found in same spot and says see ىىركطط. (the 
letter kaf in these words in the Ottoman Turkish is pronounced as nun).  
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everyday life and that the poetry helps bridge the metaphorical and literal in the text by 
pushing the limits of perception in the actual world toward unity.    
Light is central to understanding QRT cosmology and it is what the two celestial 
bodies of the sun and moon share – one radiant and the other reflective.  Abdul Qadir 
Geylani roots the creation of the universe in Allah’s desire to be known and first among 
this creation was the nur-i Muhammad, the Light of Muhammed, from which all else was 
created. All but one of the five ilahis that contain the word nur are about the Prophet 
Muhammad. The only exception is a panegyric of Abdul Qadir Geylani in which the 
refrain celebrates the Pir’s identity as a seyyid, i.e., a descendent of the Prophet 
Muhammad (Abdülkadir-i Geylani/ Alel ya lel ya seyyide ayni/Alel ya lel ya seyyide 
ruhi).  
For Abdul Qadir Geylani, the nur-i Muhammad is critical to both his 
understanding of cosmology and of success on the Sufi path. In his introduction, Geylani 
draws on hadith and Qur’an to explain the haqiqat-i Muhammad, the Truth of 
Muhammad, which is that his spirit (ruh) and light (nur) along with the pen (kalem) and 
intellect (‘aql) were created from the light of the countenance of Allah.153 Shaykh Taner’s 
                                                
153 Geylani (Ansari 2008:22-28) explains that all the spirits of humanity were created from the 
spirit of Muhammad and followed a descent from the divine world (alem-i lahut) through the 
archangelic (alem-i jabbarut) and angelic (alem-i malakut) worlds finally to rest in the corporeal 
(alem-i mulk) world. Once through the tedium of descending the cosmological order and donning 
multiple layers of ever denser light, the soul (ruhul quds), situated between the blood and flesh, 
can begin the journey back as the following ilahi reinforces,  
 
Aslına varmaktır hüner       The trick is to reach your origin. 
Beş vakitle avunmayız         We will not be comforted with (praying) 5 times a day 
 
Key to this return journey, according to Geylani, is finding a saint (wali) or shaykh (murshid), 
who will inculcate (talqin) the necessary inner knowledge to be successful on the return journey.  
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cosmology follows very closely that of Abdul Qadir Geylani, but with some additions. In 
The Sun, Shaykh Taner clarifies the concept of God in part because the contemporary 
world has many differing concepts of what God is and is not and, most importantly, 
because he wants to speak in the contemporary language of science.154 His understanding 
of Allah, he writes, comes from the interpenetration of two Qur’anic statements. Shaykh 
Taner writes,  
Allah defines Himself in the Holy Quran as ‘…the Light of the heavens and the 
earth” (24:35). Just as we understand that light is energy, we conceive of Allah as 
energy. Allah as pure energy is formless, but contains the potential to create all 
forms. Allah’s power is at once the energy used to create all forms, and the 
energy/substance of forms. …for Sufis, Allah’s inherent quality of awareness, His 
comprehensive and eternal consciousness, is another aspect of the ‘light’ by 
which He describes Himself. From the perspective of the concept of Allah as the 
total and conscious energy of the universe, we can understand the declaration of 
faith, ‘la ilaha illa ‘llah’ as a spiritual expression of scientific law. …If Allah is 
both the substance and the Creator of creation, there can be nothing else but 
Allah…nothing exists but Allah” (Ansari 2000:2-3).  
 
                                                                                                                                            
 
Abdul Qadir Geylani begins The Secret of Secrets with knowledge,  
All praise belongs to Allah, because He is powerful and a Lord who gathers all 
knowledge within Himself. …In reality, knowledge is the one thing most honored among 
all that is valuable. It holds the highest degree; it is the most expensive jewelry. 
Spiritually, it brings the highest profit. Why? Because you can reach the unity of Allah, 
Lord of the Worlds, with knowledge. (Ansari 2008:5) 
 
His metaphysics are aimed at achieving the true goal of the human being, which is to know 
Allah’s essence. Geylani returns to classifying knowledge into its outer (zahir) and inner (batin) 
aspects. The outer knowledge, shari’a, is for the outer world and knowing the attributes (sifat) of 
Allah and the inner knowledge, marifa, is for the inner world and knowing the essence (dhat) of 
Allah. These two aspects of knowledge are also associated with parts of the body – the tongue 
(bi-lisan) is for the outer while the heart (qalb) for the inner. The world (alem) of inner 
knowledge (marifa) is the divine world (lahut) and present in the heart of every human being. It 
can be entered with the repetition of the word of unity, la ilaha illallah. (Ansari 2008:20).  
154 In the sohbet context, Shaykh Taner reminds his listeners that although he talks about 
clarifying the concept of Allah, in fact Allah is not a concept.  
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I suggest that Shaykh Taner’s understanding of Allah and light reflects his experience 
with the category-breaking and perception-altering goal of the Sufi ilahis used by the 
QRT.  
The connection between the light of Allah and that of Muhammad is clear in the 
two examples below,  
Mevlam nurdan yaratmış, adını Muhammedin.   
Aleme rahmet saçmış, canını Muhammedin.155 
My master created the name of Muhammed from light.  
He spread the life of Muhammed as mercy to the world156  
 
And,  
 
Yüzün nuru Hüdadır Ya Muhammed           
Sana canlar fedadır Ya Muhammed.            
 
The light of your face is Allah, O Muhammed. 
To you lives are sacrificed, O Muhammed.157  
 
These ilahis that praise the Prophet differ from the adoring na‘t that are sung in Mauritius 
and elsewhere in the Muslim world. Where the na‘t bears witness to the beauty and 
radiance of the Prophet (and Pirs) and indeed does inspire great love for him (and them) 
as indicated by the murids, the na‘t does not usually suggest an ontological connection 
between him and the adorer.158 For Shaykh Taner this relationship between the Prophet 
                                                
155 This ilahi is accompanied by murids chanting the affirmation of unity, la ilaha illallah or 
Hayy, the Name of Allah meaning The Living. 
156 Reminds the listener of the Qur’an passages, “We did not send you except as a mercy to the 
worlds” (21:107) and “Now has come to you from Allah a light and a clear book” (5:15).    
157 Kul Nesimi (17th century) Alevi/Shi’i in tradition of Nesimi, Pir Sultan Abdal, and Khatai 
(Shah Ismail). 
158 Of course the most obvious exception is Imam al-Busiri’s (d.1295) famous poem al-Burda, 
which was composed in praise of the Prophet and catalyzed the Imam’s own dream/visionary 
experience of the Prophet and his intercession on behalf of the Imam’s paralytic illness.  
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Muhammad and the believer is foundational to his teaching and grounded in his close 
study of Abdul Qadir Geylani’s Secret of Secrets. Geylani uses two ahadith to 
demonstrate the relationship that obtains between human, prophet, and Allah. The first 
occurs in his introduction and reads, “I am from Allah and the believers are from me,” 
while the second hadith, found in a later chapter that locates the various kinds of spirit 
(ruh) in the body, reads “The mu’min (believer) is a mirror of Mu’min,” the latter Mu’min 
referring to Allah (Ansari 2008:8, 27). The ahadith affirm an ontological reality in which 
all believing souls are from that of the Prophet and a cosmological/epistemological reality 
that provides the framework for knowing/experiencing that reality. The remaining 
vocabulary in this category illustrates a world in which there is fluid communication 
among all its inhabitants. All creation becomes an opportunity to encounter Allah.    
 
Love/Suffering 
‘aşk (Ar.‘işq) (love)  cevr (oppression) 
*Ma‘shuk (beloved; irresistible desire)   gam (grief) 
‘aşık (lover)      yaş (tear) 
Hub (love)       feryad (cry) 
Muhabbet (affection)     ah (sigh)    
Sevgi (T. love)     bicare (helpless) 
Meyl (inclination)      
Yar (beloved      bela (calamity)   
Dost (beloved/friend)     derd (trouble) 
Canan (beloved)     cefa (cruelty) 
Dildar (beloved)     sitem (tyranny) 
Habib (beloved)      
Yusuf        viran (e) (ruin)(ed) 
Hüsn (beauty)      divane (maddened) 
Cemal (beauty)     hayran (bewildered) 
Hub (beautiful)      
Güzel (beautiful)     üftade (fallen) 
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Vefa (faithfulness)     kan (blood) 
Rahm (mercy)      hun (blood) 
Himmet (concern)      zahm (wound) 
Şad (happy)      nar (fire) 
Zevk (pleasure)     od (fire) 
Safa (pleasure)     dağ (burn mark) 
Kül (ash, cinders)     suz (an) (burning) 
 
As mentioned above, love and suffering comprise two separate categories for 
Andrews, but I will keep them together drawing attention to the intimate closeness and 
seamlessness of these categories in the lived experience of the QRT members. As seen in 
the last section, the “this-worldly” and “other-worldly” spheres of secular Ottoman life 
that prompts Andrews to divide these categories is directly challenged by the QRT poetic 
repertoire and evocative of their closeness if not unity. Turning first toward love, it is 
important to understand briefly its history in the Islamic Sufi tradition.    
Love is found in the Qur’an in words derived from the trilateral roots H-b-b 
(mahabba, hub) and w-d-d (mawadda, wudd) and many others not found here.159 The 
first is generally associated with loving obedience and has a sense of being conditional 
(measured) rather than affectionate and often is used in poetry to connote the relationship 
between the Prophet Muhammad and Allah. The latter (Ar. root wdd) connotes a more 
affectionate love, yet still historically does not receive the attention by Sufis as one would 
expect.160 The word that does become prominent among later Persianate Sufis, especially 
                                                
159 See Ghazi (2010).  
160 The QRT has taken on the name Ya Wadud, O Loving One, along with Ya Salaam, O Peace, 
as their signature zikr chant. In ‘Umar Ibn Muhammad Suhrawardi’s Awarifu-l-Ma’arif, there is a 
section called the “The rose of the Kadiris” that lists the name Wadud as one of the seven names 
recited by the early Kadiris in zikr. This name was not among the seven given at a QRT initiation, 
but was added later. This will be discussed in a later chapter.   
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in their poetry is ‘ishq (T. aşk), the sensual or “passionate love” or “irresistible desire” 
that describes the relationship some of those on the Sufi path experienced with Allah. 
This term is not mentioned in the Qur’an and therefore was considered unsuitable as a 
referent to Allah by the ulema, sparking controversy over its use not only among Muslim 
intellectuals, but also some Sufis, who wished to use it in their teaching and discourse. 
The term is associated early on and most closely with al-Hallaj, the 10th century martyr-
mystic, who along with a number of Sufis following him, found aşk to be the perfect 
word for their “experiments” with the Qur’an. Louis Massignon understood Hallaj’s use 
of the term to mean the “essential desire” for God that was at the very core of being 
human. 
Among the QRT ilahis aşk and its Turkish equivalent sevgi are by far the most 
frequently used terms for the love of Allah. Muhabbet (Ar. root hbb) is used in only one 
ilahi, which includes the other terms sevgi and aşk as well. The poem clearly sees aşk as 
the cosmological energy that drives the universe,  
 
Bütün evren semah döner The entire universe and sky turn,   
Aşkına güneşler yanar         and suns burn to Your love. 
… 
Sevgi bizim dinimizdir Love is our religion.   
Başka dine inanmayız We don’t believe in any other religion.   
… 
Muhabbetten gıdamız var      Our nourishment comes from Love  
Ölüm ölür biz ölmeyiz          Death dies; we don’t die.161 
 
 
 
                                                
161 From Bütün Evren, see Appendix for full poem.  The first line has a play on the word semah, 
which here means sky, but which also is the whirling dance of Sufis, most commonly associated 
with the Mevlevi tradition. 
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Aşk, as the Arabic/Persian loan word in Ottoman Turkish, takes on the universal 
proportions of the authoritative language, while the Turkish sevgi describes the everyday 
lived religion with its familiarity and closeness. This poem is written in the twentieth 
century in the midst of Turkish language reform and although muhabbet is also an Arabic 
loan word, the use of the word “our nourishment” (gıdamız) seems to suggest that it is 
probably being used here as the technical term referring to the Sufi social practice of 
loving companionship associated with the Bektashis, rather than divine love (although 
they are not completely disconnected).    
Hubb appears in three ilahis the first of which also has a cosmological connection 
with the light of the beautiful moon (Şu benim divane gönlüm). The second instance 
describes the “loving” beauty (hub cemali) of Veysel Karani whose love for the Prophet 
Muhammad Yunus so desired. The epithet of the Prophet is Habib (or Mahbub), the 
Beloved (of Allah) is found several times in the ilahis and very likely why Veysel Karani 
shares in that kind of love (hub). The third ilahi, almost never sung, suggests that hoob 
(South Asian/African transliteration) for any other than the Lord is full of pain and ruin. 
 The word aşk is found in seven regularly sung ilahis and its derivative, aşık, in 
four more. Although the word is Arabic in origin, it has been firmly assimilated into the 
Turkish consciousness; so much so that the term aşık in Turkey is a technical one 
associated with wandering minstrel poets and is the term for the first level of initiation in 
the Bektashi order, a quintessentially Turkish Sufi order.162 The following ilahi sees the 
                                                
162 The twentieth century saw this term targeted in the Republic’s language reform because of its 
Arabic origins and the Turkish pre-Islamic term ozan began to take its place. The tenacity of aşık 
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poet in love, incomplete, and needy,  
Yunus Dedem aşklîdîr            Yunus Dedem is in love   
Eksîkmidir miskindir               Is he incomplete? He is needy 
 
Yunus Dedem aşklîdîr            Yunus Dedem is in love   
Eksîkmidir miskindir               Is he incomplete? He is needy 
 
This verse reiterates and reinforces the message that Shaykh Taner learned from his 
shaykh that the QRT is a path of love, not moral perfection. As we saw in the last section, 
aşk has a strong association with fire and burning. It is used four times with the Turkish 
verb “to burn” (yanmak) one example we have seen already is the verse “the suns burn to 
your love,” but there are also phrases like, “He burned because of the fire of love,” “The 
lovers burn with the your love,” and lastly Muhyiddin Ansari’s humble, “I could not burn 
with the fire of your love.” Love (aşk) is also grounded in the body as it is associated 
with the wound (yara) and specifically felt in the liver (ciğer).  
 The object of aşk is the Beloved, ma’şuk. Union is sought with the beloved and 
when found sends Yunus into a drunkenness that leads him to discard his nafs. The 
beloved in this case arouses the irresistible desire that drives the murid in this long and at 
times tortuous process. The Prophet Muhammad, Allah’s Beloved, also appears several 
times as habibi in the QRT ilahis, but the most frequently used terms that remember, long 
for, and call the beloved are quintessentially voiced in Persian. Related to can (soul, life), 
the Persian canan for beloved is most encountered in the QRT poetic corpus. This 
Beloved is beautiful, the source of life (can) itself and without whom there exists only 
                                                                                                                                            
has been difficult to break and in terms of Sufi ilahis, I have not found the word ozan in any of 
the poems used by the QRT.   
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agony. The face of the Beloved as “yar” precipitates a flood of tears, while the term 
“dildar” returns us to the Prophet Muhammad who the lover loves as the nightingale does 
the rosebud. A related term, yarenler, means beloved friends and in the ilahis is used by 
Uftade to invite his listeners into the world of the poem. The last term, the Persian dost, 
enters many of the QRT ilahis with the beloved friend who offers the wineglass.  This is 
the spiritual beloved of the Prophet in Veysel Karani, he is the light into which the lover 
is drawn, and is the Beauty with scent beyond imagination. Dost is the goal of the Sufi 
path as it was the destination of Muhammad’s miraj and it is that for which the murid 
gives up her life (Dost için canini vermeğe kim gelir?).  
 There is also great suffering found in the QRT ilahis, bound up with the love that 
defines its path. Pir Sultan Abdal sings of both to the beautiful, novitiate murid, 
 
Güzel aşık çevrimizi  Beautiful lover, you cannot 
Çekemezsin demedim mi Suffer our troubles, didn’t I say so? 
Bu bir rîsa lokmasîdîr  This is a bite of the food of contentment 
Yiyemezsin demedim mi? You cannot eat it, didn’t I say so? 
 
Yemeyenler kalîr nâçar The ones who cannot eat stay desperate 
Gözlerinden kanlar saçar They spill tears of blood from their eyes 
 
A little taste of the path brings with it a suffering that is enough to turn away the new 
lover, who perhaps had more pleasant expectations of proceeding along the path of love. 
Troubles (derd) do, however, have cures (derman) which are, according to the ilahis, 
generally embodied in someone in the spiritual lineage from the current Shaykh through 
the Pirs and imams (especially Ali) to the Prophet. The lineage is for Shaykh Taner the 
“rope of Allah,” a phrase found in Surat al-‘Imran in the Qur’an (3:103), without which 
these troubles and sufferings may be impossible to endure. Troubles are in the heart, the 
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locus of love, and arise from being separated from the Beloved. They can make the murid 
useless, helpless, and indecisive, but whatever the degree of trouble, the hope is never to 
be led astray or to leave the path.  
One ilahi asks who is willing to suffer cruelty or life’s hardships (cefa çekmek) on 
the path, while another understands this existential tyranny to be a gift from his shaykh. 
With calamity (bela), the murid is asked to be like Job; patient, uncomplaining. Tears are 
shed from hearing the stories of suffering lovers and from one’s own suffering, but the 
murid is in good company as tears are shed by the Prophets Abraham and Jacob too. The 
path (yol) or sect (mezhep) evokes both customary tears, albeit vast amounts, and tears of 
blood straight from the heart (and liver) itself,  
Yunus'un sözü (efendim) kül olmuş özü  
Kan ağlar gözü (efendim) Allah yoluna    
 
These are the words of Yunus, Sir, his soul reduced to ash 
His eyes weeping blood Sir, on the path to Allah 
 
The association between the suffering, weeping, and even wounds (yara) encountered on 
the Sufi path is a twist to the pleasurable love that was felt or hoped for when entering 
this commitment and relationship. Suffering is sometimes at the root of someone’s exit 
from the tariqa as well. Ecstasy is coupled with despair and mirrors the struggle between 
love and nafs. The ilahis are in full disclosure of the perils and tribulations along this 
path. The refrain “who will come?” follows several simultaneously intriguing and 
daunting descriptions for the murid of the singer’s Shaykh, whose words are loved and 
whose face is blessed. The poet is honest: the road is far and along the way there is 
pleasure (zevk; safa) and cruelty (trouble; cefa), and there is giving up one’s life (can), 
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sighing and tears, and burning (yanmak). The imagery of fire (AR. nar, T. od), ashes 
(kül), and the burn wound (dağ) is found throughout the ilahis. Love is the fire that draws 
the murid, like the moth, to the Shaykh. Well aware of the varieties of fire and burning, 
the Sufi poets tell of both. They inform the murid of the heat that is not only daunting to 
the uninitiated, but for those on the path as well.  
Authority 
Şah (ruler)   sultan (ruler)   padişah (ruler) 
kul (slave)   bende (slave)   mülk (dominion) 
*şöhret (fame)   *ün (fame, reknown)  ‘ali (high) 
şeref (nobility)  ferman (command)  dergah (court) 
taht (throne)   *arş (throne)   ‘alem (banner) 
‘arz (petition)   cefa (cruelty)   cevr (oppression) 
sitem (tyranny)  rahm (mercy)   himmet (blessing; concern) 
 
The imagery of authority is also deeply connected to that of love with all its 
pleasure and suffering. The terms for authority in the QRT ilahis generally refer to the 
Prophet(s), Ali, or the Pirs and saints. The Pir (Şah) exhibits concern and holds blessings 
for the sinner (murid in this case). The terms oppression (cevr) and cruelty (cefa) are 
shared with the category of love and suffering and the only times they occur are within 
the constellation of terms from that group. Mercy is associated with Allah, the Prophet 
Muhammad, and the Pirs.  
Fame (şöhret) is connected to the nafs, and is a quality that has no place with the 
lover or authority. However, the Pirs are praised for fame and reknown (ün). The first is a 
product of the self, while the second is an honorific bestowed by others. And in this 
authority structure, the place of honor is that of the slave (kul, bende) such as Yunus’ 
verse:  
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Kapunda kul var Sultandan içeru   
There is a servant at your door deeper than the Sultan. 
 
In a like manner Shaykh Muhyiddin does not want to be released from his servitude, 
which he sees as necessary to his burning in the fire of love. The authority founded on 
scholarship that distinguishes the ‘alim from the ‘arif is not addressed under this heading, 
but is found below in association with the terminology of mysticism and religion.    
Wine Gathering/Entertainment 
sohbet (conversation)  mest (intoxicated)  virane (tavern/ruins) 
hayran (confused)  kitab (book)   vasf (description) 
ma’ni (meaning)  tabl (drum)   *hamr (wine) 
*mey (wine)    *şerap (wine)   *şerbet (sweet drink/wine) 
şem‘ (candle) 
 
The QRT ilahis do not contain much imagery of wine gatherings and 
entertainment settings. While members do not balk from gathering for celebration and 
entertainment, wine remains in the realm of imagery. On Facebook and in conversation, 
murids do not hesitate to quote Hafez and Rumi who – following the Qur’an itself – write 
prolifically about this vinaceous theme. However, these images cannot be said to 
dominate the QRT poetic reality. The wine gathering imagery recalls the companionship 
of the murids in the company of the shaykh whose words are understood to be 
intoxicating. This companionship in conversation is sohbet and will be the focus of the 
next chapter. Suffice it to say here that these words and the togetherness found in 
community are “true,” “loved,” and cannot be found in books (kitab). While wine for the 
QRT is metaphorical only, intoxication is not. In the ilahis, the wine is from unity (vahdet 
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meyi; hamrin vahdetten) and love (aşkın şerabi) and Truth (Haktan inen şerbeti) and is 
offered by the hand of the Friend.  
Mysticism 
hal (state)   pir (adept)   *çiğ (raw) 
abdal (mystic)   veli (saint; protector, friend) kemal (perfection) 
derviş (dervish)  fakr (poverty)   divane (madman) 
hayran (bewildered)  fena (annihilation)  terk (abandonment) 
nihan (hidden)   sırr (secret)   esrar (secrets) 
derun (inside)   ‘akl (intelligence)  yol (path) 
menzil (waystation)  vuslat (union)   *vahdet (unity) 
*Mansur (Hallaj)  *baki (everlasting)  *keramet (miracles) 
*arif (Gnostic)   *er (en) (saint; friend)  ihvan (brothers) 
zahid (ascetic; fundamentalist) 
şeria, tariqa, haqiqat, marifet        
 
Andrews finds mystical vocabulary throughout Ottoman secular poetry 
demonstrating the interpenetration, even ubiquity, of Sufi thought in Ottoman society. 
This terminology is specifically derived from and developed within the Sufi tradition 
becoming in fact “technical” jargon. For example, “pir” is found in this category while 
several of its signifiers (Şah, sultan, padişah) are found in Andrews’ category of 
authority.  
I will first look at the term yol (path) and then at those characters and 
characteristics that are found along it. The fundamentalist (zahit) has his yol (path).  
however, the rest of the examples refer to the yol of Sufism, i.e. the path of Allah (Allah 
yolu) or the path of Truth (Hak yolu). In one ilahi it is the path for the believers 
(muminlerin yolu) who are understood to obey Allah’s orders, have His names on their 
tongue, and sing like nightingales. Lovers who burn with the love of the Prophet drinking 
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the wine of love give up their heads for the Messenger’s yol, even sacrifice (kurban) their 
lives for it (like Ishmael). In another ilahi, the soul in love sees the yol in all directions. 
The path can reduce souls to ash and cause eyes to weep blood, but one prays never to be 
turned back from it even though it is difficult to put one’s “head and heart” on it. Shariat, 
or Qur’anic revelation, is the path of tarikat (tarikat yolu), i.e. a deeper (içeru) path. The 
path also is long and comes with troubles. 
 The characters found along this path are the Pir, the friend or protecter (veli, 
eren), the substitute (abdal), initiated aspirant (dervish), knower by experience (arif), and 
the madman (divane, Mansur). The protecting friends (of Allah) are numerous and the 
Pirs are counted among their numbers. Yunus sings of becoming abdal when he calls on 
the Protecting Friend with the mountains and stones, birds and fish. The abdal is one who 
suffers for the sake of others. Pir Sultan Abdal is here the primary example as he called 
public and widespread attention to the injustices perpetrated by Hizir Pasha and suffered 
death for it.163  
The word dervish appears fifteen times (nearly thirty if refrains are counted) in 
the ilahis and is associated with friendly guidance, taunts, warnings, and hope. Firstly, 
dervish is one of the epithets of Yunus. Dervish Yunus weeps, gets drunk when he finds 
his beloved, and writes about the Rasulullah he loves and the knowledge of intercession 
(sefaat) that then resides in his heart. In another ilahi, the poet sings that dervishes do not 
die, but that animals do.  In another poem, dervishes must leave everything, understand 
                                                
163 Pir Sultan Abdal (d. 1550) was hanged (after being stoned) as a result of his criticizing the 
governors (paşas) and those who worked for them. His role as a substitute is that he stepped into 
the breach for the peasants and oppressed when they were terrified to do so themselves.  
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that Hallaj was put to death for the sake of saying “I am the Truth,” be like the blind, 
surrender like a dead person to the shaykh, smell the fragrance of the those who have 
reached the goal. The dervish life is bittersweet as some people ask them for blessings 
while others throw stones at them.   
 The secret or “inmost mystery of the human being” (sırr) is not an easy concept to 
understand and has been written about as an exclusive and particular piece of knowledge 
that only the initiated are able to hear.164 The ilahis and the QRT do not understand sırr in 
this way. According to the ilahis, Ali has a secret and there is the hidden secret of the 
saints. What is clear is that they do not reveal the secret. Uftade, the shaykh poet writes, 
Gerçek bu söz yarenler, gördüm dimez görenler.  
Keramete erenler, gizli sîrrî açar mî?   
 
Oh friends, these words are true; the ones who see, they don’t say “I see!” 
Those saints blessed with miracles, would they reveal the hidden secret? 
 
The secret is between the individual and Allah and accessible by no other. So although it 
is true that the saints do not reveal the secret, it is because they cannot. What they can do 
is teach the path and guide the dervish to the secret that must be experienced in relation 
with Allah alone. The Sufi initiate may be able to access the secret easier than others, but 
only because she is guided on the path that the Prophet taught, that the Pir initiates, and 
that has proven to be successful over generations (Sirrul Asrar). The existence of the 
secret is not something to hide from others, on the contrary in fact, I suggest that Sufi 
poetry is an outright popular invitation to seek it.   
                                                
164 See  Qur’an Surat Ta Ha (20:7) and  Surat al-Furqan (25:6).  
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The Sufi terms, beka (Ar. baqa’) and fena (Ar. fana’), are bound together 
conceptually in the Sufi imagination and occur in one QRT ilahi.165 They are the 
experiential goals of the murid who desires annihilation, extinguishing, or passing away 
(fena) in order to be permanently (beka) with Allah. A not infrequent topic in sohbet, the 
terms appear in a slightly different way in the ilahi. The terms connote a kind of 
experiential cosmology that discloses a layered ontological and epistemological reality, 
 
Mülki bekadan gelmişem  I have just come from the everlasting, 
Fani cihanî neylerem   what would I do with the temporary  
     world?166 
 
The poem is dialogical exchange between a singer and listener. The everlasting is not a 
physical place nor is it a spiritual one experienced after death, it is present and in this 
poem closer to a mode of consciousness.167 With the words, “I have just come from,” the 
poem suggests a hal, a state in which the poet experiences certain knowledge this 
permanent (eternal) abode.  
In the QRT ilahis, the term menzil, or goal, is far away and the path is long, 
requiring a journey. Similar to necessity of journey is that of transformation. Andrews 
has listed in this category the Turkish word “ham,” meaning raw and unaware. The word 
that is used in the QRT ilahis is the Turkish word çığ about which Yunus sings the 
following:  
                                                
165The two words also appear in the Qur’an together in the following verse, “Everyone upon the 
earth will perish (fānin), and there will remain (yabqá) the Face of your Lord, Owner of Majesty 
and Honor. So which of the favors of your Lord would you deny? (al-Rahman: ) 
166 For many years this ilahi was called Cünkü bekadan gelmişem which means “Because I have 
just come from the everlasting.” Although Cünkü has been changed in the ilahi text to Mülki, the 
“because” has remained in the translation. I have not included it here.  
167 This will be discussed in the next chapter in terms of Qushayri’s understanding of ma‘na. 
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Yûnüs miskin çiğ idik, piştik Elhâmdülillah  
Poor Yunus, we were raw and then were cooked, all praise to Allah.  
 
There are other terms of transformation but most of these are found in observations of 
nature such as when the chick learns to fly.  
With regard to Andrews’ subcategories, the two that are not represented at all in 
QRT ilahis are Symbols and Separation.168 The only symbols that Andrews lists are the 
ney (reed-flute) and ayine (mirror), neither of whose absence is greatly missed. However, 
a more striking absence is the lack of vocabulary for separation, a notion critical to the 
Sufi path. It is the Sufi’s existential awareness of separation that drives her search for 
Allah, a teacher, and the path. Separation can also be the source of the suffering in love 
that we saw above. The terms that Andrews includes for “separation” are all Perso-Arabic 
terms; fırak, hecr, furkat, and hicran (separated). The Turkish equivalent would be 
terminology related to the verb ayrılmak, to separate or leave, such as ayrılma or ayrılık 
both meaning separation. Distance (ara) also conveys separation with one of its 
derivatives, aralık, meaning separation. Andrews does not include verbs in his list so 
ayrılmak is not listed; however for conceptual reasons, I will draw attention to its 
presence in one ilahi that also contains the word ara. The verse reads,   
 
Ben pirimden ayrîlmam                       I will not separate from my pir, 
Bin yîl geçse aradan                           Even if a thousand years pass in the interim 
 
The verb occurs in the first person as the poet or singer voices his intention not to 
separate from or leave his Pir, although it is unclear what would cause such an action. 
The verse has a sense of physical distance as well as temporal distance accentuating the 
                                                
168 Although much of the suffering of love mentioned above is a result of this separation.  
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longevity of the path and the firm commitment to the Pir. The temporal distance with its 
large number also serves as a portal into a different cosmological or ontological 
framework. The following verse, offers a visceral glimpse of some of the challenges - 
social and spiritual - that can threaten the tenacity of the dervish’s commitment to the pir 
and path,  
Aramî uzattîlar                            They lengthened the distance between us. 
Yarama tuz bastîlar                     They put salt on our wounds.  
Islam 
Hakk (god)   Allah (God)   Huda (god) 
*Rab (Lord)   *mevla (lord; protector) Ka’be (Ka’ba) 
cennet (paradise)  Tur (Mt. Sinai)  Ahmet (Muhammad) 
Muhammad   halil (Abraham)  Hasan 
*Huseyn   Yusuf    *Enbiyalar (prophets)  
*sahaba (companions of the Prophet)    Ibrahim  
Moses    *12 Imams   Suleyman  
dua (prayer)    din (religion)   günah (sin)   
kafir (unbeliever)  zahid (ascetic)   sabr (patience)   
karar (resolution)  *mezhep (legal sect)  *şefaat (intercession) 
*Kevser (Ar. Kauthar) *kurban (sacrifice)  * sirat (bridge, path) 
*peygamber (T. prophet) 
 
The terms in this list are shared by non-Sufi Muslims. Many of the terms are proper 
names (Muhammad, Moses, Ka’ba, Tur, etc.) or titles (T. Peygamber, Sahaba, etc.), 
Quranic realities (paradise, sirat, sefaat, etc.). However, all of them as they appear in the 
QRT ilahi repertoire are understood within the Sufi mystical framework. For example, 
religion (din) is a Quranic term denoting judgement (1:4), “straight path” (6:161), and 
surrender (5:3), however in the ilahi repertoire it is paired with love (sevgi),  
Sevgi bizim dinimizdir  Love is our religion.   
Başka dine inanmayız   We don’t believe in any other. 
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In the following chaptes, these terms will arise in the context of Sufi poetry, practice, and 
conversation all of which will illuminate the experiential understanding (marifet) of these 
Islamic terms.  
Conclusion 
This chapter looked at the philosophy or “meat” of the poetry by focusing on the 
key vocabulary across the QRT poetic corpus. Therefore, with the recurrent metaphors 
(mecazi) of nightingales (bülbül) and roses (gül), hearts (Ar. kalb, P. dil, T. gönül) and 
heads (baş), and love (aşk), burning (yanmak) and fire (nar) still hanging in the air, what 
is the nature of this meat?  
First there is a clear ambiguity about what constitutes the corpus of assertions in 
the QRT – is it text or body or both? By simply exploring the poetic text, it was shown 
that the medium is intimately connected to understanding the assertions held within its 
words. The words beg the participation of the listener and bridge, as metaphors are meant 
to do, the temporal and spatial gap between the poem and the reader/listener. This is 
partially accomplished by the poem trying to enact or elicit love, madness, and/or 
knowledge in the participant rather than simply deliver messages about it. In response to 
these poems, a subtle, simple self-reflection such as, “If my heart has not yet become a 
nightingale… or, if I (the thorn) have failed to become the rose, then what am I doing?” 
can launch a listener on a transformative (often fiery) journey of love. While there is a 
shared cosmology, ontology, and epistemology among the QRT members, by definition 
their understanding is variant and changing due to the fact each is on a journey toward a 
goal, Allah, that can never be fully grasped. Nor are the capacities of the seekers equal.  
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Spiritual transformation (ideological becoming) is a personal relationship between the 
medium and its assertions and its varying contexts of social distribution. I will explore 
this relationship in the next chapter in an analyis of the teaching conversation, or sohbet, 
where Barth’s third face of knowledge plays a significant shaping role.  
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Chapter Five: Poetry in Sohbet 
If I don’t do zikr, forgive me, because this is important.  
- Shaykh Taner in pre-zikr sohbet 
 
We need this weekly to go back into the world again. 
– written by murid during online sohbet 
 
…This is poetry, man.  
– Shaykh Taner in online sohbet  
 
Years in Sohbet 
It is in sohbet that we begin to see poetry come to life. My first ever extended 
meeting with Shaykh Taner was in sohbet, what he calls “spiritual conversation.” 
Scheduled to close the café bookstore where I worked in Central Arizona, I had arrived 
too late and missed the public talk that the Shaykh had given at Prescott College. As the 
small crowd that was gathered around and thanking him for his talk cleared, one of his 
murids, who was also my café friend/customer, introduced me to the shaykh and invited 
me and several others to her house for tea. Within minutes I was on my bicycle to get a 
head start on the several mile bike ride ahead. When I arrived, everyone was already 
comfortably seated on the couch and chairs, so I naturally sat on the floor. In retrospect, 
my behavior and body language were what the Turkish call adepsiz, or without manners. 
I walked in through the door commanding attention with my greeting and then proceeded 
to stretch on the floor in recovery from my arduous ride up Spruce Mountain. The sohbet 
is just one setting in which Sufis learn “disciplines of presence” (Silverstein 2008), and I 
clearly had none. 
 Sitting close to the shaykh on the couch was a murid visiting from Santa Fe (from 
the perspective of the American West, relatively close). He asked me who I was, but 
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before I had a chance to answer, Shaykh Taner put his hand on his student’s shoulder and 
answered for me, “She is my daughter.” Unlike many other murids’ stories where 
meeting the shaykh in a dream or feeling a wave of loving certainty in his presence are 
clear signs of being his student, my response to his claim on me was cool and cautious. 
And yet, I returned to sit in sohbet with him and the others for the next two days. The 
time together allowed me to observe him with his murids, listen to their questions and his 
responses. I liked his spiritual practicality, especially in response to my very “bookish” 
questions about Medieval Sufi mystics like al-Ghazali and Ibn Arabi.  
 I watched as the murids served him tea and prepared his plate and meals. They 
were constantly checking to see that his tea cup was full and were clearly nervous about 
doing something wrong – or worse, forgetting it altogether. Shaykh Taner’s comments 
and observations were to the point, and any directions and/or criticisms were often 
accompanied by a joke displaying his sense of humor. The murids were not put off by his 
comments, which were not necessarily easy to hear. They seemed to sense, or were 
willing to see, the truth in them. Criticisms were simple and included why were they 
serving themselves before the shaykh, replenishing their own tea before checking on his, 
talking while he is talking, or worse interrupting him. The admonishments were not 
limited to etiquette and manners. The main topic of conversation was Allah, specifically, 
how to have a conscious relationship with Allah, and what, if anything, is standing in the 
way of that relationship.  
Sohbet (A. suhba) is a spiritual mainstay of the QRT as evidenced by the 
countless hours of these conversations preserved on cassette tape, CD, and MP3 file. It is 
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defined by companionship and conversation and is a vital and central Sufi practice that 
has received remarkably little attention among scholars of religion and anthropologists. 
This lack of attention is extraordinary as it is one of the primary contexts of Sufi learning. 
Sohbet is scarcely implied in the QRT poetic corpus, with only a single reference to the 
practice in one rarely sung ilahi. However, while the word sohbet is virtually absent in 
QRT poetry, poetry is far from absent in sohbet. Select couplets, hummed melodies, and 
an occasional full poem make their way into these intimate spiritual conversations 
between shaykh and murid(s). Original poems may even emerge from them as Shaykh 
Taner demonstrated when he opened one of his online sohbets with the following words, 
which I have arranged as a poem:  
I surrender to you.  
And live as you want to live.  
How long are you going to play this game?  
Why don’t you surrender to Me?  
And let us live Me.  
[short pause]   
 
This is poetry man!  
 
 
In the previous chapter we saw the cosmological, ontological, and epistemological 
assertions held in the vocabulary of the QRT poetic corpus. It is in sohbet and, as we 
shall see later, in zikr that these assertions begin to map out a distinctly Sufi topography. 
Conversation implies both speaking and listening, which together provide the tectonic 
force in the QRT that moves Barth’s three faces of knowledge – assertions, medium, and 
social organization – into an action. It is in this social context that poetry, as the medium 
of a set of assertions, can be that rare instance where Bakhtin says, “[b]oth the authority 
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of discourse and its internal persuasiveness may be united in a single word – one that is 
simultaneously authoritative and internally persuasive” (1981:342). The dynamic of the 
three faces found in sohbet then propels this consciousness “back into the world again” as 
indicated by the murid quoted at the beginning of chapter. In the following I will examine 
the different occasions of sohbet briefly with a special focus on the presence of poetry in 
each. Then I will look more closely at a sohbet from 1998 in which mystical content, 
poetry, authority, and dialogism are remarkably evident.    
 
Sohbet in QRT Poetry 
The one QRT ilahi that contains the word sohbet is a devotional poem written by 
Bahaeddin Efendi (d. nineteenth century) and familiar to all Sufi tariqas in Turkey. 
Mualla Ghawsü Sübhani is dedicated to Abdul Qadir Geylani although Bahaeddin Efendi 
was himself a shaykh of the Naqsbandi-Khalidi order. The ilahi is a litany of Geylani’s 
physical and spiritual radiance and includes the following lines,  
Cihan sohbet bevet bari Talk of the world, the inner secret of the 
    Creator 
Mukaddes kutbi rabbani The pure support (pole) of the Lord 
Kerameş feyzi rahmani The noble, blessing and favor of the  
    Merciful 
Abdülkadir-i Geylani  Abdülkadir-i Geylani 
  
The sonic presence of the word in the first line rings familiar to QRT listeners who, 
although they have never seen the translation of this ilahi, can most likely recognize all 
the words except perhaps the phrase “bevet bari.”169 The Qadiriyya is arguably the most 
                                                
169 I have known this ilahi since my time studying violin and ilahi music in Turkey (January 1997 
- December 1998). It is currently being added to the QRT ilahi collection although it has not been 
distributed yet nor performed widely.   
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widespread Sufi order in the world, which could be why Geylani is the subject of this 
“global” sohbet. Although this ilahi has not been sung much in the past, its presence in 
the most recent ilahi collection suggests an intended future use.  
Although Mualla Ghawsü Sübhani contains the only direct reference to sohbet, 
there are two ilahis in which the intimacy and knowledge nurtured by sohbet between 
shaykh and murid(s) is implied. The first poem opens with Yunus having tasted the 
sweetness of Truth, 
Haktan inen şerbeti   The sweet drink sent down from Truth 
içdik Elhâmdülillah  we drank it, all praise to Allah 
 
One of Shaykh Taner’s first khalifas, who often uses the poetry of Hafez in his sohbet, 
described this sweet drink (şerbet) as the metaphorical sohbet, i.e., the Shaykh’s words 
ingested by the murid and the process by which authoritative discourse becomes 
internally persuasive. The drink precipitates, or serves as a catalyst for, change: i.e., for 
Bakhtin’s ideological becoming. Yunus goes on to recount the transformations that he 
has undergone as a result of his drinking such as taming his nafs (“saddling the horse”), 
becoming moist after being dry, and going from being raw to cooked, 
  
Vardîgîmîz illere,  To all those lands and 
şol safâlî yerlere  joyful places in which we found ourselves,170  
Baba Tapduk mânâsîn  we took Tapduk’s meanings,  
aldîk Elhâmdülillah  all praise to Allah 
… 
Taptuğun tapusunda,   In Taptuk’s presence 
                                                
170 The translation Shaykh Taner includes in the Murid Manual for “safâlî yerlere” is “in 
whatever hearts, in all humanity.” It is less a liberal translation than it is most likely a recollection 
of another version of the poem that has the word gönüllere, or “hearts,” in place of yerlere. There 
is evidence in other lines that a Turkish version other than this one was actually translated and 
later the two were put together.  
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kul olduk kapusunda  We became servants at his door 
Yûnüs miskin çiğ idik,  Poor Yunus, we were raw  
piştik Elhâmdülillah  and then were cooked, all praise to Allah 
 
 
From these lines there is a sense that Yunus travelled and delivered these meanings 
(ma‘na) that he would have learned partially, if not substantially, from sitting with 
Tapduk, his shaykh, in spiritual conversation.171  
The second ilahi that implies sohbet also suggests transformation and we have 
encountered it before at the lunch table in South Africa. It is by Uftade who invites those 
who desire direct knowledge of Allah (marifa) to come and listen to his words (söz),  
Gelsin marifat alan                     Come, whoever wants direct knowledge 
Yoktur sözümde yalan              there is no lie in my words 
Emmareye kul olan                     The one who is the servant of the  
     commanding nafs 
Hayrî şerri seçer mî?                  can he differentiate the right from the 
     wrong? 
 
Gerçek bu söz yarenler            Oh friends, these words are true;  
Gördüm dimez görenler           the ones who see, don’t say “I see!” 
 
Akin to Yunus’ metaphorical “saddled horse,” Uftade rhetorically links the quest for 
marifa with the requisite effort to tame the self (nafs), connoted here by the term that 
names the lowest level of self, the emmare, or commanding self. “My words” can imply 
simply the words of the ilahi.  However, Uftade,  known more as a spiritual master than a 
mystical poet, blurs the distinction between sohbet and his poetry (Ballanfat 2005:xi).  
I mentioned earlier how few scholars have treated sohbet with any depth. In one 
of the earliest treatments of the practice, the now classic Sufi Orders of Islam, Spencer 
Trimingham (1971:311) glosses the word suhba (Ar.) as “companionship, fellowship, 
                                                
171 See discussion on Qushayri’s pairing of shirb and ma‘nā and that of Yunus later in chapter. 
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discipleship.” In fact, he (1971:5, 14; see also Ephrat 2008:103-05) asserts that the 
companionship that developed between itinerant Sufi masters and disciples at teaching 
lodges (khaniqah) throughout the Middle East was the basis for the subsequent 
transformation of Sufism into initiatory institutions during the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries.172 Indeed, already according to Hujwiri’s ninth century Kashf al Mahjub 
(Hujwiri 1976:338) “companionship” among Sufis had become like a religious 
obligation, so much so that according to Hujwiri, “solitude is fatal.”  
Annemarie Schimmel only briefly mentions suhbat (Ar.) in Mystical Dimensions 
of Islam. It is defined in the index as the “spiritual conversation between master and 
disciple.”  However, she does not discuss it as such in the main body of her text. In the 
first instance she introduces suhbat as fellowship and companionship and it is simply 
listed as one among several defining characteristics of the relationship between novice 
and master that includes the bestowing of the khirqa (patched frock), instruction of the 
zikr formula, service, and education (Schimmel 1975:102).173 She does not discuss sohbet 
again until her presentation of Sufism in Indo-Pakistan, where sohbet again is merely 
listed as the second noteworthy practice following the signature silent dhikr for the 
Naqshbandi order (Schimmel 1975:366). In a similar fashion Hamid Algar (1992:214) 
lists “suhba” as one among four root practices (usūl; sing. asl) of the Khālidī 
Naqshbandīs of nineteenth century Ottoman Turkey. He writes that it was lauded as “‘the 
easiest and most effective of paths of God’ since it enables the initiate to dispense with 
                                                
172 Trimingham makes note to see as-Sulami (330/941-412/1021) Adab as-suhba, edited by M.J. 
Kister, 1954.  
173 She draws on the 15th century Nafahat al-uns by the Naqshbandi Sufi, ‘Abd al-Rahman Jami 
(d. 1492) for these characteristics.  
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the ascetic rigors enjoined by other Sufi orders and depends less on his exertions and 
more on the efforts of the shaykh.”174 The “easiest” path should not suggest spiritual 
“laziness” among aspirants and novices, but rather a radical taming of the nafs through 
complete surrender to the shaykh. Ian Netton, drawing heavily on the work of Hamid 
Algar, addresses suhba more specifically within his work on Sufi ritual in the Naqshbandi 
and Nimatullahi Sufi Orders (Netton 2000:85) He builds on the notion of friendship and 
companionship that Trimingham, Schimmel, and Algar point out, but emphasizes the 
intimacy and exchange in conversation that begins to define those relationships.175   
Sohbet shares the Arabic root S-H-B with Sahāba, the word denoting the 
Companions of the Prophet and implicitly their companionship. As a Sufi practice, sohbet 
connotes what can be considered the fruit of such companionship: intimate conversation 
and discourse. Exploring one example of the living practice among contemporary Turkish 
Naqshbandi, anthropologist Brian Silverstein defines sohbet as “companionship in 
conversation” (2008:121). His fieldwork demonstrates how both sociopolitical and 
modern technological changes in Turkey have altered the practice of sohbet in such a way 
that today it fails to nurture either companionship or conversation. For example, face-to-
face sohbet turned into broadcast discourse has had a deleterious effect on what 
Silverstein understands to have been the primary function of sohbet, which is to 
                                                
174 The three other usul are rābita, silent dhikr, and murāqaba. Algar points out that rabita and 
muraqaba are singled out for special emphasis at this time by Naqshbandis. Rabita is not 
mentioned in either of the QRT Pirs books although it is a central practice of the QRT, suggesting 
Khalidi Naqshbandi influence on the Sufism learned by Shaykh Taner in southeastern Turkey 
(Tarsus), where he had several Naqshi shaykhs’ guidance as a young Qadiri Rifa’i. Rabita will be 
discussed in more depth in Chapter Five.  
175 He also draws attention to the Pir-i suhbat, the pir of companionship with whom the murid 
trains. 
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“constitute a morally structured disposition in the devotee” through “disciplines of 
presence” (Silverstein 2008:121).  
My final example of academic discussion of sohbet and the one most connected to 
my own fieldwork is Frances Trix’s [1993] discourse analysis of a single lesson with her 
Albanian Bektashi shaykh, Baba Rexhab. She brings love to the forefront of the 
discussion by analyzing the dynamic of Sufi learning in terms of “language attunement,” 
the convergence of understanding through dialogue. While poetry is not her focus, the 
quintessential Bektashi poetry known as nefes plays a significant role in her illustrative 
conversation that shifts primarily between Turkish and English.176 Frances Trix never 
uses the term sohbet, but it is difficult not to categorize her time in dialogue with her 
shaykh as anything else. She uses a Bektashi term muhabbet (Arabic root Hbb, to love) 
and asks herself what she later deems a false question, “was muhabbet some sort of love 
or was it a special sort of talk?” (Trix 1993:134).177 Looking back on her taped 
conversations with Baba Rexheb, the range of muhabbet varied from “general to more 
specifically ritual forms.” Although early on in her study Trix provides muhabbet with 
the formal definition of “a ritual setting of the back and forth chanting of nefes,” her 
primary examples of muhabbet include gatherings - of dedes (the shaykhs of Bektashi 
orders), dervishes (muhibs/murids), or both – in which more casual talking, drinking, 
eating, and singing of nefes poetry took place. These affectionate conversations are not 
                                                
176 Trix draws on theoretical works from sociolinguistics, hermeneutics, and cybernetics and 
terms such as “attunement” (Alton Becker 1984), “linguistic convergence” (Weinrich 1953, 
1968), “appropriation” (Ricoeur 1981), and “structural coupling” (Maturana and Varela 1987) 
(Trix 1993:20).  
177 The Turkish phrase is “muhabbet yapmak” or “to make muhabbet”  
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only inspired, motivated, and accentuated by poetry, but are the settings of Bektashi 
teaching characterized by “closeness and pleasure and joy…in each other’s company” 
(Trix 1993:140, 144). Trix demonstrates how sohbet “thrives on ambiguity” (Silverstein 
2008) when she shows how muhabbet is found in the combination of companionship, 
talking, and singing nefes around the intimate setting of the kitchen table.178 In the end, 
she recognizes that even her individual lessons with her shaykh were indeed muhabbet, 
i.e., dialogues that never lost their root in love.  
Occasions of Sohbet 
Anne179: [computer complications; sound going in and out] “This is why 
you have to visit them [murids] at least once a year because they don’t get 
everything.”  
Shaykh Taner: Who?  
Anne: Everybody. 
Shaykh Taner: I have to visit them? Why don’t they visit me?  
Anne: They do. You always have someone visiting you.  
     - from online sohbet 27 January 2005 
 
All varieties of QRT sohbet in general resemble Trix’s muhabbet, i.e., a loving 
dialogue punctuated by poetry. In order to demonstrate the “ambiguity” of the sohbet 
experience in the contemporary QRT, I will outline the variety of occasions in which they 
occur. My first exposure to what may be called a conventional sohbet was while I lived 
with the QRT community in California during the mid-1990s. As I mentioned earlier, I 
worked in the American Canyon Pizzeria and sat in sohbet at least once a week for a year 
                                                
178 This situation differs starkly from Silverstein’s description of Naqshbandi sohbet, which is 
“structured around the reading and discussion (isah; şerh) of hadith…very little coming and 
going…no talking among listeners, and almost no note taking, and there questions are rarely 
asked” (Silverstein 2008:122). 
179 “Anne” is the Turkish word for “mother” and is what murids use to refer to Shaykh Taner’s 
wife.  
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and a half before I was sent to study in Turkey. I made the round trip to Berkeley from 
Napa every Wednesday evening for sohbet with one of Shaykh Taner’s khalifas. Then on 
Friday evenings, I would welcome into the pizzeria a steady stream of Sufis who would 
disappear into the back room. After closing, I would go back there myself to listen to 
Shaykh Taner talk and later, after zikr, visit with everyone. Attendance varied in both 
venues, with Shaykh Taner usually attracting the larger audience, while the Berkeley 
venue drew at times a more eclectic, but smaller, group of “seekers.” These are an 
example of the formal sohbet settings that occur before every scheduled group zikr, but 
they do not account for the innumerable informal sohbet that occur while making pizzas, 
running errands, taking a walk, or doing any other activity with the shaykh (or even other 
murids).  
As indicated by the exchange above between Shaykh Taner and his wife online, 
sohbet can occur in a variety of contexts, with technology and geographical distances 
altering what is considered the traditional model of the practice. There are many 
occasions for sohbet, one of which is before the QRT group zikr every Friday night, 
which Shaykh Taner has held for over twenty years with very few exceptions. There is 
also Saturday morning sohbet held online since the late 1990s so that the shaykh can 
meet with his murids (and they can meet with each other) even though they are living 
across the world. There is sohbet when the shaykh is traveling. These include the 
conversation held while fishing at the riverside mentioned in Chapter Two. And in 
reverse, there is sohbet when murids visit the shaykh. Finally, many sohbets are recorded 
and made available online for download as audio files (MP3). Those that are not 
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available online can be found archived digitally (CD or MP3) and/or even in original 
cassettes from the 1990s at the Farm in New York. Shaykh Taner has wondered out loud 
on several occasions who may be actually listening to these years and years of audiofiles. 
However, interviews with his murids indicate that a significant number of them do indeed 
listen to the most recent materials. A substantial number of the sohbets are also 
transcribed, some of which are published in the QRT newsletter The Call of the Divine. 
These archival practices are clear entextualizations of Shaykh Taner, and after his passing 
they undoubtedly will become the primary media of his teachings.  
The Traveling Murid Sohbet 
Shaykh Taner loves it when his murids visit. This is evidenced by his clear 
excitement in showing the murid or murids around his current locale (be it northern 
California or New York) not to mention his wife’s stating it directly online during sohbet. 
Seeing his murids face-to-face delights him. They can come from as close as Boston or as 
far as South Africa; he loves it. He has a special excitement about those murids who are 
visiting for their first time. For Shaykh Taner, a visit is love in action and embodied 
sincerity. The visit becomes one continuous and extended sohbet in which conversation 
and companionship are at times indistinguishable as they can be characterized by silence. 
Over the years murids have traveled to the pizzeria in California, to the deli in upstate 
New York, and now to the QRT Center at the Farm. These visits consist of long, 
intensive hours sitting with the shaykh, but also involve working and traveling locally 
with him.  
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Qualitatively different from online, telephone, or even ritual zikr encounters, a 
visit to the shaykh is highly personalized. The visit is an opportunity for the murid to ask 
about anything at all. Again, there is no apparent separation between sacred and profane 
in that all areas of life are open for questioning, although the guiding principle is always 
how the question intersects with the goal – Allah. Therefore questions may revolve 
around the Qur’an or particular practices, but are rarely without relevance to a murid’s 
wider concerns about relationships, work, and health. The visit is also an opportunity to 
listen and observe the Shaykh’s behavior toward others in many different situations 
including healings, exorcisms, blessings, spiritual conferences with pirs, and so on. It is a 
time to learn how to follow the Shaykh’s directions (embody Eyvallah Şahım Eyvallah) 
and to nurture deeper friendships with other murids who may live at the farm or also be 
visiting. A murid may spend time working in the pizzeria, deli, or Farm, running errands 
in town with the Shaykh (or for the shaykh), babysitting, or assisting the khalifa in her 
many duties. Some of these visiting murids return regularly and develop special jobs to 
which they are particularly suited or skilled. The pizzeria and deli served as a modest 
income generating business for many years, but also functioned as the Sufi training 
ground where private sohbet took place. These highly personalized sohbet are often 
where the love between murid and shaykh develops and because of their private nature 
are also the most difficult to access. Not all students can visit the Shaykh, and therefore 
he visits them. 
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The Traveling Shaykh Sohbet 
As personalized as the traveling murid’s sohbet is, the traveling Shaykh’s sohbet 
is localized. We have seen an example already of the traveling shaykh’s sohbet when he 
recited and sang the ilahis at the lunch table in South Africa. On that trip, sitting in sohbet 
easily comprised sixty percent if not more of Shaykh Taner’s visit to South Africa and 
Mauritius. His wife related to me that his longest continuous sohbet ran eighteen hours. 
When he travels, Shaykh Taner generally takes up residence on a comfortable couch or 
soft chair and talks as the audience swells and diminishes over time while the khalifa 
records every minute. The conversation is guided by the shaykh, but it is the murids’ 
questions (voiced and unvoiced) that are central to making this short time very particular 
to their local and personal struggles, issues, and concerns. While these sohbet do differ 
dramatically from the weekly online sohbet, the online teachings can help those who 
participate in establishing a familiarity with Shaykh Taner that will continue when he 
arrives in person. These murids (and visitors who come to see the visiting shaykh) see 
him only once a year for one to several days or at most a couple of weeks.  
One such visit was in Mauritius where, one humid afternoon, I sat with several 
murids on their back patio while Shaykh Taner rested after having sat for several hours 
talking with them and some visitors. The shaykh would not rest long, but would return in 
less than an hour to the corner of the couch, which had become his, and begin talking 
again. Illustrating again the singular quality of these Sufis lives, the topics of sohbet 
ranged from Allah as the light of the universe (in order to understand His power and will) 
to how to cool the house more effectively and from how to incorporate and organize the 
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local QRT to how to enjoy life (“life” in this instance meaning one of Allah’s names, 
“hayy,” i.e., “enjoy Hayy!”). While the shaykh rested, the murids shared in their own 
sohbet of loving companionship. However, the shaykh was not far from the conversation 
as one murid, prompted by the shaykh’s exhortation to “enjoy Life,” shared the 
following, “As Hazrat Issa (sallallahu alayhi wa salaam) and Shaykh Abdul Qadir 
Geylani (radiallahu anhu) raised dead people, so we can say we were also dead people 
because our focus was on jannah [paradise]. So as Shaykh teaches us to focus only on 
Allah, he brings us to life.” The murid’s reflection was also a result of a trip he made the 
previous afternoon to the fruit and vegetable market in Beau-Bassin where the shaykh, 
although outside the “formal” sohbet context of the living room, nevertheless continued 
to encourage and challenge his murids to encounter Allah everywhere.    
Sufi poets and their poetry also penetrated this trip. From one of Shaykh Taner’s 
sohbet that focused on the topic of wahdat (unity) emerged a portion of a poem by Niyazi 
Misri that I had never before heard. Shaykh Taner began the sohbet by telling a story 
about “my Naqshi shaykh, Ali Baba” who, as he demonstrated, “always did this.” At that 
moment, Shaykh Taner began moving his hands up and down over is face like a set of 
curtains or blinds. He began to remember the poem slowly and worked to recall the verse 
exactly by repeating several times to a broken tune, the verse “hiç örtmez Hakkı” 
(“nothing can cover Truth”). He then said to the group “veils, perdeler, cannot cover 
Allah.” I searched for the exact verse later and found that the actual line is, “Işit 
Niyazi'nin sözün bir nesne örtmez Hakk yüzün” or “Listen to Niyazi’s180 words, an object 
                                                
180 This is the Turkish poet Niyazi Misri (d. 1694) who we have encountered above.  
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cannot cover the Face of Truth (Allah).” Like Uftade, Niyazi invites the listener to hear 
his words, but it is the lasting power of his poetry that is impressive here along with the 
“present knowledge” that it injects into the conversation. What is also significant is how 
the shaykh embodies the poetry. Although the Turkish verse that the shaykh recites 
reveals nothing about Allah’s face, the inclusion of “veil” and the hand movements over 
his own face certainly does as an embodied translation.   
Undoubtedly there are many hours spent sitting in sohbet. However, excursions 
and movement are also an important component in the traveling Shaykh’s visit. These 
excursions also include shopping, safaris, nature walks to the sea, and visiting mazars.181 
Some of these trips can be one-on-one as one murid shared with me over Skype two years 
after my visit to South Africa. He had been driving with Shaykh Taner although they 
were not talking, but rather the murid was listening to shaykh sing ilahis.182 In time, 
Shaykh Taner began to sing Hakka aşık olanlar and when he reached the line “would the 
lovers of Allah run away from the remembrance of zikr?” he stopped, turned to the murid 
and said, “Look at these people, and they don’t come to zikr. They claim to love Allah. 
Words on lips, but not from the heart. The reality is, can you come for zikr?” These 
excursions can intimate and remarkable, quiet and nondescript, and often shocking and 
funny. An example of the latter occurred on a safari excursion where the Shaykh was 
                                                
181 Shaykh Taner does not visit mazars (gravesite of a shaykh; T. türbe; dergah can also used) 
often and in fact has expressed a certain reticence to do so. He has visited Shaykh Yusuf near 
Cape Town with a group of murids in addition to Haji Bektash and Mevlana Jelaluddin Rumi in 
Turkey (this is outside of his visiting his own shaykhs and silsila).   
182 These times not talking with the shaykh are included in the broader practice unceremoniously 
referred to as “spending time with the shaykh.” Often the silence can be awkward for the murid, 
but the shaykh will remind his murids that this closeness is a critical component in their 
connection.   
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explaining Allah’s omnipresence using the example of a pile of dung next to which he 
and a group of his murids were standing. One murid was appalled and had great difficulty 
with this teaching. However a year later, during my visit, we were all shopping with 
Shaykh Taner who bought her a little plaque that read, “shit happens.” He told her to 
hang it up at home after which she laughed, in a rare instance of simultaneously uniting 
the authority of discourse and its internal persuasiveness (Bakhtin 1981:342). 
Continuing with the nature theme, we saw in Chapter Four that in the QRT ilahi 
poetry the universe and all that is in it, spins, burns, and calls in remembrance and love of 
Allah, 
Bütün evren semah döner The entire universe and sky turn,   
Aşkına güneşler yanar         and suns burn to Your love. 
 
And,  
Dağlar ile taşlar ile               With the mountains and stones 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni         My Lord let me call on You    
Seherlerde kuşlar ile               With the birds at dawn 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni         Lord let me call on You  
 
Sahralarda âhû ile                 With the gazelle in the deserts  
Su dibinde mâhu ile               With the fish at the bottom of the sea. 
 
Shaykh Taner, fully aware of the metaphorical richness of such poetry, also leads 
groups of murids on nature walks in which they can experiment with and exercise their 
capacity to join all creation – the mountains and stones, the birds, gazelles, and fish – in 
calling out to and singing to their Lord. He draws them into the poetry by bringing to 
their consciousness a world that is wholly alive. The living animals and plants are not 
only partners, but can become informants on the Sufi path. This phenomenon is not 
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limited to pristine (untouched by human hands) nature, but extends to all creation. Murids 
make rabita to their hearts and focus on a tree, a spider, or a bird and sit, open-minded 
and listen. As a result of these walks, many murids over the years have held discourses 
with nature, while others are still learning to discern its voice.  
The Online Sohbet 
Although no one in the QRT would disagree that sitting with the shaykh in the 
same room is the best sohbet experience, the online version is not without its life-
changing insights and moments. Online sohbet encounters initially consisted of simple 
written exchanges in a web-based chat room. Progressively these sohbets have improved 
along with online audio and video technology making them virtual face-to-face 
encounters. Today, the Shaykh speaks weekly to a regular audience of more or less thirty-
five murids using a sign-in video chat room. The video chat itself has improved as newer 
technology can maintain several webcams simultaneously (although sometimes local 
internet connections cannot in which case only the shaykh will be broadcast). Shaykh 
Taner prefers to see several students on the screen with him when he is talking and will 
often ask questions directly to them expecting their verbal participation. Other murids 
write questions and responses to the shaykh. The online sohbet has become a significant 
meeting place that encourages companionship and closeness among murids who are not 
physically close to the shaykh or to each other.183 The topics are no different than other 
                                                
183 In fact, my experience over the years with online sohbet is that is settles into my memory 
experience as a personal conversation. Although the shaykh is speaking to an audience of thirty-
five or so, if his is the only webcam on and is the only face that I see, then I feel like he is talking 
directly to me. At the same time, the written comments of some of the more “talkative” murids 
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sohbet venues, however the time is held to a strict one hour. Poetry has appeared in this 
context in some interesting ways.  
Between the years 2002 and 2006, Shaykh Taner opened the online sohbet by 
reading a portion of the Qur’an and discussing it.184 Following one such discussion on 
July 20, 2002 Shaykh Taner said, “People of the shari’a go sideways, people of the 
tarikat go deeper.” The presence of poetry in sohbet is often very subtle as the shaykh 
does not always recite a poem verbatim, but transposes it into prose. He continued with 
his sohbet with the following, “After shari’a is tariqa, after tariqa is haqiqa, …” The ilahi 
Seni ben severim can be heard in the developing rhythm of this discussion that will center 
on constriction and expansion, rigidity and flexibility in Islam. As we have encountered 
this poem thus far only in individual verses, here I cite it in full,   
 
Seni ben severim candan içeru (2x) I love you more deeply than my life 
Yolun vardîr bu erkandan içeru (2x) There is a path deeper than this way 
 
Şeriat tarikat yoludur varana   Shariat is the path of Tariqat for those who 
      reach 
Hakikat marifet andan içeru   Haqiqat and Marifet are deeper than that 
 
Süleyman kuş dili bilir dediler  They say Solomon knew the language of the 
      birds  
Süleyman var Süleymandan içeru  There is a Solomon deeper than Solomon 
 
Beni benden sorma bende degilem  Don’t ask me anything, I am not here (with 
      me) 
                                                                                                                                            
provide a palpable experience of conversation and  friendly companionship as murids can share 
both insights and confusions.  
184 In a separate project, I am examining  the QRT’s translation and interpretation of the Qur’an 
based on these sohbets and current practices. The practice of reading the Qur’an with poetry is 
found among some of the murids. One murid who lives in Durban, South Africa writes, “I often 
read poetry after I have read the Qur’an, or vice versa and find that they complement each other 
in my reflections. Poetry is a very real way of wanting to live the Qur’an through the heart.” 
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Bir ben vardîr bende bendan içeru  There is an “I” in me deeper than me 
 
Kesildi takatîm dizde derman yok  I am weak, there is no strength left in my 
      knees 
Bu ne mezhep imiş dinden içeru  What kind of a way is this, deeper than 
      religion? 
 
Yunusun gözleri hundur açılmaz  The eyes of Yunus are caked with blood and 
      cannnot open 
Kapunda kul var Sultandan içeru  There is a servant at your door deeper than 
      the sultan  
 
 
In the poem, Yunus uses the Islamic term “mezhep” that designates the various legal 
schools that Muslims follow (i.e., Maliki, Hanbali, Hanafi, Shafi’i) and systematically 
articulate the shari’a using certain principles of jurisprudence (fiqh). The poet is 
bewildered that what he thought was the primary Islamic mode of life (şeriat), is not; 
there is something more, namely tarikat, haqiqat, and marifet. Shaykh Taner follows the 
poetic rhythm set by Yunus (but in the context of this sohbet, the ilahi is only in Shaykh 
Taner’s consciousness) and continues to center the discussion on outer and inner forms,  
Going that way [içeru “deeper”] is not extreme, that is excelling and 
making yourself better and learning. But going into extreme in the form is 
extreme because it is constricting the people not expanding the people, 
...too much form is constrictive. There is no freedom, no flexibility. Islam 
is not what the ‘alims think or say, it is not the opinion of the followers of 
Islam. It is what Allah said, the rest is opinion.185 
                                                
185 Hamid Algar describes the Khalidi Naqsbandis as having a “strict fidelity to sharia and the 
sunna,” a characteristic that Shaykh Taner also points out about the Naqshbandis he has known. 
Shaykh Taner finds this level of fidelity however a point of difference between the QRT and the 
Naqshbandis in terms of methodology by describing the Naqshbandi path as working from the 
outside (sharia) in, while the QRT method is to work from the inside (tariqa) out. This outlook 
does not forego sharia, it simply is not focused there. This may explain Brian Silverstein’s 
conclusions derived from his fieldwork with Naqsbandis that the focus of their sohbet is not on 
mystical experience such as “intimate experience of God” (fana’) or “self-effacement [in the 
reality of God]” (baqa’) as Sufism is presented by Schimmel in her Mystical Dimensions of 
Islam, but rather is focused on what he calls, “an ethical discipline (terbiye), a way for 
constituting moral dispositions in oneself through repetition according to precedents considered 
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The shaykh is addressing real religious tension in the broader Muslim community; not 
between modernity and Islam, but between specific varying interpretations of Islam. One 
example of these tensions was described to me by a murid living in Uitenhage who I had 
asked in a Skype chat if before becoming a student of Shaykh Taner, had he used 
terminology found in our poetry such as lover/beloved, nightingales and roses, 
connecting to Truth, love, and so on? He responded with the following,  
not before tariqah [QRT]…we really concentrated on Sharia aspects…I 
wore 7 metre long turbans pray, pray, pray…I became the biggest 
Tableegh…in our community if you could take a non-believer, dress him 
up with a turban, big beard, they will show respect to him, dress code for 
them counts. The outer counts more. Melinda, it caused stress. Up to now 
we [QRT] are still rejected in community. 
 
The group that the murid is describing had Sufi elements (Qadiri) yet their primary focus 
was heavily on the public performance of one’s Islam. The lack of poetry in its teaching 
(Sufi or not) shifted its rhetoric to strictly literal prose and thereby more solidly toward 
the indicative mode. Kay Halasek (1998:56), drawing on Bakhtin when she examined the 
rhetorical nature of language and writing, wrote,  
Heteroglossia is the natural chaotic state of languages as they exist in the 
world, and dialogism is the organized manner in which these various 
languages interact. The dialogue takes place between competing, 
conflicting, contrary, or contradictory languages – one which informs the 
dominant ideology, and the other, which informs the subversive. Bakhtin 
refers to these two ideological positions as centripetal and centrifugal 
social and linguistic forces. The two, taken together, provide the means by 
which knowledge is questioned and constructed. Centripetal, conservative, 
                                                                                                                                            
to be binding and authoritative” (Silverstein 2008:124). Furthermore, according to Silverstein, 
sohbet should be evaluated according to the pragmatics of language with an emphasis on what it 
does rather than what content is conveyed so that for him “the pertinent question to pose about a 
given sohbet is not “Was it true?” but “Was it done well?” (Silverstein2008:133). QRT sohbet 
includes the very mystical “content” that Silverstein among others (Hirschkind 2001, Raudvere 
2002, Hoffman 1995) have found absent, and to which this study will turn shortly.  
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hegemonic languages attempt to silence the centrifugal forces by denying 
their existence….Aligned with centripetal and centrifugal discourses in 
Bakhtin’s texts are authoritative and internally persuasive discourse. 
 
In light of her comments and examining the murid’s example, the heteroglossia of the 
“competing, conflicting, contrary, and contradictory languages” of the South African 
Muslim experience is manifested in a discourse characterized by poetry (centrifugal 
force) and prose (centripetal). Bakhtin’s dialogism is illustrated by the murid’s reflection 
which is his attempt to organize these languages, trying to assimilate them to his own 
(internally persuasive).  
The subtle and subversive presence of ilahi poetry in the QRT online sohbet also 
informs the more cosmological and ontological discussions regarding nafs, the body, and 
Allah’s light. These topics of course are not disconnected and in fact are found all 
together in the next example of an online sohbet,  
the one in these bodies come all from the same source, that light in you, 
nothing happens to that, that is the one actual who lives, that is not going 
to die, this body, we’re just going to leave this body…what’s happening is 
happening to this animal. It is not happening to the real one in you in this 
body. Who is driving this vehicle here, this vehicle is being drawn by 
either that or your nafs so you have to, with your akil [intellect], decide to 
whom you want to give…to your nafs or to your heart where Allah’s light 
is.  
 
The pulse of several poems is found within this passage including Seni ben severim, but 
also Mevlam nurdan yaratmış and Bu akıl fikriyle whose lines below cannot be mistaken,  
Yunus öldü diye sela verilir The salat is given on account of 
Yunus’ death 
Ölen hayvan imiş dervisler ölmez The one who dies is an animal, 
     dervishes can’t die 
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Ölen hayvan imiş Yunusler ölmez The one who dies is an animal, 
     Yunuses can’t die. 
 
Other references to light, energy, and creation draw on Yüzün nuru Hudadır and Mevlam 
Nurdan yaratmış in conjunction with certain passages of the Qur’an. In November 1999, 
the shaykh was reading from the Qur’an about Abraham looking at the stars and sun and 
said “…Here is another sign, I am going to ask you this. ‘He it is who created the heavens 
and the earth in truth.’ What does this mean? ‘In that day when he says ‘Be,’ it is.’ His 
word is the Truth. There is an ilahi which says that Allah created him from His Nur 
(Light) and then He made him look for Him going round and round.” The intertextuality 
of the ilahi and Qur’an is striking, while the epistemological process still remains slightly 
obscure in sohbet.  
As indicated above, the body along with its self-centered “appendage,” the nafs, is 
a frequent topic of these spiritual conversations. While the nafs is not equated with the 
body, its relationship with it can be so intimate that separating the two can be difficult.  In 
a 2010 online sohbet, Shaykh Taner shared with the murids, “We are happy we have a 
body. In this body there is somebody. You think it is you, but it is your beloved.” This is 
reminiscent of Yunus’ short reply to Mevlana in Chapter One, “I wrapped myself in bone 
and flesh and appeared as Yunus.” The poetic understanding of the interpenetration of 
Allah and the human being permeates the teaching of the QRT most obviously in these 
poetic sohbet. In another instance, Shaykh Taner looks at several murids on the screen 
and says, “Your body is your meeting place with Allah. It is your love nest.” Here echoes 
emanate from the poem that the Shaykh shared with me about finding “everything in the 
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body” (cümle vücudda bulduk) to which he adds, demonstrating the closeness engendered 
in these conversational interactions, “Flesh is just the cover. That is what we are trying to 
do in Sufism, trying to teach you that there are two separate things. Don’t look at your 
body and say this is me. That’s your cover, honey.” It is in response to these kinds of 
sohbet that the murid at the beginning of this chapter responds, “We need this weekly to 
go back into the world again.” The preceding examples are only tastes of how poetry 
subtly permeates the QRT sohbet. In the following we will examine more closely not 
only another type of sohbet - the prelude to zikr sohbet – but also one particular sohbet 
event characterized by poetry, mystical content in the form of a loving relationship with 
Allah, authority, and dialogism. 
 
 
The Prelude to Zikr Sohbet 
Sohbet, for Shaykh Taner, is much like his understanding of poetry; it must have 
meat (substance, philosophy) and present knowledge while inviting the listener to a 
loving relationship with Allah. In his book The Sun Will Rise in the West (The Sun) he 
roots the practice in the following Prophetic hadith, “Acquiring knowledge in company 
for an hour in the night is better than spending the whole night in prayer” and defines 
sohbet rather broadly as “the discussion of spiritual matters” (Ansari 2000:70).186 
Furthermore, similar to Algar’s description of the Khalidi Naqshbandi practice of sohbet, 
                                                
186 Al-Tirmidhi, Hadith 256: Narrated by Abdullah ibn Abbas; Silverstein uses the story of Abu 
Bakr and the Prophet in the cave as foundation for sohbet as companionship and conversation 
(Silverstein 2008: 126). 
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Shaykh Taner sees the practice as an effort of the shaykh employed for the benefit of the 
murid.187 He continues in The Sun with the following explication,  
 
In this Sufi tradition, the shaykh sits in a circle with his murids and 
proceeds to give an inspired talk on a pertinent spiritual subject. These 
words are direct teachings from Allah by way of Haqq-al-yaqin operating 
in the heart of the shaykh. It may be that a message comes via one of the 
members of the silsila to the shaykh’s heart, yet it is understood that the 
form in which it is delivered does not diminish the fact that it is 
knowledge from Allah. One’s attentive presence at sohbet may be more 
important to the murid’s spiritual growth than any other tool of tasawwuf, 
with the exception of rabita …(Ansari 2000:70). 
 
This passage explains what the quotation at the head of the chapter illustrates. Sohbet is 
so critical to the development of the murid that it can override the central ritual practice 
of communal zikr. The passage also outlines two indices of sohbet for the QRT – content 
and companionship – with the latter, in both its physical and spiritual modalities, giving 
rise to the former. The shaykh sits physically in a circle with his murids, who are 
considered his spiritual children. By virtue of the circle there is physical closeness and 
togetherness in which voice and visage both play a vital part. While ritual zikr is 
separated by gender, the sohbet is more fluid with families, couples, and even strangers 
often sitting intermixed. The particular attention and presence of the pirs, saints (awliya), 
and Allah are understood to be drawn into this physical closeness by the shaykh’s 
heart.188 He describes his talk as “inspired…from Allah,” which carries with it profound 
                                                
187 See Algar (1992) above on the Khalidi Naqshbandis.  
188 Haqq-al-yaqin according to Shaykh Taner is “the revelation of sure knowledge by Allah 
directly to the believer’s heart.” It is one of three modalities of knowledge, the other two being 
‘ilm-al-yaqin acquired through verbal/written means and ‘ayn-al-yaqin acquired through 
scientific/personal observation (Ansari 2000:24). 
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authority. In the next pages I will examine these authoritative implications in terms of the 
practices used to secure them.  
The shaykh prepares for sohbet by making rabita (heart connection – the most 
important tool for tasawwuf) by means of recitation of the QRT’s spiritual lineage. This 
is a practice that all murids must learn and exercise. The shaykh makes rabita by looking 
down toward his heart with his eyes closed. This can be done while everyone remains 
silent waiting for him to begin speaking or even at times when the room is still abuzz 
with chatting. It is understood by everyone that the shaykh is listening to his heart, 
receiving direction from Allah (or through the Pirs from Allah). This connection allows 
the “pertinent spiritual subject,” “direct teachings,” and “message” mentioned above, 
which are neither scheduled nor prepared ahead of time, to arise in response to the 
particular needs, questions, worries, and hopes that are present in the participating 
murids.189 Yunus Emre offers a poetic glimpse into this method of heart connection 
when, longing for the Face of Allah, he writes,  
Yunus söyler sözünü                   Yunus says his words 
Hakk’a bağlar özünü                        He connects his essence to Truth190 
Görmek ister yüzünü   He wants to see His face. 
 
The connection to Allah is meant to ensure that the words do not arise from the concerns, 
will, or perspective of the speaker, be she shaykh or poet. It is important to understand 
                                                
189 One example of Haqq al-yaqin occurred on 24 October 2009 with regard to yawmuddin, or 
Judgment day found in the first chapter of the Qur’an. Shaykh Taner asked his heart, “Din,” he 
said, “comes from the Sumerian meaning righteousness. Therefore in Suratul Fatiha, it should be 
read ‘King of the Day of Righteousness.’ This is from Allah directly.” 
These needs and questions are not always voiced.  For example, reflecting on a recent visit with 
the shaykh, a Mauritian murid messaged to me over Skype (8 November 2009). He wrote, “All 
our team members witness the following saying, ‘Anyone who wish [sic] to ask Shaykh any 
question on a particular topic no need to do so as the answer was given beforehand!’ 
190 One of Allah’s Quranic names.  
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here that rabita, although ideally present continuously, is a disciplinary practice that can 
be employed at any key moment in a Sufi’s daily activities. This body technique is one of 
the manifestations of the shaykh’s efforts in sohbet. However, it is not without some 
participation of the murid as well.        
 The shaykh’s emphasis on the murids’ “attentive presence” during sohbet 
indicates that the flow of energy, or effort exerted, is not unidirectional (from shaykh to 
murid), but rather is an exchange that requires a degree of willing participation also on 
the part of the murid. In the passage, Shaykh Taner does not explain “attentive presence,” 
but only distinguishes it from rabita. However, the phrase does suggest a level of 
mutuality that has bearing on the degree to which the sohbet encounter can be considered 
internally persuasive discourse or authoritative. What is of interest here is how an 
apparently authoritative discourse is a function of both speaker and listener.  
 In order to demonstrate this dynamic between poetry and sohbet, and shaykh and 
murid, I’d like to follow a Friday night sohbet from November 27, 1998 in which Shaykh 
Taner uses a poem to teach about the Sufi experience of fana’. Although this sohbet can 
be called representative as it has the recognizable indices of one (i.e., content and 
companionship), the variables in this versatile and “ambiguous” speech genre include 
venue, attendees, topics, degree of dialogism, and so on . I did not attend this particular 
sohbet; in fact, I was living in Turkey at the time. I found its transcript among computer 
files dating from the 1990s and early 2000s. It caught my attention initially because of the 
simple mention of Yunus Emre and the inclusion of one of his more obscure poems. 
However, after locating and listening to the original sound recording, I was able to 
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unpack portions of the evening that were rendered invisible in the transcription text. After 
looking at both types of media, several layers of intertextual, dialogic interaction began to 
emerge. The sohbet transcript not only had been edited, but it had been edited 
significantly in parts. I will look closely at the style of transcription and what it reveals 
about the possible directions of the QRT in relation to the current process of 
entextualizing its present shaykh. 
The original sohbet took place in the QRT dergah in northern California located at 
the rear of the family-run pizzeria. Every Friday evening, while pizzas and subs were 
delivered across this small town, murids and muhibs (those attracted to the Sufi path, but 
not initiated) would begin to arrive from all over the Bay area. With no back entrance, 
they walked through the front door wearing their “zikr best” letting out a cry of “salaam 
alaykum” that resounded throughout the small pizzeria. If there were customers waiting, 
they simply looked on with friendly curiosity and wonder. The visitors would proceed 
past the serving counter and dishwashing sink and disappear through the door behind the 
pizza ovens into the back “office”/refrigerator room. Another door opened into the 
dergah out of which the fragrance of rose incense would pour out and greet the 
newcomer. These two worlds, the outer pizzeria and the inner dergah, met at the end of 
the evening, after zikr, when beef pepperoni and cheese pizza (or sometimes Turkish 
“pizza” called lahmacun) were served along with a variety of sweet and savory dishes 
brought by local murids.  
Shaykh Taner worked at the pizzeria every morning and afternoon. He went home 
after the lunchtime rush and returned between eight and nine o’clock. During the week 
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the dergah functioned as a relaxing and quiet place. Especially in the summer, people 
prayed and rested there taking respite from the heat of the oven.191 Occasionally the space 
(or portions of it) doubled as a small apartment or storage for wayfaring murids. When 
Friday arrived, pillows and cushions were fluffed, books returned to the shelves, rugs 
straightened, and tea cups left here and there as evidence of sohbets past were gathered 
and cleaned in preparation for the evening gathering. In the following sohbet, Shaykh 
Taner references two of these prior sohbet that are reminiscent of the intimacy 
established in the muhabbet shared between Frances Trix and her shaykh, Baba Rexheb 
(1993:132).  
The sound recordings from which I worked always begin with Shaykh Taner’s 
khalifa speaking the date and place of the sohbet and zikr into the recorder. Often this 
recording was done beforehand and then the tape machine was turned off, only to be 
turned on again when the sohbet actually began. The warm greetings between murids and 
the shaykh (kissing his hand) and each other (hugs and smiles) and the friendly catching 
up on the past week’s events are not recorded and so are unheard by later listeners, even 
though they are crucial to the actual experience. The closeness engendered by these 
exchanges can metamorphose quickly into sohbet, making the event’s beginning 
sometimes difficult to determine and therefore sometimes missed on the recording. The 
transition from greeting to sohbet can be signified gradually with an organic lessening of 
casual conversation to an increasing focus on the shaykh. Sometimes, an abrupt call to 
                                                
191 Once, after the lunch rush at the pizzeria in the heat of a Northern California summer without 
air conditioning, I had asked Shaykh Taner why he sat right next to the double pizza oven. He 
responded, “It is my best friend in the winter, should I leave it now when it gets hot?”  
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order in the form of “Okay, listen to me now” by the shaykh produces a scurry of murids 
who place themselves in a wide circle on the floor, with one or two ducking into the 
“office” or pizzeria to let any stragglers know that the sohbet has begun. A common 
transitional method that the shaykh uses is simply to stop talking and watch the 
sometimes multiple conversations in progress. Eventually one or two murids realize the 
shaykh is waiting for them and a ripple of quieting whispers fans out until all is still. 
While the shaykh may begin by reminding the murids of the importance of adab 
(respectful and aware behavior), in fact the time listening to the various murid 
conversations allows him also to learn of current concerns and worries of the participants. 
If someone arrives after the shaykh has begun, then a formal greeting is saved for the 
break between sohbet and zikr, when the tardy murid will approach the shaykh to kiss his 
hand.    
For this particular sohbet, we can only imagine that what was just described above 
occurred in some variation. Attendance “sounds” small on the recording. Even though her 
voice does not appear anywhere on this recording, Shaykha Muzeyyen nearly always 
accompanies Shaykh Taner at these events while often contributing to the sohbet itself. 
Her voice is generally audible during zikr in both chanting the names of Allah and 
singing the ilahis with Shaykh Taner. Also in attendance is a female Khalifa who is 
responsible for the recordings in addition to their subsequent backup. Accompanying her 
in the California tapes is another long-time female murid who lives in Napa.192 Outside of 
                                                
192 In 1998, backup cassettes were still being made, however with changes in technology, they are 
now digitally recorded and backed up in addition to being put online for access by murids via 
Dropbox.  
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these attendees, at this sohbet there are visitors from beyond the Bay area; a single, male 
murid, and a woman (maybe with husband) with children, including a baby and a young 
boy, who arrive sometime after the sohbet begins. These are the vocal attendants. It is not 
evident until near the end of the hour and a half sohbet that at least one of Shaykh Taner’s 
four sons is present. At this point in QRT history, Shaykh Taner’s older sons, their 
friends, and his son-in-law, who all worked in the pizzeria, would customarily close the 
shop, clean up, and slip into the dergah during either sohbet or zikr. 
The true beginning of this particular sohbet is lost. The sound recording begins 
mid-chant with what appears to be zikr and continues as such for nearly half an hour. The 
murids along with Shaykh Taner chant “Hayyul Qayyum Ya Allah” [stress on bold 
syllables] to the accompaniment of a frame drum (daf) beating a rhythm (usul) of dum tek 
tek, dum tek tek.193 An interruption occurs at five minutes when the shaykh stops 
everyone, corrects their pronunciation, and translates the divine names that they are 
chanting – The Alive (Hayy), The Eternal, Self-Subsisting (Qayyum). The shaykh 
resumes and sets a quicker tempo this time by beating dum te tek tek, dum te tek tek, dum 
te tek tek, and maintains the murids in this chant for an additional ten minutes. He breaks 
again in order to explain how this formula can be used with all 99 Names of Allah, and 
sings 
Hayyul Qayyum Ya Rahman,  
Hayyul Qayyum Ya Rahim,  
                                                
193 The combination of Hayyul Qayyum is found in the Qur’an in three places. The first is in the 
beginning of the Ayat ul-Kursi (Suratul Baqara:255), which is used by Muslims everywhere as a 
protection prayer and is one of the ayats of the Qur’an that Shaykh Taner specifies for his murids 
to learn. The other two occurrences are in Suratul Ta Ha: 111 and Suratul al’Imran: 2. Together, 
Hayyul Qayyum, is referred to by some as the ismul azam, The Greatest Name.  
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Hayyul Qayyum Ya Malik 
Hayyul Qayyum Ya Ja’far194 
Hayyul Qayyum Ya Hadi 
… 
 
According to standard zikr ritual indices such as reciting/chanting the names of Allah, 
rhythmic beating of the daf marking changes in tempo, even the guidance and correction 
of the shaykh, this is a zikr. However, while it sounds like zikr, it is indeed also a sohbet 
in one of its ambiguous manifestations. It is not evident until the ensuing discussion 
begins that this demonstration of zikr is an embodiment of Shaykh Taner’s own mental 
peregrinations into memories of bygone zikrs in Turkey.195 Manifesting one of his own 
                                                
194 Ya Ja’far (Ar. spring or rivulet) is not one of the Divine Names of Allah found in the Qur’an, 
but rather is the name of a well-known Shi’i scholar, Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq, one of the Twelve 
Imams remembered vocally during every QRT zikr. In this instance, where Shaykh Taner is 
slowly recalling a forgotten ilahi and zikr chant, it is likely that what he means here is Ya Jabbar, 
The Compeller or The Irresistible, (Q 59:23) as all of the other names are Divine Names of Allah.  
195 The following is an example of online sohbets in which similar nostalgic journeys are coupled 
with poetry in Shaykh Taner’s pedagogy. While the QRT sohbet can be more or less 
conversational, the shaykh always speaks most. These interactions develop loving 
companionship. Shaykh Taner contributes to this process by sharing his own stories about 
encounters with his beloved Naqshbandi mentors, the shaykhs Ali Baba, Sabri Hoca, and Hajji 
Hamza. Several years ago Shaykh Taner, waiting for everyone to “arrive” at one of his online 
Saturday sohbets (6 February 2010), was humming the tune to the ilahi Şeyhimin illeri, which 
begins,  
 
Şeyhimin illeri, uzaktır yolları,   My shaykh’s lands and paths are far 
away.  
Açılmış gülleri dermeğe kim gelir?  His roses have opened, who will 
come to     gather them? 
Şeyhimin özünü, severim sözünü,   I love my shaykh’s essence and 
his words,  
Mubarek yüzünü, görmeğe kim gelir? His blessed face, who will come and 
see? 
 
I initially thought he was referencing himself as he waited for those “who will come and see” him 
speak on the video sohbet. However, when Shaykh Taner finally did speak, it was not him, he 
began with “My Naqshi shaykh told me…” The interplay between authorities bridging the 
present and past is the constant result of the disciplinary practice of heart connection. An 
introduction such as this is generally followed by one-liners such as Hajji Hamza’s “when you 
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perceived functions of poetry – that musical accompaniment helps to remember ilahis – 
Shaykh Taner shares with the audience how he recalled this zikr gradually over the 
course of the day. He finishes his demonstration of the zikr formula and continues,  
 
… Hayyul Qayyum Ya Haqq(a) 
[with a softer voice] Hayyul Qayyum hmmm hmmm hmmm [humming 
tune] 
 
I kept hearing this in my ear today all day long in my head. I don’t know 
why I heard it. Where I don’t remember [sings] Hayyul Qayyum Ya Allah 
(2x) First the music came [hums a line] I remembered the Allah part. 
[sings] Ya Allah. What was the beginning? Then it came [sings] Hayyul 
Qayyum Ya Allah (2x) This is done [stands up] two ways. One is like this 
[sings] Hayyul Qayyum Ya Allah [everyone joins in second time for 10x] 
and the other thing is, and we call it devran.196 We don’t do it here 
because, you know [he demonstrates to someone] left foot, right foot…  
 
He does not speak from an all-knowing wisdom that usually characterizes a shaykh’s 
authority, but rather his words lay bare the organic and subtle emergence of memory.197 
                                                                                                                                            
find yourself in Allah’s jalal (Majesty/Greatness/Power), then run to Allah’s jamal 
(Grace/Beauty/Goodness)” or Sabri Hoca’s “the eater knows the taste” exposing his profession as 
a liver kebabcı (online sohbet 22 August 2009). Then there are the Ali Baba stories verging on 
both the vulgar and the miraculous. These oft told stories combined with the nostalgic reverence 
with which they are delivered strengthen the bond between shaykh and murids, by showing the 
latter that the shaykh was once, and to a certain extent still is, a murid.  
196 Feldman (1992:197) indicates that evrat (litany) and ism-i celal zikri are ritually performed 
daily on the knees and have rudimentary musical accompaniment if any at all. The zikr performed 
once a week is known as şerif  (ayin-i or mukabeli-i serif). There is standing in place (kıyami 
zikri), moving in a circle (devran), and sitting on the knees (kuud zikri). The kıyami was practiced 
by most Kadiri groups, but by the nineteenth century the various zikr forms originally 
representative of a particular order went the way of the ilahi and were practiced by all. Several 
types combined in a single tekke and session. He also indicates that the basic zikir of the Cerrahi 
tarikat is devrani although the kıyami zikri was being performed in addition to or in place of the 
devran, which is preceded by the kelime-i tevhit and ism-i celal zikri. This kind of zikir resembles 
the Kaderi-Rufai zikr as scripted by Muhyiddin Ansari in his 1976 zikr script. 
197 Indeed all knowledge for Shaykh Taner is going to be organic. For example, the sacred text is 
authoritative, yet in the companionship of sohbet it can become “internally persuasive discourse,” 
where “In the everyday rounds of our consciousness, the internally persuasive word is half-ours 
and half-someone else’s” (Bakhtin 1981:345-346). This is illustrated in a sohbet in 2002 where 
Shaykh Taner began with the following, 
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He shares his recollection with the murids and draws them into it by putting the zikr 
rhythm into their bodies. The shaykh continues his zikr recollection with the participating 
murids, “…left foot, right foot” and seamlessly begins chanting again increasing the 
tempo once more and maintaining it for a repetition of fifteen times causing the murids to 
breathe hard from their exertion. Shaykh Taner checks on everyone by asking “Are you 
okay?” Presumably there is communal agreement and he resumes quickly with Hayyul 
Qayyum Ya Allah twice and changes to Hayyul Qayyum Ya Baqi (with a short pause to 
                                                                                                                                            
 
If you pay attention to Kuran-i Kerim, I can start from there if you want, I take it 
for granted that we all believe in the Kuran-i Kerim and what Allah says in the 
Kuran-i Kerim [sips tea]. There are many ayats, He says, “Remember Me and I 
will remember you [Q 2:152],” “Wherever you turn your face, Allah’s face is 
there [Q 2:115],” and all these things. So what is Allah trying to say here? 
Yesterday I read, “I am closer to you…if they ask about Me, I am closer to them 
and I will answer their [inaudible; Q 2:186].” So what is happening here? I’m not 
going to let you guess, I am going to go ahead and tell you, but you have to come 
to the same conclusion yourself on your own, then you have learned. (9 February 
2002 Santa Cruz, California) 
 
The audience is primarily comprised of Shaykh Taner’s students, yet there is some indication in 
the first statement that there may also be non-Sufi, non-Muslim visitors present as well. Shaykh 
Taner establishes immediately that for him, and presumably his students, the Qur’an holds 
authority and then from his memory recites several verses from the sacred text. These verses are 
among his favorites and he mentions them frequently although not always together as he does 
here. These verses are not concerned with articulating moral principles or ethics, but rather with 
the existential/mystical relationship between Allah and the believer. By reading these verses he is 
demonstrating his own contemplative and learning process; he shows that he has been reading 
through the second and longest chapter of the Qur’an, illustrates which ayats draw his 
contemplative attention, and demonstrates that they can be pondered together somewhat 
thematically. In this particular instance, Shaykh Taner asks questions for which he is not 
expecting any answer; instead he is trying to teach the murids how to engage with the 
authoritative text. In his final statement he makes explicit the dialogism of knowledge (all 
knowledge, Bakhtin concludes, is created dialogically (Halasek 1998:56) The authority of the 
Qur’an does not in itself command understanding, it must be actively acquired. Shaykh Taner 
derives his authority on his closeness to Allah, not on the books that he has read, “…my outer 
knowledge is not that great. I didn’t dedicate my entire life for the outer knowledge, I dedicated it 
for inner knowledge and I know a little bit of outer knowledge too. But not much compared to 
‘alims. I am simple and to the point…‘alims worship our religion more than Allah” (sohbet 10 
December 1999). 
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clarify pronunciation) ending with this chant after seven repetitions. Twenty four minutes 
have passed since the recording began.  
Before continuing, I would like to examine the original transcription of this 
evening’s talk as compared to the event itself for a closer look at the processes of 
entextualizing the present shaykh. 
The Inadvertent Editor/Transcriber 
Shaykh Taner’s emphasis on “attentive presence” in sohbet calls into question 
how various technologies that make sohbet available in cars, at home alone, or at work 
may affect the overall effectiveness of this quintessentially dialogical practice. 198 
Substituting one medium for another can alter the structure of relationships between 
people (Silverstein 2008:140; Hirschkind 2001) and, in terms of a shift from a one-on-
one encounter to personal media (cassette, CD, MP3), this change can have a clear effect 
on the companionship aspect of Sufi sohbet, especially the intimacy associated with it 
(i.e., the new media create distance). In addition, media can affect the other aspect of 
sohbet – content – in a way only Barth’s relational model of knowledge can make 
explicit. The QRT recordings and transcriptions of sohbet are both technologies utilized 
in order to maintain a certain level of connection with the shaykh when he is absent 
(either from a locale or, in the future, in death) as well as to convey his teachings.199 
                                                
198 The audio MP3 files of Shaykh Taner’s are available to QRT murids via Dropbox, an online 
storage to which the murids subscribe and then can access at anytime.  
199 Distance is not new to the Sufi experience; shaykhs have traveled and moved on for centuries 
leaving in their wake murids who must find ways to maintain contact with their guides. Outside 
of rabita (spiritual heart connection), books as a type of technology have bridged that distance in 
the form of collections (mecmua) of sohbet or malfūzāt, as they are known in Persian and South 
Asian Muslim settings. For the members of QRT collections of the founding Pirs are most 
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Recordings of Shaykh Taner’s sohbet preserve the dialogical quality of the practice by 
including the laughter, questions, pauses, and rhythms of the conversation. In contrast to 
these audio versions are written transcriptions, which vary in their potential to convey 
companionship and information and therefore, in effect, knowledge itself. As mentioned 
earlier, the shaykh does not prepare his sohbet topic ahead of time, but rather checks his 
heart and speaks what he finds there, i.e. he is “inspired.” Therefore the daunting task of 
the transcriber is to organize and put into writing another person’s, albeit her shaykh’s, 
inspiration.  
Because the sohbet recording includes every pause and incomplete sentence, the 
transcriber makes certain editorial decisions to streamline the shaykh’s speech in 
writing.200 In the zikr demonstration above, one option for the shaykh that evening would 
have been to teach only the new zikr chant itself. However, we saw how the shaykh 
shared and described his recollection process – i.e., it was slow and gradual and took 
place over the course of an entire day. He then transformed the intermittency of that 
process into a solid twenty four minutes of embodied chanting, moving, and instruction. 
Yet, what appears in the transcription of the audiotape is a mere two sentences,  
 
Shaykh Taner and murids start with a new zikr: “Hayy ul Qayyum, ya 
Allah, Hayy ul Qayyum, ya Hadi, Hayy ul Qayyum, ya Baqi”, etc. Shaykh 
shows three ways to do this zikr. One way is called devran, where the 
dervishes stand in a tight circle with arms around each others’ shoulders 
                                                                                                                                            
common. Shaykh Taner experienced distance from Shaykh Muhyiddin Ansari and exchanged 
letters with him. In a 1993 sohbet, as an example of the centrality of rabita, Shaykh Taner shared 
the following with his murids, “I saw my shaykh only twice in my life, but he is with me all of 
my life” (29 August 1993). 
200 These decisions can reveal much about the focus of the transcriber/murid and with careful 
analysis, the transformation of a murid.  
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and move to the left, starting with the left foot forward and the right foot 
behind. 201   
 
The transcriber, who is a murid and was present at the original sohbet, makes the 
editorial decision not to include verbatim the conversation surrounding the zikr 
demonstration. One example of streamlining is the transcriber’s mention of a third “way” 
to perform the new zikr even though the Shaykh actually mentioned only “two ways.”202 
Yet, there is no mention of how Shaykh Taner came to remember this zikr and only one 
way of three is described. The transcriber does partially clarify portions of my own 
transcription where I could not “see” Shaykh Taner’s demonstrations. Where I heard only 
a swish of material on the sound recording, the murid transcriber furnished the rest. The 
following is from my raw transcription of the sohbet immediately following the zikr 
demonstration, 
One more thing, when we…Jerrahis go like this…this is adab. Mevlevis, 
the same thing. [ST asks male murid/guest if that is so] 
 
Male murid/guest: I think they used to go a little more like this. 
 
ST: Anyway, we go like this. [putting murids into position] Right hand on 
your heart. In Turkish, it is “boyun kesmek.” Drop your head. [several 
people try to say it in Turkish] Boyun means “neck.” It means “cutting 
neck.” I think it means dropping your head. [someone says bowing] And 
when you kneel, always put your right foot, knee first, and then the left 
knee and then you, if the shaykh is there, you come you say you’re there. 
When you come into the dergah you go like this. [you can hear ST moving 
around the room and away from the recorder demonstrating an entrance] 
And then, if you are going to greet the shaykh, you go, he calls you, you 
put right foot first and then sit here with me.  
I ask for your hand [s.t. inaudible] then we sit down. That is adab.  
 
                                                
201 Ten years later, in 2008, I witnessed Shaykh Taner demonstrating this same movement i.e., the 
arm-in-arm tight circle, in Cape Town, South Africa.  
202 The third way emerged over the course of the demonstration 
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The murid transcriber’s version reads as follows: 
Shaykh talked about the adab of hand position in the various tariqas. The Qadiri 
Rifai Tariqa holds each flap of the front of the coat together, with the right hand 
higher and close to the heart. If the dervish is not wearing the coat, the left hand is 
laid across the belly and the right hand over the heart.  
 
Shaykh talked about how to greet your Shaykh. When you enter the 
dergah, you stand with the proper hand position and bow your head toward your 
heart. This is called boyün kesmek, which means dropping your head. Then you 
kneel in front of the Shaykh with your right knee first. Then you kiss your 
Shaykh’s hand, and wait until he shows you where to sit. You go to your place, 
seated with your feet under you.  
 
While providing some greater detail, overall there is a collapse of process into 
information. Interested in the performance of authority, the murid/transcriber notably 
makes the first heading of the entire transcription “Adab,” a topic that does not begin 
until the twenty four minute mark. Missing from the transcribing murid’s version is the 
communicative aspect of this interaction, i.e., the embodied learning found in the 
questions and suggestions shared between shaykh and murid. In contrast to Shaykh 
Taner’s through sharing of his own recollection of the new zikr, the transcriber is 
interested in the final formulation of information.. This is the kind of information 
recognized by someone focused on the outer (zahir): i.e., the murid must know what 
actions to take and when.203 In another example immediately following this explanation 
of adab, Shaykh Taner mentions “niyaz etmek,” but  cannot find the exact English word 
                                                
203 This same murid later asks about the appropriate adab of leaving the presence of the shaykh. 
Her question is out of place and an interruption to which the shaykh responds, “What?” This is 
the same murid who is transcribing and in the transcription this tone of the exchange is left out. In 
a similar vein that accentuates the murid’s focus on outer discipline, Shaykh Taner said to me in a 
kitchen in Cape Town, “I might not teach you how to be a Sufi, but you will know how to serve 
people,” meaning that there is more to being a Sufi than “disciplines of presence.”  
Brian Silverstein suggests that Islamic knowledge, the transmission of which is traditionally 
rooted in presence through “[c]ompanionship and face-to face speech” is transformed simply into 
“information” when it becomes broadcast discourse (2008:127; see also Messick 1993). 
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for its translation so  he tries “appealing,” “application,” and finally “showing respect.” 
The murid/transcriber transcribes none of these and writes simply “supplication,” which 
is the precise definition of niyaz, but again renders invisible the shaykh’s process. This 
process is important for the murid to see and hear modeled for her because it embodies 
the authority of the shaykh in an organic and dialogical (even if within the shaykh) 
manner, rather than in a manufactured (i.e., organized, edited and cleansed speech) and 
monologic one (ideal scholar expert).204 Brian Silverstein maps a similar metamorphosis 
of sohbet from “a disciplinary practice into a generalized Islamic discourse analogous to 
that of any other (respected) Islamic scholar” (2008:137; italics mine) among the 
Naqshbandi Sufis of the Iskender Pasha Mosque in Istanbul, drawing attention to the 
unique quality that a close, personal, and interactive sohbet maintains.205  
While not specifically focused on Sufis, Charles Hirschkind’s study (2001) of 
cassette sermon audition in Egypt as a practice of ethical self-discipline or moral self-
fashioning warrants some attention by virtue of its having sparked a flood of studies, 
including Silverstein’s, on media technology, sensory experience, and political space 
with regard to Sufism (Mahmood 2005; Keane 2007; Bowen 2004; Eisenlohr 2006; 
Meyer 2006; Zigon 2007, 2008; Haniffa 2008; DeWitte 2008; Silverstein 2008; McIntosh 
2009; Simon 2009). Hirschkind (2001:2) writes, “I explore the fashion of cassette-sermon 
                                                
204  However, it can be argued that the dialogical interplay between shaykh and murid is 
happening in the entextualization process with the clarification of the translation by the murid.  
205 Due to the official ban on tarikat (Sufi order) activity in Turkey, Brian Silverstein shows how 
these Naqshbandi Sufis changed their activities in order to remain active by convening 
conferences and symposia at which they could hold “talks,” seminars, lectures, workshops, and 
performances. For a variety of reasons, not the least of which was financial, they subsequently 
shifted to broadcast radio sohbets.  
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audition as a disciplinary practice through which contemporary Egyptian Muslims hone 
an ethically responsive sensorium: the requisite sensibilities that they see as enabling 
them to live as devout Muslims in a world increasingly ordered by secular 
rationalities.” 206  Already in this sentence, Hirschkind points out a socio-political 
opposition at work in his study group that does not exist in the QRT. The sense of 
alienation and tension experienced by a “devout Muslim” in a world of “secular 
rationalities” is palpable in his writing. This categorical division is navigated much 
differently within a poetic discourse that challenges such categorizations and pushes the 
listener to transform everyday perceptions.   
Cassette listening is not necessarily, although can often be, a solitary act and 
therefore contrary to the centrality of companionship in Sufi discipline noted by Hujwiri 
in the tenth century and thereafter institutionalized by Sufis. According to Hirschkind 
(2001:3-4), these sermons “inculcate dispositions and modes of sensory experience” and 
then he provides an example,  
Husam, who worked in a small store that sold sermon tapes and religious 
literature, explained the utility of tape audition this way: “Tapes are 
always of benefit, whether on the torments of the grave, Judgment Day, 
death, on the most dangerous of sins, or the headscarf. You learn things 
you didn’t know, and this is useful. And they restore you to [moral] health 
[biyashfūna]. Listening to a tape of a sermon you’ve already heard is a 
way of reinforcing what you’ve learned, strengthening the fear of God’s 
punishments, so you won’t commit a moral error [mai]. This leaves your 
                                                
206 “Formation of a sensorium: the visceral orientations enabling of the particular form of life to 
which those who  undertake the practice aspire. Practices of this kind do not impart mastery of a 
specific cultural activity, but perceptual habits that incline one toward certain acts, discourses, 
and gestures. As opposed to the sort of technical skills acquired in the course of learning, say, the 
game of chess—skills that inhabit a highly circumscribed arena of practice—the ethical capacities 
cultivated by the men with whom I worked were applicable across many contexts and social 
domains” (Hirschkind 2001:19) 
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heart calm [mutmai`n]. There are some people who just do what they 
should. Many others, however, they realize that the devil has got into their 
heads [yuwaswasu, literally, “whispers to them”], and is making them 
think that what is evil [haram] is actually good [halal]. By listening, they 
strengthen themselves against this, as it gets them to pray and read the 
Quran. Then they begin to regret what they have done and ask God for 
forgiveness. The tape, in other words, helps them to fight against the 
devil.” 
Tapes thus enable a strengthening of the will and an ability to resist 
the devil’s whispers (waswas). With repeated and attentive listening, they 
can also lead listeners to change their ways. 
 
In this passage we see transformation as a function of the “fear of God’s punishment” 
inspired by the content of these sermons - torment of the grave, death, final judgment, the 
most dangerous of sins, and interestingly among these, the headscarf. Hirschkind 
concludes that cassette technology makes the acquisition of this kind of traditional 
knowledge not only more available, but also possible within the times and spaces of 
modern urban existence, since the requisite “long-term study, immersion, and 
apprenticeship characteristic of Islamic pedagogical practices” is impractical. These 
topics and pedagogical practices echo Ibn Khaldun in Chapter One who, in his analysis of 
poetry and prose, wrote that the prose is “employed in sermons and prayers and in 
speeches intended to encourage or frighten the masses,” i.e., a form of authoritative 
discourse, not internally persuasive (1989:441). Hirschkind’s example is the kind of 
teaching exemplified by the Tablighi Jama’at and to some extent the quasi-Sufi Ahli 
Sunnah in Mauritius and South Africa in my fieldwork, that the QRT murids in various 
countries are struggling against precisely because the reified “informational” content 
remains “fearfully” in the realm of Bakhtin’s “authoritative discourse.”  
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In the present sohbet, the focus is neither on fear, nor Judgment, nor sin, nor 
headscarves; it is about the relationship between the human being and Allah. In his 
interrogation of the growing lack of intimacy engendered by changes in Naqsibandi 
sohbet practices, Silverstein (2008:135) writes that central to “traditional” sohbet is love, 
i.e., the “metaphysic of influence…that capacity humans have to influence one another 
and to make people develop certain sentiments and desire to be like another.” Love and 
the desire to be like another, although peripheral to Silverstein’s study, is central to mine 
in terms of its role in the broader acquisition of knowledge and, as we will see, central to 
Shaykh Taner’s sohbet. Returning to the murid transcriber, she is traversing that place 
between the authoritative and internally persuasive discourse, what Bakhtin might call 
“struggle.” Bakhtin scholar Kay Halasek (1998:60) emphasizes that “[a]uthoritative 
reading may be part of a person’s reading process, but only internally persuasive reading 
is epistemic.” This statement can be applied to the transcription process as well in which 
the maturing (or simply more experienced) transcriber can maintain the intersubjectivity, 
intertextuality and dialogism of the sohbet in the text itself so that the poetic embodiment 
of the Sufi shaykh is not lost but successfully conveyed.  
The murid transcriber organized her transcription into the following topical 
sections that differ significantly from those in the Egyptian sermon, namely “Love: brain 
and heart match,” “Be the shaykh,” “Veils between us and Allah,” and “Allah’s Nur.” 
These “topics” outline the shaykh’s persistent focus on preparing his murids for an 
experiential encounter with Allah. The ensuing discussion on fana’, or passing away into 
Allah, is particularly illustrative. However, the questions posed by the murids at the end 
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of the sohbet again betray their predilection for outer religious form and the performance 
of authority. The murids’ questions have nothing to do with the shaykh’s topics, but 
rather seek clarity on religious distinctions and obligations that he has not mentioned at 
all.207 In the following portion of the sohbet, I will take up the topics introduced by the 
Shaykh in which our poet Yunus makes an appearance.  
Sohbet within a Sohbet: Love and Knowledge 
“What else do you want to know?” This question, when posed by Shaykh Taner, 
is almost always answered with silence. Yet, his is not a symbolic invitation to dialogue 
in an otherwise authoritarian monologue; he truly desires dialogue. He invariably models 
his own curiosity and inquiring mind by posing his own questions during playful 
conversations on a long drive or a circuitous hike. However, following this particular and 
not unexpected silence, Shaykh Taner offers a sohbet within a sohbet as he returns to a 
conversation that he had earlier in the day with one of his visiting murids on the subject 
of love and knowledge. The question shifts the conversation from the externalities of 
proper adab to its potentially interior antecedents not the least of which are physical. The 
shaykh begins by relating a study that he had been shown recently that measured 
electronically the resonance between the heart and brain when a person is experiencing 
love. These data do not surprise the shaykh and he builds on this study’s findings by 
connecting this resonance to the love/knowledge dynamic he has witnessed and 
experienced “many times” in action.  
                                                
207 These include questions associated with the upcoming month of Ramadan, the prophets 
(anbiya) and their books, the distinction between the prophets and messengers (rusul), and the 
specific topic of repentance (tövbe) as found in the sermons of Abdul Qadir Geylani. 
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Everyone is sitting again as the direction of this evening’s especially active 
opening moves toward the kind of spiritual conversation that is more customary of 
sohbet. Following the silence, Shaykh Taner continued to speak,  
 
As I was saying to Mahmud… the information can be transferred. Love is 
like a conductor, like an antenna. So when this love is the power of 
transmission [burps softly] of shaykh [pause] The Shaykh has reached this 
state [hal], this is a state, the information is built in this state. So we do 
not transfer you [pause] We do this too we transfer you this information 
one by one or by bringing you to that state. You immediately can log into 
this and this thing passes to you…. [transcription and bold mine] 
 
It is at this juncture that the subtle presence of ilahi poetry manifests. In his explanation 
of how information is transferred, Shaykh Taner clearly parallels the syntax that he used 
to include Yunus Emre’s couplet in his book The Sun Will Rise in the West: 
OR 
 
Ete kemiğe büründüm 
Yunus diye göründüm 
  
I wrapped myself in bone and flesh  
and appeared as “Yunus.” 
 
Shaykh Taner can “transfer” information that he has learned “one by one” to his murids 
in sohbet (and presumably other readers of his book) OR he can bring the murid to a 
“state” of information, i.e., of immediate (embodied) knowledge. Yunus (and Mevlana) 
are palpable in this passage. Knowledge therefore is both transmission and experience 
with the latter being the preferred method of the Sufi (and partially the responsibility of 
the Shaykh). What Shaykh Taner adds to the formula that Yunus does not (at least in the 
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poems present here) is love.208 Love is critical to the entire mechanism as both conductor 
and power. It is that through which knowledge (transmission) passes and to some extent 
made possible (as power). The Shaykh is in a state of knowledge and the murid must “log 
in” with the power of love. This love is not an ambiguous love, but rather the love 
nurtured between Shaykh and murid. What is this process of logging in?  
The key word in Shaykh Taner’s explanation above is “state,” which he 
emphasizes in his talk and clearly uses to differentiate one way of knowing that is 
experiential from another that accumulates packets (“one-by-one”) of information. The 
Sufi technical term for state is, hal, meaning a temporary ecstatic or illuminated state.209 
The word is another acknowledgment and foreshadowing of Yunus Emre’s presence in 
this sohbet. In this passage the shaykh does not use the personal pronoun “I.” Other than 
the initial reference to himself talking with his student, the shaykh uses the third person 
(“the shaykh”) and thereafter the first person plural or “we.” He begins to explain a 
process of “bringing” the murid to a state, but this is not done alone by him or by the sole 
effort of the murid. Shaykh Taner continued,  
 
…That’s why you have to be like the shaykh. Your first job is: be the 
shaykh. Here what we are doing is you are assimilating me in you because 
I have assimilated my shaykh and I keep assimilating him still…I grow. 
And as I do this your state is also increasing. If everyone stays in the first 
level, I won’t have a chance to go to the top level because I don’t need to 
because you don’t need to…what am I going to do with it? I can’t give it 
                                                
208 In fact, Shaykh Taner would see love fully present in Yunus’couplet. His “experience” of this 
poetry has prompted him to instruct me to reflect on the question “For/to whom did Yunus 
write?” In the context of our conversation, Yunus’ Shaykh was the simple answer, but the 
dynamic of which he speaks here is perhaps more to his point.    
209 Its sister term, maqam, generally denotes a more persistent “station” in contrast with the 
characteristic transience of a hal. 
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to you because you are not receiving. But as you grow Allah makes the 
shaykh grow too, there is a need. Because how I gave up everything but 
Allah, that is what you are going to do, and this is going to open your heart 
and when I see this I will love you, and you see this, you will love me and 
this love is going to bring us together. So you will inherit my state, as I 
grow you grow or you grow on your own. You’ll get attached to the 
Prophet (pbuh) and then so on and so forth. That is what is fana filshaykh, 
fana filrasul, then before that fana filpir, if you pass me you need to catch 
up with Abdul Qadir Geylani [everyone laughs] if you catch him then you 
go on to Muhammad (pbuh) from rasul to Allah, fanafullah. And don’t 
think that these are impossible.210  
 
Ending on a note of not hopeful idealism, but rather certain potentiality, the 
shaykh explains how growth is a collaborative, corporate, and integrative process based 
on murids’ needs and the shaykh’s willingness and capacity to give up his own 
increasingly rarefied nafs. “Logging in” is a process in which the murid assimilates the 
Shaykh into herself; a process that the Shaykh has already performed/surrendered to with 
his Shaykh. The catalyst for this assimilation is “surrender” or “giving up,” although not 
in oneself initially, but in the Shaykh. Observing the Shaykh’s surrender, i.e., giving his 
wealth to others, all his time for others, healing and care for others, intuitive responses to 
others; these spark love in the heart of the murid and then the Shaykh, and set in motion 
the dynamic of love. The passage affirms the created world as a locus of change and roots 
the Sufi experience in the bodies of the shaykh and the murids rather than in transcending 
the material world. In addition, Shaykh Taner’s description of “state” (hal) as dynamic 
spiritual growth embedded in the shaykh/murid relationship finds some historical 
                                                
210 Fana’ becomes the topic of the next portion of the conversation and from here to the end of 
Shaykh Taner’s talking comprises the very kind of “spiritual” subject that Silverstein sees 
missing from the sohbet that he observes among the Istanbul Naqshbandis. 
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grounding in the early Sufi Qushayri.211   
Michael Sells’ analysis (1996:103-4) of Qushayri’s use of the term ma‘na, 
generally translated as “meaning,” in relation to hal is helpful in understanding Shaykh 
Taner’s explanation of this dynamic state.  
In the essay on the state (hal),…The discussion deepens to an 
examination of the continual progressivity and movement within the 
consciousness of the seeker as he moves ever deeper along the infinite 
road to the real. Of special importance is Qushayri’s use of the word 
ma‘nā here. The word can mean “meaning,” “essence,” or “feeling.” 
Qushayri uses it to refer to the ‘content’ of the individual state (delight, 
constriction, longing, anxiety, terror). The word indicates more than a 
feeling and yet something more specific than consciousness. I have used 
the term ‘mode of consciousness’. 
 
Qushayri writes,  
On the other hand, some of the folk have maintained the stability and 
perdurance of the states….What must be said of all this is that they are 
correct who claim that the state is continuous. The particular mode of 
consciousness (ma‘na) is a taste or portion (shirb) in a person that can 
later grow into something more. But the possessor of such a continuous 
state…never ceases to rise higher. 
 
What Qushayri points out is that the hal is an experience that is temporary insofar as it is 
ever-changing, rather than only lasting a specific duration of time. This dynamic state is 
also fed by ma‘na, an equally dynamic “mode of consciousness” in which content is less 
                                                
211 According to Abdul Qadir Geylani, 
This situation (hal) [in which ecstasy occurs] takes place mostly during a 
beautiful recitation or recording [sic] of a poem or during zikr. At this time the 
body has no power. The power of personal will and the ability to choose melts 
away. …In a generous hadith, it is told: ‘The reciting of ayats and poems of love 
with wisdom and wistful voices give ruh the power of nur.’ (Ansari 2008:95) 
Although Geylani describes ecstasy in terms of will, ruh and nur, he ends the chapter with a 
description of hal in terms of the emotions and physical manifestations that accompany it. They 
are indeed rather ordinary and descriptive of murids’ experiences in QRT sohbet and zikr in 
which the poetry is read, alluded to, and invoked. 
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packets of information or static meaning, but rather an experience. Shaykh Taner speaks 
of this dynamic as love, which as seen in Chapter Four can be described by the same 
qualities Qushayri lists, “delight, constriction, longing, anxiety, terror.” Although this 
love begins with the Shaykh, according to the Sufis, it does not end there.   
Love does not end with the Shaykh as he suggests when he says, “I have 
assimilated my Shaykh and I keep assimilating him still…I grow.” At the end of the 
passage, Shaykh Taner uses the word “pass” in order to explain the multiple degrees of 
assimilation that occur in fana’ experiences, i.e. the experience of passing away into the 
shaykh, pir, prophet, and Allah (experience of one’s own temporariness/dynamic 
nature).212 His mention of fana’, an important Sufi concept, introduces a bit of confusion 
on the part of one of the murids further illustrating the dialogical character of the sohbet. 
The murid asks Shaykh Taner, “How can you pass the shaykh?” to which he chuckles 
(along with the other murids) and responds by repeating her question, “How can you pass 
the shaykh? Allah, Allah.” The murid is meant to understand the tonal cue that her 
question is somehow outside the purview of his intended meaning. He continued to refine 
his explanation (Trix 1993) while his khalifa interjected her own understanding in an 
attempt to clarify the discussion, 
ST: You can’t pass the shaykh.  
Khalifa/murid: But also the shaykh has gone through that too. 
 
                                                
212 Al-Junayd and Al-Sarraj also mention levels of fana’ (either three or five). However, living 
prior to the establishment of the Sufi tariqat orders, their levels differ from later ones and focus on 
the transformation of will that Abdel Kader (1976:81-87) describes first as moral and objective, 
then mental and subjective, and finally ending with a transformation and loss of the 
consciousness of one’s self.    
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ST: The shaykh is there, with you all the time. Don’t worry. Shaykh is 
there in your mind, in your mind. It’s a level.  
 
Khalifa Murid: [s.th. inaudible]…fana ful shaykh.  
 
The murid misunderstood the English “pass” as meaning something more akin to a race 
in which the murid is seen “passing” the shaykh and leaving him behind while trying to 
catch up to the Pirs, Muhammad, and ultimately Allah. Her understanding is partially 
conveyed by the shaykh’s first explanation, so he rephrases. In the following explanation, 
the shaykh takes on a tone of loving seriousness in which he works at illustrating a 
process that is nearly impossible to draw. He continued carefully at the boundary between 
what is information and experience, or rather dwells in the relationship between the two. 
He said with a softer tone,        
ST: You will see everything, but all these things will happen in the 
shaykh. Now you see me as shaykh. When you see me as a…pir, now 
you are passed the shaykh. When you see me as the prophet, then you 
have passed that. When you see Allah here – not me as Allah – but Allah 
here… When you see the prophet…let me rephrase it like that. When you 
see, when you realize it is Abdul Qadir Geylani talking to you, then you 
have passed the shaykh. When you see that actually it is the Prophet 
(pbuh) who is talking, then you are passed the Pir. And, when you see 
that it is Allah talking, then you are in fanafullah. That is how you pass.  
 
Murid: Impressive.  
 
Shaykh Taner has moved into what is now his third explanation of fana’, which has 
become a state of clarifying perception into the reality subsuming everything. He 
continued,  
ST: [34 seconds silence] Yes? So, that is why you have to love your 
shaykh. It is not because it is me, it is because that is the rule of the game. 
Because everybody, because Shaykh is representing the whole and then 
you can transfer….with the modem…[psshhhr] like in the computer it 
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shows 30 seconds 20 seconds [laughter] 60 percent 100 percent. That’s 
like that.  
 
Female murid: Does transference go on at all different levels?   
 
Intent on demystifying spiritual concepts that connote a break with the material world, 
Shaykh Taner grounds them in the world instead. For him this is not a speculative 
endeavor, but rather one that emerges from his spiritual training, experimentation, and 
resultant experience. In the passage above he returns to the importance of the love held 
between Shaykh and murid and expands on his initial description of it as a “conduit” and 
“power” that allows for the transmission of information. Love is the rule of the game; it is 
first a power and becomes a feeling (Qushayri’s mode of consciousness) inasmuch as it 
has direction from one body to another. The Shaykh (and the silsila) provides a direction 
to the love that undergirds the dynamic, temporary (fani’) state (hal) that is in fact 
corporately held inside him: Yunus Emre sang elsewhere, “Who is this I deeper than 
me?” The Shaykh moved in dialogical responsiveness to his present situation embodying 
the very dynamic he described between information (assertions) and love (poetry) and 
authority (Shaykh and silsila) that becomes Sufi knowledge.  
The murid’s question, “Does transference go on at all different levels?” catalyzed 
the final episode of this portion of the sohbet and is captured in the following dialogue, 
which gives full voice to Yunus Emre whose presence thus far has been so muted, if only 
because we have been “seeing” Shaykh Taner. The Shaykh responded to the murid with 
gentle tenderness in his voice indicating that he has perhaps reached the field of the limits 
of explanation. He continued,  
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ST: It goes on. [gently] Everything is so intricate, you can only know 
when you get there, no matter how much I tell you, I cannot draw you a 
clear picture because it is almost impossible to draw this picture with the 
outer, you have to see this with the inner. Everything is within the self. If 
there are seven nafs, each nafs has seven nafs. Seven layers. Each one has 
ten parts. So you add up to so many. It comes to 70,000 pardahs, screens 
or barriers, veils. 70,000. At least there’s a limit. [laughs]213 
 
Murid: Is that the same number of words that Allah and our prophet 
spoke? 
 
ST: Maybe, I don’t know, it’s I think it was 52,000 or something.  
[begins to sing]  
Yetmiş bin hicab geçtim,  (2x) [I passed seventy thousand veils.] 
Gizli perdeler açtım, (2x)  [I opened hidden curtains.]  
Ben dost ile buluştum, (2x)  [I met with Dost] 
Gördüm bir hal içinde. (2x)   [I saw (this) in one state.]  
Ya Hu Ya Hu Ya man Hu (2x)   [O He O He O He Who Is] 
Leysel Hadi illaHu   [Not the Guide, only He!] 
Dunya fani bakihu    [World is passing, He is everlasting!] 
La ilaha illaHu (2x)   [There is no god, only He!] 
 
Yunus said this. He said, “I passed 70,000 hicabs, and I’ve been into 
many, many situations, conditions, and I got together with the Dost in a 
hal, I saw Him in a hal.” 
 
Murid: In a heart? 
 
ST: Hal means a situation, in a vision or, temporary vision, not a... 
[he begins to sing again]  
La ilaha illaHu (2x) 
Gördüm bir döşek …   [I saw one bed…; ST senses this is 
not      correct] 
Sordum bir d….me    [I asked one ….; still not sure; 
searching; no      one else knows poem] 
Yattım bir hal içinde.   [I did (all this) in one state (vision)]  
Ya Hu Ya Hu Ya manhu (2x)  
Leysel Hadi illaHu 
Dunya fani bakihu  
La ilaha illaHu (2x) 
                                                
213 This is reminiscent of the Prophetic hadith of the veils: “God has seventy [or 700/70,000] veils 
of light and darkness: if He were to remove them, the radiant splendors of His Face would burn 
up whoever was reached by His Gaze” (Morris 2005:130). 
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Other murid: What’s fani? [asks if she has an idea and wants to confirm] 
 
ST: Opposite of baki.  
Other Murid: Dunya fani… 
ST: bakihu, yes, bakihu. [s.th. inaudible]  
Other Murid: Fani…like fanafullah…fani like gone.  
ST: Yes, fani, temporary, passing.  
 
In Shaykh Taner’s reflection on the fact that he has reached a place where he cannot 
“tell” the murid any “thing” (i.e., piece of information) in order for her “to know,” it is 
clear that knowledge is a dynamic state in which assertions (i.e. book learning) is only 
one aspect. However, there is still more to hal and Sufi experiential knowledge than 
Barth’s three-pronged dynamic, as hal is described also by visions and inner sight.  
The shaykh’s description of knowledge as a “state” early in this sohbet is linked 
concretely to the concept of hal with this poem. He defines hal in several ways here – 
situation, condition, and temporary vision – none of which preclude the dynamism 
discussed above, but rather give nuance to it. In addition, the refrain reminds and 
attempts to draw in the singer/listener to “see” the everchanging (temporary) nature of the 
world (creation, body, etc.) in addition to the everlasting nature of Allah (Hu) that gives it 
existence (illaHu). As Shaykh Taner indicates, this dynamic knowledge lies in the 
exploration of the body itself. This journey consists of peeling back layers, veils, and 
curtains of nafs. The large number of veils is not wholly meant to signify the daunting 
task ahead (or meant to point to the listener’s ignorant self-focus), although Shaykh 
Taner’s comment “at least there is a limit” reveals there is a palpable degree of truth to 
that perspective. In light of the power of love that is the driver of this dynamic, a nafs 
driven by love, with no time to spend perusing its deficiencies, instead tears the veils and 
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curtains away to get a glimpse of what is behind them. A nafs in love can pass through 
seventy thousand veils in a lifetime or an instant; it does not matter as it is a continuous 
experience (hal according to Qushayri) of the body in a reality that is everlasting.214 In 
short, according to Shaykh Taner as well as those he embodies, knowledge is incomplete 
without love. In other words, love is the rule around which is only found ignorance. 
   Before concluding this chapter, it must be pointed out that the ilahi that Shaykh 
Taner sang was far from precise in his memory. He clearly struggled with the second 
verse. I called him some time after having found the transcript and recording of this 
sohbet in order to see if he recognized the ilahi and could tell me more about it so that I 
could in fact pinpoint it among Yunus Emre’s repertoire. Outside of the verses that 
Shaykh Taner sang in the sohbet, he remembered the first and last verse very well. Here 
are all four together,  
Adım adım ileri   Forward step by step  
Bu âlemden içeri,215  Deeper than this world, 
On sekiz bin âlemi,   Eighteen thousand worlds 
Gördüm bir hal içinde. I saw this inside one state;216 
Yetmiş bin hicab geçtim,  I passed seventy thousand veils 
Gizli perdeler açtım,  opened hidden curtains 
Ben dost ile buluştum, I met with the Friend 
Buldum bir hal içinde. Found [him] inside one state. 
… 
                                                
214 Echoes of Yunus Emre’s Cumle vucudda bulduk (Chapter Four) are here as well.  
215 Another version has “beş alemden içeri” 
216 Much of the connection with this poem rides on the translation of this word dağ. It is a Persian 
word according to Redhouse meaning a mark, trace, or vestige including meanings of scar or 
brand. An “eighth” meaning, of course not disconnected from the above raw wound of a brand or 
scar, is “inward grief; especially, the pangs of unrequited love, or of bereavement.” In the 
glossary of Shaykh Taner’s book of Yunus Emre poems, the definition for dağ is “yara, yanık 
yarası,” or wound, burn wound.  
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Bir döşek döşemişler,  They spread a bed (on the floor) 
Nur ile bezemişler,  adorned it with light 
Dedim bu kimin ola,  I said, “Whose is this?” 
Yattım bir hal içinde.217 I lay down inside one state.   
 
… 
 
Yunus eydur gezerim,  O Yunus, I wander  
Dost iledir pazarım,  with the Friend, I am the seller  
Ol Allah’ın dîdârın,   Be Allah’s beloved 
Gördüm bir hal içinde. I saw [this] inside one state218 
 
The major difference in the poem that I found and the one Shaykh Taner sang is that it 
did not have hal in the repeated concluding phrase, but rather each quatrain ended with 
“bir hal içinde.” When I later asked him about this, he responded, “Hal refers to Yunus’ 
experiences. Everything is explaining what ‘dag’ is – I found everything in my heart is 
what he is saying.” With this comment, Shaykh Taner solidifies another poetic 
counterpoint. Beginning his sohbet with “information,” he ends it with heart, just as he 
did when he sang Yunus’ poem about knowledge (‘ilm) at the Uitenhage lunch table and 
finished with Uftade and heart (gönül).  
Without the experience of years of attending sohbet, this analysis may not have 
been methodologically possible. Bakhtin (1981:271) writes “the struggle and dialogic 
interrelationship of [authoritative and internally persuasive discourse] usually determine 
the history of an individual ideological consciousness.” This “struggle,” I contend, is 
characteristic of the murids in sohbet experiencing the dynamic of love and knowledge. I 
have demonstrated how sohbet as a context for the poetic medium offers both direction 
                                                
217 Sordum (I asked) is sometimes in place of yattım although the latter fits better with the 
imagery  
218 See full poem in Appendix. 
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and force in the transformation of Sufi individuals. The epistemic process that occurs 
during sohbet is an “internally persuasive” one and works centripetally toward the 
collective center by building community (companionship), but also centrifugally to the 
peripheral limits of critical self-reflexivity where transformative change can happen. 
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Chapter Six: Poetry in the Ritual Performance of Zikr 
 
“Make remembrance of Me, and I will make remembrance of you.” Qur’an 2:147 
 
 
“You sing the song and the song sings you.” – Shaykh Taner (5.14.99 sohbet) 
 
 
Kevser dudakların bilmem ne söyler - Allah Allah 
Hulusi kalb ile hakkı zikreyler 
 
Your prophetic lips, I don’t know what they say - Allah Allah 
They mention Truth with a sincere hear 
– Fehmi (d.1911) 
 
“I am trying to teach you how to be ‘arif so you can have access to Allah’s ‘ilm as much 
as He wishes to give it to you. Nobody has the power, nobody has the right, it is a 
privilege that Allah gives whatever he wants to give to us.…so we knock on his door, that 
is why we make zikr, knock, knock, knock, knock, maybe He’ll open the door.”  
– Shaykh Taner (19 July 2002 sohbet) 
 
 
Zikr (Ar. dhikr) is the core of collective Sufi performance. It is most often 
translated as “remembrance” or “recollection,” which can be done by an individual or a 
group, and silent or vocalized. Group zikr is a ritualized practice customarily held in the 
tekke, or dergah as it is called by the QRT, where participants chant Quranic names of 
Allah and other prayers, “thereby invoking the characteristics represented by those 
Names into the hearts of the congregation” while moving, swaying, turning left to right or 
fully around (Ansari 2000:68). Zikr has been mentioned in every chapter thus far. In 
Chapter One we learned that the practice of using poetry in ritual zikr harkens back to the 
tenth and eleventh century Abu-Said ibn Abi’l Khayr, whose Persian quatrains were sung 
alongside an already customary and collective tradition of reciting the Qur’an and 
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repeated mentioning of the kalimat al-tawhid and various names of Allah. We also saw 
an ilahi practice session (Chapter Three) that was for much of the time indistinguishable 
from a true zikr, demonstrating how zikr is the ritual home of this poetry. In Chapter 
Four, the term zikr was associated in the poetry with various parts of the body (e.g. 
tongue, heart), was the movement of the universe, and the past time of its inhabitants 
especially the sun and the nightingale. Similarly in Chapter Five, one sohbet, the 
dialogical forerunner of every ritual zikr session, was so closely intertwined with the zikr 
ritual that they could not be discerned from each other until nearly half an hour into the 
event.  
As detailed in Chapter Two, a photocopy of the zikr script used by Muhyiddin 
Ansari at the Ayni Ali Baba tekke in Kasımpaşa (Istanbul) was among the essential 
materials brought by Shaykh Taner Ansari to establish the QRT in the United States. For 
most of the QRT murids, zikr is also the main context in which they encounter the ilahis. 
Therefore based on hundreds of audio- and videotaped congregational zikrs, my own 
participation in dozens of them, and interviews with the QRT shaykh and murids, the 
following will be a close analysis of this quintessential Sufi practice. Zikr, as a cultural 
spectacle, has long attracted the attention of anthropologists; therefore Sufi poetry, which 
is an integral part of the ritual performance, has also been treated to varying degrees. For 
some scholars it is near the forefront of their work (Qureshi 1995, Sonneborn 1995, 
Abbas 2002) and for others it is an aesthetic detail (Raudvere 2002, Naroditskaya 2003, 
Mack 2004, Rozehnal 2007). Here zikr will be regarded as the primary oral and aural 
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context of the poetic medium of knowledge in the QRT integral to an embodied Sufi 
epistemology.   
Ritual zikr is at the center of a transformative dynamic and is intended to facilitate 
this relationship. The ilahis that ornament the zikr ritual hold within their musical and 
poetic structure the particular symbols, metaphors, and rhythms required for success in 
this process.  Mehmet Fuad Köprülü (2006:305) writes that Sufi poetry, by whatever 
name it is called (ilahis, nutuq, nefes) “breathe[s] a profound and pure excitement, a 
divine impulse combined with purity of heart and sincerity.” It is in the zikr that this 
combination of excitement and sincerity is found literally in the breath and bodies of the 
participants. If we look at Shaykh Taner’s list of functions of poetry, several of them 
clearly emerge from the experience of poetry in the context of zikr,  
1. Presents information in a way that is pleasing to the listener, 
2. Increases love (poetry’s music) 
3. Is accompanied by music, which helps to remember it,  
4. Resonates with everyone, not only Sufis, as a physical, vibrational 
phenomenon. 
As we will see, the remaining functions:  
1. Motivates or inspires the listener to begin a relationship with the Creator, 
2. Becomes a spokesperson for the listener, i.e., the listener joins the 
reader/composer, 
3. Is a form of present knowledge, 
 
are all fortified by the ritual context. 
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Ritual zikr is not only one of the communicative contexts of QRT poetry, but also 
a substantial mode of delivery of the corpus of assertions found therein. Providing an 
ordered ritual structure to the philosophical corpus, the zikr ritual context also reveals 
how the poetry’s assertions - complicated by dissonances in translation and semantics - 
come to resonate with the QRT murids’ bodies through a complex mingling of sound, 
movement, and emotion. Analysis of the ritual poetic encounter will also elucidate the 
relationship that obtains between modes of religious piety characterized by ritual and 
sincerity (Seligman, et al. 2008), a conversation indicated by Sahl al-Tustari’s famous 
ninth century utterance: “Many are the people of ‘La ilaha illa’llah’, but rare are the 
sincere.” The ways that poetry in ritual primes the Sufi adherent for the embodiment of 
change and adaptation in everyday life will also begin to emerge as I show how the 
individual murid’s daily life becomes a subjective ongoing commentary on the ilahi. 
When Walter Feldman (1993:261) observes that Niyazi Misri “reduces some of the basic 
Sufi philosophical positions into concise aphorisms,” for example, “who has found You 
loses himself,”219 it must be kept in the forefront of any analysis that these “aphorisms” 
or verses of poetry must be analyzed within a broader and complementary performative 
and experiential framework. 
 Lastly, any discussion of zikr must take into account the ecstatic behaviors which 
have long been the target of some Muslim and other scholarly criticism. Therefore a 
thread of the following discussion concerns the relationship between physical zikr 
techniques and moral action. Judith Becker (2004:13) writes in the introduction to her 
                                                
219 Kim seni buldu kendi yok oldu. 
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book Deep Listeners that “[t]rance in our society suffers from our unfamiliarity with it, 
our historical aversion to it, and from our deep antipathy to the idea of not being fully in 
conscious control of our behavior…[w]e have no reputable trance states.” I note here that 
the “historical aversion” to trance that Becker locates in the Western intellectual tradition 
is not absent in the Muslim world.220 For example, one non-Sufi Muslim describes a 
qawwali gathering in Pakistan as “ear torturing babble” and “awful to listen to, as all they 
do is scream really loud and ramble incoherently and occasionally mention religion.”221 
To the untrained or uninitiated ear, could this sound also be our bülbül, the nightingale, 
one variety of which in India has been recorded as making “cacophonous explosions of 
loud discordant babbles”?222 
 
Zikr in the QRT Ilahis 
What do we know about zikr on the basis of the QRT ilahis? References to zikr 
appear in no less than seven ilahis and in every one of its appearances it is connected with 
the body. The word “zikr” appears in three poems we have already discussed, written by 
Uftade (d. 1580), Niyazi Misri (d. 1697), and Fehmi (1848-1911), while Yunus Emre in 
four others makes reference to the practice by way of its bodily performance. The 
following ilahis exemplify the intimate relationship between tongue and heart, inner and 
                                                
220 While there are definitely intellectual and cultural legacies as a result of Western colonialism 
that nurture a Muslim aversion to trance and ecstatic states found in Muslim populations, there is 
sufficient evidence that there is also an indigenous aversion as well.  
221 http://www.sunniforum.com/forum/showthread.php?34952-Is-Qawwali-Islamic  
222 The White-browed Bulbul is less melodic than some others in its Family Pycnonotidae. See 
http://www.ibin.gov.in/components/com_ibin/species_html/birds_html/White-
browed%20Bulbul/White-browed%20Bulbul.htm  
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outer, ecstasy and sobriety. In this section I will examine in more detail the place of zikr 
in a constellation of terms found in two ilahis. The first belongs to Uftade, who lived 
during the Golden Age of the Ottoman Empire during the reign of Suleiman the 
Magnificent (1520-1566) himself an accomplished poet. The second belongs to Niyazi 
Misri who on the other hand spent years in prison and exile suffering at the hands of the 
seventeenth century anti-Sufi Kadizadeli movement. It is Uftade’s poem however that 
contains evidence that the practice of Sufi zikr was at least highly suspect by some 
learned scholars.  
The constellation of linguistic forms in these ilahis is composed of the nightingale 
(bulbul), remembrance/ mentioning (zikr), lover (aşık), Truth/Allah (Hak), and burning 
(yanmak) all of which are contained in the first and last verses of Uftade’s poem. These 
are the words that will be recognized by any of the QRT murids participating in zikr. 
Uftade begins his ilahi with a question whose rhetorical force suggests a palpable level of 
seriousness…and play. 
Hakka aşık olanlar zikrullahtan kaçar mı? 
Arif olan cevherin boş yere saçar mı?  
…. 
Uftade yanıp tüter bülbül gibi öter 
dervişlere taş atan, iman ile göçer mı? 
 
Would the lovers of Truth run away from remembrance of Allah (zikrullah)? 
Would the wise (arif) one scatter his jewels onto barren ground?  
… 
Uftade, burning, longing, sings like a nightingale  
Those who throw stones at the dervishes, do they pass away with belief?  
 
Zikr is here associated rhetorically and powerfully with the lovers of Truth/Allah. The 
question however suggests a dissonance occurring both socially and personally in the 
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listener. Are there criticisms of Sufi zikr practices coming from the outside? Are murids 
themselves balking at the practice and for what reason? In Chapter Two, we saw that both 
were indeed true for QRT members in South Africa – there are indeed criticisms from 
local Muslim groups and there are murids who are not performing their practices or 
attending congregational zikr.  
The whole poem is an invitation to the Sufi path and in the intervening verses 
addresses experiential knowledge (marifet; Gelsün marifet alan/Come, whoever wants 
marifet), the commanding nafs (nafsi emmare), miracles (keramet), and transformation. 
The final verse is where Uftade returns to zikr with the poet burning, longing, and singing 
like a nightingale so that there is no mistaking that “remembrance of Allah” is 
characterized by a love that is at once fiery (purifying and transformative) and vocal or 
more broadly “expressive.” The poet Sana’i four centuries earlier wrote of the tongue 
becoming the nightingale and indeed Uftade’s ilahi ends with the voice of a singing 
nightingale on fire. Yet, this nightingale poses a very serious question. Uftade in the last 
line returns to his first, revealing the uncomfortable and potential reality of living with 
the voice of love and longing and the Truth to which it bears witness – stoning. 
Contemporaneous with Uftade is the Alevi/Sufi poet Pir Sultan Abdal (ca. 1480–1550) 
who has only one poem in the QRT repertoire. For his outspokenness against the unjust 
policies of Hızır Paşa, he was stoned by the Paşa’s supporters as he walked to the gallows 
to be hanged (similarly Hallaj/Mansur was stoned as he walked to gibbet). Abdal sang,   
Güzel aşık çevrimizi    Beautiful lover, you cannot 
Çekemezsin demedim mi   Suffer our troubles, didn’t I say so? 
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The phrase “taş atan” used in Uftade’s poem has become an idiom which means “to put 
down,” and it is translated as such in the QRT text, however in the time it was written, 
stoning was a pernicious reality. Uftade makes another subtle move in this ilahi. He 
subverts conventional categories set by class, gender, or education and distinguishes 
between two main groups of people who are characterized by their actions. There is no 
mention of Sufi or ‘ulema, but rather it is wide open – “those who are in love with Truth” 
and “those who throw stones” at them figuratively or factually.  
As explained in the second chapter, Uftade developed the “Celveti” way, which is 
based sonically on the repeated Muslim affirmation of unity (La ilaha illallah) in their 
practice, including group zikr. In the zikr performance, the shaykh sings this ilahi and the 
QRT murids accompany him with an incessant chanting of la ilaha illallah (where the 
bold font is deep and guttural). Uftade taught that zikr of Allah is done to fight the nafs 
(in the above ilahi, the nafsi emmare, or carnal soul) and that loud zikr was critical for 
beginners to perform (Ballanfat 2005:76). Yet, according to Uftade, there is a level of 
mutuality in the zikr, “The aspirant does not reach his aim by invoking the formula of 
Unity only by himself; it is essential that his master invokes according to his intention, 
for if the master’s invocation is not included in that of the aspirant, the latter cannot reach 
his aim” (Ballanfat 2005:78).223 This dynamic will become more evident as we look at 
the QRT zikr itself.  
                                                
223 This poem is found on Youtube in several ways. First there are presentations that are muziksiz 
(without music) although accompanied by visual displays of nature scenes with roses, tulips, and 
running brooks. These are read by a deep male voice with a steady rhythm “Hakka asik olanlar 
zikrullahtan kacar mi? Arif olan cevherin bos yere sacar mi? Uftade yanip tuter, bulbuller gibi 
oter dervislere tas atan, iman ile gocer mi?” giving an impression of serious sincerity. Other 
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Niyazi Misri also expands the reaches of zikr beyond the philological definition of 
mental recollection or audible mentioning by locating it in the whole body:  
Can yine bülbül oldu                        My heart became a nightingale again 
Har açîldî gül oldu                           The thorn blossomed and became a rose 
Göz kulak oldu her yer                  Everywhere became eyes and ears 
Her ne ki var O oldu                      Whatever there is became Him 
 
Gönül ol behre daldı   My heart dove into that sea 
Dilim tutuldu kaldı   I remained tongue-tied 
Girdim anın zikrine   I entered immediately into His zikr 
Azalarım dil oldu   My limbs became a tongue. 
 
In these initial verses, the heart is consumed with love and longing as befits the 
nightingale, transforming from a bramble into a beautiful rose, and having done so her 
perception of everything changes. She is everywhere, and everywhere she sees and hears 
her lover. Then, diving into the sea, straight down into the water from fingertips to 
elbows, then face, chest, waist, hips, knees, toes…all that skin underwater. She cannot 
open her mouth to take in a breath, only kick her legs and wildly wave her arms.224 Her 
body becomes an organ of remembrance and mentioning – what she does, not what she 
vocalizes, is important. This is ecstasy – broad identification, movement, action, and in 
this instance, no words.  
                                                                                                                                            
presentations consist of elaborate arrangements with several bars of music per syllable and full 
orchestral accompaniment, which seem to accent a highly sentimentalized sincerity. Public 
performances of ilahis are generally streamlined, audience participation is at a minimum, and 
background or accompanying chants are either excised or highly regular and orchestrated, very 
unlike the performances of zikr within the QRT or other tariqas. See 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flU7kGv_qrI  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GalShIctjWE  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjrSl3u9WBU  
224 This line could also be translated as “my limbs became a heart” since dil in Persian is heart, 
while in Turkish dil is tongue. However since Niyazi used gönül already in the first line as heart, I 
have chosen to hold to the Turkish meaning of dil.  
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These two poets draw our attention not only to the social criticism that befell 
Sufis on account of their zikr practice (Niyazi in his life and Uftade in his poetry), but 
also to the ecstatic connection that zikr generates between heart and tongue into full 
embodiment and expression of closeness to Allah.225 The third ilahi that contains the 
word “zikr” is by a lesser known poet of the Mevlevi order known as Fehmi who 
composed in the nineteenth century.226 This ilahi is a spiritual panegyric that extols the 
ontological reality of the Light of Muhammad (nur Muhammadi), which in Sufi 
metaphysics and theology is understood to be the foundation and cause of all creation, 
Kevser227 dudaklarîn bilmem ne söyler Allah Allah 
Hulusi kalb ile hakkî228 zikreyler 
Daha küçük iken ümmeti diler Allah Allah 
Nur kundak içinde yatar Muhammed 
Canîmîm cananîsîn ya Muhammed 
 
Your prophetic lips, I don’t know what they say “Allah Allah” 
They remember Truth (make zikr of Truth) with a sincere heart  
While still a child, he prayed for his people  
Muhammad lies in a cradle of light 
You are the beloved of my soul. 
 
These lines draw our attention to zikr in two extraordinary ways. First, although Fehmi 
has the repetition of “Allah Allah” concluding the first and third line of every stanza as 
                                                
225 Other topics in the poems include combating the nafs, finding an ‘arif as teacher, and seeing 
passed the “black and white,” the created, to the reality of God everywhere. 
226  Fehmi may have become a dervish under Osman Selahaddin Dede at the Yenikapı 
Mevlevihanesi in Istanbul. He was a musician and played violin in addition to being a poet, 
however there are no divans of his original repertoire. This ilahi is found in many performances 
on Youtube many of which attribute it to Yunus Emre. One shows an imam singing in a masjid 
alone from the mihrab in front of a large congregation of men and boys who are only listening 
(children looking around). This is interesting for the showcase quality of the ilahi performance as 
well as the implication that even Turkish speakers don’t understand that the makhlas (takhallus) 
signifies the composer and how easily it is attributed to a well-known poet. 
227 Kevser is also the name of a river in Paradise (cennet) (Redhouse 1996:1582). 
228 Hak (Truth) is one of the most commonly used Beautiful Names of Allah 
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illustrated above, he no doubt uses it to place an enunciated zikr (zikr jahri) directly onto 
the lips of the Prophet Muhammad. Secondly, the ilahi makes a clear connection between 
the tongue performing zikr and the sincere heart. There is neither discrepancy nor tension 
between the two. They are connected one to the other in praise of Allah.  
Yunus Emre on the other hand mentions zikr in the QRT ilahis not by name, but 
rather by its vocal and physical performance. For example, 
Allah adî dillerde    Allah’s Name is on the tongue 
Sevgisi gönüllerde    His love is in the heart 
 
Again, he composes these lines presumably from his lived experience in which vocal zikr 
is accompanied by love in the heart. In another ilahi he writes, 
Allah deyu deyu, deve guderdı Saying Allah, Allah, he used to herd  
     camels229 
 
Here we see the practice of zikr carried beyond the ritual context into everyday work. The 
QRT ilahi repertoire has Yunus making reference to zikr in two more instances. One in 
which he writes,   
 
Abdal olup Ya Hu ile   Becoming abdal with “Ya Hu!” 
çağırayım mevlam seni Lord let me call on You230 
                                                
229 Online (http://www.muhammedinur.com/En/islam/274.html) this verse is replaced by “Hakkın 
bin bir ismin zikir ederdi, Allah Allah deyu,” He made zikr of 1,001 names of Truth (Allah), 
saying Allah Allah” and is attributed to Aşık Yunus in the makhlas rather than simply Yunus.  
230 The Arabic plural Abdal (s. badal) is often used as a singular in Persian and Turkish. Often 
translated as “substitute,” Walter Andrews (1987:48) translates abdal in Ottoman Turkish as 
“mystic.” Redhouse (1996, 347) includes the following translations for bedel (abdal), “1. 
Anything that is in lieu of something else; a substitute; an equivalent; a price. … 3. (Muslim 
theology) A tracing authority, in relating a tradition, to the teacher of the teacher of one of the 
great collectors. 4. (mystics) One of the saintly personages ever maintained on earth, through 
God’s providence, to promote true religion.” The term bedal denotes “exchange” as in a bartering 
transaction, which draws connections to Sufi notions of the selling one’s life (often in the 
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The abdal are a technically part of a mystical hierarchy that protects the world and come 
in numbers such as seven, forty, or seventy. The term, Arabic in origin, originally meant 
“substitute” or “exchange.” The popular Turkish meaning denotes a kindly, but often 
socially offbeat, person wandering about at the discretion of her sole trust in Allah 
(tawakkul). The qualities of this person are born out of zikr indicated by “Ya Hu,” a 
commonly repeated name of Allah that can become quite vigorous in QRT zikr. Yunus is 
not claiming special status in this verse, but rather he is indicating that the remarkable 
(and for the abdal often socially critical) character of the abdal emerges from the practice 
of vocal zikr.  
The final instance where zikr is alluded to in the QRT ilahis is in the following 
lines by Yunus Emre:  
Yürü zahit yürü var git yoluna   
Bunda başlar gider canlar sorulmaz  
 
Walk, fundamentalist, walk, go onto your road 
Here (on this path/road) the heads go and nobody is questioned 
 
Shaykh Taner singled out this verse in a QRT ilahi practice session held in Cape Town in 
2008 to draw attention to the negative criticisms of the Tablighi Jamaat against Sufis in 
South Africa..  In that interaction, we see both the historical and contemporary tension 
surrounding the practice of ritual zikr. The ilahi alludes to the often vehement and 
impassioned movements that can occur during a congregational zikr. As mentioned 
above, Shaykh Taner neither encourages nor discourages physically ecstatic behaviors 
                                                                                                                                            
marketplace/bazaar) in exchange for direct experience of/closeness with Allah. Redhouse (1996, 
10) has the following for the Turkish abdal, “A kind of heedless, confiding, disinterested, kind, 
good-natured man, who takes no care for the morrow, and trusts entirely to Providence.”    
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among the congregants, and welcomes them if they happen. When they do occur he 
makes accommodations so that no one is hurt, for example, designating another murid to 
watch over the one who may be unusually vigorous during zikr. 
 
Ilahis in the QRT Zikr 
Pre-Zikr: The Frame 
One of the problems in translating zikr as “remembrance” or “mentioning” is that it does 
not communicate the fullness of a formal congregational zikr event, which can be at once 
relationally intimate and existentially shattering. The wider meaning of Zikr is a time and 
a place and the action that happens there. It is when and where the QRT gathers together 
to remember Allah by chanting, singing, breathing together, swaying together, jumping 
up and down together.    
Preparation for zikr begins when the khalifa opens the sacred space (T. meydan 
açmak) before the sohbet, although occasionally just prior to zikr itself. Meydan açmak is 
done by placing the post, a lambskin symbolizing surrender, on the ground where the 
shaykh will sit throughout the sohbet and zikr ritual. The post is placed with the head in 
the direction of the qiblah (toward the Kaaba in Mecca) and, while opening each corner 
(foot) of the sheepskin, the first chapter of the Qur’an, al-Fatiha, is recited for the family 
of the Prophet Muhammad, namely Fatima, Ali, Hasan and Husayn, his daughter, son-in-
law, and grandsons. The space may be further readied by darkening the lights, 
illuminating candles, and burning incense (usually rose, but other scents may be used). 
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If we were to look at the gathering as a performance then the actors would include 
the shaykh and his wife, usually one but perhaps more khalifas, a variety of mostly 
regular but also traveling murids, visiting friends and family including adolescents and 
children, and other visitors exploring Sufism. From one perspective, the shaykh is the 
main attraction of such an event. People from all over the world visit Shaykh Taner in 
order to receive his personal guidance and the blessings of being close to him. From the 
Shaykh’s perspective, however Allah is the main attraction and any ambiguity about this 
point is quickly clarified by him. Seeing Allah, and not the shaykh, as the Gatherer (Jami) 
and the main attraction is part of the murid’s developing understanding. Even for the 
longtime murid, love for the shaykh as the pathway to union with Allah is is often the 
driving impetus for attending zikr. 
Upon arrival the participants in an evening of zikr come and greet Shaykh Taner 
first. The form this greeting takes is governed by protocols of adab (correct behavior) and 
position. A murid will kiss and put her forehead into the palm of his hand, while an 
uninitiated, but regular, visitor may do the same or place the right hand over her heart and 
bow her head slightly to greet him. Oftentimes following the kissing of the hand, Shaykh 
Taner will draw in the murid for a hug. I have watched Shaykh Taner often be especially 
familiar with first time visitors, trying to put them at ease with a smile and/or laugh. 
However he can take a more serious tone with the murid who becomes too familiar with 
him and needs to learn propriety and be reminded of the proper adab.  
If the shaykh is not present when people arrive, murids tend to greet each other in 
relation to their familiarity and then introduce new friends or family if present. As soon 
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as Shaykh Taner arrives, everyone is quiet and stands waiting for his cue. For the 
regularly attending murids, this cue is important because not all zikrs are the same. The 
cues come in some combination of costume, facial expression, tone of voice, and/or 
direction. For example, if the shaykh stops to have his hand kissed by murids or leans 
into hug them, he suggests one level of adab, while if he goes straight to the post and sits 
down without a word, he suggests another. Still it may not be clear until he actually 
speaks. His presence however sets a tone. The shaykh sits on the post with his back to the 
Kabe so that when he stands and turns toward the Kabe, he will be in position to lead the 
salat prayer and ask the requisite permissions from the pirs to begin the zikr. 
Most people, including first time participants and observers, would conclude that 
the shaykh is the center of attention. This is especially true when the observer is not 
familiar emotionally and bodily with the ritual process including the apparently 
formalized social interactions and hierarchy of respect. A newcomer is often focused on 
the specialized attention that the Shaykh receives from the murids. From the outside, he 
has a special seat in the house and not only does everyone greet him and attend to him, 
but they kiss his hand and press their forehead to his palm. If the observer saw the shaykh 
enter, he could not help but notice that a chattering room of voices that had been a 
moment before exuberantly laughing, exchanging news, and introducing new friends, had 
come to a halt and everything was quiet (except for that one occasional voice that had 
such momentum behind its thoughts that it could not taper off quickly enough before 
needing to be shushed). What the observer does not see is the constant service nor the 
daily hours of prayer that the shaykh performs for each of his murids, nor the hours of 
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intimate conversation in sohbet about things spiritual and not, personal crisis counseling 
at three in the morning, adab reprimands and crying, parties and crying, love and crying 
and the other emotional and experiential aspects of the disciple’s relationship with the 
shaykh.  
Congregational zikr is for the QRT a weekly practice for at least those who live 
close to the shaykh, but also for those who either have permission to lead zikr or to attend 
another zikr gathering near to them. Zikr is performed in a range of venues so that the 
ritual space can vary greatly. In a dergah, semahane, or tekke, which are specially 
constructed for the performance of zikr, there are generally photos or paintings on the 
wall of different shaykhs in the lineage (silsila). In addition there can be calligraphy of 
Allah’s names, the name of the Prophet Muhammad, and/or different verses of the 
Qur’an. There are often instruments such as saz or ney, and almost always a daf or some 
kind of drum on or along the walls along with tesbih (strings of prayer beads), sajda 
(prayer mats), and extra headscarves or head caps (for men). If zikr is held in a murid’s 
house, then there are generally depictions of the Pirs, Abdul Qadir Geylani and Ahmed 
Rifa’i, Shaykh Taner, and often his shaykh, Muhyiddin Ansari and the latter’s father 
Muhammed Ansari on the walls or shelves.  
We saw in Chapter Five that sohbet usually precedes and introduces 
congregational ritual zikr. It is where spiritual topics, both mystical and personal, are 
addressed and not infrequently accompanied by poetry. Following this dialogical 
encounter, which can last anywhere between thirty minutes to over an hour, a short break 
follows in which any remaining preparations for zikr are made including refilling tea cups 
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and/or water glasses, lighting candles or new incense, and performing wudu (ritual 
ablutions), if necessary. This time also allows for those uncomfortable with or 
uninterested in performing zikr to take leave of the shaykh respectfully. Not everyone 
attending the sohbet remains for the zikr. During one of these breaks in Mauritius, 
Shaykh Taner sat on the white, plastic lawn chair and began tapping out ‘la ilaha illallah’ 
on its armrest while he waited for everyone to settle into place to begin zikr. Looking 
straight at me, he said to those in the room, “She’s studying this. What am I doing here? 
Why am I doing this? I’m sending out a vibration to them – the murids.”  
The QRT zikr, unlike that of the Naqshbandi Tarika, is marked by audible sounds, 
sometimes loud, sometimes soft, but evolving toward resonance. The sound on the 
tongues can be slow or quick and can emerge as clear syllables or guttural grunts, these 
come from the chest or abdomen and are often augmented by the body swaying back and 
forth or from side to side.  
Those present for zikr are dressed in clothes appropriate for sitting on the floor 
comfortably and modestly and for moving, which means long pants or skirts, long or 
longish sleeves, and no shoes. There are times when a visitor may arrive inappropriately 
dressed for zikr, usually in the summer when the weather is warm, so that one of murids 
or khalifas will be charged with lending a robe, headscarf (to be placed over hair or legs), 
sheet, etc. for cover. Women will wear a headscarf covering their hair to various degrees 
– while some women make an attempt to cover every strand, others quite loosely tie on 
the headscarf exposing a fair amount of hair. The degree to one is covered is sometimes 
practical – “do you want to be re-adjusting the headscarf while moving during zikr or 
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not?” as one murid asked. Some men will wear prayer caps of various styles or nothing at 
all on their heads. The shaykh wears a prayer cap in addition to a black robe with green 
trim – the colors of the QRT – with the QRT insignia embroidered on the front left. The 
robe is also worn by those murids who have sewn or purchased one to cover their 
everyday attire. There is no hierarchy affiliated with the robes either in design or 
possession – those who wish to wear one, purchase one. The shaykh first suggested the 
robes in conjunction with a public appearance in which some of the students were 
performing an Indonesian Sufi-based and QRT-affiliated martial art form, Silat Zulfikari, 
named after the sword of ‘Ali, the son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammad.  
 
Zikr Performance: The Frame of the Ilahi 
“Zikr allows us to establish in our bodies a habit that nourishes our heart at a deep 
level”231  
 
The self-understanding exhibited in the quotation above is a clear indicator that 
the Bourdieu’s notion of habitus is not applicable here. Rather it better demonstrates later 
notions such as “somatic modes of attention” developed by Csordas (1993) and utilized 
by Hirschkind (2001), in addition to Mahmood’s (2001) “docility of the body” and 
Silverstein’s (2008) “disciplines of presence.” There is awareness among Sufi aspirants 
that their journey to be closer to Allah is in some way constructed by and through the 
experiences of particular individuals over history. The ilahi and zikr performance in 
general reflect the “social material” of the early Sufis – including well-known figures 
                                                
231 QRT Newsletter, The Call of the Divine, Ansari Publications, October 1994. 
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such as Hasan al-Basri, Rabi’a al-Adawiya, Hallaj, and Bayazid Bestami, to name a few – 
in order to maintain and extend the qualities of liminality and the sense of communitas 
that are generated within the zikr setting. The QRT music and poetry act as a sonic link 
between these framed ritual events and life outside (with its own requisite framing). 
Where this awareness occurs, the zikr takes on an air of “serious play,” drawing on Johan 
Huizinga’s analysis of play and culture.232 In one pre-zikr sohbet, Shaykh Taner outlines 
the “structure of zikr” 
In zikr, everything has a basis, a structure. Everything we do also has a 
basic structure. Zikr is based on seven Fatihas. All these are the connectors 
of all this construction. There is a beginning, there is an end, there is a 
middle, all these things are put together in a certain way that will give you 
the most energy, to attract the most energy and to give you the most 
energy. So everything is calculated, precalculated.  
 
With regard to the use ilahis, he continues,  
 
All the ilahis that I sing have meanings. If you know Turkish, or if you 
read the translations you will know that Sufism is summarized from the 
beginning to the end. All of the ideology of Sufism is summarized. All 
who have been Sufis, and all the prophets are mentioned, many of the 
prophets are mentioned in them, and the people who have come forward in 
Sufism are also mentioned in the zikr. So it has a body, a structure. It has 
                                                
232 Although in Huizinga’s chapter on Play and Poetry (1971:119), he suggests that the play in 
poetry is far from serious. “This question is, in a sense, at the heart of any discussion of the 
relations between play and culture, for while in the more highly organized forms of society 
religion, science, law, war and politics gradually lose touch with play, so prominent in the earlier 
phases, the function of the poet still remains fixed in the play-sphere where it was born. Poesis, in 
fact, is a play-function. It proceeds within the play-ground of the mind, in a world of its own 
which the mind creates for it. There things have a very different physiognomy from the one they 
wear in “ordinary life”, and are bound by ties other than those of logic and causality. If a serious 
statement be defined as one that may be made in terms of waking life, poetry will never rise to the 
level of seriousness. It lies beyond seriousness, on that more primitive and original level where 
the child, the animal, the savage and the seer belong, in the region of dream, enchantment, 
ecstasy, laughter. To understand poetry we must be capable of donning the child’s soul like a 
magic cloak and of forsaking man’s wisdom for the child’s.” However, I maintain my above 
statement in light of his introduction where he (Huizinga1971:45) writes, “for seriousness seeks 
to exclude play, whereas play can very well include seriousness”.  
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walls, it has pillars, it has door, ceiling, everything. Fatiha means opening. 
That’s the door. Bismillah is the step for the door. And there is a big 
organization.233 It is not seen, it is subtle. You don’t see, but all these 
rhymes, measures, subliminal messages put through these things, energies 
are put in there. Every word carries an energy. That’s why it works. It is 
not just words. There is something there. What is a word? The word 
carries energy to you. Everything is for you, so you can go there.  (QRT 
pre-zikr sohbet, Shaykh Taner, American Canyon, CA, 14 May 1999) 
 
“So you can go there.” This phrase is reminiscent of Shaykh Taner’s sohbet in which he 
said “don’t think that these are impossible” when he was teaching about fana’, the 
murid’s passing away into the shaykh, the Pirs, the Prophet, and finally Allah. The 
shaykh clearly intends a journey along the cosmological, ontological, and epistemological 
pathways set by text, sound, and one’s body.   
Robert Weller draws attention to the “limited, and potentially tragic, relationships 
of everyday life” and their relationship with ritual. I have shown how these relationships 
penetrate into the zikr setting through sohbet. Weller (2008:29) concludes that “the work 
of ritual, then, involves developing repertoires that operate in complex interplay with the 
world of everyday experience.” For the QRT, this repertoire is highly poetic. The QRT 
poetry is a critical part in this process where the subjunctive mode in ritual acts in concert 
with particular body techniques to maintain an integrity that extends beyond the ritual 
context back into everyday life. Rather than hide realities of authority, power, tensions 
and suffering in daily life, this chapter will demonstrate the processes by which the 
poetry and performance of zikr brings them front and center for collective reflection. The 
frankness of Turkish vernacular poetry speaks directly to everyday reality holding no 
illusions concerning its apparent chaos, incongruities, and injustice; and it holds up little 
                                                
233 “Big organization” refers to the QRT silsila. 
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as an alternative other than poetic and musical embodiment. Is not the mad lover at odds 
with the world?  
   The aesthetically enhanced reality that the poetry interjects into the apparent ritual 
order can be theoretically examined with the following critique of the classic 
Durkheimian separation of the sacred from the profane. Dan Handelman (2004:10) 
writes,  
To explore the framing of ritual is to question the universal validity of the 
Durkheimian separation of the sacred from the profane. The Durkheimian 
distinction, which is essential to the modern study of ritual in 
anthropology and in religious studies, has been overburdened, 
conceptually. To an important degree, the distinction likely issues from 
premises of monotheistic theologies. This distinction has flourished in 
contexts through which monotheisms have set the intellectual tone for 
scholarship, and have pervaded thinking on the subject. Lineal framing, 
premised on criteria of hierarchical ordering and of the clean-cut 
separation between outside and inside, fits much too neatly and cleanly 
within monotheistic ideas of ritual organization. The formulation of 
lineality limits and skews our capacities to comprehend how change in 
ritual emerges from ritual practice, as well as the complexities of 
relationships between the interior and the exterior of ritual, between ritual 
and social order. Theorizing ritual framing as fuzzier and as more 
moebius-like may begin to exfoliate these and other issues, making them 
more accessible to further analysis.  
 
My analysis of the QRT shows that Handelman’s presumed division between 
monotheism and polytheism is inadequate, but it also shows that he is quite correct to 
deny a strict dichotomization between sacred and profane. From the QRT perspective, 
even the division between ritual and the everyday should be used with some degree of 
caution. Victor Turner does give nuance to this dichotomy by demonstrating a more fluid 
relationship between the two, however the basic separation persists. However, this is a 
difficult separation to maintain in the Sufi cosmological and instructional framework that 
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gradually merges self, creation, and Allah. For Turner, social drama is “the truly 
‘spontaneous’ unit of human social performance” (1988:90), but he recognizes the 
“inherent sequential momentum in human agonistic behavior” (1988:36), a momentum 
that becomes habitual to the Sufi: namely, breach of norm, crisis with liminal 
characteristics (emotional), redressive action (cognitive phase, reflection), and 
reintegration (or irreparable schism). He also recognizes culture consists of two moods, 
the indicative and the subjunctive, the first of which consists of a factual series of 
moments, while the narrative of the event invites a level of reflexivity thereby entering 
into the subjunctive mode – the realm of possibilities. This subjunctive attitude invites a 
level of reflexivity in the whole cultural process and even the “biographical processes of 
individuals” or “intrapersonal conflict” (1988:69). Turner’s (1988:42) understanding of 
the social drama is worth quoting in full: 
 
Geertz has spoken of myths and rites as ‘imaginative works built 
out of social materials.’ This is also applicable to other genres of cultural 
performance such as folk-epics, ballads, dramas, and marchen. All these 
genres interact with one another and with social reality in a process that 
manifests the cross-fertilization of the ‘natural languages’ of the forum 
and agora with the ‘meta-languages’ of cultural performances. Social 
dramas may draw their rhetoric from cultural performances; cultural 
performances may draw on social dramas for their plots and problems. 
Genres of cultural performance are not simple mirrors but magical mirrors 
of social reality: they exaggerate, invert, re-form, magnify, minimize, dis-
color, re-color, even deliberately falsify, chronicled events. They resemble 
Rilke’s ‘hall of mirrors,’ rather than represent a simple mirror-image of 
society. 
 
The connection between the agonistic, social drama of the personal and public 
sphere is translated into cultural performance. The ilahi indeed are “not simple mirrors 
but magical mirrors of social reality: they exaggerate, invert, re-form, magnify, minimize, 
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dis-color, re-color,” and yes, may “even deliberately falsify, chronicled events.” The 
imagery of mirrors is not a foreign one to Sufism. Indeed, it is one of the central images 
of the heart, the direct object of cleansing or purification in the Sufi ritual of zikr. Each 
Sufi’s heart is cleansed to different degrees of understanding eliciting a variety of social 
dramas, many of which have been documented in lyrical poetry. “Agonistic” is an apt 
term for the spiritual struggle of the Sufi aspirant whose real training is grounded in 
everyday life, where according to Saba Mahmood (2001:216), “[r]ebellion and 
compliance both devolve on the docility of the body.”  
Victor Turner used the subjunctive – the “as if” world – as the key to 
understanding social drama and the ritual process that attempts at social redress and 
reintegration. Seligman, et al. (2008:6-7), noting ritual goes with repeated acts, 
fragmented realities, ambiguity, and ambivalence, also utilized the subjunctive and 
indicative (paired with ritual and sincere) modalities as ways to orient to the sacred, while 
seriously noting that “individual and social choices between the ritual or sincere 
orientations…have considerable social consequences.” They (2008:8) write with more 
detail, that “we must understand that we are not so much witnessing an event…as 
participating in a concert, whose cadences and rhythms point to ways of living in the 
world that for us moderns tend to be drowned out by a discourse and narrative of what we 
have just termed ‘sincerity’…Sincere views are focused not on the creation of an ‘as if’ 
or a shared subjunctive universe of human being in the world. Instead, they project an ‘as 
is’ vision of what often becomes a totalistic, unambiguous vision of reality ‘as it really 
is.’”  
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To return to the actual practice of achieving the ‘as if’ state during the Sufi zikr, 
Abdul Qadir Geylani writes in the Secret of Secrets (Ansari 2008:52), “[the] person who 
is making zikr must take complete ablution…must state the sentences of the zikr 
emphatically…must raise his voice.” Evrat (litanies) and ism-i celal zikri are ritually 
performed by the individual Sufi daily on the knees, with rudimentary musical 
accompaniment if any at all. The collective zikr performed once a week is known as şerif 
(ayin-i or mukabeli-i serif). There is standing in place (kıyami zikri), moving in a circle 
(devran), and sitting on the knees (kuud zikri). The kıyami was practiced by most Kadiri 
groups, but by the nineteenth century the various zikr forms originally representative of a 
particular order went the way of the ilahi and were practiced by all. Several types 
combined in a single tekke and session (Feldman 1992:197). 
In the October 1994 edition of The Call of the Divine, the QRT published their 
zikr script, which resembled closely that of Muhyiddin Ansari’s 1967 version. Every sufi 
order has a litany of God’s Names unique to it and upon which it draws in the 
performance of zikr. This litany is like a formula – a particular order’s recipe for 
cleansing the heart – and it is expected that it will be performed daily (dhikr al-awqāt) 
and individually by the initiated murids. Communal zikr (dhikr al-hadra) will change 
slightly according to company, time, and place. It is the zikr al-hadra that will be our 
main focus here, as it is the framework within which the ilahis are sung. However, the 
dhikr al-awqāt does function in a similar way to the performance of ilahis outside the 
ritual setting, in that its ability to be performed anywhere and anytime, silently or aloud, 
blurs the lines of sacred and profane and ritual liminality and public sobriety.  
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“The effect of zikr in the group is to enable each one present to benefit from the 
augmentation of spiritual energy that a unified effort achieves” (Ansari 2000:69). A QRT 
communal zikr begins with the proper Muslim obligatory prayer (salat), usually maghrib 
(sunset) or ‘isha (evening). Upon completion of the prayers, the members of the 
congregation begin to arrange themselves into two semi-circles; women are on the 
shaykh’s left and men to his right, effectively resulting in a circle. At the beginning of a 
zikr in Durban, South Africa, where there were many participants and growing interest in 
zikr, Shaykh Taner described how to organize everyone. The most experienced murids 
stay in the middle (in large groups there can be concentric circles) with the khalifa(s) on 
the right of the leader and any honorable guests on the left. The singers (zakirs), of which 
there is a growing number, sit in two rows in the space in the middle of the inner circle. 
Following these directions, the shaykh stood in front of the lambskin post facing the 
circle with his back to the qiblah and said, “I want you to focus on Allah, no talking, no 
gossiping.” 
As everyone settles into place, the shaykh sings the Selatul Kemaliya, a 
benediction (salawat) that begins the zikr by asking for Allah’s peace and blessings on 
the Prophet Muhammad and his family. The murids quickly join the shaykh in singing 
together to open the cosmological ritual space with a litany of epithets of the Prophet  –  
the leader (sayyid), spiritual guide (murşid), the morning sun (şemsidduha), the night’s 
full moon (bedridduja), and the light of Allah (nurul huda). These names are the sonic 
map or pathway through the Prophet Muhammad back to Allah as outlined in Chapter 
Two.    
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The next step is the asking permission (P. destur, T. icazet) to perform the zikr. 
The shaykh turns toward the qiblah and everyone in the room puts their hands on their 
chests, bows slightly forward putting right big toe over their left (feet sealed) and begins 
to pronounce a prolonged “Huuuuu.” The Shaykh mentions the names in the QRT 
lineage, asking their permission to do zikr at the same time establishing a heart 
connection to them. He does this over the voices of the murids who emphasize their “Hu” 
after each name is spoken.  
Murids: “Huuuuuuuuuu” 
Shaykh: “Destur Ya Allah” 
Murids: “Huuuuuu” 
Shaykh: “Destur Ya Rasul’ullah” 
Murids: “Huuuuuuu” 
Shaykh: “Destur Ya Ali Waliullah” 
Murids: “Huuuuuu” 
The shaykh and murids continue like this “Destur Ya Qutbul Zaman, Destur Sahibel 
Meydan, Destur Ya Abdul Qadir Geylani, Destur Ya Ahmed Rifa’i, Destur Ya Ustadhi 
___________, Destur Ya Şeyhi __________” with the Pirs of the QRT getting the most 
pronounced “Huuuuuu” from the murids.234 In the blanks can be revered teachers and 
                                                
234 The act of permission taking has changed over the years. In the 1996 Murid Manual and in 
recorded zikrs the list consisted of the QRT silsila from the Prophet Muhammad, his family, 
companions, Ali and his sons Hasan and Husayn, to the Pirs, Abdullah Hashimi, Muhammad 
Ansari, Muhyiddin Ansari, and then the Pirs of other orders. In 2006-2007 a script was made that 
was the direct translation of Muhyiddin Ansari’s zikr script which included permissions from the 
keepers (sahibe) of sharia, tariqa, hakikat, and marifet. However there is no zikr in which Shaykh 
Taner has performed the Desturs in this way and in 2008 reading off the 2006-7 script, he clearly 
said that it was wrong and should not be read this way, but rather the way it is written above.  
It is not clear why these changes have been taken out. According to Fredrik Barth 
(2002:5), “…A set of cross-pressures thus seems to frame the ritual performance and thereby its 
possible trajectories of change over time. Its character as revealed and transmitted knowledge 
means that it should be stable, and because there are other knowing seniors present besides the 
novices changes can at most be moderate and incremental. This also means that the trajectory of 
change will be path-dependent, since it is its latest performance that at every step defines the 
fount of tradition.” With no other “knowing seniors” QRT changes can happen very quickly.  
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shaykhs. I have heard Shaykh Taner include the Bahauddin Naqshband, Mevlana 
Jelaluddin Rumi, Hajji Bektash Veli among others. Hu (the Arabic pronoun for “he” or 
“it” is in the Qur’an and Sufi tradition a central Name for the divine Essence. 
Pronouncing the word while the names of prophets and saints are mentioned aloud keeps 
a focus on Allah and recognizes that He is the source of their influence. When a khalifa 
leads zikr, Shaykh Taner’s name will be in the list of permissions. The shaykh has never 
at this point ended zikr due to one of these spiritual persons denying permission (although 
there have been evenings when zikr has not happened, it has never ceased at this 
moment).  
The opening of the ritual space continues with several more salawat235, recitations 
of Suratul-Fatiha (the opening verse of the Qur’an), tekbir, and permissions, which total 
three by the end.236 These are the first of the seven Fatihas, in other words the Doors into 
zikr that Shaykh Taner mentioned previously. At this point, everyone is sitting down and 
the first chanting begins. Shaykh Taner rocks rhythmically forward and back reciting 
very slowly, “Bismillah er Rahman er Rahim.” Here we have the step through the door of 
Fatiha. Everyone in the circle follows suit and begins to rock and chant the everyday 
Muslim phrase that means, “In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate.” The 
shaykh determines the number of repetitions, which is usually somewhere in the vicinity 
of thirty-three (one-third of a string of prayer beads), and then cues the congregation to 
stop by saying, “illa’llah.” Video footage from the 1980s and testimony from Shaykh 
                                                
235 Allah humma salli ala sayadinna Muhammadin wa ala alihi was-sabihi wa sallim 
236 Allahu akbar, Allahu akbar, la ilaha illallah-hu wallahu akbar, Allahu akbar wa lillahil hamd. 
“God is greater than great. God is greater than great. There is no god, except Allah and God is 
greater than great. God is greater than great and to him praise (thanks).” 
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Taner suggest that these movements have been passed down at least throughout the 
twentieth century, if not longer.   
The shaykh recites in English the first line of a Qur’anic verse (66:8), “O you who 
believe, turn to Allah with a sincere repentance,” then everyone joins together to chant 
the following Arabic phrase, “estaughfirullah, tubtu ila’llah, wa na’aytu qalbi an ma 
siwa’llah/Forgive me Allah. I turn in repentance to Allah; please cleanse my heart of 
everything but Allah.” This is repeated about ten or fifteen times and then followed by 
stronger, very guttural, and quicker enunciation of “estaughfirullah” an additional twenty 
or so times. The group, led by the shaykh, offers another salawat, asks again for 
permission (destur) this time by kneeling and bowing their heads to the floor 
pronouncing Allah’s name, “Hu,” as the shaykh names the prophets and pirs, and recites 
one more Suratul Fatiha in order to open the next door. At this point on Muhyiddin 
Ansari’s zikr script the words “ve zikir başlar,” or “and zikr begins.” This portion of zikr 
takes approximately fifteen minutes and the order and content are fairly standard. With 
permissions and forgiveness embodied in bowing, crossing of feet, and turning to Allah 
(tovbe), the participants are prepared for the inner room of zikr where the ilahis are sung. 
What follows, as Shaykh Taner has said on many occasions, is the philosophy of the 
QRT in poetry.   
The Ilahi at the Heart of Zikr 
Zikr in the ilahis is remembrance, it is the universal worship as performed by all 
of creation, and it is the physical adoration of Allah by the murid and shaykh. It is both 
spiritual practice and part of the cosmic order (Feldman 1993:257). The zikr is 
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improvisational to the degree that not all of the ilahis or names of Allah are sung or 
chanted in every zikr performance. The shaykh or leader chooses combinations of names 
according to the audience and/or interior messages from the pirs, saints (wali). As we 
travel to the interior of the zikr performance, frame by frame, we enter the body or 
“structure” of the zikr where the ilahis are sung. How this is experienced by the 
individual will be unique in degree and intensity.  
What structure does the order of ilahis give to the poetry? First the melody and 
rhythm of the ilahi must match the rhythm of the chant, which is part of the reason the 
ilahis are always sung in Turkish. The shaykh will start the chant and when everyone has 
found the same rhythm, he (and usually his wife as well) will begin singing an ilahi. 
There does not appear to be any rule concerning who can sing the ilahis as some of the 
murids, Turkish speaking or not, will sing if they happen to have memorized the words. 
However, following the exposition on zikr structure and the role of the ilahi, the shaykh 
added,  
It’s my job to sing the songs. It’s not your job. Your job is to be the 
chorus. You just say, “La ilaha illa llah,” whatever the part is. We have it 
written down. Also, if you keep coming and saying, “La ilaha illa llah,” 
you’ll learn automatically, your mouth will keep saying it. When you go 
home, you’ll keep saying it on your own. Your heart will be saying it. … 
You sing the song and the song sings you. The same thing. Is Allah in you, 
or are you in Allah? Both. Is Allah mentioning you, or are you mentioning 
Allah? Allah the Most High says, “If you mention My name within you, I 
mention you within Me, if you mention My name in a group, I’ll mention 
your name in a better group.” (QRT pre-zikr sohbet, Shaykh Taner, 
American Canyon, CA, 14 May 1999) 
 
“You sing the song and the song sings you,” the shaykh says. The ilahi and the zikr 
become part of the murid’s body. The shaykh clearly sees the beneficial “work” of the 
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zikr to be in chanting the background “chorus” rather than the text of the ilahis 
themselves, however there is no mistaking the sonic presence of the ilahis. The larger 
QRT communites including the one in Durban have murids who have learned to sing the 
ilahis particularly for the zikr performance so that they can be performed in the shaykh’s 
absence. The following will combine a general outline of QRT zikr with repeated 
reference to a particularly vibrant zikr in Durban, South Africa in 2008.  
Zikr chant: La ilaha illa’llah; variation that sounds lo il-lo a illa-llo 
Ilahis: Aşkın ile başlar, Yüzün nuru, Seyreyleyip Yandim, Abdul Qadir 
Geylani, Bu akil fikriyle, Aşkın ile, Hakka Aşık olanlar.  
 
The zikr begins with the Prophet Muhammad. Ilahis are generally referred to by 
their first line as there are no official titles to these poems. The first line of the ilahi that 
most often begins the QRT zikr happens also to be indicative of its actual place in the 
performance. Aşkın ile başlar, which means “let it begin with your love,” serves as the 
entrypoint into the cosmological world of the Sufis. The shaykh sings the gentle and 
undulant melody in Turkish, while everyone else listens then he and the murids, still 
sitting, chant the long, drawn out refrain together. The first verse is as follows,  
With your love let the lovers burn, O Rasulullah. 
May they drink the wine of love and be satisfied, O Rasulullah. 
 
Refrain: Hu Allah, La ilaha illallah, la ilaha illallah   La ilaha illallah, la ilaha 
illallah. 
 
And ends with a verse we have seen already,  
In the heart of Dervish Yunus is knowledge of intercession 
The King of the worlds is you, O Rasulullah. 
Refrain: Hu Allah, La ilaha illallah, la ilaha illallah   La ilaha illallah, la ilaha 
illallah. 
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The softness of this ilahi at once brings into the zikr the person of the Prophet, the wine 
of love, and burning behind which is the singular reality of the oneness of Allah in the 
refrain. In this particular ilahi, the Prophet Muhammad is the Messenger (rasul) and the 
intercessor (sefaat kani); in other words he is the traveler between worlds setting the 
stage for the rest of the ritual in which the murid is also expected to travel in order to 
“know” like Yunus does. The end of the refrain, La ilaha illa’llah (There is no god but 
Allah), will become, with increasing vigor, the first full-fledged zikr chant. 
 The transition from the previous ilahi’s refrain into the vigorous chanting of the 
kalimat tawhid is quite fluid (sometimes the shaykh begins directly with the kalimat 
tawhid) and assisted by the beating of the daf (frame drum). At this point, the murids 
quickly join in leaning their bodies and heads over their right knee while reciting the first 
half of the phrase, “La ilaha (there is no god)” and then turning their heads and bodies 
over their left, in the direction of the heart, for the second half “illa’llah (except/only 
God).” There are two versions of this particular phrase – one in which the words come 
from the mouth as normal using the tongue for pronunciation, and a more guttural 
rendition that is chanted with little movement of the tongue (lo il-lo a illa-llo), an 
exaggeration of respiratory movements (Rouget 1985). The ilahis sung with the first type 
will also include those about the Prophet or the Pirs, however sometimes ilahis about zikr 
and the Sufi path are mentioned such as Hakka Aşık olanlar and Bu akıl fikriyle. The 
latter two draw attention to the benefits of zikr as well as to inner tensions between head 
and heart and outer tensions with the detractors of Sufism.  
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I have treated Hakka Aşık olanlar in several places in this study, but now in the 
context of zikr we can see the blurring that takes place between the present shaykh and 
poet, and the murid and the subject of the poem. In Uftade’s second verse, he sings,  
Gelsin marifat alan yoktur sözümde yalan 
Emmareye kul olan hayri şerri seçer mı  
 
Come, whoever wants the experiential knowledge of Allah, there is no lie in my 
words 
Can the one who is the servant of the commanding ego choose between right and 
wrong?   
 
 
The shaykh/poet tries to show the aspirant that she is of those who want the knowledge of 
God, but as the slave of the commanding ego, she is hard put to choose the right path. He 
gently makes analogies between these listeners, friends (yarenlar) as he calls them, and a 
hollow cypress (kovuk selvisin) destined to remain that way – dead and silent. And yet, in 
the turn of one breath, he adds “you are just a little chick (palaz yavrusun)” in need of 
wings that can fly with all the requisite nurturing implied – feeding, lessons, and 
practice.237  
While the ilahi sung alone mentioned the Messenger and traveling the worlds, the 
ilahis that are accompanied by the slow kalimat tawhid are about the light of Muhammad 
(nur Muhammadi). Here one can hear Nesimi’s “The Light of Your Face is Allah” 
(Yüzün Nuru Hüdadir) in which the murid at once recognizes the intimate closeness that 
the Prophet and Allah share – a closeness that the ilahis affirm is accessible to the 
dervish.  
                                                
237 See Ballanfat (2005:112); “May you grow wings and fly, traverse the seven seas/And choose 
well between good and bad, May God grant us guidance.” 
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The former ilahis are sung with an overall feeling of excitement and joy that only 
increases until it transforms into the second type of zikr chant. Sometimes however the 
first chant will progress without the Shaykh ever singing an ilahi, moving in a short time 
directly to the more vigorous version. The movement associated with the latter chant is 
slightly different in that one moves the body forward to the right, back to the center, and 
forward to the left. The motion itself seems to assist in forcing air out of the lungs so that 
the body itself performs the zikr with little assistance from the tongue or the articulation 
of words.  
One of the most frequently sung ilahis for this zikr chant is Seyreyleyip the first 
line of which is “I burned as I watched the beauty of the Moon.” The refrain that 
reverberates throughout the poem, “Muhammad lies in a cradle of light, O Muhammad, 
you are the beloved of my soul,” follows every triplet, with Fehmi’s final exhortation, 
“We have the beloved in the soul (can), the Prophet of the end time, and the cure for the 
sickness of the heart!” The Prophet here is also intercessor. The zikr chant functions not 
only as a sonic reminder of Allah in a poem that repeatedly pronounces love for the 
Prophet Muhammad, but also as a sonic blurring of the distinction between Fehmi, the 
listener, and Allah – all who have Muhammad, “the king of messengers and saints,” as 
their Beloved.  
When each melody finishes, Shaykh Taner rejoins the chant with his own voice 
for a few more repetitions and then signals the end, “illa’llah” which means “only Allah.”  
The ilahis that name the Prophet or the Pirs can be done with either kalimat tawhid zikr 
and some can be sung later in the broader ritual itself. The Arabic ilahi bearing the name 
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of the founding Pir, Abdul Qadir Geylani is often sung here, but it can also occur later in 
during the zikr Hayy, Hayy, Hayy, Allah, which is a chant that progresses from slow to 
fast.  
 This portion of zikr can go for ten minutes or more. One or several ilahis can be 
sung to the kalimat tawhid, however it always ends vigorously requiring a transition that 
will afford rest, which comes with the next chant. 
Zikr: Allah Huuuu, Huuuu Allah (done sitting down or standing) 
Ilahi: Hor bakma, Gelin ey asiklar gelin, Hakkin Habibinin 
 
Still sitting, Shaykh Taner moves his torso in a circular, counter-clockwise motion 
and has described this movement as that performed by the angels around the throne of 
Allah. He repeats “Allah Hu, Hu Allah” with the bold syllables indicating the leaning 
over the right leg and the push of air of the lungs emphasizing the sound. The throne of 
Allah is not understood to be some place out there in the heavens, but rather in the heart, 
where “He” (Hu) is.238 The shaykh is moving the murid to understand and embody the 
                                                
238 See Geylani (Ansari 2008:71) on “The Fuqara Class” (the class of the “poor ones,” i.e., the 
Sufis):  
The purpose of the state that has been described [faqr, or poverty] is to show us 
the meaning of annihilation in the zat of Allah the Most High. That is, he should 
have nothing in his nafs for his naf’s sake, and nothing should have a place in his 
heart except Hu…How beautifully Allah the Most High expresses this in the 
following hadith qudsi: 
 
“I do not fit into the heavens and the earth, but I fit into the heart 
of my believing servant.” 
 
What it means by “believer” (mu’min) here is to clean your heart of human 
attributes and abolish that foe. When it achieves this, Haqq enlarges that heart 
and fits His existence in there. The following words of Beyazid al-Bistami 
[d.874, Persian Sufi] explain the deep meaning of this hadith qudsi very well: 
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universe and Allah. The entire movement and explanation begs the question, where are 
the angels? An ilahi that can accompany this chant is Gelin ey asiklar gelin.  
Gelin ey aşîklar gelin    Come, oh lovers of Allah, come  
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Bu menziyl uzağa benzer   This target (waystation) looks like its far 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Nazar kîldîm su dünyaya   I gazed at the world 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Kurulmuş tuzağa benzer   It looks like a set trap 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Bir pirin eteğini tuttum   I held onto the skirt of a Pir 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Ana ben doğdum giddim   Mama, I got born again 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Nice yüz bin günah etdim   I committed a hundred thousand sins 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu    Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Herbiri bir dağa benzer   Each one is as big as a mountain 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Ağla derviş Yunus ağla  Weep, dervish Yunus, weep 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Sen özünü Hakka bağla   Connect your essence to Truth 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Ağlar isen başîna ağla   If you weep, weep alone 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Elden vefa yoğa benzer   There’s no help from others 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
                                                                                                                                            
“If the ‘Arsh (Throne of Allah) and the ones around it were to be 
put into a corner of the heart of the one who possesses irfan 
[wisdom], he would not even feel the weight.”  
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The ilahis track a development that occurs in the murid from a pre-initiation forgetfulness 
to a fully relational constant awareness of Allah. This kind of development is often found 
in Yunus Emre’s ilahis, which document his development as a murid, although it is not 
totally absent from other poets in the QRT repertoire. Sometimes, as in the ilahi above, 
progress and growth are not evident in one poem (as it is in Haktan inen şerbeti), but 
rather must be discerned from a poem’s placement among other ilahis in the zikr 
performance.   
This particular hymn is the first ilahi that I learned with my aging violin teacher 
in Turkey. Over many cups of bergamot-flavored Turkish tea, Hoca, as I fondly called 
him, had me learn a variety of rhythms that accompany the ilahis. He instructed me to tap 
them out on my leg as I walked, dum tek tek, on the table as I sat, dum tek tek dum tek, 
and anywhere else I might find, dum tek tek duuum teeek. The rhythms, he said, would 
become habitual and when I played the violin, the appropriate rhythm would be there 
inside of me. His instructions reminded me of the intended result of the technique of zikr. 
The names of God are to start on the tongue, but are ultimately intended for the heart – 
where they ideally are to become its habit. The most important metaphor contained in this 
poem is that of being born again. The notion of being born again is a familiar one to the 
ritual process as Turner and Van Gennep have both indicated, and it is no less a 
characteristic feature of zikr performance than it is a theme in Sufi poetry.     
 The published QRT zikr script contained in the Murid Manual offers a unique 
reflexive insight into the contextualizing of experience in ritual in its description of this 
portion of the performance which is worth quoting in full: 
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At this time we may join hands in the circle. This is to reinforce unity in 
Allah. Actually, it is traditional during the sitting portion to lock arms. We 
haven’t done that yet because Americans like to have room; it is more 
comfortable for them. But with everyone locked arm in arm, men and 
women separately, this really builds brotherhood [sic]. Everyone’s energy 
level rises with the group. If there is love in someone’s heart, you get the 
benefit of that love. There is more power in moving together. 
 
This passage reveals not only the notion of love being a contagion, but also offers an 
opportunity to discuss its method of passage. An initiated murid will at the outset of the 
zikr establish a heart connection (rabita kurmak) with the shaykh. In this way, the murid 
understands that it is the shaykh doing everything and not her, and that the shaykh is the 
human expression of Allah’s love.  
Another Fatiha is read here and another door is opened further into the zikr. Allah 
Emrin Tutalım is a slow ilahi whose melody is sung only by the shaykh and performed in 
nearly every zikr.239 There is no daf played here as in the previous ilahis. The murids 
listen while catching their breath except for those who have learned it and the shaykh 
welcomes them to join him. However the refrain will draw in all the remaining murids 
who will sing softly and slowly holding each syllable a bit longer than previously, 
Allah Allah, Kerim Allah, Rahim Allah, Allah Allah, Generous Allah, 
Merciful Allah, 
aman Allah, diyelim ya Hu.   Oh Allah, let’s say “O He”   
The refrain refers to the zikr ritual itself, “Let’s say O He,” as does the opening line of the 
ilahi. Allah Emrin Tutalım means “Let’s obey Allah’s order,” which is to dip into His 
mercy and “sing like nightingales,” most certainly referring to the zikr practice itself. 
This repeated mentioning of zikr while doing zikr is the way in which the murid is 
                                                
239 This ilahi also has been sung just prior to the vigorous kalimat tawhid in the place of Askîn ile 
asîklar (With your love let the lovers’ burn).  
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brought into the poem and as we will see the way in which the poem re-emerges from the 
murid. In several performances of this ilahi, I have heard Shaykh Taner and his wife sing 
a different couplet, which fits rhythmically perfectly, in place of the first couplet found in 
the Murid Manual. It reads,  
Gelin Allah diyelim  Come, let’s say “Allah” 
Kalpten pası silelim  Let’s clean the rust and dirt from our hearts. 
 
The couplet clearly parallels the sentiment in the original. This transference of a verse 
from one ilahi to another is an example of how ilahis can have so many variations. The 
sound recording of the Durban zikr includes this variation and would not be noticed but 
for a couple of clues. The first clue would simply be if the listener had a QRT zikr script 
and was following along. Initially lost as to which ilahi was being sung, the listener could 
quickly discern the variation. Secondly, a listener may be able to notice that the group of 
murids who up until this point have been singing with the shaykh on the zikr recording 
here are confused and stumble with the wording until the third line with which they are 
familiar and immediately join in confidently. Yet without these techniques it is easy to 
see how variations in ilahis could become normalized through zikr performances and 
even entextualized in future ilahi manuscripts.  
The shaykh reads a Fatiha and moves through the next spiritual door with his 
murids. At this point the shaykh grounds the QRT zikr in a Quranic verse by reciting the 
following in English,   
Allah says in Quran-i Kerim, there are believers who remember 
[yadhkuruuna] Allah, standing, sitting, and reclining, and contemplate 
[yatafakkaruuna] the creation of the heavens and the earth, (and say): Our 
Lord! You haven’t created all this for nothing. All praise belongs to You. 
Please save us from the torment of the fire.” (3:191) 
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This same verse is used by Abdul Qadir Geylani (Ansari 2008:51) in the Secret of Secrets 
to conclude his exhortation that zikr is obligatory (fardz) in order to “protect the decrees 
of sharia.” As the shaykh finishes his recitation, he and the others begin to stand for the 
remainder of the zikr and he begins the next ilahi, Sirni ala, which is always sung at this 
juncture. It is Arabic without a translation in the Murid Manual and acts as a segue into 
the next zikr chant, a slow Allah, Allah, Allah, Allah-Allah, Allah, Allah, Allah. Again 
the shaykh sings the melody with the congregation joining in the refrain.  
 
Zikr: (slowly) Al-lahhh, Al-lahhhh, Al-lahhhhh, Al-lahhhh 
Ilahi: Güzel aşık240 
 
The Shaykh and murids finish Sirni ala with the refrain, which seamlessly blends 
into the next zikr chant. We encountered this ilahi by Pir Sultan Abdal earlier and it 
contains both sadness and unbelievable hope. The chant is not slow or quiet, yet it is not 
vigorous either. The shaykh will try to slow it down sometimes when murids begin to 
race with the refrain. The ilahi sits heavy in the chest ands poet sings of the struggling 
dervish who although attracted to the path, is stumbling trying to understand the path,  
Güzel aşık çevrimizi  Beautiful lover, you cannot 
Çekemezsin demedim mi Suffer our troubles, didn’t I say so? 
Bu bir rîsa lokmasîdîr  This is a taste of being willing (surrender) 
Yiyemezsin demedim mi? You cannot eat it, didn’t I say so? 
                                                
240 Feldman’s example of Nureddîn el-Cerrâhî’s ilahi about zikr writes that despite some textual 
problems it expresses “a vision of the significance of the zikr with superb minimalism.” (Feldman 
1993:257) “The reader/listener/chanter of this poem is forcefully projected into a universe where 
all existence is subsumed by the ineffable mystery of Hu.” (Feldman 1993:258) He remarks on 
the tone that emphasizes that “nothing intervenes between the individual dervish and the divine 
mysteries [alem-i lahut, bahr-i ledun, vecd, ukba, anka, and ruh]” – nothing being no prophets, 
walis, or murşids. A second ilahi presents the zikr as a dervish ritual, spiritual practice, and part 
of the cosmic order. The parallelism of the text with its liturgical setting is evident.  
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Refrain: Al-lahhhh Al-lahhhh Al-lahhhh Al-lahhhh 
 
This is the “Dark Side” as Shaykh Taner’s khalifa calls it. This is the struggle with the 
nafs. This is getting the head and heart to be together on the path. The zikr began 
joyously in praise of the glowing face of the Prophet and the Help of the Pir Abdul 
Geylani. The murids rejoiced in overcoming all of the obstacles – both inner and outer - 
that would prevent their coming to zikr. Presently they are well inside the zikr and an 
overwhelming sadness appears with a new zikr chant. It is here that we find the 
struggling murid once again, but this is a different kind of sadness than the first. 
  
Zikr: (very slow) Al-lahhhhh. Al-lahhhhh. Al-lahhhhh.  
Ilahi: Dertli Dolap, Dağlar ile Taşlar ile 
 
The chant is very slow and drawn out. The first syllable is forced out as if trying to 
breathe and the second syllable sounds like a weakened recovery. Shaykh Taner has 
explained the refrain in terms of the suffering of Hagar carrying her baby Ishmael in the 
desert, dying of thirst, pacing the ground in search of water, and calling on Allah.  The 
zikr is a sad, heavy, desperate, and longing. The shaykh sings Dağlar ile Taşlar ile in 
which the poet is not only calling on the lord, Mevlam, with all of creation, but with those 
prophets who have suffered greatly,  
Gökyüzünde Isa ile                   With Jesus in the sky  
Tur dağında Mûsâ ile                With Moses on Tur Mountain  
Elindeki asâ ile                            with his staff in hand    
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni           Lord let me call on You 
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Dertli aşık Eyyüp ile             With the suffering lover Job 
Gözü yaşlı Yakûb ile               With the tearful eyes of Jacob 
O Muhammed Mahbub ile        O Muhammad, with the beloved 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni               Lord let me call on You  
 
Yunus söyler* diller ile               Yunus sings, with hearts (tongues)  
Kumrular bülbüller ile              With the turtle dove and nightingale    
Hakka makbul kullar ile           With the servants who are accepted by Allah 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni            Lord let me call on You 
  
The murid joins the poet by singing and calling on Mevlam, Al-lahhh, Al-lahhh. Rather 
than a willful indulgence in the personal hardship of one’s own suffering, the prophets 
are those who stood up to Pharoah, Caesar/Roman imperialism and intra-Jewish 
corruption. These are not only interior symbolic Pharoahs and Caesars, but they are 
models of injustice including slavery, abject poverty, economic oppression, and political 
domination that need to be countered and opposed and are present in the world into 
which the murid will walk after the zikr.    
Another ilahi option here is Dertli Dolap who we have met as the suffering water 
wheel separated from her limbs by the carpenter’s saw. This sadness is different than Pir 
Sultan Abdal’s, it is not caused by a struggle with the nafs, but separation from the 
Beloved. Nevertheless the water wheel continues to make zikr with her new body. No 
longer is her zikr the one of wind through her leaves, but rather water pouring out of her 
makeshift limbs. Despite the condition, zikr happens in the joy of union or pain of 
separation.   
Zikr: (quickly) Al-lah, Al-lah, Al-lah 
Ilahi: Hakkın Habibin Sevgili Dost’u 
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From this sadness, the zikr picks up the tempo again and the slow Al-lahhhh 
transforms into a quick Al-lah with a heavy accent on the first syllable. The shaykh 
introduces this transition by turning his head to the right breathing out “Al-,” then quickly 
turns to the left finishing his exhalation with “-lah,” he inhales deeply while turning again 
to the right. The audience joins the shaykh in the movement and chant of Al-lah, Al-lah 
on the second repetition. This particular chant is based on the story of the prophet 
Zachariah who, while running from his pursuers, called on a tree to help conceal him. 
The tree opened allowing Zachariah to hide there, although he was soon discovered. 
Upon hearing the sound of his pursuers’ saw cutting down the center of the tree, 
Zachariah realized that he should have called on Allah to help him and not the tree. 
Hence, in an imitation of the sound of the cutting saw, “Al-lah, Al-lah, Al-lah….”  
A latecomer to the QRT ilahi repertoire is now often sung to this zikr chant, 
which can become quite vigorous and energetic. Şu benim divane gönlüm (That crazy 
heart of mine) was the cause of much commotion at the Durban zikr in 2008. Several 
minutes into this zikr chant and ilahi, a murid began to yell very loudly “Allah!! Allah!!” 
He began to jump up and down very high and continued to scream “I love you” in 
English (Arabic is his first language). The shaykh did not stop singing and the murids did 
not stop their vigorous chant. Earlier in one of the transitions, candles and glasses of 
water had been moved out of the center of the floor where the murid was now launching 
himself toward the ceiling. The ilahi begins with the following words,     
Şu benim divane gönlüm   That crazy heart of mine 
Yine hubtan huba düştü             Again it fell from love to love 
Mah cemalin şulesinden             From the light (flame) of the moon’s beauty 
Dalgalanıp göle düştü                 it lost its balance and fell into the lake  
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Ah ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Ahh my Shaykh what shall I say?  
Ya ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Oh my Shaykh what shall I say? 
Yaralıyım nere gidem                I am wounded, where can I go?  
Ya halım kime arz edem             To whom should I petition  my poor  
      condition? 
 
The American khalifa, who has not stopped her chanting, can be heard laughing a little 
on the recording. She is aware of, although not accustomed to, this kind of behavior. You 
can “feel” her smiling as she watches the murid. In no way does she seem worried 
however, no one in the room does. I learn later from the other Durban murids that this 
murid often becomes exuberantly ecstatic at some time during most of their zikrs. In this 
particular instance, the murid exhibits his ecstatic behavior in the most literally ecstatic 
ilahi, although he does not understand a word of it. It is this kind of behavior that has 
brought certain body techniques used in the zikr ritual setting into question both 
historically within the tradition and in contemporary Muslim and Western scholarly 
discourse. It is worth taking the time here to look more closely at this history and the 
scholarly contribution to it.  
A (not so) Cautionary Tale: Body, Masses, and Spiritual Delight 
Among Sufis zikr has taken on a very specific form that involves highly vocal and 
kinetic performances using both the tongue and body.241 Zikr styles are linked to 
geographical region and specific tariqas, class, and gender, but they all share the same 
premise that repeatedly mentioning the Names of Allah and the word of divine unity la 
                                                
241 The Naqshbandi tariqa differs in that its zikr is customarily quiet or even silent.  
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ilaha illallah (kalimat tawhid) has beneficial effects on the human being. These varied 
performances are veritable manifestations of zikr (invoking or mentioning) of Allah and 
His Names. The practice has been treated by Sufis from very early in the tradition, for 
instance, the Persian Sahl al-Tustari (d. 896) called zikr the “spiritual food of the mystic.” 
For South Asian Sufis Sultan Bahu (d. 1691) and Shah ‘Abdu’l-Latif (d. 1752), the 
“water of dhikr” is thirst quenching. Jean During (1999:281) describes zikr as a technique 
at the border between speech and music – the Sufi mode of expression par excellence. 
The practice is grounded in the body not only by its strong association with the tongue 
and limbs, but also with the heart.242 Its repetitive technique is meant to purify the soul 
using the body in order to find a home in the heart as a constant habit. The embodied 
aspect of zikr, beyond prayerful and inward remembrance, has been the locus of a long-
standing debate that continues into contemporary scholarship. Is zikr a “vehicle of serious 
inward religious experience” (Hodgson 1977:v.2, 211) or a shallow quest for physical 
ecstasy?  
Bound up witin a metanarrative that recognizes an idealized (or idolized) pinnacle 
of a tradition at its prophetic origin, there is in the history of Sufism a narrative of 
decline. Early intimations of decline are found in the ninth century works of Hujwiri and 
Qushayri, however it is with the widespread expansion of the Sufi tariqas (twelfth to 
fourteenth centuries) and their particular techniques and forms of zikr among the general 
populace of the Middle and Near East that more precise distinctions begin to be made 
between acceptable and unacceptable Sufi practices – many of these based on the ecstatic 
                                                
242 The poet Sana’i (d. c. 1135) understands the tongue as the nightingale whose song “recollects” 
its beloved, while ‘Attar (d.1221) writes “dhikr should keep the tongue wet.” 
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bodily behaviors and presumed intent of Sufi practitioners. 243  Marshall Hodgson 
(1977:v.2, 211) is a modern example of this narrative as shown by how he maps the 
expansion of zikr “from Nile to Oxus” with the following,  
Dhikr had presumably originated as a method for recalling a wandering 
attention and perhaps for controlling ordinary consciousness as part of a 
larger programme of self-awareness. In some circles, it now was turned 
into a method of achieving ecstasy directly – that is, the overwhelming 
euphoric state of consciousness which mystics had always regarded as a 
great grace, and often as a significant basis for mystical knowledge, but 
which sometimes now was felt to be an end in itself.244  
The suspicion of the compatibility of pleasure, sensuality, certain bodily techniques and 
spiritual advancement with regard to inner states and outward morality has been painfully 
present in Sufism and continues to this day in both Muslim reform movements from clear 
Sufi antipathy to a qualified Sufi acceptance.245  
                                                
243 For example, see the the writings of Ibn Taymiyya (d.1328) and his student Ibn Jawziyya (d. 
1350). Although wrongly cited by contemporary Wahhabi and Salafi groups as being against 
Sufism, they professed very strong criticisms of vernacular sufi practices.  
244 He lists the development of techniques associated with spiritual ecstasy such as carefully 
prescribed breathing and postures, zikr formula directed to particular parts of the body at precise 
moments, regulations on frequency of uttering names of Allah, and the introduction of the rosary. 
He (1977:212) continues to explain that in practice dervishes would feign ecstasy in order to 
generate “psychological solidarity whether it was inwardly impelled or not,” suggesting a clear 
compromise of sincerity in the ritual. Citing Sufi manuals in the Middle Periods, Hodgson also 
determines that zikr became much less a means among others of preparation for an encounter 
with Allah that is ultimately initiated through divine grace, than the primary physical technique to 
achieve an ecstatic state of consciousness. From these manuals, Hodgson distinguishes two kinds 
of mysticism. One he calls “everyday mysticism” and it is associated with a comprehensive moral 
discipline, a guiding shaykh (pir), and a state of consciousness consistent with ascetic techniques 
of self-control. The other, “ecstatic mysticism,” neglected the former’s moral focus and consisted 
of “purely physical techniques of stimulation…to be used to produce more easily” a similar state 
of consciousness, but presumably without the same self-control, of the ascetic. The “most 
respected Sufis” are understood to part of the former group who are considered to be closer in 
practice to the classical Sufi masters. Hodgson’s presentation follows a dichotomization similar to 
Lapidus’ mentioned in Chapter Two, in addition to illustrating an “historical aversion” to 
trance/ecstasy evident in the Western intellectual tradition (Judith Becker 2004).  
245 Comparable models of decline are found in Trimingham (1971) and Gardet (EI2: vol.2, 224-
227) Louis Gardet writes it is “understandable” that some orders would seek “purely physical 
procedures” for ecstatic union with Allah and he includes in these the Mevlevi whirling dance, 
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According to Louis Massignon, recitation (qira’a) and study of the Qur’an 
constitute the foundation of Sufism and it is from these practices that “regular sessions 
[were] established for ‘recollection,’ majalis al-dhikr, in which practitioners recited 
sections of the Qur’an, as well as prose and verse on related themes for meditation” 
(1997:73). Schimmel accordingly roots the practice specifically in two Quranic verses 
one of which, “the recollection of God makes the heart grow calm” (Q13:28; the other is 
Q33:40), is used by the QRT as the subheading of their newsletter, The Call of the 
Divine.246 In its early form, zikr consisted of techniques intended to remind the devotee of 
the presence of God. Certain body techniques, according to historian Marshall Hodgson 
(1977:v.2, 211), involved holding forms of words or syllables before the attention 
through repetition and controlled breathing and formed the “nucleus” of a developing 
“formal method of mystical worship.” Along with the rise and organization of Sufi orders 
                                                                                                                                            
the loud cries of the Qadiri “Howlers,” and those that use narcotic stimulants. From these 
practices he mentions the “veritable counterfeits” who have had deleterious effects on the Sufi 
legacy, especially in the criticism of Sufi tariqas and in some cases Sufism in general by Arab 
modern reform movements such as the nahda of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
Gardet similarly distinguishes between two ways that zikr has been utilized historically by Sufi 
groups. The first and oldest use of zikr is as a rudimentary method of prayer situated among 
others. Zikr in its later and secondary form is utilized with the expectation that it is “a guarantee 
of efficacity [sic] in attaining the highest ‘states’ (ahwal)” including union/identification with 
Allah. The presence of a variety of techniques and “gnoses” that allow the murid to achieve 
mystical union with Allah proved to be contentious issue among non-Sufi and Sufi writers. With 
regard to practice of sama‘ (T. sema), Ibn Taymiyya berated what he called the “rites of trance 
inherited from paganism and superficially Islamised” (During 8:1018-1019). However, al-
Ghazzali and al-Nasafi established certain conditions and rules of propriety regarding some of 
these emerging techniques (During 8:1018-1019; Gardet 2:224-27). Yet, there were still 
sometimes severe criticisms waged against these Sufis’ willingness to acknowledge the sensual 
pleasure derived from the practice and to include dancing and a conclusive meal to the session 
which gave the whole performance an air of setting up a religious pretext for a pleasurable event. 
246 However, the QRT translation is “The heart finds peace only in the zikr of Allah.”  
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(tariqahs), these methods distinguished Sufism in the twelfth century and beyond from 
that which had preceded it.  
Zikr as mentioned in the QRT ilahis is aligned primarily with two bodily organs 
the heart and the tongue. This is not only true in the ilahis but also in early Sufi 
apologetic literature in which the zikr of the heart (dhikr qalbi; often equated with dhikr 
khafi, or silent zikr) was perceived always to be more preferable, not to mention more 
advanced, than the zikr of the tongue (dhikr lisani, or dhikr jahri, zikr performed aloud). 
The latter was perceived to hold some level of danger either in its potential to lead to 
moral ambiguity, to reveal divine secrets (sirr) to the unprepared, or to being taken as an 
end in itself, thereby reducing the practice to mere pleasure techniques. 
Schimmel (1975:173) summarizes a portion of Qushayri’s Tartib as-suluk as 
“every limb of his is a heart recollecting God…The limbs partake in such dhikr: first they 
move, and then their movements grow stronger until they become voices and sounds; 
these voices, uttering words of dhikr, can be heard coming from the mystic’s whole body, 
except from his tongue” (italics mine).247 The relationship between zikr and the body is 
                                                
247 Hallaj, Kalabadhi, even al-Ghazali understood zikr as a method of reminding one’s self of God 
only in conjunction with the “discursive method of fikr [contemplation].” Theological reflections 
on the “mere” zikr of the tongue (al-Ghazali) revealed its limitations by the fact that it still 
distinguished the dhakir (conscious subject), the dhikr (state of consciousness), and the madhkur 
(the One mentioned) – a clear affront to the Oneness of Allah upheld by Sufi thinkers.  
Al-Ghazali’s theological insight regarding the unitive experience of dhakir  and  madhkur is well 
taken. Similarly, according to Ibn ‘Ata’ Allah (d. 1309), a Shadhili Sufi who wrote the first text 
devoted solely to the topic of zikr (Miftah al-falah), a true zikr of the heart effaces any trace of the 
word on the tongue. He adds that the zikr of the sirr (secret; inmost being) is such that “if you 
leave off the dhikr it does not leave you, and the whole being of the Sufi becomes ‘a tongue 
uttering the dhikr,’” i.e., silent and hidden (Ibn ‘Ata’ Allah, Miftah, 6).247 Ibn ‘Ata was writing in 
Egypt at a time when Sufi practices were both flowering and strongly criticized for apparent 
innovations (bidah). 
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explored by Qushayri (d. 1072) again in his Risale.248 In Qushayri’s time the institution 
of Sufi tariqas had not yet taken place and Qushayri himself writes, “Remembrance is a 
powerful support on the path to God. Indeed, it is the very foundation of this [Sufi] path.” 
He goes on to distinguish between the two kinds of zikr, of the tongue and the heart. He 
includes a story that illustrates a relationship that persists between the heart and the body, 
“A group of wayfarers complained to Abu ‘Uthman, ‘We make vocal remembrance [zikr] 
of God Most High, but we experience no sweetness in our hearts.’ He advised, ‘Give 
thanks to God Most High for adorning [at least] your limbs with obedience.” In these 
words there is evidence for the progressive and experiential understanding of the interior 
movement of zikr from tongue to heart. However, the emphasis is not that vocal 
remembrance is lesser than remembrance in the heart, but simply that the one has not 
reached the other. The zikr performance today is composed of young and old, 
experienced to novice, all of whom partake in the concordant, resonant, and vocal 
chanting of Allah’s names and the kalimat at-tawhid in addition to singing of Sufi poetry. 
Therefore while the experience of zikr progresses inwardly from tongue to heart, this 
spiritual advancement cannot be understood to preclude bodily practice, i.e. vocal zikr 
and other bodily manifestations of adoration. 
How does the oft-told story of Sufi decline fit into our present inquiry? The 
earliest poetry in the QRT repertoire emerges immediately preceding the formation of the 
Ottoman empire (1299 CE) precisely during the time of Sufi expansion to the broader 
population, accompanied by critics’ allegations of deteriorating intentions in zikr 
                                                
248 al-Hujwiri (d. 1072) also addresses this topic. 
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performance and increasing emphasis on pleasurable body techniques (Feldman 
1992:190). Gradually zikr was imported with the Sunni tarikats, a relative newcomer to 
Anatolia, where Mevlevi and Bektashi ritual life was already established).249 These early 
Ottoamn days saw the establishment of the first Sufi tarikat centers (tekke) in Anatolia 
where “the bulk of the music sung in the tekkes was the product of the musically gifted 
dervishes, known as zakirs (derivation of zikr)” (Feldman 1992:190).250 The pre-Ottoman 
Anatolian tarikats, the Mevlevi and Bektashi, shared the semai usul (rhythm) in their 
distinctive rituals (the sema and nefes in muhabbet respectively; the latter being distinct 
from rural Alevi‘s’ ayin-i cem) linking them to an older Anatolian music tradition that 
then enjoyed popularity in the urban centers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.251 
Yet by the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Ottoman tarikat liturgical music (ilahi) 
had been accepted into the public mosque service (Feldman 1993). However, by the 
second half of the nineteenth century, both the quality and quantity of composition 
declined, and it virtually ceased when the tekkes were officially closed in 1925, and so 
that “[b]y the 1950s most of the large tarikat repertoire was becoming extinct” (Feldman 
1992:187).  
                                                
249 As the story of the meeting between Yunus Emre and Mevlana Jelaluddin Rumi demonstrated 
in Chapter One, there was in the Ottoman Sufi tradition a qualitative difference between the 
tarikat and Mevlevi approaches to mystical knowledge. Additionally, drawing on Spencer 
Trimingham (1971), Godfrey Goodwin (1992:65) suggests that there was a qualitative distinction 
between the music of the Mevlevis, which “was as sophisticated and mystical as that of the 
Bektashis was popular.” Yunus Emre’s Sufi affiliation is disputed.  Some consider him affiliated 
with the Bektashi (not considered a tarikat), others tie him to the Qadiri tarikat. The truth is lost in 
the past, but the fact is that he and his music are seen by most commentators to be of the 
“popular” type affiliated with the proletariat and general population, or “the masses.” But is it any 
less “mystical”?   
250 The trend of ilahi music being written by dervishes such as Yunus Emre is one that Feldman 
sees transforming over time to being dominated by khalifas and shaykhs.  
251 Most other tarikats performed zikr, which used the sofiyan or düyek (4/4) usul. 
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 Taking a closer look at the twentieth century, Feldman (1992) writes that the most 
structurally and musically complete zikr in Istanbul took place at the Halveti-Cerrahi 
dergâh in Karagümrük: a more aristocratic and socially connected type of zikr at least 
until the official closure of the tekkes in 1925.252 He goes on to suggest that  
[t]he music of such tekkes may have been the model for the less socially 
prestigious tekkes, for example the Rufai tekke in Kasımpaşa…Somewhat 
distinct from the Halveti ritual (in using rites of self-torture characteristic 
of the Rufais in addition to the zikir), this tekke employs a simplified 
version of the music in the Halveti tekkes. It does not present a true 
folkloric character (Feldman 1992:198).253 
 
The Rufai tekke that he references is the Istanbul Qadiri-Rifa’i Tariqa’s Ayni Ali Baba 
tekke where in the 1980s Nureddin Ozal was leading zikr in the tradition and style of 
Muhyiddin Ansari, Shaykh Taner’s shaykh. Feldman’s only examples of zikr in Istanbul 
during the 1980s are of these two groups, with the Cerrahis as his primary focus. His 
basic outline of the Cerrahi zikr resembles that of the QRT as documented on Muhyiddin 
Ansari’s 1976 zikr script. That zikr begins with the kelime-i tevhit and ism-i celal zikri 
and although the Cerrahis previously began with devrani zikri (rotating) and moved to the 
kıyami zikri (standing), by Feldman’s time they were beginning to perform the latter in 
place of the devran. Again this sequence of zikr resembles the QRT zikr as scripted by 
Muhyiddin Ansari in 1976 and led by Nureddin Ozal in the late 1980s in the Ayni Ali 
Baba tekke in Kasımpaşa (videotaped by Shaykh Taner). As evidenced by the same zikr 
                                                
252 The “c” in Turkish is pronounced as the English “j,” therefore “Cerrahi” is pronounced 
“Jerrahi”. This community of Halveti-Cerrahis also has a center in upstate New York.  
253 Feldman’s concern with the extreme bodily karamat (piercing, etc.) practiced by the Rifais 
could be interpreted as a similar concern, i.e., bodily practices beyond the pale. Shaykh Taner has 
spoken of the Rifai practices performed by the QRT in Turkey, however in no way has referred to 
them as reprehensible or in a pejorative way. The QRT- Ansariyya currently does not practice 
piercing, etc. with Shaykh Taner noting that he does not have permission from the silsila. 
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script and performances thereof, Muhyiddin Ansari was composing ilahis that were being 
sung in later twentieth century Istanbul. According to Shaykh Taner, it was in fact 
Muhyiddin Ansari who, trained as a musician, was collecting ilahis in Istanbul and his 
Evrat is a testimony to his compilation and preservation interests. 
Such a purported model of “decline” does not fit a dynamic paradigm such as the 
one described by the interface of Barth’s three aspects of knowledge and further 
motivated by intertextuality and dialogism. Within the poetic Sufi world, this model also 
does not fit a paradigm in which there is an interpenetration of the past and present 
represented by the heart connection (rabita) between the shaykh, murids, and the entire 
silsila, the practice of which was presented in the last chapter. The specific elements of 
zikr that caused concern were especially the outward and vocal zikr practices performed 
by the body that were thought potentially to divert a practitioner’s proper goal of an inner 
and silent zikr performed by the heart. 
 I will now look more closely at this perceived tension between inner and outer 
and tongue and heart in Sufi zikr with particular reference to the QRT. Jean During 
(1999:283) writes the following about music and zikr:  
[W]ithout the active participation of the subject who performs or listens to 
the music, no music is per se mystical. Let us remember that even the 
most evocative dhikr does not work ‘automatically’; it is merely a 
technique employed during sama’ to activate the intention of the 
individual and to assist concentration. Separated from the spiritual life, the 
practice of dhikr cannot cause any ‘instantaneous enlightenment,’ or lead 
to a ‘state of grace.’ Similarly, all music, even though it possess all the 
desired mystical qualities, will be efficient only by virtue of the intention 
of the listener and/or performer. 
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During is taking extraordinary precautions, clearly following the lead of his medieval 
Sufi predecessors writing on the subject, to let the reader know that music and zikr, i.e., 
the sonic medium and ritual venue of ilahi poetry, are not a guarantor of mystical 
experience. Zikr, according to During, is a “technique employed…to activate the 
intention of the individual,” a definition that echoes one of Shaykh Taner’s stated 
properties of ilahi poetry; that it motivates or inspires the listener to develop a 
relationship with the Creator. The quotation below is taken from a sohbet about zikr on 
the QRT website and provides another reference to motivation,      
During Zikr we also sing certain songs [ilahi] which are designed to provide 
motivation. These songs tell us of our philosophy, of the wisdom of Sufism. For 
example, one of them says, “You cannot reach the High Headquarters with vanity. 
You have to leave what you have and what you have not. Then, come.”254  
 
In each of these descriptions, it is recognized that the zikr participant continues to require 
motivation (activation of intention). Shaykh Taner does not shy away from the effects of 
these techniques and practices, which may include ecstasy manifested in many different 
ways. In fact, he acknowledges not only their possibility, but eventual probability, 
“[e]ach of the Beautiful Names invoked during zikr is a key to a spiritual level within the 
heart. In the midst of such spiritual concentration, participants sometimes travel to 
profound dimensions of reality” (Ansari 2000:69). Other properties of poetry, specifically 
its ability to increase love and “[resonate] with everyone, not only Sufis, as a physical, 
vibrational phenomenon,” seem to suggest that at some level the poetry and its music do 
                                                
254 (“Zikr, The Ceremony of Remembrance”, accessed January 21, 2014 http://www.qadiri-
rifai.org/english/guidance/sohbet/taner/zikr.htm)   
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not require, as During suggests, an active and intentional “spiritual life,” but can in fact 
“work automatically.”255  
My translation of the ilahi Shaykh Taner uses to illustrate zikr is as follows,  
Çıkılmaz benlikle ulu dergahe You cannot reach the high place of 
     the Sufis with your selfishness 
Varînî yoğunu atta gel dervis  Give up what you have and what you 
     have not, then come dervish 
 
His use of the verses demonstrates not only his agreement that immediate experience of 
Allah cannot occur with exaggerated notions of one’s self (benlikle is derived from the 
Turkish “I” or ben; the QRT repertoire has it translated as “vanity”), but also his trust that 
he need not be the gatekeeper for this experience. Selflessness is required for mystical 
experience (and this can be pleasurable), and anyone coming to zikr or singing ilahis for 
self or bodily gratification will be disappointed (as Sufis should be with all things “other 
than Allah”). However, if such superficial gratification is what brings the individual, then 
the zikr also exposes them to (i.e., provides a taste of) a collective atmosphere of 
motivational and activating forces toward a different goal. The body is used as part of the 
way toward selflessness and that is precisely why zikr of the tongue is used. 
Zikr is addressed by Shaykh Taner in his book The Sun Will Rise in the West. 
Occurring rather late in the book, the chapter follows others that clarify the concept of 
God, the human being, the Word, prophets and messengers, initiation, and spiritual 
administration. Finally, in chapter seven entitled Tasawwuf (the Arabic for Sufism), the 
Shaykh addresses the word tasawwuf itself by quoting a portion of Abdul Qadir 
                                                
255 Durkheim (1915:258-259) argues this in his notion of “collective effervescence” in which 
people are first carried away by this group feeling and subsequently form explanatory models, 
where the performance provides the energy for and embodies the ideal, if only temporarily.  
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Geylani’s Secret of Secrets. The Pir takes the consonantal base of the word, t-S-w-f, and 
aligns each letter with a Sufi term; tawba (repentance), safw (spiritual tranquility; 
pleasure, delight), wilaya (protecting friendship), and fana’ (annihilation). In Shaykh 
Taner’s translation, the Pir explains each letter independently and it is in his discussion of 
safw that he introduces zikr. The tranquility of the heart is disrupted by “human 
worries…worldly affairs…earning a lot of money, excessive sex, and loving your 
children and family” all of which tire the heart, which is like a real life person, whose 
worldly worries stifle its capacity to reach a state of tranquility or equanimity. 
Purification of the heart occurs through zikr – first the outward, loud (jahri) zikr of the 
tongue, which passes into a silent (khafi) zikr of the heart. He follows this with a 
reference to Qur’an 8:2 “their hearts vibrate (shake) when Allah is mentioned” 
(dhukirallahu wajilat quluubuhum) choosing to accentuate the physicality of the practice, 
which is emphasized by the fact that he clarifies a secondary meaning of the awe (fear, 
startling reality) of waking from needless sleep.256 Again, Geylani does not seem to have 
tremendous concern with hierarchically ordering the physical and spiritual or the outer 
and inner dimensions of the zikr practice, but rather is eager to explain their dynamic 
within a person. 
Geylani provides short descriptions of last two consonants of tasawwuf, wilaya 
and fana, but then spends the next two chapters of Secret of Secrets on zikr. The first 
chapter reiterates the distinction between the outer and inner zikr; however, Geylani again 
                                                
256 Arberry translates it as “their hearts quake” and Yusuf Ali as “feel a tremor in their hearts.” 
Most English translations simply have “become full of fear” (Shakir), “become fearful” (Sahih 
International), “feel fear” (Pickthall). These latter are actually referring to “awe,” however the 
word “fear” in modern English does not convey this meaning immediately. 
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emphasizes their dynamic – i.e., that the outer becomes immediately interiorized through 
the breath, instead of one being superior to the other. He (Ansari 2008:49) writes, “The 
zikr done with the tongue is similar to the one done with the heart. If it is being done 
through the tongue, it is known that Allah is not forgotten in your heart.” Geylani does 
penetrate to ever more interior zikrs – zikr of the ruh (spirit), zikr of sirr (secret), khafi 
zikr (silent, hidden), and finally the khafi al-akhfa (hidden of the more hidden). Shaykh 
Taner uses the English “headquarters” to illustrate the reality opened by khafi zikr, 
hearkening back to the “headquarters” in the ilahi in his explanation of zikr on the QRT 
website. It manifests not only the dialogical and intertextual play between poetry, 
spiritual text, and zikr, but also reveals the poetic underpinning of his understanding of 
zikr.  
Geylani focuses on articulating the development and trajectory of one who 
remembers and invokes Allah and His names.257 He is drawing a spiritual map of sorts. 
This map is also an epistemological one in that the greater the interiorization of zikr the 
closer one is to haqq al-yaqin, i.e., sure knowledge received in the heart from Allah. 
Geylani (Ansari 2008:50) writes, “The zikr that is called the secret of secrets allows you 
to reach the reality of the station of haqq al-yaqin.” While perhaps “silent” to the ear, 
these interior zikrs are palpable, according to Geylani, “the zikr of qalb is to feel the 
manifestation of jamal and jalal in the heart’s essence” (Ansari 2008:49). This sensation 
                                                
257 Shaykh Taner writes that each of Allah’s names is a key to a spiritual level in the heart, 
whereas Geylani describes different levels of remembrance. Geylani focuses here on the 
remembrance of la ilaha illa ‘llah, as the best zikr according to a hadith he mentions a few 
paragraphs earlier. Shaykh Taner emphasizes the names of the divine attributes themselves as 
opening up the heart – an emphasis he also derives from Abdul Qadir Geylani (see Ansari 
2008:25) 
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will translate into how he understands the relationship between the Quranic mandate to 
practice zikr and sharia. He (Ansari 2008:51) concludes the chapter with the following,  
In order to protect the decrees of sharia, it is necessary to make the body 
follow the straight path. It is necessary to continue doing zikrs of Allah 
openly or secretly, day or night. It is fardz [obligatory] to do zikr of Allah 
for those who are seeking the path to Haqq.  
 
In this passage, Abdul Qadir Geylani is not equating the “decrees of sharia” with the 
straight path. He is attempting to protect the sharia from becoming trapped in an 
oppressive and indicative state - the tyranny of an “as is” reality that does not allow for 
the at times tragic and transformational reality of human beings. Rather, in order “to 
make the body follow the straight path,” he does not simply recommend the performance 
of zikr, he makes it obligatory for all Muslims (fardz). Zikr then becomes the ground 
from which an fully embodied sharia can emerge, a transformational performance 
(practice) that cleanses the heart toward sure knowledge.258   
Historically, zikr was attended by many people with no mystical proclivities, i.e., 
the “ordinary” Muslim, “for the sake of pious edification or a sheer blessing,” and this 
can still be observed today as I have observed over many years and while travelling with 
Shaykh Taner throughout South Africa (see also Hodgson 1977:v.2, 217). At a 
particularly well attended public zikr in Cape Town, Shaykh Taner was approached by a 
                                                
258 With regard to Geylani’s observations, it is interesting to look at Yunus Emre’s ilahi about 
Veysel Karani, which reads:  
Seherde kalkuben namaz kilardı,   Getting up at dawn, he would pray, 
Gizlice Rabbi’ne niyaz ederdi,   He would entreat his Lord secretly. 
Allah deyu, deyu deve guderdi/   He used to herd the camels saying Allah Allah 
Abdul Qadir Geylani mentions that these interior states are reserved for the khawass, or the 
chosen. It should be clarified that these chosen people are not so by virtue of any formal 
erudition, but by their interior journey.  
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woman who wanted initiation immediately. She had several shaykhs and wanted another 
for “extra” protection. The shaykh did not give her bayat, but rather encouraged her to 
continue coming to the local QRT zikr. While anyone may attend a public zikr evening, 
Shaykh Taner does not initiate those with only the intention of receiving blessings or 
other “pious edification.” This does not mean that he will not provide some general 
blessing for said people, but having a desire to know and seek Allah (often referred to as 
Truth, or Haqq in the ilahis) is the shaykh’s main emphasis. The participants have made 
the effort to come to the zikr and seek out a shaykh, his task is to redirect their attention 
toward Allah and to the root of their human desire, as understood by the QRT, to know 
this Truth. The ilahis are important in this process because of their stated role in 
providing “motivation,” “increasing love,” and “resonating with everyone” Sufi, Muslim, 
or not.  
Although anyone is welcome to zikr, there is a special relationship that obtains 
between the Shaykh and the initiated murid. At the end of his chapter on the conditions of 
zikr, Geylani provides the following Quranic verse (42:20):   
We give the life of the hereafter to whoever wants it, and increase the 
blessings for his effort in this direction. We give the life of the world to 
those who ask, but they will have no portion in the hereafter. 
 
This verse supports Shaykh Taner’s motivation to encourage people to attend zikr 
(including sohbet), because it is there where their desire (“whoever wants it”) and 
“effort” can become clarified and focused. Following this verse, Abdul Qadir Geylani 
shifts toward the importance of having a shaykh for the reason of talqin (inculcation). He 
(Ansari 2008:54) writes, “What one needs to do is find the one who is capable of talqin 
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(inculcation), and receive the heart from this person. That will enable him to earn the life 
of the hereafter.” In The Sun, Shaykh Taner weaves his understanding of Geylani’s terse 
passage into his own explanation of tasawwuf. According to Shaykh Taner (Ansari 2000), 
zikr is one of four “tools and practices” of tasawwuf, the remaining three being heart 
connection (rabita; of which Geylani does not write), the inspired discussion of spiritual 
matters (sohbet), and contemplation (tafakkur).259 Shaykh Taner calls zikr a “treasured 
practice” that is bound up with the heart connection that the shaykh establishes in the 
initiation ceremony. This connection is talqin adh-dhikr through which the QRT zikr is 
put into the heart of the murid and then maintained by the Shaykh’s practice of constant 
rabita with his murid.260  
Before returning to the QRT zikr and the story of the South African murid 
jumping in love and howling across the floor, it is important to articulate briefly 
Geylani’s understanding of wajd (ecstasy) and safw (spiritual enjoyment). It is in this 
explanation that he mentions the presence of poetry, the sighing of lovers, and the sweet 
voices of birds. He distinguishes between corporeal (jismani) wajd and spiritual (ruhani) 
wajd, however not in the conventional sense. Although he warns the reader not to incline 
toward corporeal ecstasy, he does not mean that spiritual ecstasy will not have a bodily 
manifestation. Whereas “spiritual ecstasy” is brought on by selflessness, “corporeal 
                                                
259 The Shaykh does mention other practices such as personal zikr (wazifa), special diets, retreats, 
travel, and education, however the spiritual mainstays are the four mentioned above.   
260 (Hamid Algar 1992:215) “This instruction of the dhikr (known technically as talqin) is the 
core of the initiation, for it represents the placing in the heart of the initiate the means of spiritual 
realization that the order had inherited from the Prophet, upon whom be peace, by way of its 
silsila….progress on the path…depend entirely on maintaining a correct relationship with the 
shaykh…” 
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ecstasy” is defined by personal will and is therefore not ideal. The latter, a mere 
simulation of wajd, “is to act as if one is in wajd without having pain, ache or sickness in 
the body” and Shaykh Taner (Ansari 2008:96) comments in the translation, “[i.e., without 
any physical symptoms]” However, the former, “spiritual ecstasy,” can be marked by 
physical “goose bumps” (Ansari 2008:94; Qur’an 39:23) on the flesh. It also, being 
detached from personal will, manifests through actions and movements beyond will: 
the action of wajd, which is considered spiritual, overrides the outer 
senses. It is like the heat or fever that malaria causes. When that fever 
rises, it is not easy for one to bear it. The actions [movements] that occur 
at that time are beyond one’s will. The hal of wajd is a result of 
overpowering spiritual power. It is considered real and spiritual. … The 
following honorable hadith points out the importance of teh hal of wajd: 
“Whoever does not have wajd has no safa (pleasure) in religion.” The hal 
of wajd is of ten varieties. Some are in the open – the signs are seen in 
outer actions… (Ansari 2008:96-97) 
 
Ecstasy is a state (hal) and although “crying…blushing or turning pale…wanting Allah 
the Most High, yearning for Him, feeling warmth in the body, and the states such as 
sadness and sickness [occur],” enjoyment is the result. These states are triggered by 
recitations of poetry in and outside zikr, sweet voices of birds, and the sighing of lovers 
(Ansari 2008:95). The mention of hal in these passages must be understood in light of 
Shaykh Taner’s understanding of hal as seen in the preceding chapter on sohbet. It is a 
transformative state that is continually emergent as the murid intentionally encounters 
Allah. Ecstasy therefore manifests inwardly and outwardly, spiritually and physically, 
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and although Geylani does not mention physical manifestations, he appears to 
acknowledge their presence among Sufis.261 
Return to Zikr 
After this excursus, let me return to the passionate zikr in Durban, where the 
vigorous chant – Al-lah, Al-lah, Al-lah – launched the QRT murid off the floor, inflamed 
with his love for Allah. At the same time, the room full of murids was in full motion. 
Their heads were rhythmically and swiftly undulating from right to left. The painful 
origin of this chant (and the sadder and slower Al-lah that preceded it) gave way to an 
elation not seen anywhere else in the zikr. This is a moment where separation and 
connection, wajd and hal appear together. Continuing along the theme of separation, the 
following ilahi is also sung during this chant, Hakkın Habibin Sevgili Dost’u (“Dear 
friend of Truth’s Beloved”), the text is as follows:  
Hakkın habibin sevgili dost’u  Dear friend of Allah’s beloved 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani In the sands of Yemen, Veysel 
     Karani 
{Refrain} 
Söylemez yalanı, yemez haramı He doesn’t lie, he doesn’t eat  
     forbidden food 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the sands of Yemen, Veysel 
     Karani 
  
Anasindan destur aldı durmadı He took his mother’s permission, 
     wasted no time 
                                                
261 Although he wrote during a time where ecstatic behavior was present, it is not until a century 
or more later, after Sufism expanded enormously among the general population that strong 
criticisms of what appeared to be flagrant latitude in the kinds of ecstatic physical responses 
permitted in zikr. However, in this late time period Sufism encountered a diverse audience of 
variously educated peasants and scholars of a variety of religious and cultural backgrounds 
(Zoroastrian, Christian, Hindu) who brought different configurations of bodily attitudes to the 
zikr performance.  
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Kabe yollarını hemen boyladı  He set out on the roads to the Ka’aba 
     right away 
Vardı ol habibi evde bulmadı  When he arrived, he did not find the 
     beloved at home 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani In the sands of Yemen, Veysel 
     Karani 
{Refrain} 
 
Seherde kalkuben namaz kılardı Getting up at dawn, he would pray 
Gizlice Rabb’ine niyaz ederdi  He would entreat his Lord secretly 
Allah deyu deyu, deve güderdi Saying Allah, Allah, he used to herd 
     camels 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the sands of Yemen, Veysel 
     Karani 
{Refrain} 
 
Derviş Yunus eydur, bende varayım Dervish Yunus says, “Let me be 
     there, too 
Ol mubarek hub cemalin göreyim Let me see that blessed loving face 
Ayağın tozuna yüzler süreyim  May I rub my face onto the dust of 
     his feet 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the sands of Yemen, Veysel 
     Karani 
  
Veysel Karani, a Yemeni contemporary of the Prophet Muhammad, was brought 
to the spiritual level of the Prophet’s companions due to his sincerity (sidq), despite his 
never having met the Prophet in person. When Karani did not find the Prophet at his 
home in Mecca, he kept a promise to his mother and quickly returned to Yemen. In the 
desert, Karani made zikr of Allah – Allah deyu deyu – and although a physical distance 
separated him from the Prophet, they met spiritually making Karani an intimate friend 
(dost) of the lover of God.  
Keeping in mind the repeated zikr chant for this ilahi is “Al-lah, Al-lah,” Karani’s 
story is one of a friend (dost) of the friend of the Friend (God). The notion of the silsila is 
embedded within this poetic framework and allows Yunus to compose his poem to 
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Karani, in the voice of one who longs, despite temporal distance, for a similar intimacy 
with the Prophet, the lover of God – “Dervish Yunus says, ‘Let me be there too.’” The 
traces of both the outer social drama of secrecy and zikr (Allah deyu deyu) and the inner 
drama of lovers and seekers are found in this poetic narrative. The zikr seeks to rout the 
despair of separation or the ignominy of failure on the path and turn attention back to 
Allah with hope. “Hold onto the rope of Allah” Shaykh Taner often says to murids who 
are experiencing hardship and troubles. Again the penultimate verse suggests doing one’s 
practice in both shari’a (namaz; formal Muslim prayer, salat) and tariqa (zikr: Allah deyu 
deyu).  
This ilahi signifies the possibility (the subjunctive) of a loving encounter across 
temporal and spatial limitations in the realm of the Unseen. The possibility of that 
crossing over in contemporary life is found in Yunus’ final verse,  
Derviş Yunus eydur, bende varayım  Dervish Yunus says, “Let me be there, too 
Ol mubarek hub cemalin göreyim  Let me see that blessed loving face 
 
The first person in the ilahis blurs the subject and compresses then and now, here and 
there. Al-lah, Al-lah, Al-lah. From here, the interpenetration of unity and separation, Al-
lah, Al-lah, Al-lah, presence and absence, Al-lah, Al-lah, Al-lah Al-lah, Al-lah, Al-lah 
Al-lah, Al-lah, Al-lah, the shaykh’s voice emerged “illa’llah.”  
 
Zikr: Allah Hayy, Ya Qayyum; turn left and bring right hand to heart, and vice 
 versa  
Ilahis: Iki kare gavs oldu, Can yine bulbul 
 
Shaykh Taner occasionally introduces new movements into the group zikr. Some, 
like the devran demonstrated in the last chapter and which I saw modeled again in Cape 
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Town in 2008, do not persist – or at least not yet, though they remain as potentials. Some 
others, however, have become regular additions, such as the movement associated with 
this particular chant. The murid chants “Al-llah Hayy” and turns toward her left 
extending left foot slightly with heel touching floor and toes up while bringing the right 
hand to the heart (rhythmically on the beat of Hayy). She then turns to her right, chanting 
“Ya Qay-,” extending her right foot slightly with heel down and toes up bringing her left 
hand to the heart (on the beat of “-yum”). The rhythm involves a little bounce in the knee 
making the whole circle undulate and turn synchronously.  
The first ilahi sung during this zikr is almost always Iki Kere Gavs Oldu about Pir 
Ahmed Rifa’i. Until this point in the zikr, the Pir’s name has only been mentioned in the 
series of permission taking and connecting to the silsila (lineage) earlier in the zikr. This 
ilahi was written especially for Ahmed Rifa’i by Muhyiddin Ansari. Ansari celebrates 
Rifa’i’s connection to the Prophet Muhammad (Rifa’i is seyyid, a direct descendent of 
Prophet) by mentioning a miracle that takes place at the Kabba in Mecca during one of 
the Pir’s pilgrimages. In addition, he points to Rifa’i’s spiritual qualities as a healer of the 
wounded, diseased, and the sick. The ilahi serves as a connection to the Pir through 
Muhyiddin, who acts as a conduit for the contagious love that helps exchange one’s 
difficulties and distress for happiness (şekaveti saadette tedbil eyle).  
The second ilahi is not disconnected from this theme of exchanging misery for 
felicity. Can yine bulbul, Niyazi Misri’s poem of transformation, as we have seen, sings 
of a soul becoming a nightingale, a thorn turning into a rose, everywhere becoming eyes 
and ears, and everything becoming God. When we look at the ilahi as a whole, bodily 
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limbs become a heart, “I” becomes Ferhat, all directions become roads, and finally tears 
become a flood. Body, subject, and world are in transformation and becoming deeply 
aware. Is Niyazi filling a fractured world that gravely disappoints him with images of 
God, as Derin Terzioğlu (2002) may suggest? Or is he representing a vision of the world 
that he perceives and bears witness to in all of its aspects? Or, as Keshavaraz observes 
regarding Rumi’s ghazals, is Niyazi writing a “literary enactment of love rather than a 
portrayal of it”? In the latter, the suffering observed in the world is met by eyes that see 
deeply into the sorrow and tragedy of a world that is habituated to choosing that state of 
affairs instead of tapping into the compassion and love so readily available in its very 
physical and spiritual composition.  
How we answer these questions is crucial to understanding what role ritual and 
poetry play in the Sufi path. Do ritual and poetry create an “as if” environment in 
contradistinction to the outside world, that desolate and tragic place to and from which a 
participant goes and then retreats? Or rather, does it offer a view into the whole world as 
it really is – a transformative dynamic that longs for the full participation of all its 
inhabitants. The Sufi path is only partially represented by the ritual setting and sohbet. In 
fact, the primary setting for Sufi learning is not in zikr, which only makes up one – albeit 
very intense - aspect of Sufi life, but in those interactions outside of it, as I shall suggest 
in the final chapter. 
 
Zikr: Hayy Hayy Hayy Allah (begin slow and get increasingly faster) 
Ilahis: Sultanul Evliya, Abdul Qadir Geylani, Seni Ben Severim, Haktan inen 
şerbeti, Cıkılmaz benlikle,  
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However, before leaving the weekly group performance of zikr, there are still several zikr 
chants to instill in the participants’ bodies. The range of ilahis available at this juncture 
varies. Ilahis in adulation of the Pirs (Sultanul Evliya, Abdul Qadir Geylani) are sung 
usually if one or both pirs is felt to be especially present, which is often indicated to the 
presiding shaykh in part by the excitement and force in the voices and bodies of the 
murid participants. The other ilahis sing of specifically Sufi themes about the path and 
zikr itself. Cıkılmaz benlikle leaves no room for “selfishness” or “self-centeredness” 
(benlikle) on the Sufi path and encourages the murid to leave everything behind. In the 
zikr setting, “everything” may be whatever inhibits the murid in tasting and seeing how 
things really are: i.e., the unimpeded vision that comes from surrendering “to your 
murshid like dead people” and closing “your eyes to everything like the blind.” In Haktan 
inen şerbeti we meet the murid at a more mature juncture on the path. Yunus looks back 
on his willingness to drink the drink “sent down from Truth” and the taming of the nafs 
that followed and the peace that characterized it. While these two ilahis can sometimes be 
sung together in one zikr, they are generally found singly. Seni ben severim is, as 
mentioned in a previous chapter, a universal favorite among the QRT murids. They report 
singing it at work and in the car, while riding their bicycles and walking. The energy and 
excitement generated in zikr is what can take this ilahi beyond its ritual walls. The murids 
report that it is not only the “message,” but the rhythm and melody that carry it to their 
lips in their everyday life. This is the ilahi that Shaykh Taner began singing to me in the 
airport when explaining Sufi poetry. At that moment, he sang only the fourth verse. He 
did this in response to my questions and became Yunus. He stepped into the poem, not to 
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show me his existential reality, but rather to direct me to ask my questions to the proper 
depth – his “me deeper than me.” He was challenging me to see past him. The full ilahi is 
below:  
Seni ben severim candan içeru   (2x) I love You more deeply than my life 
Yolun vardîr bu erkandan içeru  (2x) Your path is deeper than this path (way; codes of 
     conduct) 
 
Seriat tarikat yoludur varana  Shariat is a path of Tariqat for those who reach 
Hakikat marifet andan içeru  Haqqiqat and Marifet are deeper than that 
 
Süleyman kuş dili bilir dediler They say Solomon knew the language of the birds  
Süleyman var Süleymandan içeru There is a Solomon deeper than Solomon 
 
Beni benden sorma bende değilem Don’t ask me anything, I am not with me (here) 
Bir ben vardîr bende bendan içeru There is a me deeper than me 
 
Kesildi takatîm dizde derman yok I am weak, there is no strength left in my knees 
Bu ne mezhep imiş dinden içeru What kind of a way is this, deeper than religion? 
 
Yunusun gözleri hundur açılmaz Yunus’ eyes are caked with blood and cannot open 
Kapunda kul var Sultandan içeru There is a servant at your door deeper than the 
sultan 
 
 
The ilahi is about depth perception: i.e., seeing the true nature of human beings beneath 
the surface of religion and the path. It upholds Geylani’s understanding that tariqa is 
obligatory (fardz) to fulfill the shari’a successfully. Indeed some critics of Sufism cite 
passages like these as subverting shari’a law; but that does not appear to be the case in 
the QRT. The ilahi does however transform shari’a-focused understandings of Islam and 
the authorities that propogate such focus. The entirety of the ilahi contributes to the 
centripetal force of change and transformation. The poem partakes in a mystical 
apprehension of reality that makes it a potential force for political/religious resistance and 
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social change. However, this type of oppositional understanding is not specifically taught. 
It is left to emerge organically in the murids’ bodies as it has in that of Shaykh Taner. His 
resistance to the authority of “big shaykhs,” “mullas,” and “maulanas” is well 
remembered anecdotally among his murids from Uitenhage, London, and Los Angeles to 
Cape Town.    
After the last verse of the ilahi, the murids continue with “Hayy, Hayy, Hayy, Al-
lah, Hayy, Hayy, Hayy, Al-lah, Hayy, Hayy, Hayy, Al-lah” until the shaykh says 
“Illallah.” Then they all move on together.  
 
Zikr: Ya Wadud, Ya Salaam; accompanied by turning  
Ilahi: Bütün evren semah döner, Canı dilden fani, Seni Ben Severim 
gazel (Gece gunduz hayaline donerim/bir gece ruyama gir Haci Bektas)  
 
This zikr has become the signature chant of the QRT under Shaykh Taner Ansari. It was 
introduced in the early 2000s and was instantly loved among the murids. The Shaykh 
describes it as coming from the silsila, and it distinguishes the Ansariyya branch of the 
QRT from the QRT in Turkey. Shaykh Taner’s teachings have revolved around the theme 
of “peace, love, and togetherness,” from his earliest days teaching. Therefore calling on 
these names of Allah during zikr is to embody them through the means of sound and 
movement. They are celebrated as a unit once a year on the birthday of the Prophet 
Muhammad, which is known to the QRT as Peace, Love, and Togetherness Day, and then 
reinstated in the body every zikr evening. Seni ben severim can also be sung along with 
this chant, allowing the shaykh to assert its transformational character with the 
vibrational energy of love and nonviolence. However, the ilahi that has become 
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increasingly sung with this chant is Bütün evren, in which the zikr participants share in 
the turning and burning of a universe driven by love:    
Bütün evren semah döner The entire universe and sky turn,   
Aşkına güneşler yanar         and suns burn to Your love. 
Bütün evren semah döner      The entire universe and sky turn,   
Aşkına güneşler yanar              and suns burn to Your love. 
 
Aslına varmaktır hüner            The trick is to reach your origin. 
Beş vakitle avunmayız        We are not comforted with praying 5 times a day 
Aslına varmaktır hüner            The trick is to reach your origin. 
Beş vakitle avunmayız      We are not comforted with praying 5 times a day 
  
Canan bizim canımızdır            The Beloved is our life. 
Teni bizim tenimizdir              His skin (body, flesh) is our skin                         
Canan bizim canım ızdır            The Beloved is our Life.                   
Teni bizim tenimizdir           His skin (body, flesh) is our skin  
 
Sevgi bizim dinimizdir  Love is our religion.   
Başka dine inanmayız   We don’t believe in any other. 
Sevgi bizim dinimizdir  Love is our religion.    
Başka dine inanmayız   We don’t believe in any other. 
 
Hüdaiyim hüdamız var            I am Hüdai and we have the Guide.  
Dost elinden bademiz var        We have the wineglass from the Friend’s Hand. 
Hüdaiyim hüdamız var            I am Hüdai and we have the Guide. 
Dost elinden bademiz var        We have the wineglass from our Friend’s Hand. 
 
Muhabbetten gıdamız var       Our nourishment comes from Love (in community).   
Ölüm ölür biz ölmeyiz          Death dies; we don’t die. 
Muhabbetten gıdamız var       Our nourishment comes from Love..   
Ölüm ölür biz ölmeyiz          Death dies; we don’t die. 
 
The turning movement that accompanies this ilahi is close to that of the Mevlevis. 
Shaykh Taner has often said that turning was perfected by the Mevlevis, although not 
limited to them. The QRT murids turn on their left foot and raise their right arm over 
their head with the palm of the right hand turned upwards toward the sky, while they 
lower their left arms to the floor with their palms facing down to the ground. While 
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turning, the murids may travel across the floor or stay in one place revolving around the 
axis of their body that runs through their heart. With this movement, they join the rest of 
the universe and the atoms of their bodies in spinning. Similar to Seni ben severim, this 
ilahi poses a direct challenge to those Muslims who focus on performing the obligatory 
five prayers a day especially as “comfort” in that it secures a place in paradise. As the 
intervening verses indicate, a future paradise is not the goal, but rather reaching your 
origin (aslı) both now in zikr and then out there in the turning world. It is here that one 
begins to see how important the root meaning of zikr as “remembrance” is for the murid. 
Zikr instills in the murid’s body, tongue and heart a habit of seeing the world “as is” – 
turning and burning in love. The world as it is is best perceived in the zikr ritual.  
This particular zikr chant is slow and reflective, much like the gazel Shaykh Taner 
sometimes recites during this chant that begins with the following couplet:  
Gece gündüz hayaline dönerim Night and day I turn toward my imagination  
Bir gece rüyama gir Hacı Bektaş One night Hacı Bektaş stepped into my dream 
Günahkarım günahımdan bezerim I am a wrongdoer, adorned with my sins.   
Özüm dara çektim sor Hacı Bektaş My essence suffers narrowness, ask Hacı Bektaş 
 
Shaykh Taner: “illallah.” 
 
Zikr: (slow and deep) Hayy, Hayy, Hayy  
Ilahi: Mevlam Nurdan Yaratmış, Canı dilden fani 
 
The sound of this next chant marks the beginning of the gradual closing of the zikr and 
the percussion is deep and strong. The enunciation of “Hayy” (The Living; Life) is 
breathy, slow, and also deep. Mevlam nurdan yaratmış has a familiar refrain which the 
entire congregation joyfully sings together. “Hakk la ilaha illallah” resounds from 
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murids’ lungs with a force that is unmistakably joyful when the shaykh finishes the first 
two verses:  
Mevlam nurdan yaratmîş          Mawla created from Light 
Adînî Muhammedin                   The name of Muhammad        
Mevlam nurdan yaratmîş          Mawla created from Light 
Adînî Muhammedin                   The name of Muhammad        
 
Aleme rahmet saçmîş                He radiated mercy on the world  
Canînî Muhammedin                 The Life of Muhammad       
Aleme rahmet saçmîş                He radiated mercy on the world  
Canînî Muhammedin               The Life of Muhammad   
As mentioned in an earlier chapter, the ilahis about the Prophet Muhammad differ in 
content from other na’ts that celebrate his personhood. In this ilahi, it is the light of 
Muhammad and his ontological significance as the basis of all creation that is 
emphasized alongside his embodied character. The ilahi continues:  
Dünya malîn tutmamîş              He doesn’t hold on to material belongings 
Hiç emanet atmamîş                  He does not ignore that with which he is 
     entrusted. 
Dünya malîn tutmamîş              He doesn’t hold on to material belongings  
Hiç emanet atmamîş                  He does not ignore that with which he is 
     entrusted. 
 
Once again, there is an interpenetration of mystical apprehension of reality and the 
particular duties that characterize this world.  
Mevlam nurdan yaratmış is often followed by another poem that is probably the 
closest, using Walter Andrews’ categories (Chapter Four), to a “wine gathering” ilahi that 
the QRT has. In Canı dilden fani, the subject is in ruins (virane) and mad (divane) having 
been excited and aroused (tahrik etmek). At this point in the zikr, is this the state of the 
participants? The zikr has no clear, single climax, but rather it ebbs and flows from a 
slow, rhythmic and melodic chant of “there is no god, but God” to an exuberant and 
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vigorous one. The same ebb and flow characterizes several other chants that begin slowly 
and then pick up energy. In this particular ilahi, the subject of the ilahi has relinquished 
her own volition and the divine Actor is clearly overwhelming the subject,  
Shol canin zincirini tahrik eyleyip You pulled and aroused the chain of my heart  
Sen beni divane kildin akıbet  And then you made me crazy, O my fate 
 
Hamrin vahdetten içirdin tablim ey You made me drink your wine from unity, O my 
      drum player 
Ruhumu peymane kildin akıbet You made my soul a wineglass, O my fate 
 
In the background, the murids are moving back and forth, arms swinging at their sides, 
while they chant with a deep and increasingly quick Hayy, Hayy, Hayy, Hayy to the point 
where it sounds like panting ….  
 
Shaykh Taner: “illallah.” 
  
Zikr: Hu 
Ilahi: Seni ben severim, Hizmetini edemedim, Canı dilden fani,  
 
The shaykh begins to chant “Hu, Hu, Hu, Hu,” a clear indication that the end of zikr is 
near. Just as the zikr began with taking permission from the silsila and the murids 
enunciated “Hu” as each shaykh’s names was said out loud, again the chant “Hu” 
resounds. The chant acknowledges “He,” i.e, Allah, the only substantial Subject. While 
other ilahis that we have seen already can be sung here, Hizmetini edemedim is always 
sung last and performatively acknowledges the presence and guidance of the silsila and 
auxiliary shaykhs such as Mevlana and Haci Bektaş. Muhyiddin Ansari composed this 
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ilahi and, as the “I,” he presents a self-deprecating subjectivity. It recalls the story that 
Qushayri relates in his Risale of the group of wayfarers who remarked, “‘[w]e make 
vocal remembrance [zikr] of God Most High, but we experience no sweetness in our 
hearts.’” Although one can experience the movement of the body and the vibration of the 
chant the longed for “burning in the fire of love” remains at a distance. There is repeated 
acknowledgement in the ilahis of the murids’ limited understanding, while the ilahis 
simultaneously invite the murids to the possibility of its embodiment. In Muhyiddin’s 
ilahi, the embodiment of the ilahis is clearly acknowledged as only possible with the 
guidance and blessings of the silsila. The zikr chant “Hu” drifts into the background with 
most participants singing the entirety of Muhyiddin’s ilahi in the original Turkish,      
 
I couldn’t do your service 
I couldn’t get your blessing 
I couldn’t burn in the fire of love 
Oh my shaykh, let me be ashes, illallah Hu 
Let me burn in the fire of Love illallah Hu 
 
May peace and blessing be on you, O Rasulullah 
Abdul Qadir is a shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
May peace & blessing be on you Beloved of Allah 
Rifa’i is a Shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
 
My face is dark, my heart is dark 
This is how I served you 
Please intercede for me 
Oh my shaykh, let me be ashes, illallah Hu 
Let me burn in the fire of Love illallah Hu 
 
May peace and blessing be on you, O Rasulullah 
Mevlana Rumi is a shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
May peace & blessing be on you Beloved of Allah 
Hajji Bektash is a Shaykh of Allah  
illallah Hu 
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Continue sending your blessings on me 
Open up my dark heart 
Keep me constant in your service 
Oh my shaykh, let me be ashes, illallah Hu 
Let me burn in the fire of Love illallah Hu 
 
May peace and blessing be on you, O Rasulullah 
Naqshbandi is a shaykh of Allah illallah Hu  
May peace & blessing be on you Beloved of Allah 
Al Alawi262 is a Shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
 
With your dervishes we are before you 
We are on the Path (at the Bridge of Judgment Day) with your mercy, 
“Do not despair” is a blessing to us. 
Oh my shaykh, let me be ashes, illallah Hu 
Let me burn in the fire of Love illallah Hu 
 
May peace and blessing be on you, O Rasulullah 
Ansari is a shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
May peace & blessing be on you Beloved of Allah 
Nureddin263 is a Shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
(Taner is a Shaykh of Allah illallah Hu) 
 
Forgive the sins of Muhyiddin 
Keep him as a servant at your door 
Keep him strong in your service 
Oh my shaykh, let me be ashes, illallah Hu 
Let me burn in the fire of Love illallah Hu 
 
The “Hu” at the end of the refrain is a reminder that it is zikr, that it is remembrance and 
mentioning, and that it is Hu that upholds the ilahi. As the last “illallah Hu” is sung, a 
vigorous chant of “Hu, Hu, Hu, Hu, Hu” begins and the murids jump up and down with 
their arms bent at the elbows and moving as if there were maracas in their hands. The 
sound is strong and fast complemented by the lone voice of the shaykh sounding praises 
to Allah for the evening’s zikr. Joined by the murids in “Alhamdulillah rabbil 
                                                
262 Al-Alawi refers to the family of the Prophet Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law, Ali.  
263 Nureddin refers to Shaykh Muhyiddin’s student who raised Shaykh Taner after Shaykh 
Muhyiddin passed away. Shaykh Nureddin is also the shaykh of Shaykh Taner’s wife.  
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‘alamin,”264 they begin to emerge from the zikr in the same fashion that they entered it, 
i.e., with salawat and al-Fatiha. The end of zikr is composed of personal prayers, du’a.265 
The prayers range from requests for peace in the world to clarity of sight, ease on the 
path, forgiveness for transgressions, and patience with others along with the strength and 
energy required to realize these. In line with Pir Abdul Qadir Geylani’s teaching to “work 
with the divine names,” a corresponding Name of Allah is chanted briefly after each 
du’a; for example a prayer for peace in the world would be followed by would be 
followed by Ya Salaam (O Source of Peace), while feeding the hungry would be met with 
chants of Ya Razzaq (O Provider) (Ansari 2008:25). There are no more ilahis to be sung 
although one may arise during the meal following zikr.266 It is at this point that the 
transition from zikr setting begins. Immediately murids are challenged to maintain the 
sight and vision of a unitive reality that is peace, love, and togetherness and in motion 
with the atoms to the stars and planets beyond the safety of the current space.   
                                                
264 All Praise to Allah, Lord of the Worlds.  
265 Du’a is a supplicatory prayer, which is different than the formal obligatory prayer of salat.  
266 The meal is a time of rest and relaxing in each other’s company. Occasionally they shaykh, 
sometimes alone sometimes accompanied by murids, will begin to sing one of the QRT ilahis.  
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Chapter Seven: The Poetic Corpus Revisited 
“It is by their actions that we       “Become the body of     
know what [people] are.”          your thoughts.” 
         -Aristotle, Poetics                 -Shaykh Taner  
 
 
Although attracted to the sound and rhythm of Sufi poetry, it was the unexpected 
turn of the verses (“Didn’t I say so, Didn’t I say so, Didn’t I say you are going to die”) 
and the relentless honesty in them (“I committed a hundred thousand sins/Each one 
resembling a mountain) that gave me, as a murid, goose bumps, a rudimentary form (or 
taste) of embodied knowledge. So far as I know, my study of the QRT poetic repertoire is 
the first to examine a collection of Sufi poetry as it is manifested in the actual life and 
teaching of a Sufi order. My aim is to demonstrate that QRT poetry is not simply an 
effective aesthetic or ecstatic mode of Sufism (although that is a major part of its 
compelling power). More importantly, I have shown that it is a critical component in the 
transmission of Sufi knowledge. Therefore by focusing on how Sufi poetry is present in 
QRT pedagogy particularly, I intend both to revive scholarly interest in poetry as a 
substantial Sufi tradition of knowledge and to contribute to anthropological theory in 
understanding knowledge transmission.  
I have shown in the preceding chapters how poetry is far more than the words that 
comprise it. This crucial aspect is illustrated in the poem with which I began my study. 
Written by 13th century Turkish poet Yunus Emre, the most referenced Sufi poet in the 
QRT, the verse reads,      
OR 
 
Ete kemiğe büründüm 
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Yunus diye göründüm 
 
I wrapped myself in bone and flesh 
and appeared as ‘Yunus.’ 
 
Analysis of this verse and its placement at the end of Shaykh Taner’s introductory book 
on Sufism launched me into an inquiry of the QRT understanding of Sufi experiential 
knowledge (marifet) and its embodiment. Fredrik Barth’s framework of knowledge as a 
mutually interdependent relationship of three aspects - assertions, media, and social 
distribution – was helpful in capturing the complex dynamic inherent in Sufi marifet.267 
However, although Barth mentions embodied skills in his description of knowledge, the 
experience of embodiment sustained by practice and discipline is not well developed in 
his theoretical framework – a lacuna this dissertation sought to fill.  
 I had originally set out to document and compare the spiritual life of murids and 
their relationship to Sufi poetry. I wanted to map the journeys of new murids to seasoned 
ones along a poetic spectrum in order to find clues to gauge their developing knowledge 
of Sufism and its goal of spiritually connecting to Allah. However, the more I immersed 
myself in the ilahis translating them and singing them in conjunction with listening to the 
shaykh in person and on a myriad of cassettes and MP3s, the more I began to see how 
thoroughly, and subtly, poetry permeated Shaykh Taner’s speech and actions This led me 
to reexamine Fredrik Barth’s first aspect of knowledge – the corpus of assertions. It was 
clear that the poetic corpus of the QRT was not limited to the repertoire that I had before 
me, but that Shaykh Taner himself was a veritable poetic corpus, i.e. an expressive and 
                                                
267 It is important to remember that knowledge is not held in any one of these aspects, but rather is 
a function of all three.  
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creative poetic body. In addition, I could not isolate the murid’s spiritual life from that of 
the Shaykh. Although highly individualized and ordered, the Sufi path at its base is 
communal in nature requiring companionship, dialogue, and ritualized practice. Barth’s 
third face of knowledge – social distribution – is integral to the transmission of Sufi 
knowledge, but not entirely in the conventional manner as the importance of the silsila 
and the practice of “passing away” in the QRT demonstrates.  
The transnational character of the QRT has brought into relief the qualities of 
poetry that are not connected to its vocabulary, allowing for a less logocentric analysis of 
its presence in Sufi life. In Chapter Two I introduced the QRT and its metamorphosis 
from a Turkish Sufi order centered geographically in the Kasımpaşa neighborhood of 
Istanbul into its most recent incarnation as the QRT Ansariyya rooted (at least for now) in 
upstate New York with branches reaching around the world. However, the QRT does not 
simply span geographical area, but traverses cultural, ethnic, national, and even 
epistemological barriers as an example of transnational transcendence (Csordas 2009) . It 
was on a trip to several of these branches in South Africa and Mauritius in 2008 that 
Shaykh Taner sang in tandem the two ilahis that reveal his working theory of the mutual 
relationship between knowledge (‘ilm) and heart (gönül), and experiential knowledge 
(marifet) and love (aşk). These ilahis were sung for the purpose of instructing and 
inspiring his murids and formed the basis of a poetic response to local hegemonic forms 
of Islam that were at work to silence local QRT members. Echoes of these 
epistemological connections between knowledge and love and their increasing 
embodiment by the QRT disciples resounded throughout the rest of the study.  
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Because Shaykh Taner treats Sufism as a tradition of knowledge “aspiring for the 
sacred” and requiring intersubjective participation, he believes its message can transcend 
local, cultural, and personal idiosyncrasies. In chapter three, I begin to map the making of 
the poetic corpus. In response to a new Mauritian murid’s question about his teachings’ 
appropriateness for non-Western murids, the Shaykh said, “Sufism began in the East and 
went West; it should not have a problem in the reverse.” This is a narrative that actually 
was lived by Shaykh Taner himself when he was sent to the United States to teach Sufism 
without being limited by the “old ways.” Yet, the QRT poetic corpus, composed of 
poetry spanning eight centuries (only three ilahis are from the twentieth century) was one 
of the essential elements of starting this “new” branch of the QRT.  
How do old poems revitalize a transnational Sufi tariqa? Following Shaykh 
Taner’s process of redaction and early translation of the QRT poetic corpus revealed a 
rather mundane process of familiarity, typos, and references to the Redhouse Turkish 
English Lexicon (1996 [1890]). However, one poem in particular held within its text the 
guidelines for a practice of Sufi translation grounded in experience,  
Ibrahim’em Cebrail’e    I am Abraham, I no longer  
Hiç ihtiyacim kalmadı    have a need for Gabriel. 
Muhammed’em Dost’a gidem   I am Muhammad, I go to Dost 
Ben tercümanı neylerem?   What would I do with a translator?  
      (from Mülki bekadan gelmişem)  
As one murid expressed, “as Sufis, we are not focused on the direct translations, but 
interact differently with the ilahis.” The perusal of the poetry during occasions of group 
ilahi practice provided an example of how poetry becomes a form of “present 
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knowledge.” 268  The listener’s body is engaged with the poem in space and time 
(Bakhtin’s chronotope) both past and present, there and here, and to the degree that the 
murid participates in the poem, it is potentially an event of Bakhtinian dialogic 
proportions. The internally persuasive discourse emerges as “present knowledge” in the 
murid who resists his uncle, a leader of a local masjid who forbids his nephew entry if he 
remains an active member of the QRT. The murid, heavily burdened by the tension with 
a man he has known since childhood and who he has admired for his religious 
knowledge, remains connected to Hak (truth; hakka bağlar) fueled by loving knowledge 
(marifet) – a dynamic state of assertions, medium, and social distribution.         
Furthermore, in the practice of ilahi Shaykh Taner demonstrated his own 
embodiment of the poem. In a convergence of Barth’s assertion, medium, and social 
distribution, Shaykh Taner becomes Yunus as he reads the ilahis with his murids. “In the 
bazaar of love, they sell hearts. I sell my heart but can’t find a buyer.”269 At which point 
he looks out over his glasses at his murids, indicating that the room is full of potential 
buyers. The murids in the room do not recognize him or themselves in the verses, thus 
illustrating Mikhail Bakhtin’s distinction (and dialogical struggle) between internally 
persuasive and authoritative discourse. Whereas the Shaykh embodies his own internally 
persuasive discourse, the murids engage it as authoritative.270 In fact, the shaykh is 
modeling the internally persuasive discourse by disclosing his process of reading and 
                                                
268 Here “old” is qualitatively different than “traditional” 
269 Aşkin pazarinda canlar satarlar; Satarim canimi alan bulunmaz.  
270 Even though Shaykh Taner appeared to observe the murid’s inability to understand the 
moment fully; it is methodologically difficult to know the level of self-reflexivity in these 
moments 
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correcting the poetry. The degree to which the murid’s intersubjective self is emergent 
and expansive depends to some degree on her willingness to experiment and engage in 
this dialogical path.  
 To engage authoritative texts and the shaykh who teaches and embodies them 
requires certain learned practices. While Sufi poetry cannot be limited by its words, it is 
nothing without them, so among the first of these practices is to understand the basics of 
Sufi terminology. Therefore Chapter Four is an accounting of the vocabulary in the QRT 
poetic corpus in order to portray the constellations of terminology that routinely enter the 
ears of the murids. It is in this chapter that the ambiguity about what constitutes the 
corpus of assertions in the QRT – text or body or both – begins to emerge. By simply 
exploring the poetic text, it was shown that the medium is intimately connected to the 
reader/listener’s ability to grasp the spiritual assertions held within its words. The words 
beg the participation of the reader/listener and bridge, as metaphors are meant to do, the 
temporal and spatial gap between the poem and the one who hears or reads it. This is 
partially accomplished by the poetic capacity to enact and elicit love, madness, and the 
knowledge therefrom in the participant rather than simply delivering messages about 
these states. The QRT Sufi path is a living experiment in meaning with the repetitive 
poetic tropes and imagery serving as its playful base. The “ideas” are observed, then tried 
on in their conventional way, but it is when they are actually tasted that the “ideas” 
finally become embodied (mastered). This experimental and poetic playfulness engenders 
a quality of flexibility and patience in the QRT path for the maturing murid. Spiritual 
transformation (intersubjective becoming) is a personal relationship between the poetic 
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medium and its assertions, the messenger, and the recipient. This process occurs, as I 
explore in the next several chapters, within varying contexts of social distribution. 
 The first of these contexts that I examined was sohbet, the spiritual conversation 
in companionship. For Shaykh Taner it is a practice, second in importance only to rabita, 
in which present, substantive knowledge is shared between him, the murid, and Allah. It 
is here in moments and hours of dialogue that the relationship between the shaykh and 
murid as well as among the murids increases in closeness. Poetry appears both directly 
and more subtly in these sohbet, waxing and waning in the degree and type of repartee. 
Occasions of sohbet range from personal and private teaching exchanges between shaykh 
and murid to fully public pre-zikr sohbet to which murids and non-murids are invited. In 
between there are more intimate gatherings as when the shaykh travels to his murids 
(topics then are more localized) or when murids travel to “spend time with the shaykh” 
(topics more personalized). In addition there are those gatherings that occur online. It is 
here that twenty five to thirty five murids from around the world gather weekly to listen 
and ask questions to the shaykh and his wife.  
In each of these modalities, both content and companionship are shared and 
nurtured. Focusing on one particular sohbet in 1998, I demonstrated this combination of 
Sufi content (hal, nafs, fana’) and structured companionship (adab) and how poetry 
provided the foundation for the entire evening’s event. The mutually interpenetrating 
relationship described between knowledge (‘ilm) and heart (gönül), and experiential 
knowledge (marifet) and love (aşk) 271 is palpable in this dialogical setting. In addition, 
                                                
271 As described and analyzed in chapter two. 
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Barth’s three aspects of knowledge are also fully present, as is the vital dynamic among 
these various aspects, including the interpenetration of past and present in the social 
distribution of knowledge.  In this transformative teaching event the slipperiness of 
boundaries between murid and shaykh, authoritative and internally persuasive discourse, 
agency and surrender, past and present, is most evident and potent. Thus Shaykh Taner 
reflects on the fact that he has reached a place where he cannot “tell” the murid any 
“thing” (i.e., piece of information) in order for her “to know.” Echoes of Yunus’ couplet 
resound in this moment in which the murid is challenged to assimilate and become the 
shaykh.   
The shaykh links his description of knowledge as a “state” early in the sohbet 
with the concept of hal in a poem he recited at the end of his discourse. The poem’s 
refrain reminds and attempts to draw in the singer/listener to “see” the ever changing 
(fani, temporary) nature of the world (creation, body, etc.) in addition to the everlasting 
(baqi) nature of Allah that gives it existence (illaHu). As Shaykh Taner indicates 
repeatedly, knowledge lies in the exploration of the body itself; a teaching he derives 
explicitly from his broader poetic repertoire. This journey consists of peeling back layers, 
veils, and curtains of nafs, but is found to be incomplete without love. In other words, in 
order to embody knowledge, love is the rule outside of which is only found ignorance. 
The role of love in the transmission of knowledge also illustrates the fundamentally 
corporate nature of the Sufi path distorting and complicating conventional notions of 
agency.   
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Following this examination of the intersection of content and companionship, I 
turned in Chapter Six to the most pronounced presence of poetry in Sufi life, the zikr 
ritual. Muhyiddin Ansari’s zikr script was one of the essentials that Shaykh Taner 
brought to the United States from Turkey and it is in this ritual context that QRT murids 
most regularly encounter the ilahis. So while sohbet can engender an historically and 
socially aware dialogical engagement with poetry (implicitly or explicitly), the 
performance of zikr matter-of-factly and physically places the QRT Sufi among the 
myriad constituents of the universe – past and present – by collective participation in a 
ritual of actively remembering and mentioning Allah. In this symphonic ceremonial 
setting, there is no time for translation or contemplation of the words. As the Shaykh 
shares in one sohbet, “You sing the song and the song sings you.” The poetic text 
(including its translation) becomes less important than the tempo, rhythm, and sound of 
the poetry that merges the metaphysical meat of Sufi philosophy with the corporeal body 
of the murid listener/performer. Instilled in the body and mind as they are performed 
during zikr, the ilahis later emerge in humming, singing, or tapping them out while 
murids work, cycle, run, worry, prepare for something and so on. It is the ilahis’ 
musicality that makes them memorable and compelling, so that QRT poetry deeply 
penetrates and transforms the daily lives of murids outside of zikr. 
When the poem is singing the murid the text is no longer visible in the “black and 
white” or audible. As Niyazi writes, “my limbs became a tongue” demonstrating how 
ecstasy – broad identification with the spiritually enlightened predecessors as expressed 
in pleasurable action – is the product of zikr. Shaykh Taner speaks about fana’, the 
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process by which the murid attains ecstatic identification with spiritual predecessors, as a 
certain potentiality, “…And don’t think that these are impossible.” His comment begs the 
question about what is the subjunctive and what is the indicative orientation to the sacred 
(Seligman et al. 2008). Zikr instills in the QRT murid a flexible, adaptive sensibility 
because, as the whole Sufi knowledge tradition claims, it reveals things as they really are 
– that is, in a process of becoming, of lifting veil after veil, from ignorance and toward 
loving knowledge.    
The primary setting for Sufi learning is not in zikr or sohbet, but in the daily 
interactions of everyday life, which have been spiritually transformed by these practices. 
Herein is the challenge documenting the presence of poetry in the life of murids because 
its embodiment and subtlety eludes even them. Shaykh Taner and his murids become 
poetic corpora through the assimilation of the silsila and poetic exegesis of the Qur’an 
through the love of the Prophet Muhammad. In this process, Niyazi appeared in 
Mauritius to explain the veil (or no veil, hic örtmez) hiding Allah’s reality. Yunus 
appeared in California to explain the temporariness of creation (fana’) and the state of 
knowing (hal), again in Uitenhage to lead zikr for a group struggling to develop and 
maintain their community, and in Mauritius to demonstrate to the local “fundamentalists” 
that movement is necessary when chanting la ilaha illallah. 
In the latter, the tension between ‘arif and ‘alim, two veritable but different kinds 
of knowers, was palpable as Shaykh Taner, in the company of his khalifa’s local 
challenger, told a story about Yunus. In it the poet, questioned by the ulema regarding his 
medium of exuberant dhikr, leans in to his opposition chanting “la ilaha” and the man 
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disappears only to reappear on Yunus’ other side when he completes the chant, “illallah!” 
Shortly after Shaykh Taner led a zikr demonstration in which he signaled to a murid to 
refrain from playing the daf (the learned guests’ particular bone of contention that 
evening) the result of which was several minutes of guests bumping into each other and 
an unpleasant aural dissonance in the chant.272 Then, with a nod of the shaykh’s head his 
murid began playing the daf. What followed was a vibrant demonstration whose 
denouement was accented by heavy breathing, the pleased understanding by some, and a 
clear disagreement by others. Poetry is powerful in two directions. It exerts a cohesive 
(centripetal) force that connects people through its sound and music, the empathy it 
engenders toward others by playing with blurred identities, as well as the drive for love 
and justice that it can elicit. Poetry can also exert an opposite, centrifugal force in its 
subversive ability to confront, reconfigure, and expose social rigidity; destroying 
ignorance by exposing it. These forces are real for the QRT both internally along each 
member’s spiritual path and externally within the diversity of lived forms of Islam.   
 This dissertation is by no means comprehensive but rather, as only a beginning, 
calls for further research. In terms of the QRT, a more comprehensive analysis of the 
philosophy held within the ilahis will help locate the poetic responses (as well as the 
literal ones) to real life situations among its murids. Also, studies on other Sufi orders’ 
use of poetry are necessary in order to understand better the variety of ways poetry 
infuses an embodied ethos into a Muslim life and the diversity of bodily expressions and 
actions that emerge from that ethos. As a critical component in Sufi and Muslim 
                                                
272 It is interesting that this is not always the case when performing zikr without a daf.  
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traditions of knowledge, poetry allows for (and to a certain degree fosters) the 
unexpectedness of the day-to-day and moment-to-moment life that systematic study 
continuously tries to order. Because of this, poetry’s importance to anthropological 
theory in terms of understanding the dynamic nature, i.e. the continual change and 
transformation, of people and their knowledge must be recognized.      
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APPENDIX 
 
The ilahis that are included in this Appendix are those that have been used by the 
Qadiri Rifa’i Tariqa since 1986 when Shaykh Taner arrived in the United States to start 
the Sufi order to the present day. The first section includes all of the ilahis that have been, 
at one time or another, a part of the official QRT Murid Manual or are currently being 
prepared for inclusion in the upcoming edition. The translations, unless otherwise 
indicated, are by the QRT. The only poems that have not been translated are those 
transcriptions of Arabic praise poems for the Pirs Abdul Qadir Geylani and Ahmed 
Rifa’i. These poems are not translated in the QRT Murid Manual and consist generally of 
a string of spiritual epithets and qualities associated with the Pir, his closeness to Allah, 
and his role as a spiritual guide, help, and protector on the Sufi path. I have offered notes 
along with my own alternative translations of some verses if there is a significant 
discrepancy between the actual words of the poem and the given translation.  
The second section is a short collection of the ilahis that Shaykh Taner has sung, 
recited, or referenced on various other sohbet or zikr occasions.  
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QRT Ilahi Repertoire 
 
Abdül Kadirül Geylani 
 
Abdül Kadirül Geylani 
Züttsrife fil ekvani 
Yale ya mevlaye ferda anhü 
Rîdvani ala rîdvani 
 
El kutbül veliyyül eshep 
Vel gavsül türabül mezhep 
Fed hulli hamahü vesreb 
Min hamri sefa vel hali 
 
Abdül Kadirül Geylani 
Züttsrife fil ekvani 
Yale ya mevlaye ferda anhü 
Rîdvani ala rîdvani 
 
Yarabbi bi Muyhiddini 
Vel ali maademkini 
Etfelli Behaddini 
Vel abdü sefa vel hali 
 
Abdül Kadirül Geylani 
Züttsrife fil ekvani 
Yale ya mevlaye ferda anhü 
Rîdvani ala rîdvani 
 
Lebbeyna hü müznadana 
Sahidina lehül bürhana 
Vezdüdna bihi kana 
Cellellahü zül ihsani 
 
Abdül Kadirül Geylani 
Züttsrife fil ekvani 
Yale ya mevlaye ferda anhü 
Rîdvani ala rîdvani
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Ahee mu wah dee bee dhikeree rabee273 I am ecstatic alone in the zikr of my Lord 
 
Ahee mu wah dee bee dhikeree rabee I am ecstatic alone in the zikr of my Lord 
Fa dhiker rabee woo wa seefa’oo  In the remembrance is the healing 
 
Allah Hu Allah, Allah Hu Rabee  Allah Hu Allah, Allah Hu my Lord 
‘Awni wa has bee, Manlee sewa hoo  Help me, suffice me, who is there but Him? 
 
Ahbab too raban Hu wa’timadee  I have loved a Lord who is sufficient for me. 
Leekoo lee seyin Hu wa yasa oo  He is the Willer of all things. 
 
Wa kool loo hoob bin lee ghiyree rabee And for every love for other than the Lord 
fee heel ‘adhaboo feehee saqaooo  In it is pain, in it is ruin 
 
Ya fawza fanin ‘anee fanaee   O victory to the one who is annihilated in 
             God 
La hool hayatoo lahoo baqaooo  There is life, there is going on 
 
Ya rabee salee ‘ala Muhammad  Oh Lord, grant peace to Muhammad 
min dhattee hee nuru wa’dheyaooo  and light. 
 
Wa alayhee wa sahbee kee ramee  And upon his family and his companions  
La hoom ‘uoohoodoon lahoom wafaooo who are blessed and all the masters of Uhud. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
273 Composed by Muhammad Ibn al Habib (1876-1972), a reknowned Shaykh of the Darqawi 
Tariqa in Morocco. This ilahi was brought to the QRT by Huseyin Neuzil, the murid who invited 
Shaykh Taner to California to teach.  
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Allah emrin tutalîm    Let’s obey Allah’s orders 
 
Allah emrin tutalîm    Let’s obey Allah’s orders 
Rahmetine batalîm    Let’s dip in His mercy 
Bülbül gibi ötelim    Let’s sing like nightingales 
Allah Allah, Kerim Allah, Rahim Allah, Allah Allah, rich Allah, merciful Allah 
aman Allah, diyelim ya Hu.    Oh Allah, let’s say O Thou. 
 
Allah adî uludur    Allah’s name is great, greater than great 
Emrin tutan kuludur    Whoever obeys His orders is His servant  
Mü’minlerin yoludur    It’s the path of believers 
Allah Allah, Kerim Allah, Rahim Allah, Allah Allah, rich Allah, merciful Allah, 
aman Allah, diyelim ya Hu.   Oh Allah, let’s say O Thou. 
 
Allah adî dillerde    Allah’s Names are on the tongue 
Sevgisi gönüllerde    His love is in the heart 
Şol  korkulu yerlerde    And on those fearful days 
Allah Allah, Kerim Allah, Rahim Allah, Allah Allah, rich Allah, merciful Allah, 
aman Allah, diyelim ya Hu.   Oh Allah, let’s say O Thou. 
 
Yunus söyler sözünü    Yunus says his words 
Hakk’a baglar özünü    He connects his essence to Allah 
Görmek ister yüzünü    He wants to see His face 
Allah Allah, Kerim Allah, Rahim Allah, Allah Allah, rich Allah, merciful Allah, 
aman Allah, diyelim ya Hu.   Oh Allah, let’s say O Thou. 
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Aman çeşme, canım çeşme   Oh flowing spring, dear spring 
 
Aman çeşme, canım çeşme   Oh flowing spring, dear spring 
Nur Ahmed’i görmedin mi?   Have you seen Muhammed the light? 
 
Biraz önce abdest aldı    A while ago he took his ablution  
Şu karşıkı camiye sor    Ask the mosque across the way 
 
Aman cami, canım  cami   Oh mosque, dear mosque 
Nur Ahmed’i görmedin  mi?   Have you seen Muhammad the light? 
 
Biraz önce namaz kıldı   A while ago, he prayed 
Şu karşıkı çarsıya sor    Ask the market across the way 
 
Aman çarsı, canım  çarsı   Oh market, dear market 
Nur Ahmed’i görmedin  mi?   Have you seen Muhammad the light? 
 
Biraz önce kefen aldı    A while ago, he bought his shroud 
Su karsiki toprağa sor    Ask the cemetery across the way 
 
Aman toprak, canım  toprak   Oh earth, dear eartfh 
Nur Ahmed’i görmedin  mi?   Have you seen Muhammad the light? 
 
Şimdiye kadar sizin idi   Up until now he was yours 
Şimdi ise bizim oldu    But after this he is ours 
 
 
 
**Shaykh Taner includes a commentary at the end of this poem in the Murid Manual that 
reads, “That’s what you think. (Commentary from Shaykh Taner)”
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Askin Ile Bashlar     It Starts With Your Love 
 
Askîn ile asîklar yansîn ya Rasulullah With your love let the lovers burn, O  
      Rasulullah 
Içîp askin serabîn kansîn ya Rasulullah May they drink the wine of love and be 
      satisfied, O Rasulullah 
 
Refrain 
Hu Allah, La ilaha illallah, la ilaha illallah   
La ilaha illallah, la ilaha illallah 
 
Şol seni sevenlere kîlsefaat onlara  For those who love you, intercede for them 
Mümin olan tenlere cansîn ya Rasulullah For those believing bodies you are Life,  
      O Rasulullah 
 
Refrain 
 
Şol seni seven kisi verir yoluna başı  That one who loves you gives up his head 
      for the (your) path 
Iki cihan güneşi sensin ya Rasulullah  The sun of both worlds is you, O Rasulullah 
 
Refrain 
 
Şol seni sevdi sübhan aleme koldu sultan The Exalted One loved you, made you king 
      of the world 
Canîm yoluna kurban olsun ya Rasulullah May my life be sacrificed for you, O  
      Rasulullah 
 
Refrain 
 
Asîk oldum dildare mailem ol gülzare I am in love with the Thief of Hearts and 
      infatuated with the rose bud;. 
Seni sevmiyen nare yansîn ya Rasulullah Those who do not love you, may they burn, 
O Rasulullah 
 
Refrain 
 
Dervis Yunus’un canî ilmi sefaat kanî In the heart of Dervish Yunus is  
      knowledge of intercession 
Alemlerin sultanî sensin ya Rasulullah The King of the worlds is you, O  
      Rasulullah. 
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Bu akîl fikriyle    With this mind and thinking  
 
Bu akîl fikriyle mevlam bulunmaz With this mind and thinking you can’t find 
the master. 
Bu ne yaradîr ki zahmî urulmaz (2x)  This is such a wound that you can’t take the  
      infection out. 
Refrain  
Ya Allah Hu Allah Ya Allah Allah 
 
Yürü zahit yürü var git yoluna  O fundamentalist, go onto your road 
Bunda başlar gider canlar sorulmaz (2x) In this the heads roll and nobody asks who 
      died. 
Refrain 
 
Aşkin pazarinda canlar satarlar  In the bazaar of love, they sell hearts. 
Satarım canımı alan bulunmaz (2x)  I sell my heart, but can’t find a buyer 
Refrain  
 
Deryalar geçerim susuz gezerim  I cross oceans, and go around thirsty 
Beni kandiracak umman bulunmaz (2x) I cannot find an ocean that will quench my 
      thirst. 
Refrain 
 
Yusufum kayboldu Kenan ilinde  My Joseph is lost in the land of Canaan 
Yusufum bulundu Kenan bulunmaz (2x) My Joseph is found but can’t find Canaan.  
Refrain 
 
Yunus öldü diye sela verilir   They recite salat274 for the death of Yunus 
Ölen hayvan imiş dervisler ölmez(2x) The one who dies is an animal, dervishes 
      don’t die 
Refrain 
 
                                                
274 This refers to the Muslim funerary prayer, Salaat-ul Janaazah, which is a communal 
obligation.  
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Bütün evren semah döner  The entire universe turns in Sema275 
  
Bütün evren semah döner The entire universe turns in sema.276   
Aşkına güneşler yanar         Suns burn to Your love. 
 
Aslına varmaktır hüner            The trick is to reach your origin. 
Beş vakitle avunmayız        We will not be comforted with praying 5 times a day 
 
Canan bizim canımızdır            The Beloved is our life. 
Teni bizim tenimizdir              His skin (body, complexion, flesh) is our skin.  
 
Sevgi bizim dinimizdir  Love is our religion.   
Başka dine inanmayız   We don’t believe in any other one. 
 
Hüdaiyim hüdamız var            I am Hüdai277 and we have the Guide.  
Dost elinden bademiz278 var       We have our wine (wineglass) from the Friend’s Hand. 
 
Muhabbetten279 gıdamız var       Our nourishment comes from Love (in 
community).   
Ölüm ölür biz ölmeyiz          Death dies; we don’t die. 
 
                                                
275 My translation. 
276 Sema (A. sama’) has two meanings that are difficult to differentiate without the help of 
Ottoman orthography. The word semâ’ denotes “hearing” which is the foundation of its more 
specific meaning, the whirling dance associated with the Mevlevi Sufi order, a practice of 
embodied and deep listening. The word semâ (ending with hemza rather than ayn) means sky. 
This poem is from the twentieth century and uses Roman letters and may be playing on both 
meanings. An alternative translation to the first couplet could be “The entire universe and sky 
turn, and the suns burn to Your love.”  
277 Hüdai is the name of the poet and his name means “follower of God.” 
278 Bâde is a Persian word translated into Turkish by the words şarap (wine), içki (strong drink), 
or kadeh (wineglass; glass; cup). 
279 See Trix 1993. 
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Can yine bülbül oldu  My soul became a nightingale again 
 
Can yine bülbül oldu   My heart became a nightingale again 
Har280 açîlıp gül oldu   Fire blossomed and became a rose 
Göz kulak oldu her yer  Everywhere became eyes and ears. 
Her ne ki var o oldu   Whatever there is became Him 
 
Gönül ol behre daldî   My heart dove into that sea 
Dilim tutuldu kaldî   My tongue was tied, couldn’t say anything 
Girdim arun zikrine   I got into His zikr  
Azalarîm dil oldu   All my senses became heart.  
 
Ferhat281 bugün ben oldum  I became Ferhat this day 
Varlîk dağînî deldim   I cut through the mountain of Being 
Sirin’ime varmağa   To reach my Shirin 
Her canibim yol oldu   All directions became roads for me 
 
O yandî çün nari aşk   He got burned with the fire of love 
Kaynadî ebharî aşk   Boiled the sea of love 
Her bir yana çaglayîp   Gushing forth in all directions  
Aktî gözüm sel oldu   Poured my tears and flooded 
 
Geç akçe ile karadan   Pass by the black and white 
Halkî çikar aradan   Get the created out of the way 
Niyazi dön buradan   Niyazi, turn back from here 
Durma sana gel oldu   Don’t stop, it is an invitation for you 
 
 
 
                                                
280 Har means “thorn” and has been mistaken for nar, or “fire,” in the QRT translation. Hâr also 
has the meaning of “without religion” or “faithless.” 
281 The following note is in the QRT Murid Manual with this poem, “Ferhat was a legendary 
lover who cut through a mountain to be with his beloved Shirin.” 
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Cani dilden fani kildin akibet  My fate, you ended this life in my heart 
 
Cani dilden fani kildin akibet   My fate, you ended this life in my heart 
Ikisin virane kildin akibet   You ruined both of them 
 
Shol canin zincirini tahrik eyleyip  You tempted the chain of my heart  
Sen beni divane kildin akibet   And then you made me crazy, O my fate 
 
Hamrin vahdetten içirdin tablim ey  You made me drink my wine from the unity, 
O      my drum player 
Ruhumu peymane kildin akibet  You made my soul a wineglass, O my fate 
 
 
Dane iken bagi bostan eyledin  When the vineyard was only a grain, you 
  made it an orchard 
Danei yuzdane kildin akibet   You made a hundred grains out of one grain, 
      O my fate 
 
Danei aciz idim ben ziri hak   I was a weak grain as the lowest creation of 
      the True 
Haki pur kasane kildin akibet   You made this earth a mansion, O my fate 
 
Ey Fakirullah bu hakki bende mi  O Fakirullah, is this the service of the True? 
Vasili canana kildin akibet   You ruined my chance of getting to my 
      beloved, O my fate282 
 
 
 
 
                                                
282 My translation of the last two stanzas would read as follows: 
I was a helpless single grain, Truth’s lowest creation 
In the end, You, Truth, made me fully human (pur kasane). 
 
O Fakirullah, is this Truth a humble servant? 
In the end, You helped me reach the Beloved.  
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Çıkılmaz benlikle ulu dergahe You cannot reach the high headquarters of love 
     with your selfishness 
 
Çıkılmaz benlikle ulu dergahe (2x) You cannot reach the high headquarters of love with 
     your selfishness 
Varînî yoğunu atta gel dervis  You have to leave what you have and what you 
     have not, then come dervish 
Fenerin mumunu yak da gel dervis283 You have to light your candle and then come 
     dervish  
 
 
Enel Hak uğruna çekilir dare (2x) For the sake of “I am the Truth” you can be put to 
     hanging 
Mansurun sabrini çak da gel dervis You have to have the patience of Mansur and 
     then come dervish 
Fenerin mumunu yak da gel dervis You have to light your candle and then come 
     dervish 
 
Teslim ol mürsidine mevtalar gibi(2x)Surrender to your murshid like dead people 
Her seye göz yum geç amalar gibi Close your eyes to everything like the blind  
Fenerin mumunu yak da gel dervis You have to light your candle and then come 
     dervish 
 
Mana tezgahînda libaslar doku Allah Make clothes in the spiritual loom  
(2x) 
Güzelce sîrtîna gey de gel dervis And put them on, then come dervish 
Fenerin mumunu yak da gel dervis You have to light your candle and then come 
     dervish 
 
Erenler bağından koku al koku (2x) Smell the fragrance of the vineyards of those who 
     have attained 
Arif ol kitabî hemen bil oku  Connect your understanding to Allah and read the 
     book right away 
Fenerin mumunu yak da gel dervis You have to light your candle and then come 
     dervish 
 
                                                
283 The phrase “Fenerin mumunu” means “your lamp’s candle” and refers to the light within you. 
It is also reminiscent of the Light verse in the Qur’an in Surat an-Nur (24:35).   
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Dağ lar ile Taş lar ile284  With the mountains and stones 
 
Dağlar ile taşlar ile                With the mountains and stones 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni          My Lord let me call on You    
Seherlerde kuşlar ile             With the birds at dawn 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni          Lord let me call on You  
 
Sahralarda âhû ile                  In the deserts with the gazelle 
Su dibinde mâhu ile                With the fish at the bottom of the sea  
Abdal olup “Yâ Hû” ile         With “Ya Hu” I become Abdal  
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni         Lord let me call on You 
 
Gökyüzünde Isa ile              With Jesus in the sky (ascended) 
Tur dağında Mûsâ ile           With Moses on Tur Mountain  
Elindeki asâ ile                   with his staff in hand    
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni      Lord let me call on You 
 
Dertli aşık Eyyüp ile             With the suffering lover Job 
Gözü yaşlı Yakûb ile           With the tearful eyes of Jacob 
O Muhammed Mahbub ile     With the beloved, O Muhammad,  
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni       Lord let me call on You  
 
Yunus oker diller ile     With hearts (tongues) Yunus sings,  
Kumrular bülbüller ile     With the turtle dove and nightingale 
Hakka makbul kullar ile        With the servants who are accepted by Allah 
Çağırayım Mevlâm seni       Lord let me call on You 
 
                                                
284 My translation.  
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Derdin Ne Be Hey Aşık285   O! You there Lover! What ails you? 
 
Derdin ne be hey aşîk   O! You there Lover! What ails you?  
Biçare neden oldun   Why have you become so helpless and confused? 
Bir yerde kararîn yok   You cannot decide on any place. 
Avare neden oldun   Why have you become a (good-for-nothing)  
     vagabond?  
 
Bir gonca sevip ey dil   Loving a flower bud, O heart, 
Harî gamamî düşdün   you have fallen into despicable sadness. 
Gül gibi bu gülşende   Like the rose in this garden 
Sat pare neden oldun   Why have you fallen to pieces?286  
 
Dokunmadî çun sana   Because the arrow of your honored friend 
Tiri mücdesi yarin   has not touched you 
Ey sinei merhum   O dead heart, 
Pür yare neden oldun   Why have you become so full of pain? 
 
Gördünmü yüzün yarin   Have you seen your beloved’s face? 
Efsafîn işitdinmi hiç   Have you not heard of his excellence?  
Ey gözlerimin yaşî   O tears of my eyes 
Seyyele neden oldun   Why have you become a flood? 
 
 
                                                
285 My translation.  
286 Or, “Why have you become light rain (crying)? 
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Dertli Dolap287   The Troubled Water-Wheel 
 
Dolap niçün inilersin    O Water-wheel, why do you moan?  
Derdim vardır inilerim   I moan because of my troubles.  
Ben Mevla'ya aşık oldum   I fell in love with the Friend 
Anın için inilerim   I moan for another moment. 
 
Benim adım dertli dolap   My name is the troubled water-wheel 
Suyum akar yalap yalap   My water flows…lap, lap. 
Böyle emreylemiş çalap  Sounding like this, it proclaims…  
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles 
 
Beni bir dağda buldular They found me on a mountain 
Kolum kanadım yoldular   They stripped bare my branches and my leaves  
Dolaba layık gördüler   They saw me fit for a water-wheel.  
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles.  
 
Ben bir dağın ağacıyım   I am a tree of the mountain.  
Ne tatlıyım ne acıyım   I am neither sweet nor bitter.  
Ben Mevlaya duacıyım   I am a faithful servant to the Friend 
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles 
 
Dağdan kestiler hezenim   They cut me from the mountain, now I am a pillar,   
Bozuldu türlü düzenim   Now I am an arrangement of broken, varied pieces.  
Ben bir usanmaz ozanım   Now I am a poet who never grows bored, 
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles 
 
Dülgerler beni yondu    Carpenters smoothed and leveled me 
Her azam yerine kondu   Every one of my limbs sat there.  
Bu iniltim Haktan geldi   This moaning of mine comes from Truth (God)  
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles 
 
Suyum alçaktan çekerim   I draw my water from down low 
Dönüp yükseğe dökerim   Turn around and pour it out high 
Görün ben neler çekerim   Look at the things I must suffer 
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles 
 
Yunus bunda gelen gülmez   Yunus, those who experience this cannot laugh.  
Kişi muradına ermez    No person can attain his desire  
Bu fanide kimse kalmaz  No one can stay in this temporariness 
Derdim vardır inilerim  I moan because of my troubles. 
                                                
287 My translation. Dertli can mean troubled, ailing, or even complaining. Therefore, the phrase 
dertli dolap can also be translated as the “complaining water-wheel.”  
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Şu benim divane gönlüm288  That crazy heart of mine 
Şu benim divane gönlüm         That crazy heart of mine, 
Yine hubtan huba düştü             Again it fell from love to love! 
Mah cemalin şulesinden             From the light (flame) of the moon’s beauty, 
Dalgalanıp göle düştü                 it lost its balance and fell into the lake.  
 
Ah ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Ah my Shaykh, what shall I say?  
Ya ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Oh my Shaykh, what shall I say?  
Yaraliyam nere gidem                I am wounded, where can I go? 
Ya halim kime arz edem             To whom should I present my situation/condition? 
 
Kiminin meskeni külhan             Some people’s homes are the furnace room,   
Kimi derviş kimi sultan               Some people are dervishes, others are Sultans  
Kimi Şeyhi ile mihman            Some people visit with their Shaykh,  
Benim Şeyhim cüda düştü          but my Shaykh became separated from me.  
Ah ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Ah my Shaykh, what shall I say?  
Ya ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Oh my Shaykh, what shall I say? 
Yaraliyam nere gidem                 I am wounded, where can I go? 
Ya halim kime arz edem             To whom should I present my situation/condition? 
 
Felek bir gün cana kıyar              Destiny will one day let go of the soul,  
Bizi kaptan kaba koyar                and will put us from state to state. 
Kimi atlas libas giyer               Some people will wear satin clothes 
Şükür bize aba düştü                  Thank Allah, our share is the course woolen coat.  
 
Ah ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Ah my Shaykh what shall I say?  
Ya ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Oh my Shaykh what shall I say?  
Yaraliyam nere gidem                 I am wounded, where can I go?  
Ya halim kime arz edem             To whom should I present  my situation/condition? 
 
Kul Yusuf’undur bu demler     These are the moments of Kul Yusuf, 
Didemden akiyor nemler         The moisture flows from my eyes. 
Benim çektiğim sitemler           The hard times that I have suffered  
Bana Şeyhten caba düştü          were bestowed (gratis) upon me by my Shaykh.  
 
Ah ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Ah my Shaykh what shall I say?  
Ya ben nidem Şeyhim nidem      Oh my Shaykh what shall I say?  
Yaraliyam nere gidem                 I am wounded, where can I go? 
Ya halim kime arz edem             To whom should I present  my situation/condition? 
  
                                                
288 A reworked translation of new QRT ilahis.  
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Envarul Husseyni289    The lights of the two Husseins 
 
Envarul Husseyni Ghawsul sakaleyni The light of the two Husseins, the Helper of 
      the two beings.290 
Mevlana Rifai e-bul alemeyni (2x)  The Protecting Friend, Rifa’i, Father of the 
      Two Flags/Worlds. 
 
Arifun jalilun mahbuboun hallilun  The Knower, The Glorious, The Beloved, 
      The Intimate Friend 
Kuluna dakhilun e-bil Hassaneyni (2x) The best of all character, Father of the Two 
      Hassans 
 
Envarul Husseyni Ghawsul sakaleyni The light of the two Husseins, the Helper of 
      the two beings. 
Piruna Rifai e-bul alemeyni (2x)  The Pir Rifa’i, Father of the Two  
      Flags/Worlds.  
 
Kubatu-hul hadra, jadduhul Mustafa  The Green dome, Mustafa grandfather  
Ruhu tajibayni baynal Hazrateyni (2x) Spirit of the two Crowns between the two 
      Noble ones 
 
Envarul Husseyni Ghawsul sakaleyni The light of the two Husseins, the Helper of 
      the two beings. 
Şayhuna Rifai e-bul alemeyni (2x)  The Shaykh Rifa’i, Father of the Two 
      Flags/Worlds.  
 
Umu hul batulu jadduhul Rasoollu 
Seyfunal maslulu baynal Awliya-I (2x) 
 
Envarul Husseyni Ghawsul sakaleyni The light of the two Husseins, the Helper of 
      the two beings. 
Madad ya Rifai Sahib kiblateyni (2x)  Help, O Rifa’i, the keeper of the two  
      directions of prayer.291  
                                                
289 My translation.  
290 Humankind and Jinn Q 55:31 
291 The two directions are the Kabe in Mecca and the heart.  
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Bugün bize Pir geldi292    Today the Pir came to us 
 
Bugün bize Pir geldi                             Today the Pir came to us 
Gülleri taze geldi                                    His roses were fresh.  
Önüm sîra Kamberin                           In front of Kamber,293 
Aliyel Murteza geldi                             Came Ali Murtaza  
 
[Refrain] 
Eyvallah Şahîm Eyvallah                     O yes, my ruler, O yes 
Hak la ilaha illallah                            Allah294, there is no God but Allah 
Eyvallah Pirim Eyvallah                      O yes, my Pir, O yes 
Adî güzeldir güzel Şah                         His name is beautiful, beautiful Ruler  
 
Ali bizim Şahîmîz                                    Ali is our ruler 
Kabe kîble gahîmîz                                Kaaba is where we turn for prayer 
Mirajtaki Muhammad                          Muhammad of the Night Journey and 
      Ascension   
O bizim padişahîmîz                             He is our King!  
[Refrain] Eyvallah Şahîm Eyvallah… 
 
Padişahîm Yaradan                                  My King is from the Friend, 
Okur aktan karadan                              He reads the white and black 
Ben pirimden ayrîlmam                       I will never separate from my Pir, 
Bin yîl geçse aradan                               Even if a thousand years pass  
[Refrain] Eyvallah Şahîm Eyvallah… 
 
Aramî uzattîlar                                       They lengthened the distance between (us) 
Yarama tuz bastîlar                              They put salt in my wounds 
Fazlîdan bir kul geldi                           A servant came from Fazli, 
Bedestende sattîlar                               They sold (him) in the covered market place 
[Refrain] Eyvallah Şahîm Eyvallah… 
 
Satarlar bedestende                               They are trading in the covered market place   
Ses gelir gülistanda                               Sounds comes from the rose garden  
Muhammedin hatemi                           Muhammad’s seal  
Bergüzardır aslanda                            is a gift that rests with the Lion (Ali) 
                                                
292 My translation.  
293 Ali’s devoted servant.  
294 Hak (Truth) is a name of God found in the Qur’an and commonly used by Sufis during ritual 
zikr to call on God. Here it refers directly to Allah.  
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Gelin Allah diyelim295   Come, let’s say “Allah” 
 
Gelin Allah diyelim,   Come, let’s say “Allah.”  
Kalpten pası silelim  Let’s wipe the dirt from our hearts.  
Alemleri seyredelim,   Let’s contemplate (behold) the worlds 
Allah Allah dedikçe   As we say “Allah Allah.”  
 
Nerde tevhid çekilir,   Where unity296 is repeated time and again 
Melekler saf saf gelir  The angels come in ranks (rows) 
Hepsi tekbir getirir,   All of them bring “Allahu Akbar” 
Allah Allah dedikçe  As we say “Allah Allah”  
 
Zikr-i Hakk'a başlandı,  The Remembrance of Truth (God) has begun 
İsm-i Celal hızlandı  The Name of Power is picking up speed 
Arş-ı ala sallandı,   The Throne on high is shaking 
Allah Allah dedikçe  As we say “Allah Allah”  
 
Gönüller şadan olur,   The hearts became happy! 
Kaygudan azad olur  Freed from anxiety 
Can mülke abad olur,   The created life became eternal  
Allah Allah dedikçe  As we say “Allah Allah” 
 
 
                                                
295 My translation.  
I’ve included this poem because of its familiarity with the Shaykh and his wife. They sometimes 
substitute the first verse, “Gelin Allah diyelim, Kalpten pası silelim,” for the first line of Allah 
emrin tutalım. This ilahi has never been sung in its entirety by the QRT-Ansariyya.  
296 La ilaha illallah 
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Gelin ey asîklar gelin  Come, oh lovers of Allah, come  
 
Gelin ey aşîklar gelin    Come, oh lovers of Allah, come  
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Bu menziyl uzağa benzer   This target looks like its far 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Nazar kîldîm su dünyaya   I gazed at the world 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Kurulmuş tuzağa benzer   It looks like a set trap 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Bir pirin eteğini tuttum   I held onto the skirt of a Pir 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Ana ben doğdum giddim   Mama, I got born again 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Nice yüz bin günah etdim   I committed a hundred thousand sins 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu    Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Herbiri bir dağa benzer   Each one is as big as a mountain 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Ağla derviş Yunus ağla  Weep, dervish Yunus, weep 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Sen özünü Hakka bağla   Connect your essence to Truth 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Ağlar isen başîna ağla   If you weep, weep alone 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
 
Elden vefa yoğa benzer   There’s no help from others 
Hu Mevlam hu hu hu   Hu my master, Hu Hu Hu 
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Gelin Gidelim Efendim297   Come let us go Sir  
 
 
Gelin gidelim (efendim)   Come, let us go Sir, 
Allah yoluna     on the path to Allah 
Feryad edelim (efendim)  Let us cry for help Sir,   
Allah yoluna      on the path to Allah 
                                                                    
 
Bir yılı bir gün (efendim)   A day, a year, Sir 
gelecek ol gün    that day will surely come 
Süregel yüzün (efendim)  Continue Sir,   
Allah yoluna        on the path to Allah 
 
 
Derdine bakma (efendim)   Don’t pay attention to your troubles Sir, 
yolundan kalma    do not linger on your path 
Hiç şerik koşma ( efendim )  Don’t run after any partners Sir,   
Allah yoluna      on the path to Allah 
 
 
Yunus'un sözü (efendim)   The words of Yunus, Sir       
kül olmuş özü     reduce his essence to ash 
Kan ağlar gözü (efendim)   His eyes are weeping blood Sir, 
Allah yoluna     on the path to Allah 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
297 My translation. 
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Geylan’dan Yürüdü298   He walked from Geylan 
 
Geylan'dan yürüdü dilküşâd ile (yâ Hu)  He walked from Geylan with an open heart 
Erenler sultânı Pîr Abdülkâdir      Sultan of Saints, Pir Abdülkadir  
Gün doğdu Bağdat'a pür semâ ile (yâ Hu)  Day broke in Baghdad with full sky 
Erenler sultânı Pîr Abdülkâdir      Sultan of Saints, Pir Abdülkadir 
 
 
Resulullah nûru sırr-ı ezeli (yâ Hu)   The divine light of Rasulullah [is] the 
      eternal secret 
Abdülkâdir Veli esrar-ı âli                 Abdülkadir Waliyy [has] great secrets 
Pîrim Hasanîdir, şeyhim Hüseynî(yâ Hu)  My Pir is from Hasan, my Shaykh is from 
      Huseyn 
Erenler sultânı Pîr Abdülkâdir           Sultan of Saints, Pir Abdülkadir 
 
 
Gâib erenleri kırk sâf oldular(yâ Hu)  The invisible Saints made forty rows 
Her sâfta yetmişer veli durdular          In each row stood seventy Friends of God 
Şeyh Abdülkâdir'e boyun eğdiler(yâ Hu)  They all surrendered to Shaykh Abdülkadir 
Erenler sultânı Pîr Abdülkâdir       Sultan of Saints, Pir Abdülkadir 
 
 
Mehmet Muhyiddin kime yalvaram (yâ Hu)  Mehmed Muhyiddin, to whom do I plead!  
Himmet eyle şâhım ben günahkâra      O my king, show concern to this sinner 
Senin aşkın ile ciğerim yara (yâ Hu)     My insides are wounded with your love 
Erenler sultânı Pîr Abdülkâdir           Sultan of Saints, Pir Abdülkadir 
                                                
298 My translation.  
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Güzel aşık çevrimizi    Beautiful Lover 
 
Güzel aşık çevrimizi    Beautiful lover, you cannot 
Çekemezsin demedim mi   Suffer our troubles, didn’t I say so? 
Bu bir rîsa lokmasîdîr    This is a bite of the food of contentment 
Yiyemezsin demedim mi?   You cannot eat it, didn’t I say so? 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Yemeyenler kalîr nâçar   The ones who cannot eat stay desperate 
Gözlerinden kanlar saçar   They spill tears of blood from their eyes 
Bu bir demdir gelir geçer   This is a moment that comes and goes 
Doyamazin demedim mi   You cannot get your fill, didn’t I say so? 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Çikalîm meydan yerine   Let’s get into the playing field 
Varalîm ali sîrrîna    Let’s reach the secret of Ali  
Canî basi hak yoluna    You can’t put your head and heart in the 
Koyamazsîn demedim mi   path of Haqq, didn’t I say so? 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Pîr Sultan Abdal sâhîmîz   Pir Sultan Abdal is our King 
Hakka ulaşur rahimiz    Our path reaches to Haqq 
On iki imam fenahîmîz   The place we end is 12 Imams 
Uyamazsîn demedim mi   You can’t follow them, didn’t I say so? 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Demedim mi demedim mi   Didn’t I say so? Didn’t I say so?  
Öleceksin demedim mi   Didn’t I say you are going to die? 
Ben ettikçe sana pendi   As I tried to trap you, 
Sen eyledin bana fendi   You tricked me 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Yarab bana sen kîl kerem   O Allah, be generous to me. 
Dervis’anî et muhterem   Bless the dervishes. 
Dünyada ve ukbada hem   In this world and in the hereafter, 
Rezil rusva eyleme sen    O Allah, don’t shame us. 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Vasfî lisan seninledir    The tongue of description is with you 
Vasf edemem gönul seni   I cannot describe you, o heart. 
Nutku beyan seninledir   The power of speech is with you 
Vasf edemem gönül seni   I cannot explain you, o heart. 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
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Hakka asîk olanlar     The lovers of Allah 
 
Hakka asîk olanlar zikrullahtan kaçar mî? Would the lovers of Allah run away 
from remembrance of Allah?   
Arif olan cevherin boş yere saçar mî?  Would the Arif spread his jewels in 
       vain? 
 
Gelsün marifet alan, yoktur sözümde yalan Come, whoever wants marifet, 
there’s no lie in my words 
Emmareye kul olan, hayrî serri seçer mî?  The one who is the servant of the 
       commanding nafs, can he  
       differentiate the right from the 
       wrong? 
 
Gerçek bu söz yarenler, gördüm dimez görenler.     Oh friends, these words are true; the 
       ones who see, they don’t say what 
       they see.   
Keramete irenler, gizli sîrrî açar mî?   Those who reach balance  
       (dignity/miracles), would they reveal 
       the secret? 
 
Sen bir kovuk selvisin, her an şöyle durursun.   You are a hollow willow, you always 
stay like that     
Sen bir palaz yavrusun, kuş kanatsîz uçar mî?    You are just a little chick, would the 
       bird fly without wings? 
 
Uftâde yanîp tüter, bülbüller gibi öter.  Burning in smoke, he sings like a 
       nightingale 
Dervislere taş atan, iman ile göçer mî?  The ones who put down the  
       dervishes, would they die with 
       belief? 
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Hakkın habibin sevgili dost’u  Dear friend of Allah’s lover 
 
Hakkın habibin sevgili dost’u   Dear friend of Allah’s lover 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the sands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
 
Söylemez yalanı, yemez haramı  He doesn’t lie, he doesn’t eat forbidden food 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the sands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
 
Anasından destur aldi durmadı  He got permission from his mother, wasted 
      no time. 
Kabe yollarini hemen boyladı   He set out for the Ka’aba right away. 
Vardı ol habibi evde bulmadı.  When he got there, that lover wasn’t at 
      home. 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the sands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
 
 
Söylemez yalanı, yemez haramı  He doesn’t lie, he doesn’t eat forbidden food 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the lands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
 
Seherde kalkuben namaz kilardı  Getting up at dawn, he would pray 
Gizlice Rabb’ine niyaz ederdı  He would turn to his Lord secretly 
Allah deyu deyu, deve guderdı  Saying Allah, Allah he used to herd camels 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the sands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
 
Söylemez yalanı, yemez haramı  He doesn’t lie, he doesn’t eat forbidden food 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the lands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
 
Dervis Yunus eydur, bende varayım  Dervish Yunus says “Let me get there, too. 
Ol mubarek hub cemalin göreyim  Let me see that loving face, 
Ayağin tozuna yüzler süreyim  May I rub my face onto the dust of his feet.” 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the lands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
 
Söylemez yalanı, yemez haramı  He doesn’t lie, he doesn’t eat forbidden food 
Yemen illerinde Veysel Karani  In the lands of Yemen, Veysel Karani 
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Haktan inen serbeti içdik Elhâmdülillah 
 
Haktan inen serbeti içdik Elhâmdülillah The drink sent down from Truth, we drank 
      it, glory be to God 
Şu kudret denizini geçtik Elhâmdülillah And we sailed over the Ocean of Power, 
      glory be to God 
 
Şu karşuki dağlarî, yemişleri, bağlarî  Beyond those hills and oak woods, beyond 
      those vineyards and gardens. 
Sağlîk safâlîk ile astîk Elhâmdülillah  We passed in health and joy, glory be to 
      God. 
 
Beri gel barîşalîm, yâr isen bilişelim  Come here, let’s make peace, let’s not be 
      strangers to one another.  
Atîmîz eğerlendi astîk Elhâmdülillah  We have saddled the horse and trained it, 
      glory be to God 
 
Kuru iken yaş olduk, ayak iken baş olduk We were dry, but we moistened, we grew 
      wings and became birds, 
Kanatlandîk kuş olduk uçtuk Elhâmdülillah We married one another and flew, glory be 
      to God.299 
 
Vardîgîmîz illere, şol safâlî yerlere  To whatever lands we came, in whatever 
      hearts, in all humanity, 
Baba Tapduk mânâsîn aldîk Elhâmdülillah we planted the meanings Tapduk taught us, 
      glory be to God. 
 
Açtîk evi kîşladîk, çok hayırler işledik We came down to the valley for winter, we 
      did some good and some bad things 
Üş bahar oldu, geri göçtük Elhâmdülillah Now it’s spring and we’ll return, glory be to 
      God. 
 
Derledik pînar olduk, ayrîldîk îrmak olduk We became a trickle that grew into a river, 
      we took flight and dove into the sea,  
Şol akar sular olduk şükür Elhâmdülillah And then we overflowed, glory be to God. 
 
Taptuğun tapusunda, kul olduk kapusunda We became servants at Tapduk’s door, 
Yûnüs miskin çiğ idik, piştik Elhâmdülillah Poor Yunus, raw and tasteless, finally got 
      cooked, glory be to God 
                                                
299 This verse is literally translated “When we were dry, we moistened. When we were feet, we 
became heads,/We grew wings, became birds and flew, all Praise to God.” Although marriage is 
not mentioned in the Turkish text here, there is an alternative verse (rare) to this ilahi that does 
use the term.     
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Hizmetini Edemedim    I Couldn’t Do Your Service 
 
Hizmetini edemedim    I couldn’t do your service 
Himmetini alamadîm    I couldn’t get your blessing 
Ask oduna yanamadîm    I couldn’t burn in the fire of love 
 
Refrain 
Yandîr seyhim kül olayîm illallah Hu  Oh my shaykh, let me be ashes, illallah Hu 
Aşk oduna ben yanayîm illallah Hu  Let me burn in the fire of Love illallah Hu 
 
Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Rasulullah May peace and blessing be on you,   
      O Rasulullah 
Abdülkadir seyen lillah illallah Hu  Abdul Qadir is a shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Habiballah May peace and blessing be on you Beloved of 
      Allah 
Ya Rüfai seyen lillah illallah Hu  Rifa’i is a Shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
 
Yüzüm kare kalbim kare   My face is black, my heart is black 
Böyle hizmet ettim sana   This is how I served you 
Eyle sefaat sen bana    Please intercede for me 
Refrain 
 
Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Rasulullah May peace and blessing be on you,   
      O Rasulullah 
Ya Mevlana seyen lillah illallah Hu  Mevlana Rumi is a shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Habiballah May peace & blessing be on you Beloved of 
      Allah 
Ya Haci Bektas seyen lillah illallah Hu Hajji Bektash is a Shaykh of Allah   
      illallah Hu 
 
Bana himmet daim eyle   Continue sending your blessings on me 
Kare kalbim cila eyle    Open up my black heart 
Hizmetinde daim eyle    Keep me constant in your service 
Refrain 
 
Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Rasulullah May peace and blessing be on you,   
      O Rasulullah 
Ya Naksbandi seyen lillah illallah Hu  Naqshbandi is a shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Habiballah May peace and blessing be on you Beloved of 
      Allah 
Ya Alawi seyen lillah illallah Hu  Al Alawi is a Shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
 
Ihvanînla niyazdayîz    With your dervishes we are before you 
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Rahmetinle sîratdayîz    With Your mercy we are at the bridge of the 
      path. 
La tak netu300 himmet bize   La Tak Netu give your blessing to us. 
Refrain 
 
Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Rasulullah May peace and blessing be on you,   
      O Rasulullah 
Ya Ansari seyen lillah illallah Hu  Ansari is a shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Habiballah May peace and blessing be on you Beloved of 
      Allah 
Ya Nureddin seyen lillah illallah Hu  Nureddin is a Shaykh of Allah illallah Hu 
(Selatullah selamullah aleyke ya Habiballah (May peace & blessing be on you Beloved of 
      Allah 
Ya Taner Ansari seyen lillah illallah Hu) Taner is a Shaykh of Allah illallah Hu) 
 
Muhyi taksirin affeyle    Forgive the sins of Muhyiddin 
Kapunda daim kul eyle   Keep him as a servant at your door 
Hizmetinde mukîym eyle   Make him strong in your service 
Refrain 
 
                                                
300 La tak netu: A phrase found in Qur’sn 39:53 which reads, “Do not despair of the Mercy of 
Allah. Allah forgives all sins.” It appears to be used as the name of a person in this poem.  
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Hor bakma sen toprağa   Don’t Look Down on the Earth 
 
Hor bakma sen toprağa   Don’t look down on the Earth 
Toprakta neler yatar   You don’t know what rests under it 
Hani bunca evliya   See all these saints and 
Yüzbin peygamber yatur  100,000 prophets lie under it 
 
Cennette buğday yiyen   The one who ate wheat in Paradise 
Gaflet gömleği giyen   He wore the shirt of forgetfulness 
Hem dünya’ya meyleden  Who inclined to the world 
Adem peygamber yatur  The Prophet Adam rests under it 
 
Arkasiyla kum çeken   The one who carried sand on his back 
Göz yasiyla yoguran   And made it clay, molded with his tears 
Kabe’ye bina kuran   The one who put the foundations of Ka’aba 
Halil peygamber yatur  The Prophet Abraham rests under it 
 
Kuyuda nihan olan   The one who got pinned in the well 
Kul deyup ben satîlan   Who was sold as a slave 
Mîsîr’a sultan olan   And then who became the Sultan of Egypt 
Yusuf peygamber yatur  The Prophet Joseph rests under it 
 
Vucudunu kurt yiyen   The one whose body was eaten by the worms 
Kurt yedikce sükreden  As he was eaten he thanked Allah 
Belalara sabreden   And he was patient with all the afflictions 
Eyup peygamber yatur  The Prophet Job rests under it 
 
Asasîn ecder kîlan    The one who turned his staff into a dragon 
Bahre vurup, ayiran   The one who hit the sea and parted it 
Firavun’u felak eden   The one who ruined Pharaoh 
Musa peygamber yatur  The Prophet Moses rests under it 
 
Ol Allah’in habibi   The lover of Allah 
Dertlilerin tabibi   The healer of the sick and miserable 
Nebilerin server   The Sultan of the Prophets 
Resul Muhammed yatur  The Prophet Muhammad rests under it 
 
Yunus sende ölursun   Yunus, you will also die 
Kara yere girersin   You will be put under the black earth 
Kara toprak altinda   Under the black earth 
Çok günahkar kul yatur  There also lie a lot of sinners 
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Iki kere gavs oldu   He became a Qutb twice 
 
Iki kere gavs oldu   He became a Qutb (perfect) twice 
Cihan üniyle doldu   The world filled with his fame 
Ali’den nasiyp aldî   He got his share from Ali 
Ya Rüfai seyen lillah   Oh Rufa’i, shaykh of Allah 
 
Muhammed şefiimiz   Muhammad is our intercessor 
Ali’dir penahîmîz   Ali is our king 
Abdülkadir pirimiz   Abdul Qadir is our pir  
Rüfai şerefimiz   Rifa’i is our honor 
 
Pirim huzura vardî   My Pir went into the presence 
Divanda el bağladî   He folded his arms 
Muhammed elin verdi   Muhammad gave his hand 
Ebül âlemeyn seyen lillah  Father of two banners is a shaykh of Allah 
 
Muhammed şefiimiz   Muhammad is our intercessor 
Ali’dir penahîmîz   Ali is our king 
Abdülkadir pirimiz   Abdul Qadir is our pir  
Rüfai şerefimiz   Rifa’i is our honor 
 
Lata haf dedi bize   He sent Lata to us 
Oldu mesnet herkese   He became the support for everybody 
Müridlerin sîğîndî   The followers take refuge in you 
Ebül Üreyca şeyen lillah  The father of Ureyca is a shaykh of Allah 
 
Muhammed şefiimiz   Muhammad is our intercessor 
Ali’dir penahîmîz   Ali is our king 
Abdülkadir pirimiz   Abdul Qadir is our pir  
Rüfai şerefimiz   Rifa’i is our honor 
 
Muhyi kapunda kîtmit  Muhyiddin is a dog at your door 
El açîp niyaz diler   He opens his hands and asks forgiveness 
Ihvan muhtacî himmet  The followers are needy of your blessing 
Pirim şeyen lillah   My Pir is a shaykh of Allah 
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Medet Senden Medet301 
  
Medet senden medet Sultanım Ali  Help comes from you, Help, My  
      Sultan Ali 
Dertliyim derdime dermanım Ali (Hay Hay) I am troubled, be the remedy to my  
      suffering. 
Her dem gönlüm irçe mihmanım Ali  Each moment in my heart my guide Ali 
[Refrain] 
Gülüm gülüstanım seyranım Ali (Hay Hay) I see in my wandering, My rose, My  
      rose garden, Ali 
 
Aman erenlerim amana geldim  O Merciful Saints, I came to Mercy 
İsmail oluben kurbana geldim  Becoming Ismail, I came to the sacrifice. 
Her ne emir olur fermana geldim  Whatever the command, I answered the 
      order 
[Refrain] 
 
On iki imamın ol şâhı sensin   You are the leader of the Twelve Imams 
Muhammed Ali’nin hemrahı sensin  You Muhammad are Ali’s dearest friend 
Bunca düşkünlerin penâhı sensin  You are the refuge of this much devotion 
[Refrain] 
  
Göster cemalini eyleme nihan  Show your beauty, don’t hide it. 
Yakıyor derunum âteş-i suzan  My insides are burning with the  
      starter of fires  
Pervaneyim dostlar şem’ine hayran  I am a moth to the Friends’ flame  
[Refrain] 
 
İkrar eyledim ben inkar gelmedim  I confessed, I did not reach purity 
Ağlayıp ağlayıp göz yaşım suzan  Crying, crying, my tears  
Divane mi oldum kendim bilmedim  Am I mad? I, myself, don’t know. 
[Refrain] 
 
Ey canımın canı güzel cananım  O the Life of my life, my beautiful Beloved.. 
Kapına gelmeye yoktur dermanım  My cure does not come to the door. 
Başım üzre tacım din-ü imanım  The crown on my head is about my faith in 
      the way 
[Refrain 
 
Derviş Tevfik kendin üryan eyleme  Dervis Tevfik do not make yourself naked. 
Yıkıp mahzun gönlün viran eyleme  Destroy your sadness, don’t make ruins of 
      your heart 
                                                
301 My translation 
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Erenlere karşı isyan eyleme   Do not rebel against the Friends of God 
[Refrain]
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Mevlam nurdan yaratmîş302   My Protecting Friend created from Divine Light 
Mevlam nurdan yaratmîş          My Protecting Friend created from Divine Light 
Adînî Muhammedin                   The name of Muhammad        
 
Aleme rahmet saçmîş                He spread mercy to the world  
Canînî Muhammedin                 In the life of Muhammad       
 
[Refrain] 
Hak Lailaha illallah   Truth, There is no god, except Allah 
La ilaha illallah    There is no god, except Allah 
Hak Lailaha illallah   Truth, There is no god, except Allah 
La ilaha illallah   There is no god, except Allah 
 
Dünya malîn tutmamîş              He did not hold onto any worldly belongings  
Hiç emanet atmamîş                  He did not shirk any of his trust/responsibility 
 
Terzi gelip biçmemîş                 The tailor came, but didn’t cut  
Donunu Muhammedin             Muhammad’s clothes. 
[Refrain] Hak Lailaha illallah… 
 
Tanrîmîn aslanîm Ali                 Ali, the Lion of Allah 
Sağînda Muhammedin             Is on the right of Muhammad 
 
Hassan ile Hüseyin                  Hassan and Hussein 
Solunda Muhammedin            Are on the left of Muhammad   
[Refrain] Hak Lailaha illallah… 
Yunus Dedem aşklîdîr             Yunus Dedem is in love   
Eksîkmidir miskindir               Is he incomplete? He is helpless and needy.  
  
Kim yemezse mahrumdur      If one doesn’t eat [from] Muhammad’s table, 
Hanînî Muhammedin             He is deprived. 
[Refrain] Hak Lailaha illallah… 
                                                
302 My translation. This poem is also referred by the refrain, “Hak Laillaha illallah.” 
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Mualla Gavsi Sübhani303 
Mualla Gavsi Sübhani   High Helper of the Glorious One 
Mukaddes kutbü Rabbani   The Lord’s Holy support (of the world) 
Eminü sırrı vezdani    The trusted one of Divine secret  
Abdül Kadir-i Geylani   Abdül Kadir-i Geylani 
 
Alel ya lel ya seyyide ayni 
Alel ya lel ya seyyide ruhi 
 
Zehi simai nurani    The magnificent face of Light. 
Zehi ferhunde pişani    The foremost in  joy.  
Kemal-i hüsnü insani    Humanity’s beautiful perfection. 
Abdülkadir-i Geylani    Abdül Kadir-i Geylani 
 
Alel ya lel ya seyyide ayni 
Alel ya lel ya seyyide ruhi 
 
Cihan sohbet bevet bari   Talk of the world, inner secret of the Creator 
Mukaddes kutbi rabbani   The Lord’s Holy support (of the world) 
Kerameş feyzi rahmani   The Merciful’s blessing and favor 
Abdülkadir-i Geylani    Abdul Qadir Geylani 
 
Alel ya lel ya seyyide ayni 
Alel ya lel ya seyyide ruhi 
 
Madet ya şeyh-i Geylani   Help, O Shaykh Geylani 
Karem ya kutbi Rabbani   O The Lord’s excellent support! 
Ki mahrumen me gerdani   Those without a portion, turn to him 
Tu muhyiddin-i Geylani   You are the Reviver of Religion, Geylani 
 
Alel ya lel ya seyyide ayni 
Alel ya lel ya seyyide ruhi 
 
                                                
303 My translation.  
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Mülki bekadan gelmişem304   I have come from the everlasting place 
 
Mülki bekadan gelmişem   I have come from the everlasting,  
Fani cihanî neylerem    What would I do with the temporary world? 
Ben Dost cemalin görmüşem   I have seen the beauty of the Friend 
Huri cînanî neylerem    What would I do with houris and paradise? 
 
Vahdet meyinin cür’asîn   I have drunk the wine of Unity 
Maşuk elinden içmişem   From the hands of the Beloved.  
Ben Dost kokusun almîşam   I have caught the scent of the Friend, 
Miski reyhanî neylerem   What would I do with musk and sweet basil? 
 
Isa gibi dünya koyup    As Jesus I put aside the world  
Gükleri seyran eylerem   And I contemplate the space. 
Musa’yî didar olmuşam   I have become the eye of Moses, 
Ben len teranî neylerem   What would I do with “You cannot see me”? 
 
Ibrahim’em Cebrail’e    I am Abraham; I no longer have the need  
Hiç ihtiyacim kalmadî   for Gabriel. 
Muhammed’em Dost’a gidem  I am Muhammad, I go to the Friend, 
Ben tercümanî neylerem   What would I do with a translator? 
 
Ismail’em Hak yoluna   I am Ishmael, I sacrifice my life 
Canîmî kurban eylerem   for God’s path. 
Meyer bu can kurban imiş   Since this life has become a sacrifice, 
Koçu kurbanî neylerem   What would I do with sacrificing the ram? 
 
Dervis Yunus maşuğuna   Dervish Yunus gets drunk (disappears),  
Vuslat bulunca mest (yok) olur  When he finds union with his beloved. 
Ben nefsimi vurdum taşa   I struck my nafs upon the rock, 
Söhreti sanî neylerem    What would I do with fame and reputation? 
 
 
                                                
304 My translation.  
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Neslül Mustafa Errufai 
 
Neslül Mustafa errufai 
El gavs-es tevilûl bagi 
Muhyeddini sadril havze 
Seyhül kavmi bil icmai 
 
Taile såne vel mezhar 
Takbili yeminil Enver 
Fehüvel cigfiril ekber 
Zülkaretü bil esrai 
 
Taci evliyail ecmet 
Feyyazül eyyahü Ahmed 
Femda yesligu yezheb 
Bicda sîrrî hil fenåi 
 
Ekremi bisselåtil üzmä 
Ya Mevlå ya tahel esma 
Vellazi ileyhi yesma 
Lin åli vemin etbai 
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Selati Kemaliye   The Most Perfect Blessing 
 
Allahumma salli wa sellim wa barik ala sayyidina Muhammadin wa ala alihi adede ilha 
millahilkerimi wa ifdalihi.  
(3 times) 
 
O Allah, send Your most perfect honor, peace, and blessings on our leader Muhammad 
and upon his family. 
(3 times)  
 
 
Allahumma salli wa sellim wa barik ala murshidina Muhammadin wa ala alihi adede 
kemalillahi wa kemayeli kubikemalihi. 
 
O Allah, send Your most perfect honor, peace, and blessings on the spiritual guide 
Muhammad and upon his family. 
 
Allahumma salli wa sellim wa barik ala shemsidduha Muhammadin wa ala alihi adede 
kemalillahi wa kemayeli kubikemalihi.  
 
O Allah, send Your most perfect honor, peace and blessings on the morning sun 
Muhammad and upon his family. 
 
 
Allahumma salli wa sellim wa barik ala bedridduja Muhammadin wa ala alihi adede 
kemalillahi wa kemayeli kubikemalihi.  
 
O Allah, send Your most perfect honor, peace, and blessings on the night’s full moon 
Muhammad and upon his family. 
 
 
Allahumma salli wa sellim wa barik ala nurul huda Muhammadin wa ala alihi adede 
kemalillahi wa kemayeli kubikemalihi.  
 
O Allah, send Your most perfect honor, peace, and blessings on the light of Allah 
Muhammad and upon his family.  
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Seni ben severim candan içeru  I love you more deeply than my life 
 
Seni ben severim candan içeru  (2x)  I love you more deeply than my life 
Yolun vardîr bu erkandan içeru (2x)  You are a path deeper than this path 
 
Seriat tarikat yoludur varana   Shariat is a path of Tariqat for those who 
      reach 
Hakikat marifet andan içeru   Haqqiqat and Marifet are deeper than that 
 
Süleyman kuş dili bilir dediler  They say Solomon talked the language of 
      the birds  
Süleyman var Süleymandan içeru  There is a Solomon deeper than Solomon 
 
Beni benden sorma bende degilem  Don’t say I am with me, I am not at me 
Bir ben vardîr bende bendan içeru  There is a me deeper than me 
 
Kesildi takatîm dizde derman yok  I am weak, there is no power left in my 
      knees 
Bu ne mezhep imiş dinden içeru  What kind of a sect is this, deeper than 
      religion? 
 
Yunusun gözleri hundur açılmaz  The eyes of Yunus are closed, not open 
Kapunda kul var Sultandan içeru  There is a servant at your door deeper than 
      the sultan 
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Şeyhimin illeri, uzaktır yolları305  The lands of my shaykh, the roads are far 
 
Şeyhimin illeri, uzaktır yolları  The lands of my shaykh, the roads are far. 
Açılmış gülleri dermeğe kim gelir? The roses have bloomed, who will come to 
gather them? 
 
Şol benim Seyhimi görmeğe kim gelir That shaykh of mine, who will come to see? 
Zevk ile safalar surmeğe kim gelir  With delight and pleasure, who will come to  
 
Şeyhimin özünü, severim sözünü  I love my shaykh’s essence and words, 
Mubarek yüzünü, görmeğe kim gelir? Who will come to see his blessed face? 
 
Şeyhimin ilini, sorarim evini   We can ask (anything) in my shaykh’s land, 
      at his home.  
Ol sebepli elini öpmeğe kim gelir?   Due to this, who will come to kiss his hand? 
 
Şeyhimin ilinde, asası elinde   In my shaykh’s land, his staff in hand,  
Ah ile vefalar, zevk ile safalar  The loyal ones with “Ah”, pleasure and 
      delight 
Bu yolda cefalar cekmeğe kim gelir?  On this path, who will come to suffer?  
 
Şeyhimin şem’ine bu canım pervane  This, my life (soul), is a moth to the flame of 
      my shaykh 
Saladır aşıklara, yanmağa kim gelir?  This is prayer for the lovers, who is will 
      come to burn? 
 
Hak için malini, hep vere varini  Our belongings are for Allah, everything is 
      given away.  
Ask için arini, atmağa kim gelir?  Modesty is for love, who will come to throw 
      away (everything). 
 
Şehidin donunu, yumazlar kanini  They can’t shut their eyes to the martyr’s 
      garments and blood,  
Dost için canini vermeğe kim gelir?  Who will come to give their life for the 
      Friend? 
 
Ah ile göz yaşı, Yunus’un haldaşı  With “Ah” and tears, Yunus’ fellow sufferer 
Zehr ile pisen (şol) asi, yemeğe kim gelir? The prepared cure and the poison, who will 
      come to eat? 
 
                                                
305 My translation.  
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Seyreyleyip yandîm mah cemaline   I burned as I watched the beauty of the moon   
 
Seyreyleyip yandîm mah cemaline Allah Allah I watched your moonlight face and burned –
Allah Allah (2x) 
 
[Refrain] 
Nur kundak içinde yatar Muhammed          Muhammad lies in a cradle of light 
Canîmîn cananîsîn ya Muhammed          You are the heart of my heart, Oh Muhammad 
 
Kokularî benzer cennet gülüne Allah Allah His fragrance resembles the rose of paradise –
Allah Allah (2x) 
[Refrain] 
 
Her iki cihanîn sefaatkanî Allah Allah         He is the intercessor of both worlds  (2x) 
Güzellikte geçmis Yusuf Kenan’î           His beauty surpasses Joseph of Canaan (2x) 
Enbiyalar evliyalar Sultanî Allah Allah He is the king of messengers and saints  (2x) 
[Refrain] 
 
Kevser dudaklarîn bilmem ne söyler Allah Allah   Your Kevser lips, I don’t know what they say(2x) 
Hulusi kalb ile hakkî zikreyler  They make zikr of Allah with sincere heart (2x) 
Daha küçük iken ümmeti diler Allah Allah  He asked for his followers from Allah even when 
he was young Allah Allah (2x) 
[Refrain] 
 
Bildim oldur iki cihan serveri Allah Allah I came to know that he is the prince of both 
      worlds, Allah Allah 
Allah’în habibi son peygamberi  Allah’s beloved and his last prophet 
O’dur yerin gögün semsi kameri Allah Allah He is the sun and moon of earth and space - 
Allah Allah 
[Refrain] 
 
Fehmi der ki candan cananîmîz var Allah Allah Fehmi says we have heart from heart (2x) 
Peygamberi âhir zamanîmîz var  We have the Prophet of the end time (2x) 
Yürekler derdine dermanîmîz var Allah Allah We have the cure for the sickness of the heart 
(2x) 
[Refrain] 
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Sîrnî Ala 
  
Sîrnî Ala setatin neve bi cemali kum 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Ve lena kulu bun tahtezil liniali kum 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Ya sadetisi helyah ture nebi bali kum 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
 
Mudun emli ec likumu aled dilayni anan 
Allah Allah Allah Allah 
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Sordum sarı çiçeğe    I asked the pale flower 
 
Sordum sarı çiçeğe     I asked the pale flower 
Annen baban var midir?   Do you have father and mother? 
Çiçek eydur: dervis baba   The flower says, “Dervish Baba, 
Annem babam topraktir   My father and mother are earth” 
 
Sordum sari çiçeğe    I asked the pale flower 
Sizde kardes var midir?   Do you have brother and sister? 
Çiçek eydur: dervis baba   The flower says, “Dervish Baba, 
Biz erlerle kardesiz    We are brothers and sisters with the Walis” 
 
Yine sordum çiçeğe    Again I asked the pale flower 
Neden benzin sarıdir?    “Why is your color pale?” 
Çiçek eydur: dervis baba   The flower says, “Dervish Baba, 
Ölüm bana yakindir    Death is close to me” 
   
Yine sordum çiçeğe    Again I asked the pale flower 
Kisin nerde kalırsın?    “Where do you stay in the winter?” 
Çiçek eydur: dervis baba   The flower says, “Dervish Baba, 
Kîsîn turab olurum    We become earth in the winter” 
 
Yine sordum çiçeğe    Again I asked the pale flower 
Sen beni bilir misin?    Do you know who I am?” 
Çiçek eydur: dervis baba   The flower says, “Dervish Baba, 
Sen Yunus değil misin?   Aren’t you Yunus?” 
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Sultanül evliya Ahmeder Rüfai King of saints, Ahmed er Rifai 
 
Sultanül evliya Ahmeder Rüfai King of saints, Ahmed er Rifai 
Varisül Enbiya Ahmeder Rüfai Inheritor of the prophets, Ahmed er Rifai 
 
Ol pirü saadet mahbubu risâlet He’s the pir of happiness, lover of the messengers 
Ve Nesli velayet Ahmeder Rüfai Descendant of saints, Ahmed er Rifai 
 
Sîtkle ol bende ağla sen seherde With sincerity connect to him, & cry to him at dawn 
Yetişir her yerde Ahmeder Rüfai He reaches for you everywhere, Ahmed er Rifai 
 
Lem’ayîn keramet sem’ayîn risalet One side shows miracles, the other side gives 
     messages 
Münkire hidayet Ahmeder Rüfai He gives guidance to the unbelievers, Ahmed er 
     Rifai 
 
Ezelden ikrarîm her derde dermanîm The one to whom I gave my word long ago, my 
     cure for every affliction 
Gönülde mihmanîm Ahmeder Rüfai  You are the guide in my heart, Ahmed er Rifai 
 
Sultanül evliya Ahmeder Rüfai King of saints, Ahmed er Rifai 
Varisül enbiya Ahmeder Rüfai Inheritor of the prophets, Ahmed er Rifai 
 
Lokmanî cihansîn    You are the Lokman of the world 
her derde dermansîn,   the cure for every ailment 
Gönülde mihmansîn    You are the guide in my heart, 
Ahmeder Rüfai   Ahmed er Rifai 
 
Melceimdir benim    He is my refuge (protector). 
mesrebimdir benim    He is my road.   
Mezhebimdir benim    He is my way (school of thought), 
Ahmeder Rüfai   Ahmed er Rifai  
 
Sultanül evliya Ahmeder Rüfai King of saints, Ahmed er Rifai 
Varisül enbiya Ahmeder Rüfai Inheritor of the prophets, Ahmed er Rifai 
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Yüzün nuru hüdadir    The light of your face is Allah 
 
Yüzün nuru hüdadir ya Muhammed  The light of your face is Allah, Oh  
      Muhammad 
Sana canlar fedadîr ya Muhammed  I want to die for you, Oh Muhammad 
Sana canlar fedadîr ya Muhammed  I want to die for you, Oh Muhammad 
 
Ebu Bekiri görenler olur asîk   Those who see Abu Bakr fall in love 
Omer dahi uladîr ya Muhammed  Even Umar is a sage, Oh Muhammad 
Omer dahi uladîr ya Muhammed  Even Umar is a sage, Oh Muhammad 
 
Bu resmiyle okur Kur’anî Osman  The dignity of Uthman is Qur’an 
Hilim kâni hayadîr ya Muhammed  His identity is good manners, Oh  
      Muhammad 
Hilim kâni hayadîr ya Muhammed  His identity is good manners, Oh  
      Muhammad 
 
Bu dünyada eden küffara gaza  In this world the one who fights unbelievers 
      is 
Aliyyel mürtezadîr ya Muhammed  Aliyal Murteza (chosen), Oh Muhammad 
Aliyyel mürtezadîr ya Muhammed  Aliyal Murteza (chosen), Oh Muhammad 
 
Nesimi ümmeti keyle sefaat   Intercede for the followers of Nesimi 
Kapunda bir gedadîr ya Muhammed  He is a servant at your door, Oh Muhammad 
Kapunda bir gedadîr ya Muhammed  He is a servant at your door, Oh Muhammad 
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Other Ilahis referenced by Shaykh Taner 
 
Bir dağ içinde306  Inside one wound 
 
Adım adım ileri   Forward step by step  
Bu âlemden içeri,  Deeper than this world, 
On sekiz bin âlemi,   Eighteen thousand worlds 
Gördüm bir dağ içinde. I saw inside one wound; mark; sign;  
  
Yetmiş bin hicab geçtim, I passed seventy thousand veils 
Gizli perdeler açtım,  opened hidden curtains 
Ben dost ile buluştum,  I met with the Friend 
Buldum bir dağ içinde. Found [him] in one wound.  
  
Körler gibi görmedim, I did not see like the blind 
Sözlerini söyleşmedim, did not discuss with words 
Musi’leyin münacat,   I prayed with Moses  
Ettim bir dağ içinde.  I did [this] in one wound.  
  
Gökler gibi gürledim,  I rumbled like the skies, 
Yerler gibi inledim,  moaned like the earth,  
Çaylar gibi çağladım,  babbled like a brook 
Aktım bir dağ içinde.  I overflowed in one wound.  
  
Bir döşek döşemişler,  They spread a bed (on the floor) 
Nur ile bezemişler,  adorned it with light 
Dedim bu kimin ola,   I said, “Whose is this?” 
Yattım bir dağ içinde.  I lay down in one wound.   
  
Ayrılmadım pirimden  I did not separate from my Pir  
Ayrılmadım Şeyhimden, I did not separate from my shaykh 
Aşktan bir kadeh aldım,  I accepted a glass from Love 
                                                
306 My translation. 
Shaykh Taner remembered this ilahi in a sohbet about fana’, the Sufi term for temporariness and 
the spiritual experience of no-self, or disappearing into Allah. He remembered the poem’s refrain 
as; “bir hal içinde,” or “inside one spiritual state.” 
Dağ has multiple meanings, including the wound, grief, and anguish caused by love (aşk). In this 
poem the word describes the state of being in which the poet’s visions and insights take place. 
The most familiar definition is “mountain” in modern Turkish, which is the meaning of dağ in the 
first couplet of the eighth stanza. 
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İçtim bir dağ içinde.  and drank in one wound.  
  
Vardım ileri vardım,  I was beyond [in the future?] 
Levh’i307 elime aldım,  I took the tablet into my hand 
Ayetlerin okudum,  Read the signs 
Yazdım bir dağ içinde. and wrote [this] in one wound.  
  
Kalp’ten büyük dağ olmaz, A mountain cannot be larger than a heart 
Ol Allah’a doyulmaz,  one cannot be sated with Allah 
Sohbetine kanılmaz,  One cannot be satisfied with conversation alone 
Erdim bir dağ içinde.  I became fully human (spiritually mature) in one wound.  
  
Açtım Mekke kapısın,  I opened Mecca’s door 
Duydum ol dost kokusun, I caught the Friend’s fragrance, 
Erenlerin hepisin,  and all of the saints, 
Gördüm bir dağ içinde. I saw [this] in one wound.  
  
Yunus eydur gezerim,  Yunus says, I wander  
Dost iledir pazarım,  It is with the Friend I bargain  
Ol Allah’ın dîdârın,   Be Allah’s beloved! 
Gördüm bir dağ içinde. I saw [this] in one wound 
 
 
 
                                                
307 Levh is the divine tablet on which the Qur’an is inscribed as mentioned in Surat l-Buruj 
(85:21-22).  
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Ilim ilim bilmektir308 
 
İlim ilim bilmektir ilim kendin bilmektir 
Sen kendini bilmezsin ya nice okumaktır 
 
Okumaktan ma’nî ne kişi Hakk’ı bilmektir 
Çün okudun bilmezsin ha bir kuru emektir 
 
Okudum bildim deme çok tâat kıldım deme 
Eri Hak bilmez isen abes yere yelmektir 
 
Dört kitabın ma’nîsi tamamdır bir elifte 
Sen elif dersin hoca ma’nîsi ne demektir 
 
Yunus Emre der hoca gerekse var bin hacca 
Hepisinden iyice bir gönüle girmektir 
 
 
Knowledge is to know what knowledge is 
 
Knowledge is to know what knowledge is. Knowledge is to know yourself.  
If you do not know yourself, oh, how much there is to study! 
 
What is the meaning of this studying? That a person knows Truth (Allah)309  
Because if you do not know what you have read, it is just meaningless labor. 
 
Don’t say “I read it, I know.” Don’t say “I worshipped much.” 
If you do not know that man310 is Truth, then it is all running about without purpose. 
 
The meaning of the four Books is completely contained in one elif.311 
Preacher, you speak of (teach about) elif, what does it mean? 
 
Yunus Emre says, if it is necessary preacher, perform Hajj 1000 times 
But better than these is to enter one heart. 
                                                
308 My translation.  
309 Also one of the ninety-nine names, or attributes (sifat) of Allah that are ritually chanted (dhikr) 
by QRT murids.  
310 Er is generally translated as man, brave man, or soldier. Gölpınarlı has included the word in 
his sözlük and includes two entries; the first is the conventional, asker (soldier), erkek (young 
man), yiğit (brave young man), the second entry has the definition “Gerçeğe ulaşanlar,” or those 
who approach or arrive at Truth, which would be the translation most likely preferred by Shaykh 
Taner.  Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı. Yunus Emre: Hayatı ve Bütün Şiirleri (Altın Kitaplar Yayınevi, 
1971), 476. 
311 The first letter of the Arabic/Ottoman alphabet, that resembles a single, vertical stroke, اا  .  
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Cümle Vücudda Bulduk312  We Found it all in the Body 
 
Ma’ni  evine daldik    We dipped into the house of meaning, 
vücud seyrini kıldık    and took a trip through the body 
Iki cihan seyrini    A trip of the two worlds, 
cümle vücudda bulduk  we found it all in the body.  
 
Bu çizginen gökleri    These spinning skies, 
tahtes – sera yerleri   underground (and lands)  
Yetmiş bin hicapları    Seventy thousand veils, 
cümle vücudda bulduk   we found it all in the body. 
 
Yedi yer yedi göğü    Seven earths, seven skies, 
dağları denizleri   mountains, oceans,  
Uçmak ile tamuyu    Heaven and Hell, 
cümle vücudda bulduk  we found it all in the body. 
 
Gece ile gündüz    Night and day, 
gökte yedi yıldızı   seven stars in the sky 
Levhte yazılı sözü    The written words on the Tablet, 
cümle vücudda bulduk  we found it all in the body. 
 
Musi ağdığı Tur’u    Mount Sinai where Moses ascended 
yoksa Beytül – Ma’mur’u  and the heavenly palace where angels pray  
Israfil çalan suru    The horn that Israfil blows, 
cümle vücudda bulduk  we found it all in the body.  
 
Tevrat ile Incil’i    Torah and Gospel, 
Furkan ile Zebur’u   the Criterion (Qur’an) and Psalms,  
Bunlardaki beyanı    The explanation of all of these, 
cümle vücudda bulduk  we found it all in the body. 
 
Yunus’un sözleri hak    Yunus’ words are truth, 
cümlemiz dedik saddak  everything we said is true 
Nerd’istersen orda Hak   Wherever you wish, over there is Truth, 
cümle vücudda bulduk  we found it all in the body. 
 
                                                
312 My translation.  
Turkish taken from Shaykh Taner’s yellowed and worn volume of Yunus poetry; Arif, Huseyin. 
Yunus Emre: Hayatı ve Şiirleri. Umumi Satix Yerlerii, p. 146. (no year listed on copyright page) 
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Ciğer Kebabi313    The Liver Kebab poem 
 
Yandı yüreğim tütüştü,    My heart burned and was smoking 
Bağrım ciğer kebapdurur    My insides became liver kebab 
Âşıkların şerbetleri,    The drink of lovers, 
Bu derdime sebepdürür.    Is the reason for my affliction. 
 
Bir niceleri aşk düzer,    Love brings together so many things, 
Bir niceleri aşk bozar.    Love spoils so many things. 
Bir niceler esrik gezer,   So many wander around ecstatic and drunk, 
Öyle kim var harapdurur.    How many are they who are ruined like this? 
 
Aşk ile çalındı kalem,    The pen plagiarized with love, 
Aşka esirdürür âlem.     The universe is a slave to love  
Âşıklar arasında dem,    Between lovers is a breath, 
Cebrail de hicapdurur.    Gabriel too is embarrassed.  
 
Medreseler müderrisi,    The director of the religious school 
Okumadılar bu dersi.     They did not teach this lesson.  
Şöyle kaldılar âciz ki,    They found themselves unable to do that 
Bilmediler ne bapdurur.    They did not know what chapter it was  
 
Azâzil davasın kıldı,     Shaytan made his claim, 
Davası hem yalan oldu.    His allegations were all a lie.  
Yalan dava kılanların,    Those who make false claims  
Pes cezası azapdurur.     The torment of hell is soft punishment 
    
Ölmez o aşk bilişleri,    Those acquainted with that love don’t die,  
Esrik meclisin hoşları.    It is the drunk gatherings’ pleasantries. 
Daim bunların işleri,     Always these people’s task 
Çeng ü şeştâ rebapdurur.    is making music with harp and lute.  
 
Yunus, sen şimdi miskin ol,   Yunus, first be helpless, 
Hem o miskinlere kul ol.    Then be a servant to the helpless ones. 
Zira miskin olanları,    Because those who are helpless 
Arzulayan Çalap’durur.    Are desired by God.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
313 My translation.  
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Kendi tatlı canına 314 
 
Kendi tatlı canına 
Nefsin yavuz yoldaştır 
Nefsine uyma şahım 
Aldar seni kallaştır 
 
Hayır der şere iletür 
Doğru tamuya çeker 
Küfrü iman gösterir 
Yol urucu kalmaştır 
 
Nefis şeytanla birdir 
Çokları nefse esir 
Nicenin nefs elinden 
Ciğeri dolu yaştır 
 
Kim ki nefsine uydu 
Kendini oda koydu 
Ol nefsine uymayan 
Bil ki devletlü başdır 
 
Nefs kadim Hakk'a asi 
Yoktur oddan korkusu 
İşi benlik davası 
Emmaredir serkeştir 
 
Nefsin hacca vardığı 
Mescidlere girdiği 
Aç yalın yürüdüğü 
Maksudu bir sapaştır 
 
Hak rızasında kaçar 
Heva yolunda uçar 
Kibr ü kin buhl ü hased 
Bunlar nefse yoldaştır 
 
Nefs ölümünü anmaz 
İşin sonunu sanmaz 
Öğüt vermez hem almaz 
Sanki bir katı taştır 
                                                
314 This is Esrefoglu Rumi’s poem in which the word nefs (Ar. Nafs) appears twenty-one times. I 
have marked them in bold.   
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Riyadır hep taati 
Hod benliktir adeti 
Terk ettir adetini 
Evliyaya ulaştır 
 
Kanaat kılıcıyla 
Kes nefsinin başını 
Nefse uyup canını 
Tab mihnete ulaştır 
 
Uyma nefsin itine 
İriş mürşid katına 
Nefsine uyar isen 
Var it gibi dolaş dur 
 
Nefsi kogıl aşka uy 
Devişlikten doy hem doy 
Devişlikten doyanın 
Varı yolda taraştır 
 
Bağla nefsin itini 
Yemesin halk etini 
Emin olma nefsinden 
Deme nefsim yavaştır 
 
Keser tama' damarın 
Urur nefsin boynunu 
Gör aşıklar nefs ile 
Dün gün nice yavaştır 
 
Bu eşrefoğlu rumi 
Nefsini öldüreli 
Kanda başka Dost yüzü 
Gözlerine tutaştır 
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Justice, (January/May 2000), Harvard Divinity School representative. 
 
Languages 
Strong reading knowledge of French, Modern and Ottoman Turkish, Arabic 
Speaking fluency in French and Modern Turkish 
 
Professional Memberships 
American Academy of Religion 
American Anthropological Association 
College Theology Society 
 
Awards and Grants 
Boston University, University Professors Program, $2300 Travel Grant for fieldwork in 
Mauritius and South Africa, 2008.  
 
Boston University, Institute for the Study of Muslim Societies and Civilizations, $500 
Field Research/Travel Grant, 2008. 
 
Doctoral Examinations 
Anthropology    General Theory and Anthropology of Religious Practice and Belief 
 
  
388 
Islamic History  Umayyad/Abbasid, Seljuk, and Mamluk dynasties’ ideological 
   agendas, institutional organization, questions of orthodoxy and 
   survival of classical Islam 
 
Sufism   Relationship between Sharia and Sufism; Sufi hermeneutics; 
   wahdat al-wujūd and wahdat ash-shuhūd; transformation of 
   asceticism into mysticism 
 
